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Abstract

 

 

 

The composition of ice from four case studies based on the facies, solute, stable isotope, and debris 
content reveals compositional differences reflective of different modes of ice formation.  In 
Southern McMurdo Sound, there is a distinctive geochemical signature that differentiates between 
meteoric-origin and marine-origin ice.  Analysis of the basal ice of three glaciers from the 
McMurdo Dry Valleys shows that liquid water does contribute to its formation.  The basal ice 
sequences are structurally and compositionally different and are reflective of different modes of 
formation or entrainment active at the glacier margins.  In the cases of the Rhone and Wright 
Lower glaciers marginal sediments and liquid water are key to understanding the accretion of 
debris-rich ice and both have basal facies consistent with refreezing in subzero conditions.  The 
liquid water is formed by ephemeral melt during the summer.  In the Rhone Glacier, melt water 
refreezes on the apron and is entrained into the advancing glacier.  By contrast, by the Wright 
Lower Glacier adjacent streams or ponds saturate unconsolidated sediments which are entrained 
during ice advance.  In the Taylor Glacier, the basal ice is comprised of a thick sequence of 
intercalated layers of clean clear ice and fine-grained debris layers.  These laminated facies have a 
solute composition consistent with evaporites formed from a relict seawater intrusion.  The 
combination of entrained debris, high solutes and laminations is consistent with interaction at the 
glacier bed and regelation.  Interpreting empirically derived co-isotopic slopes is problematic, as 
highlighted in the case study of the Taylor Glacier where laminated facies have all the hallmarks of 
refrozen ice, yet plot on a co-isotopic slope that is typically interpreted as meteoric.  Similarly, ice 
from the McMurdo Ice Shelf shows a clear difference in absolute isotope values which is 
interpreted as being refrozen from seawater, yet its co-isotopic plot is statistically indistinguishable 
from the meteoric water line.  The ice compositional approach has highlighted several 
shortcomings.  Firstly, solutes deposited in inland areas have limited solute pathways and do not 
distinguish between different types of ice but are useful in distinguishing between marine and 
continental salts.  Secondly, co-isotopic analysis to reconstruct freezing history is dependent on 
statistically-derived interpretations which do not explain slopes that lie between physically-based 
models of meteoric and freezing slopes.  In empirical studies, slopes between 5 and 8 are common, 
and are probably cosmopolitan samples.  Finally, ice composition is inconsistent between similar 
ice types in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, as similar facies have different ice compositions, and 
origins.  This underlines the problem with the premise that structurally similar ice facies are formed 
by the same process.   
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Chapter One

Introduction
 

 

 

Processes of erosion, transport and deposition are fundamental to the understanding of 

landscape evolution, for both ancient and contemporary environments.  In glacial environments, 

erosion is constrained by ice rheology and thermal conditions.  Whether ice is warm (at or near 

pressure melting) or cold strongly influences the type of processes active at the glacier bed.  The 

prevalent view of cold glaciers is that when ice temperatures are subzero, the ice is frozen to its bed 

and, geomorphologically speaking, inert.  However, as early as 1967, observations made at the 

Meserve Glacier, Antarctica revealed that small belts of moraines existed at the margins of small 

alpine polar glaciers.  This research was lead by Holdsworth (1967) who measured basal ice 

temperatures of -17°C, and meticulously recorded the details of the basal ice facies including its 

chemistry, structure, and debris.  The extremely low debris concentrations coupled with low ice 

flow velocities and subfreezing temperatures lead to the conclusion that the small terminal 

moraines were relict features from episodic warming events (e.g. Richardson & Holmund, 1996).  

The presence of glacial landforms in landscapes dominated by cold-based glaciers, 

however, continued to perplex geomorphologists and glaciologists alike.  Investigations into other 

cold glaciers revealed thick basal ice layers that contained high amounts of debris.  These debris 

layers vary from 1 to 5 metres in thickness in cold glaciers, and up to tens of metres in polythermal 

glaciers.  Such debris-rich bands can contribute significant amounts of debris to the formation of 

moraines.  A study by Fitzsimons et al. (2001) suggested that the small moraines formed adjacent 

to the Suess Glacier represented 750 years worth of basally-derived sediments.   

Increasingly, the theoretical models of cold glacier dynamics fail to explain the small 

body of empirical evidence.  An empirical study by Gilpin (1979) showed compelling evidence of 

the existence of regelation at subfreezing temperatures.  In this experiment, Gilpin argued that 

foreign bodies within the ice attracted thin layers of water due to an excess of pressure surrounding 

the foreign body.  Subsequent theoretical calculations by Shreve (1984) purported that as a result of 

the presence of uniform thin interfacial water layers, basal sliding in subfreezing ice occurred, 
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albeit at extremely low rates.  Interfacial films have been experimentally shown in temperatures as 

low as -30oC, and by extension are considered to exist in natural glacial systems (Cuffey et al., 

2000a; Wettlaufer et al., 1996).  Shreve (1984) first presented a theoretical argument that at 

subfreezing conditions sliding could occur.  If basal sliding could occur, it follows that cold 

glaciers are also capable of more basal processes than previously thought.  Following Shreve’s 

work, empirical evidence provided by Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang (1987) described basal sliding 

at -5°C, in ice-laden drift, which subsequent authors have considered as basal ice, but may reflect 

subglacial sediment deformation.  Regardless of these findings, the processes responsible for 

debris-rich basal ice formation in cold glaciers remain poorly understood.  The presence of debris-

rich (or ‘dirty basal ice’) in cold ice systems has attracted significant attention because these layers 

deform more readily than clean ice and contribute significantly to ice velocities (Echelmeyer and 

Zhongxiang, 1987).  The contribution of debris layers to ice movement is particularly important for 

palaeoclimatic ice core studies and may provide upper limits on reconstructions (Cuffey, 2000) and 

has profound implications for the interpretation of ancient landsystems. 

Renewed work on the Meserve Glacier by Cuffey et al. (2000a) continued the pioneering 

work of Holdsworth and challenged the long-held assumption that cold-based glaciers are 

inefficient geomorphic agents.  Cuffey et al. (2000a) contended that cold-based glaciers actively 

entrain substrate material where interfacial water films facilitate subfreezing entrainment.  Thus, 

the presence of interfacial water creates conditions conducive to sliding and abrasion by cold ice 

glaciers as initially suggested by Gilpin (1979) and Shreve (1984).  Cuffey et al.’s précis is that 

landforms of glacial erosion underneath subfreezing ice masses are not necessarily relicts of 

warmer (ice) episodes.  Subfreezing conditions do not preclude the presence of water, particularly 

near an interface.  The distinction is that at subfreezing temperatures liquid water exists in 

equilibrium with the ice mass, and that there is no net melt rather than no melt, per se.   

Although a geomorphological model of basal ice formation and the different units 

remains elusive, the description and analysis of basal ice most commonly concludes that the 

presence of debris occurs under warm ice conditions by regelation, congelation or net adfreezing.  

Part of the problem is the difficulty of correlating facies from different studies.  Different authors 

have taken vastly different approaches to categorising their facies units and there remains little 

consensus on terminology, descriptions, and analysis.  Recent evidence (cf. Alley et al., 1987; 

Engelhardt et al., 1990, Fitzsimons, 1996) has highlighted the inconsistencies between the 

theoretical limitations of dry-based glacial erosion and transport rates, and the sediments and 

landforms.  This empirical evidence suggests that sliding is possible at the base of cold glaciers, but 

at present no mechanism adequately explains the dynamics of cold ice. 

In an effort to unravel the formation of basal ice, studies have increasingly turned from 

qualitative approaches such as facies analysis (describing the primary visual characteristics of a 

distinct unit or layer) to quantitative approaches that measure the concentration of particles by 
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weight or volume, the salinity or pH of ice (a rudimentary measure of ionic cation concentrations), 

crystal fabric (the alignment of crystal boundaries), and isotopic signatures.  Isotopic analysis of ice 

relies on the fundamental physical properties of water, that is, that heavier species of a particular 

element will preferentially freeze as they have a slightly higher latent heat of freezing temperature.  

As a result of this difference in mass, and thus freezing point, fractionation of isotopic species 

occurs during phase change.  Isotopic fractionation is recorded in ice and can be used to reconstruct 

the parent characteristics of ice and its freezing history.  When both hydrogen and oxygen isotopes 

are analysed, regression analysis can distinguish between unmodified meteoric ice, and refrozen ice 

from a water reservoir.  This “co-isotopic” analysis is thought to be particularly useful in 

reconstructing the isotopic signature of basal ice and identifying both open- and closed-system 

reservoir freezing lines.  

 

1.1 Objectives

It is increasingly evident that the processes that occur at the substrate-ice interface and 

within the basal zone remain poorly understood and it is the intention of this study to elucidate the 

formation of ice from the Ross Dependency using stable isotope analysis and a suite of 

complementary diagnostic methods.  The aim of this study is to use an ice compositional approach 

to understanding and reconstructing the formation history of basal ice in cold glaciers, particular to 

the McMurdo Dry Valleys, and the formation of coastal moraines in Southern McMurdo Sound.   

This study compares the ice composition of different types of glaciers in an attempt to 

shed light on the formation of debris-enriched basal ice, which imparts a strong influence on ice 

rheology and thus glacier behaviour.  The outcome will be to provide information on cold glaciers, 

which remain poorly understood and scarcely studied, and to provide data on peculiar subglacial 

conditions in glaciers in the McMurdo Dry Valleys.  The purpose of this study is to build a 

deductive model to understand contemporary glaciological processes in cold glaciers, from the ice 

composition by: 

 

 A study of the morphology, structure and sediments within cold glaciers; 

 Characterising the basal ice isotopic composition to inform freezing history; 

 Compare and contrast the basal ice sequences from different types of polar glaciers; 

 Evaluation of the utility of ice compositional approaches. 
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1.2 Thesis Outline

The following chapter reviews the main subglacial processes that form basal ice and 

describes how ice compositional studies have been used to reconstruct freezing histories and the 

provenance of basal ice.  By reviewing the current body of literature about ice composition, 

research questions about the current understanding of cold glaciers will be developed.  The next 

chapter (Chapter Three) details the research strategy, study areas and analytical methods used in 

this study.  Chapter Four presents the results of the facies, solute and isotopic composition of the 

ice from each of the four sampling locations.  In the discussion (Chapter Five), the results are 

interpreted and are the basis for developing models of ice formation.  Finally, the limitations of this 

approach and larger questions about ice compositional studies are discussed.  The key points of this 

study are summarised in the conclusion (Chapter Six). 
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Chapter Two

Ice Composition Studies
 

 

 

The recognition that ice composition can yield meaningful information about ice 

formation processes and that of past climatic conditions has signalled a number of related 

applications.  In the late 1960s, stable isotope analysis was used to infer temperature differences in 

precipitation events as recorded in snow packs and glacial ice.  By the late 1970s, stable isotopes 

were also used to infer processes active within ice shelves and the sources of precipitation for ice.  

Increasingly, stable isotopes were applied to hydrological systems as tracers, oceanography as a 

means of reconstructing circulation patterns, and as indicators of refreezing processes at the base of 

temperate glaciers.  The analysis of ice cores from ice sheets, ice shelves and glaciers is an 

important source of information for both palaeoclimatic studies and contemporary cryospheric 

processes.  By far the greatest amount of work has focussed on reconstructing palaeo-temperatures 

from ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica.  Changes in the ratio of heavy isotopes in these ice 

cores have been correlated to changes in ice storage, and by applying transfer functions to the 

deuterium values to calculate global mean temperatures.  Similarly, analysis of gas bubbles trapped 

within the ice has also yielded averaged atmospheric gases composition, where high levels of CO2 

are strongly correlated to warmer periods.  The analysis of ice core composition also focussed on 

the amount of impurities, like sulphate which has been linked to large volcanic events and acts as a 

marker layer within ice cores. 

The study of ice composition in many instances takes a multi-faceted approach, 

describing the physical appearance of the ice (and its facies), solute composition (both major salts 

and trace elements), isotopic composition, crystallographic fabric and gas analysis.  The aim of this 

chapter is to synthesise the current state of knowledge of ice composition studies, with particular 

emphasis on the potential of ice compositional studies to inform basal ice processes. 
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2.1 Mechanisms of basal ice formation
Knowledge about subglacial processes is essential to understanding the erosive potential 

of a glacier and its influence on landform development.  Erosive power is considered a direct 

reflection of the thermal conditions at the glacier sole and the entrainment of debris affects both 

rheology, friction and glacier motion.  A number of models have been developed to explain the 

range of processes that occur in the basal zone, of which the most important are: regelation, net 

adfreezing, and the entrainment of pre-existing ice.  These processes are reviewed in the following 

section as a precursor to a description of the different methods of characterising ice composition for 

informing basal ice formation. 

 

 

2.1.1 Regelation

A mechanism of ice formation by regelation was first suggested by Weertman (1961) 

who suggested that the obstacles protruding from the glacier bed caused enhanced friction.  The 

enhanced friction on the stoss side of an obstacle is sufficient to melt small amounts of ice enabling 

sliding to occur.  Regelation is thought to be an important process in temperate glaciers where the 

ice is at or near pressure melting point.  The melt produced on the upglacier side of an obstacle 

flows downstream, where it refreezes on the lee side of the obstacle.  Regelation produces only a 

small amount of melt and forms thin (millimetre-sized) layers of new ice.  The individual laminae 

of ice formed by regelation may be 0.1 to 1 mm in thickness and each represents one freezing event 

(Benn and Evans, 1998; Hubbard and Sharp, 1995).  Subsequent regelation around other obstacles 

downstream is likely to partially destroy the ice through continued downstream evolution, limiting 

regelation ice to thicknesses of a few centimetres (Hubbard and Sharp, 1989; 1993).   

Regelation is generally considered to be an inefficient method for entraining debris and 

steady-state equilibrium of debris concentration occurs over very short distances.  If regelation was 

the only process to actively entrain basal debris, the basal debris layer would not exceed a thickness 

of 10 mm (Alley et al., 1998).  The formation of alternating layers of clear ice and debris layers are 

commonly interpreted as the product of regelation (Souchez and Lorrain, 1978; Hubbard and 

Sharp, 1993).  Other authors consider the presence of bubble-free ice with dispersed clots of silt 

sized debris as indicative of Weertman regelation (Sugden et al., 1987b; Souchez et al., 1990; 

Knight, 1994).   

Lliboutry (1993) proposed an adaptation to the Weertman model of regelation by 

suggesting that the melt produced by enhanced friction around obstacles flows through 

intergranular networks within the basal ice, rather than between the ice and bed.  Like the 
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Weertman model, the amount of melt formed is small and the resultant ice will be limited to a 

thickness of less than 100mm and will reach a steady state thickness (Alley et al., 1998).  Both of 

the regelation models assume that the ice is at or close to pressure melting point so that the added 

energy from friction is sufficient to form melt.  Since the ice must be close to pressure melting 

point, regelation only occurs in temperate glaciers and is precluded as a method of entraining debris 

in cold ice. 

 

 

2.1.2 Net Freeze on (Net Adfreezing)

Regelation assumes that the amount of melting and freezing that occurs at the glacier sole 

is equal.  If melting is greater than freezing, no basal ice will form and the excess melt will drain 

away.  Alternatively, when freezing dominates the subglacial system, large amounts of basal ice 

may be accreted en masse to the glacier sole, limited only by the amount of water.  This process is 

commonly referred to as net adfreezing.   

Net freeze-on occurs when a freezing front penetrates through an ice mass and basal 

conditions change from net-melting to net-freezing.  Usually large glaciers and ice sheets have 

warmer, well-insulated central regions that may be at or near pressure melting point.  As the ice 

flows away from this central region towards the terminus, thinning of the ice mass results in 

cooling.  Under such conditions, water flows from the warmer-central regions outwards to the 

cooler thinner regions where it freezes by net freeze-on (adfreezing).  If sufficient debris is 

available at the substrate this will also be included in the accreted ice.  If environmental conditions 

fluctuate this may result in the migration of the freezing zone causing the formation of stacked 

debris sequences.  Net freeze-on processes require the ice mass to change from warm- to cold- ice 

conditions either temporally or spatially - a characteristic of polythermal glaciers. 

Transition between warm and cold conditions at a glacier bed may also be formed by 

changes in basal water pressure (Robin, 1976; Hubbard and Sharp, 1989).  A drop in pressure 

causes a decrease in the pressure melting point, resulting in adfreezing and the accretion of 

subglacial water and debris.  The debris content of ice formed by net adfreezing depends on 

availability of subglacial debris and water.  If the glacier flows over unconsolidated sediments, the 

freezing front can migrate downwards into saturated sediments (Figure 2.1).  In this instance, the 

debris concentrations may be very high, where ice only exists interstitially between mineral grains 

(Harris and Bothamley, 1984).  Progression of the freezing front through subglacial sediments was 

suggested by Weertman (1961).  Weertman’s model of net accretion suggested that inner moraines 

in the Greenland ice sheet were formed by ice melt at the bottom of the ice sheet in the interior 

where geothermal heat and strain were sufficient to melt ice.  The migration of the 0oC isotherm 
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through unconsolidated subglacial sediments results in a stacked sequence of segregation ice and 

entrained debris (Christoffersen and Tulaczyk, 2003a, b; Souchez et al., 2004). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram showing the progressive stages of basal adfreezing. A).
Pore water flows towards the ice base as a response to freezing. B). Pore water accretes
at the bottom of the basal ice and forms a layer of segregation ice. C). The freezing
front migrates into the unconsolidated sediment, forming an ice lens. D). A second ice
lens forms from continued migration of the freezing front through the subglacial
sediment. A thin layer of ice regelates into sediments beneath ice lenses.
(Christoffersen and Tulaczyk, 2003b).

 

 

Debris entrained by net adfreezing like that described above, has the potential to preserve 

fine sedimentary signatures.  If the glacier is underlain by bedrock, net adfreezing will result in 

basal ice with relatively less entrained debris (Boulton, 1970; Gow et al., 1979).  Another 

alternative method of accreting ice en masse at the glacier sole has been suggested by Fitzsimons et 

al. (1999; 2001).  Studies of the basal ice of the Suess Glacier in the McMurdo Dry Valleys of 

Antarctica revealed thick stacked sequences of basal ice that was compositionally distinct from 

englacial ice.  In this instance, the formation of basal ice was formed by transient wet-based 

conditions as the subzero glacier flowed into a marginal lake.  Accretion at the glacier sole of ice 

and debris occurred as the glacier flowed into the wet-based lake (that is, a liquid lake covered with 

a perennial ice cap). 
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Supercooling Net Freeze on

Studies from the basal zone of the Matanuska Glacier by Lawson et al. (1998), have 

suggested another mechanism for the formation of basal ice, by the accretion of supercooled water.  

Glaciohydraulic supercooling occurs when subglacial water flows rapidly up a reverse slope nearly 

two times greater than the downward ice surface slope (Alley et al., 1998).  The rapid increase in 

hydraulic elevation prevents the water from warming by frictional heat, so that the water is in 

disequilibrium with the pressure-melting point.  Supercooled water accretion is associated with 

subglacial overdeepenings and results in the formation of frazil ice at the glacier sole which also 

traps any suspended sediment.  Evidence for supercooled water accretion has been limited to 

observations at the Matanuska Glacier, although Roberts et al. (2002) suggest that supercooled 

accretion also occurs in jökulhlaup and ablation-dominated regimes under piedmont glaciers in 

Iceland. 

 

 

2.1.3 Accretion of Pre existing Ice

To explain the presence of stratified basal ice sequences in subpolar and polar glaciers, 

another model of basal ice formation was developed.  The accretion of pre-existing ice into the 

basal zone of cold glaciers can occur by two different mechanisms: the overriding and entrainment 

of buried glacier ice; and the incorporation of aprons accumulating at the snout.  Shaw (1977a, b) 

identified that ice blocks calving from the ice cliff, refrozen meltwater, debris from the glacier and 

aeolian deposits formed a ramp of material (or “apron”) that sloped away from the ice cliff.  

Meltwater frequently reworked the surface of the apron, redistributing accumulated debris and 

since calving is intermittent, the apron develops layering. 

Based on observations at the margin of the Taylor Glacier, Shaw concluded that material 

in the basal layer of cold glaciers appeared similar to the apron.  The basal ice appeared bubbly and 

foliated, characteristics which Shaw attributed to being an extension of the crude stratification 

exhibited in the apron.  The similarities between the apron material and the basal layer led Shaw to 

the conclusion that the basal ice was in fact, entrained apron material.  At the terminus, glaciers 

experience deceleration and compressive flow, which Shaw saw as a mechanism to form contorted 

basal ice with steeply dipping shear planes.  The result of this compressive flow and shear was to 

produce stacking of the debris-rich basal ice, causing a thickening of that layer.   

These observations led to the development of the Apron Entrainment Model (Shaw, 

1977b).  The forward movement of flow foliates debris-rich ice over the apron, which causes 

deformation of the underlying apron.  Thinning of ice at the margin causes deceleration leading to 

buckling folds in the lower portions of the glacier – in this case, the apron.  Since the apron acts as 
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an obstacle to flow, there is an increase in strain resulting in recumbent folding (Hooke, 1970).  

The folding of the underlying apron leads to thickening of the basal ice (Figure 2.2).  Ice loss from 

ablation, melt and calving occurs regularly at the ice margin and is deposited proglacially, 

reworked, and then re-entrained into the glacier as it advances.  As the pre-existing ice is entrained 

it is smeared and deformed, resulting in a stratified sequence of debris-rich and clean-ice layers that 

is folded and sheared. 

 
 

Figure 2.2: Debris entrainment by incorporation of the frontal apron. Shaded areas
illustrate the sequential deformation of apron sediment. Source: Shaw (1977a).

 

 

A similar pattern of entrainment was also observed on several glaciers on Ellesmere 

Island in the Canadian Arctic (Evans, 1989a, b), Barnes ice cap (Hooke, 1973) and Skalafellsjökull 

in Iceland (Sharp, 1984).  The incorporation of buried glacier ice and debris becomes reactivated 

by the advancing glacier and entrained as an englacial debris band which is smeared by glacier 

flow.  In many instances the buried glacier ice is contiguous with the glacier terminus so that it 
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forms a supraglacial ramp that is subject to fluvial incision (Evans, 1989b).  Similar patterns of 

entraining buried ice or permafrost have also been observed by Harris and Bothamley (1984) and 

Astakhov and Isayeva (1988).   

 

 

2.1.4 Ice Deformation

Subglacial sediment can also be lifted into the glacier through thrusting.  Under 

compressive flow conditions near glacier margins, reverse faults form resulting in the overthrusting 

of ice.  Debris that is stuck to the ice at the glacier sole is carried up the thrust planes, resulting in 

the entrainment of subglacial debris into cold glaciers.  Although questioned on theoretical 

grounds, observations by Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang (1987) and by Tison et al. (1993) identified 

debris with shear planes that rose from frozen glacier beds.  Thrusting of subglacial material can 

entrain new material into the glacier system.  More commonly, ice deformation results in the 

modification of pre-existing ice.  The structure and thickness of basal ice is strongly influenced by 

deformation processes.  If flow is accelerating, the basal ice layer will thin and undergo brittle 

fracture (Benn and Evans, 1998).  Under extensional flow, debris-bearing ice is brittle and will 

form boudins (Hubbard and Sharp, 1989; Hambrey and Milnes, 1975).  Under compressive 

conditions, the basal ice will shorten and thicken through faulting and recumbent folding which 

may experience subsequent shear and rotation (Hambrey and Müller, 1978; Sharp et al., 1988).   

Studies of the basal ice of the Worthington Glacier in Alaska by Hart and Waller (1999) 

characterised a debris-rich basal ice unit formed by large-scale longitudinal compressive 

deformation.  The basal sequence consists of stratified solid ice with layers of alternating debris-

rich and debris-poor ice.  The bottom ice was a debris-rich basal ice layer with alternating debris-

rich/debris-poor layers and deformation.  A decóllement surface marked the boundary between the 

debris-rich basal ice and clean bubbly ice.  Hart and Waller (1999) interpreted the presence of the 

bubbly ice as metamorphosed snow from filled crevasses and cavities.  The presence of alternating 

layers of debris-rich/debris-poor ice is frequently interpreted as formed through regelation (Kamb 

and La Chappelle, 1964; Lawson, 1979b; Hubbard and Sharp, 1995) or net adfreezing (Lawson and 

Kulla, 1978; Strasser et al., 1996).  Usually basal ice formed by regelation will be bubble-free due 

to the expulsion of gases during refreezing (Kamb and La Chappelle, 1964) although bubble plains 

within regelation layers may exist (Hubbard, 1991).  However, Hart (1995) offered an alternative 

interpretation of laminations as the product of deformation.  Obstacles in the bed or suspended in 

the ice cause attenuation of ice as it deforms around the solid obstacle (Figure 2.3).  Deformation 

has also been suggested by Waller et al. (2000) as a mechanism for creating laminations and spatial 

heterogeneity within basal ice layers.  Consequently it can be difficult to distinguish between 
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glaciotectonic laminations and laminations formed from accretion processes like regelation (Benn 

and Evans, 1998).  Distinguishing between these two types of processes can only be acheived by 

careful examination of the ice composition to determine if the ice has undergone any modification 

by melt and refreeze processes (Knight, 1997; Benn and Evans, 1998). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Diagram showing the formation of laminations as a response to deformation
around obstacles (Waller et al., 2000).

 

 

2.2 Composition of Ice
To understand the processes active in the basal zone of glaciers and ice sheets impurities 

within the ice are analysed as indicators of basal conditions.  The most striking features of the basal 

zone of glaciers are the high sediment yields and complex deformation structures.  Numerous 

studies have attempted to infer basal processes by measuring entrained debris roundness, shape and 

particle size to reconstruct its source and entrainment mechanisms (Section 2.2.1).  The 

organisation of the ice, in terms of its structure is an important aspect to categorising basal ice 

(Section 2.2.2).  The chemical impurities in ice exert a strong influence on ice rheology so different 

types of ice may reflect distinct solute signatures (Section 2.2.4), and the presence of particular ions 

or debris grains may retard the growth of ice crystals (Section 2.2.6).  Finally, air bubbles trapped 
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in ice have also been used to distinguish between englacial ice and ice formed by refreezing 

(Section 2.2.5).  A similar determination between meteoric-origin ice and refrozen ice can also be 

established by measuring the stable isotope composition of ice (Section 2.2.7).  The following 

sections detail the approaches used to characterise ice composition and how each method sheds 

light on ice formation processes. 

 

 

2.2.1 Sedimentary Characteristics

Basal ice is distinctly different than englacial ice due to interaction of shear, melt, 

refreeze and debris entrainment processes that occur near the bed (Benn and Evans, 1998).  These 

processes modify the ice composition by including layers or lenses of debris entrained from the 

bed.  The amount of debris present in basal ice can be very high and is an important component in 

controlling the rheological behaviour of glaciers.   

Numerous studies have analysed basal ice debris to infer processes active at the glacier-

bed interface.  Differences in the roundness, shape and particle size distribution of basal-ice derived 

debris have been used to characterise different basal ice types, and infer the erosion and 

transportation processes (e.g. Adam and Knight, 2003; Boulton, 1970).  Commonly, debris is 

expressed as a percentage volume of sediment in ice.  Weight of sediment per unit of volume (e.g. 

g/L) is also common but its usefulness is limited due to different rock densities, and a percentage 

volume is more useful (Knight, 1997).  Analysis of the particle size distributions is also commonly 

used to infer different subglacial processes (Boulton, 1978; Haldorsen, 1981). 

Differences in the roundness or shape of individual particles and surface textures can also 

be used to infer whether crushing or abrasion processes have dominated sediment transfer paths.  

Lastly the structure of the debris layers can yield important information about how the material was 

entrained and subsequently transported.  Most commonly described are discrete bands, fine 

laminations, or aggregates.  In some instances, frozen blocks of unconsolidated sediments are 

entrained that retain the parent sedimentary structures like cross-bedding and stratification 

(Fitzsimons et al., 1999). 

The recognition that subglacial sediment deforms under the flow of glaciers has also led 

authors to re-evaluate where the effective bed is (Boulton, 1996; Murray, 1997), and consider what 

distinguishes basal ice from saturated subglacial till.  For example, in an examination of the 

subglacial till beneath the Urumqi No 1 glacier in China, Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang (1987) 

measured up to 25% of glacier motion occurring within subglacial tills.  However in this study, 

they considered ice-laden drift that comprised of up to 39% of debris by volume as the glacier 

substrate, whereas other studies interpret such units as basal ice (e.g. Fitzsimons, 2006).  Clearly in 
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glaciers overlying unconsolidated substrates, the contact between basal ice and substrate is zonal 

rather than a distinct boundary, given that subglacial sediments also shear and deform and 

contribute to overall glacier motion. 

Numerous studies of cold glaciers have attempted to understand how thick sequences of 

debris have become entrained within the basal ice, given that at subzero temperatures, processes 

like regelation and adfreezing are impeded.  Holdsworth (1974) identified the effective bed of the 

Meserve Glacier occurred along the upper surfaces of protruding boulders.  Salts and debris from 

the glacier substrate were shown to be diffused up to 6m above the bed, forming the amber ice.  

The lack of significant debris in the Meserve Glacier has continued to support the view that cold 

glaciers are inefficient agents of erosion (Cuffey et al., 2000a).  However, the composition of the 

Meserve Glacier is not an archetype of the basal sequences formed by all glaciers in this region, 

with glaciers that reach the valley floors and overriding unconsolidated sediments being distinctly 

different.  Several studies of the basal ice of the Suess Glacier by Fitzsimons et al. (1999; 2001) 

have shown that thick layers of basal ice with frozen blocks of sediment occur in a cold glacier.  

Increasingly, the currently held view that there is no basal velocity beneath cold based ice is being 

challenged both theoretically (Waller, 2001) and based on field studies (Fitzsimons, 2006). 

 

 

2.2.2 Deformation Structures

The internal structure of ice is modified by folding and shearing, resulting in the stacking 

and thickening of basal sequences at glacier margins (Knight, 1997).  Numerous studies on the 

stratigraphic sequences outcropping at glacier margins have identified recumbent folding, thrust-

faulting and nappe overriding in basal ice (e.g. Sharp et al., 1994).  Models of subglacial 

deformation have described how variations in basal ice facies may in fact reflect post-depositional 

glaciotectonism as ice deforms around protrusions (Hart and Waller, 1999), rather than spatial 

variations in subglacial processes. 

The long-held view of cold based glaciers is that subzero basal conditions preclude any 

basal processes like sliding or subglacial sediment deformation (Waller, 2001).  Consequently, cold 

glaciers are still conceptually considered to be frozen to their beds and to move solely through 

internal creep (e.g. Paterson, 1994).  This view has been challenged by empirical observations by 

Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang (1987) and by Cuffey et al. (1999) who observed very slow but 

detectable rates of sliding in subzero conditions.  Furthermore studies have also shown that 

permafrost may also act as a subglacial deforming bed (Astakhov et al., 1996).  The problem is, 

however, that the shear strength of frozen sediment is much higher than that of unfrozen sediment 

due to the cohesive impact of interstitial ice.  However, fine grained materials like clay hold 
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significant amounts of water at grain boundaries well below freezing, dramatically reducing their 

strength (Williams and Smith, 1989).  At temperatures of -12oC clay is considerably weaker than 

frozen sand (Andersland and Alnouri, 1970).  Added to this, Lawson (1996) contends that at 

temperatures close to pressure melting, debris actually enhances the strain rate relative to clean ice 

due to the high stresses around individual particles.   

Waller (2001) recognised that the rheology of cold ice over rigid beds may be profoundly 

different to that flowing over unconsolidated sediments (Figure 2.4).  Waller concluded that rather 

than precluding basal sliding or deformation in cold based glaciers, the presence of subglacial 

permafrost could cause a downward migration of the effective glacier bed resulting in the en masse 

mobilisation of the permafrost. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Representation of the flow profiles and processes thought to characterise
different types of glacier (from Waller, 2001).
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2.2.3 Ice Facies

Facies analysis and architecture is commonly used in sedimentology to describe the 

physical characteristics of sedimentary formations, and has well-established protocols and 

nomenclature.  A facies approach is a first principles description of the sediments, based on such 

qualities as shape, size, organisation/structure, colour, weathering, fabric/orientation, thickness and 

extensiveness.  The facies approach works on the idea that transportation and depositional 

processes impart a distinct signature onto the resultant deposit.  By analysing the character of the 

deposit it is then considered possible to infer the process of its formation.  In glaciology, facies 

analysis is used in the same way, that is, the physical expression of ice is considered to reflect its 

provenance, and thus inform its formation process (Adam and Knight, 2003).  Thus, ice facies that 

occur at different locations but have the same physical appearance are considered to be formed by 

the same process.   

Benson (1961) first introduced a facies approach into glaciology as a means of describing 

surficial snow and ice in accumulation zones.  The facies approach, however, was not widely 

adopted when reporting and describing ice sequences, which Knight and Hubbard (1999) attributed 

to Paterson’s replacement of the term “facies” to “zone” in the widely regarded text The Physics of 

Glaciers.  Benson’s use of facies not being widely adopted may actually reflect difficulty in 

distinguishing between the different facies in the field, as the facies were actually defined in terms 

of their thermal properties rather than their physical characteristics.  The idea of applying a simple 

facies approach to basal ice sequences was first used by Lawson in 1977 in a study of the englacial 

and basal ice exposures of the Matanuska Glacier in Alaska (Lawson and Kulla, 1978).  The ice 

facies were described using generic terms that described the outward expression of the ice, as 

advocated by sedimentary approaches like that of Miall (1977; 1978) and Eyles et al. (1983).  By 

using a generic-based description of the ice facies there is a clear separation between the 

description of the facies and its interpretation.  For the facies from the Matanuska Glacier, Lawson 

described three facies:  stratified, dispersed, and diffused (Lawson and Kulla, 1978; Lawson, 

1979a, b).  The stratified facies occurred at the bottom 3 to 15 m featured alternating layers of 

debris-rich ice and relatively clean ice.  Above the stratified facies, was a layer of bubble-free, 

poorly structured ice with low concentrations of clay to pebble sized debris, referred to as dispersed 

facies (Table 2.1).  Both the stratified and dispersed facies were considered to be basal ice, whereas 

the diffused facies that occurred above the dispersed facies was considered englacial.  Each facies 

was categorised based on its internal structure, debris concentration and pebble orientation.  

Lawson’s approach was strongly influenced by the sedimentological approach with sediment 

samples analysed for their texture (particle size distribution), shape, and orientation.   
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Table 2.1: Classification of ice facies from the Matanuska Glacier by Lawson (1979b)
based on sedimentary and physical characteristics.

 

Zone Facies Description 

Englacial Diffused White, coarse-bubbly ice and blue coarse clear ice.  Fine-grained debris is 
distributed uniformly fine layers with a debris concentration of 0.002% by 
volume. 

 Banded  Randomly distributed through englacial ice, debris bands have variable debris 
concentration up to 25%. 

Basal Dispersed Debris concentration of 0.04 to 8.4% by volume from clay to pebble size 
debris distributed uniformly in ice.  Ice structure is poorly defined and rarely 
contains bubbles.  Thickness ranges from 0.2 to 0.8m. 

 Stratified Most ice is bubble-free.  Stratification from alternating layers of debris-bearing 
ice with low-debris layers.  Debris content ranges from 0.02 to 74% by 
volume and layers tend to dip upglacier.  Thickness ranges from 3 to 15m, 
pebbles appear rounded to subrounded. 

 

 

Lawson’s approach was to apply generic descriptors to different facies based on their 

physical appearance.  Regardless, Lawson’s facies nomenclature was not immediately or widely 

adopted.  For the most part, facies description of ice sequences is unevenly used, and confined to 

describing ice from temperate and sub-polar glaciers.  It was not until the late 1980s that the facies 

approach to describing ice was revisited.  Description of the ice exposed at the margin of the 

Greenland ice sheet by Knight (1987; 1989) used a similar approach to that of Lawson, identifying 

solid, banded, and clotted facies in the basal ice.  Similarly, Souchez et al. (1988) described both 

stratified and dispersed facies in the basal layers of glaciers draining the Greenland ice sheet and 

from Bylot Island in Canada.   

Another study of the surge-type Varigated Glacier was undertaken by Sharp et al. (1994), 

who identified four basal facies and an englacial facies.  Like Lawson, Sharp et al. (1994) 

identified a diffused facies that characterised the englacial ice comprised of strongly foliated 

bubbles with occasional thin layers of clean clear ice and dispersed debris aggregates.  Within the 

englacial ice, debris bands also occurred within clear ice layers that were classified as banded 

englacial facies.  Similarities in the classification of the basal ice between Lawson’s study of the 

Matanuska Glacier and Sharp et al.’s (1994) study of the Varigated Glacier also extended to the 

types of facies that occurred in the basal zone, stratified and diffused.  The stratified basal ice also 

contained three sub-facies: laminated, clear and solid.  The laminated facies broadly correlate to 

that described by Lawson as stratified, and were considered similar to the basal ice described by 

Hubbard in the Western Alps (Sharp et al., 1994).  Overall, analysis of the facies, structure, and 

isotopic composition of the facies lead Sharp et al. (1994) to determine that four different sets of 

processes operated within the Varigated Glacier.  The dominant sub-facies laminated (Bsl) and 

solid (Bss) were interpreted as the product of open-system freezing of subglacial meltwater, 
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whereas the diffused facies (Bd) was englacially-derived ice that was over-ridden and tectonically 

incorporated into the surging glacier.  Finally, the clean clear sub-facies (Bsc) within the basal zone 

were considered the product of recrystallization, partial melting or intense deformation from basal 

shear that caused the ejection of bubbles. 

Further work on temperate glaciers by Hubbard and Sharp (1995) from eleven glaciers in 

the Western Alps identified seven basal ice facies based on their sedimentology and isotopic 

characteristics (Table 2.2).  Furthermore, these temperate facies were linked to subglacial 

formation processes, and provided a framework to diagnose specific processes active at the glacier 

base from ice facies.  The formation of clear and laminated facies were closely associated with 

regelation processes described by Weertman (1957; 1964) and Lliboutry (1993), whereas 

interfacial facies are formed by the freezing of water as it flows into basal cavities, and the solid 

facies forms by net adfreezing of unconsolidated sediments.  The stratified facies are formed as a 

result of mixing of glacial ice and the tectonic thickening of any of the basal ice facies (Hubbard 

and Sharp, 1995). 

 

 

Table 2.2: Description and interpretation of different facies observed from seven
temperate glaciers from the Western Alps as defined by Hubbard and Sharp (1995).

 

Facies Description Interpretation 

Clear Clear ice layers with flattened gas bubbles. Stress-induced metamorphism close to the 
glacier bed. 

Laminated Fine laminae of debris and clean clear 
bubble-free ice. 

Regelation at the glacier bed.  Basal 
interface at pressure melting point. 

Interfacial Ice layers on bedrock cavity, accordant 
subhorizontal crystal folia. 

Freezing of melt waters within basal 
cavities. 

Dispersed Dispersed debris that is crudely layered in 
bubble-free ice. 

Accretion on the glacier sole within basal 
cavities.  Basal interface at sub-freezing 
temperature. 

Solid Layers of frozen sediment with interstitial 
ice. 

Adfreezing or regelation-accretion of 
unconsolidated sediments. 

Stratified Bubble free layers of debris rich ice 
alternated with clean ice. 

Tectonic interstratification of debris-rich 
basal ice with glacier ice.  Marginal 
compression. 

Planar Thin planes of fine debris cutting across 
other ice folia. 

Marginal fracturing/crevassing. 

 

 

It became increasingly evident, however, that the terms used between different studies 

were similar, yet the ice types that were being described were not.  In a review of the basal ice 

layer, Knight (1997) demonstrated that terminology between different studies were inconsistent, for 

example, the “debris clots” described by Evans (1989a) are different to that of Sugden et al. 
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(1987a) or Knight (1987).  More troubling was the inconsistent use of “stratified” which varied 

from finely laminated debris and clean ice facies as described by Lawson (1979b), compared to the 

broader definition adopted by Hubbard and Sharp (1995) to describe larger scale stratification from 

promarginal tectonics, or the entrainment of pre-existing marginal ice (Evans, 1989a).  

Furthermore, the stratified facies as defined by Lawson is comprised of three sub-facies, of which, 

the laminated sub-facies may also be considered a stand-alone facies in other studies (e.g. Hubbard 

et al., 1996).  The interpretation of the stratified facies is problematic, and as a stand-alone facies 

has been considered either as the product of either large scale glaciotectonism (Hart and Waller, 

1999) or glaciohydraulic supercooling (Lawson et al., 1998).  Other studies interpret the stratified 

facies on individual sub-facies, where the laminated sub-facies are considered the product of basal 

freezing by regelation (Lawson and Kulla, 1978) compared to the solid sub-facies which are 

interpreted as the product of bulk net-freezing of saturated sediments (Sharp et al., 1994; Hubbard 

et al., 2004). 

In an attempt to resolve this conflict in terminology, Knight (1994) proposed a seven-fold 

typology, or facies association of basal ice sequences based on observations from West Greenland 

and the Matanuska Glacier (Table 2.3).  The principle elements of basal ice sequences were 

stratified facies, dispersed-clotted facies, and debris bands.  The stratified facies are considered to 

be the product of freezing on of water and sediment at the glacier sole, with sub-facies variation as 

a result of different entrainment modes.  Dispersed facies were interpreted as the product of 

regelation sliding, whereas the banded facies are formed by the deformation and mixing of 

stratified and englacial facies.  Based on these interpretations, Knight (1994) developed seven 

possible facies associations, where the combinations of the three different facies can be used to 

interpret processes active at the bed (Figure 2.5). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5: Seven fold facies association classification by Knight (1994). Interpretations
and description of each type is summarised in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Facies Associations of basal ice sequences based on observations from West
Greenland and Matanuska Glacier, Alaska described by Knight (1994) and Knight and
Hubbard (1999).

 

Facies 
Association Description Interpretation 

Type 0 No basal ice present No basal ice formed, or has been destroyed by subsequent 
melting. 

Type 1 Stratified facies only Basal accretion.  Presence of laminated subfacies indicates 
incremental freezing of basal water.  Solid sub-facies indicate 
accretion of sediment by freezing or tectonics. 

Type 2 Banded facies, with 
debris bands mixed with 
englacial ice. 

Thrusting of basal sediments, but the absence of bulk accretion 
close to the margin. 

Type 3 Clotted ice only Either: ice flowed close to the melting point with regelation 
and/or intergranular water flow; or basal debris dispersed by 
strain.  Glacier sole is not characterised by net accretion. 

Type 4 Stratified and banded 
facies 

Accretionary marginal environment with compressive flow.  
Typical of sub-polar and surge-type glaciers. 

Type 5 Stratified and clotted 
facies 

Same as Type 3, but with an accretionary margin as in Type 1. 

Type 6 Banded and clotted 
facies 

Ice formed close to pressure melting point in interior, with 
regelation and or intergranular water flow, and strain.  Strong 
compressive flow at margin. 

Type 7 Stratified, banded and 
clotted 

Ice formed close to pressure melting point in interior, with 
regelation and or intergranular water flow, also affected by 
freezing-on and compression at margin. 

 

 

The facies associations approach, like the facies concept in general, still sits 

uncomfortably in glaciology, and may be attributed to the lack of a clear nomenclature and 

framework for the description and interpretation of ice facies, and due to the fact that processes 

responsible for particular ice facies remain poorly understood (Knight and Hubbard, 1999).  

Perhaps, the greatest impediment to adopting a facies-based methodology in glaciology is that the 

outward expression of ice gives no hint to its gas composition or isotopic characteristics which may 

be crucial to the interpretation of the ice facies (Knight, 1997).  The problem of interpreting ice 

facies was recently illustrated by Sleewaegen et al. (2003) who showed that the ice composition of 

the same ice facies had compellingly different compositional signatures and by interpretation, 

different origins. 

The hesitancy to adopt a facies-based approach to the description and classification of ice 

composition is also compounded by studies that use nomenclature similar to a facies approach, but 

refer to different facies as different types of ice (Table 2.4).  For example, numerous studies 

characterise the stratigraphy by using terms like “debris-bearing ice” (e.g. Gemmell et al., 1986; 

Boulton, 1970; Rea and Whalley, 1994; Iizuka et al., 2001a, b; Tison et al. 1993; Gordon et al.,  

1988) which describes most of the basal ice facies described by Knight (1994), Sharp et al. (1994)  
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and Hubbard and Sharp (1995).  The problem of terminology is compounded by the 

interchangeable use of the terms laminated and stratified to describe finely-layered debris and clear 

ice (Table 2.4).  Furthermore, dispersed facies are clearly defined in terms of the presence of 

dispersed debris grains in a fine matrix, yet the ice matrix itself may be bubble-poor as defined by 

Lawson (1979b) and many others, or bubble-rich as described by Goodwin (1993), Murton et al. 

(1995) and Waller et al. (2000).  Finally, there remains considerable variation in the interpretations 

of ice facies, where the dispersed facies has four different interpretations (Table 2.4), all which 

conclude that basal melt is key to its formation, but this may take the form of either accretion in 

basal cavities, regelation, subglacial drainage networks, or a combination of basal refreeze with 

subsequent glaciotectonism.  The interpretations for the facies described here (with a few 

exceptions), are based on observations from temperate and sub-polar glaciers or wet-based ice 

sheets where the presence of liquid water strongly influences basal processes.   

The difficulty with the facies schema presented by Knight and Hubbard (1999) is that it 

does not describe basal sequences of cold, polar glaciers.  Where basal ice temperatures are sub-

zero, models of facies formation by en masse adfreezing, regelation, and subglacial water flow may 

not be appropriate.  Several studies of the Suess Glacier, described thick sequences of debris-rich 

ice, characterised as basal stratified with solid, laminated and clean sub-facies (Fitzsimons et al., 

1999, 2001; Lorrain et al., 1999; Sleewaegen et al., 2003).  Basal ice temperatures were measured 

at -18oC during the summer, and subsequent analysis of the basal ice revealed that it was refrozen 

to the glacier sole as the glacier advanced into a wet-based marginal lake.  Observations from the 

Meserve Glacier revealed two basal facies: amber ice, and a promarginally accreted clean ice 

(Holdsworth, 1974; Anderton, 1974; Cuffey et al., 2000a).  The amber ice, not formally identified 

as a facies, resembles the description of the dispersed facies of Lawson of dispersed debris grains 

in an ice matrix.  The amber ice, by contrast, is a fine-grained, bubbly ice with a distinctive yellow 

colour and is not described in the facies classifications of Lawson (1979b), Hubbard and Sharp 

(1995) or Knight and Hubbard (1999) as it has only been observed in alpine polar glaciers. 

Similarly, the accretion of pre-existing ice at glacier margins also results in the inclusion 

of ice and/or debris subglacially (as described by Shaw, 1977a, b; Evans, 1989a, b; and Harris and 

Bothamley, 1984) is not present in the facies models developed by Knight (1994) or Hubbard and 

Sharp (1995).  Relatively little characterisation of the facies of cold glaciers as been undertaken, 

and the facies that have been described have used the basic nomenclature as developed by Lawson 

(1979b), which may in fact be limiting, as the processes of basal ice formation in cold glaciers may 

not be adequately described based on observations of temperate glacial systems.  Therefore the 

presence of a particular type of basal ice facies may not be formed by the same physical process 

between different glaciers, and challenges the view that ice facies that have the same physical 

appearance are considered to be formed by the same process as suggested by Knight (1994; 1997) 

and Adam and Knight (2003).   
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2.2.4 Chemical Impurities

This section briefly describes why chemical impurities contribute an important influence 

on ice rheology and their pathways into ice.  In glacial environments, solutes may also be derived 

from contact with the bed which is a distinguishing characteristic between englacial and basal ice.  

Quantifying the pathways of solutes is described in the latter parts of this chapter along with 

commonly used solute parameters. 

The presence of chemical impurities within glacier ice affects mechanical strength and 

behaviour by altering the strength of ionic bonds and depressing the freezing point.  Laboratory 

experiments by Jones and Glen (1968) and Riley et al. (1978) showed that the addition of particular 

compounds like hydrofluoric acid (HF) or hydrochloric acid (HCl) softened ice when under strain.  

Halides like chloride or fluoride also displace cations within the ice lattice, resulting in an increase 

in hydrogen ions and a low pH (Killawee et al., 1998).  By contrast compounds like sodium 

chloride (NaCl) or ammonium (NH4
+) stiffened ice when under strain (Cuffey et al., 2000a; Riley 

et al., 1978).  In the case of ammonium (NH4
+), the ion directly substitutes for hydrogen (H+) ions 

within the ice lattice, causing a reduction in the lattice strain (Killawee et al., 1998).  Subsequent 

work by Cuffey et al. (2000a) concluded that there was a strong correlation between strain rate 

with both chemical impurities and crystal grain size.  Therefore the presence of solutes within the 

ice matrix imparts an influence on the growth of crystals and on strain.  In subzero conditions the 

presence of solutes also exerts another influence, by reducing the freezing temperature.  For 

example seawater which has a solute concentration of 35 parts per thousand under normal 

atmospheric pressure has a depressed freezing point of -1.9oC.  For subzero conditions in glaciers 

the presence of solutes combined with frictional heat may be sufficient to melt ice.  The other 

outcome is ice formed from water with a higher solute content has a higher liquid water content 

after freezing. 

The ionic composition of snow and ice is primarily driven by marine-derived aerosols or 

dry salts.  In coastal Antarctica approximately 85% of the soluble ions form from sea salt (Legrand 

and Mayewski, 1997), so that naturally occurring snow and ice is compositionally similar to that of 

seawater.  The composition of naturally occurring snow and ice is similar to seawater being 

dominated by sodium and chloride ions which constitute 85% of seawater.  The remaining 15% is 

made up from sulphate (8%), magnesium (4%), calcium (1%) and potassium (1%) with minor 

traces of other elements.  In seawater, the ratio of sodium to chloride is 0.55 so a higher ratio 

suggests an additional source of sodium like sodium sulphate (mirabilite or Na2SO4) or from a 

crustal source (Mayewski et al., 1996).  By comparison, ratios lower than 0.55 indicate the addition 

of chloride from a volcanic source.  In continental Antarctica high chloride concentrations are 

associated with stratospheric-derived aerosols from large volcanic events (Mayewski et al., 1996; 

Lyons et al., 2003).  However differences in aerosol motility result in continental aerosols like 
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those formed over Antarctica having a different ratio of sodium to chloride than that of seawater 

(Likens et al., 1987) and the total concentration declines rapidly inland over the first 100 km (Allen 

et al., 1985; Mulvaney and Wolff, 1994).   

To understand whether the solute composition is different to that of seawater (and by 

proxy, snow pack aerosols) calculated parameters are commonly used to assess the potential 

sources of chemical constituents.  As previously mentioned, higher amounts of chloride (and by 

inference a low Na:Cl ratio) are often interpreted as evidence of volcanic activity.  A study of the 

sources of impurities in snow packs in Antarctica and Greenland by Herron (1982) showed a 

correlation between increased hydrochloric acid (HCl), fluoride (F) and sulphate (as H2SO4) with 

volcanic activity.  An additional source of sulphate is from the biological reduction of organic 

compounds in soils and coastal waters.  The source of nitrate is less clear, but may be contributed 

by stratospheric input, oxidation of ammonia or decomposition of peroxyacetyl nitrate (Herron, 

1982).  By contrast, the presence of calcium (Ca2+) or magnesium (Mg2+) is from crustal 

weathering.  The presence of calcium in ice cores is usually interpreted as diagnostic of terrestrial 

dust (Mayewski et al., 1993; 1995).  To quantify whether higher amounts of calcium are present in 

ice cores, the non-sea-salt parameter (Ca*) is commonly used (Lyons et al., 2003).  The Ca* is a 

measure of the amount of calcium that is not explained through deposition from marine-derived 

aerosols.  When the Ca* parameter is high, this indicates an additional source of calcium usually 

interpreted as the addition of calcium-rich dust or debris (Lyons et al., 2003).  Alternatively the 

presence of elevated amounts of calcium or magnesium ions in basal ice is interpreted as evidence 

of interaction between ice and debris.   

A similar parameter for sulphate is also commonly used in ice core studies.  The non-sea-

salt sulphate parameter (nssSO4) is used to quantify the background levels of naturally occurring 

sulphate in the atmosphere.  The non-sea-salt sulphate quantifies how much sulphate occurs in an 

ice sample from other pathways.  The sea salt component is usually calculated by comparing the 

ratio sulphate to the ratio of either sodium or magnesium (Millero, 1974; Han Jiangkang et al., 

2001).  This calculation assumes that all of the comparison ion (e.g. sodium) is sourced entirely 

from a marine aerosol pathway and has no secondary pathways. 

Laboratory experiments have also shown that the rate of freezing strongly influences the 

total dissolved solids (TDS) preserved in ice.  If the freezing rate is sufficiently slow, solutes are 

ejected from the ice causing enrichment in the remaining reservoir, until supersaturation occurs at 

which point the ions will be frozen into the ice or precipitate out (Killawee et al., 1998).  Natural 

desalination through freezing is most commonly observed in sea ice and marine-accretion 

environments like ice shelves.  Analysis of the solute content of the floating tongue of the Koelittz 

Glacier in Antarctica by Gow and Epstein (1972) measured concentrations of 90 to 120 ppm in 

marine accreted ice, which is less than 0.5% of the salinity of seawater (35,000 ppm).  However, if 

the freezing rate is fast, then the ice-forming liquid cannot eject all of the salts so that the resultant 
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ice is more saline compared to ice formed at slower freezing rates.  In a closed system, downward 

freezing causes most ions to be expelled and concentrated in the residual water (Hallet, 1976a, b).  

Near the end of the closed system reservoir, the concentration of ions is very high and as a result, 

the final ice layers include most of the expelled ions (Lorrain et al., 2002).  If the brine 

concentration is sufficiently high, the freezing point may not be reached so that pockets of brine 

may occur within ice layers.  Brine pockets commonly form in sea ice but also occur in continental 

areas where evaporation is strong like in the McMurdo Dry Valleys.  In the McMurdo Dry Valleys 

are numerous highly saline lakes.  These lakes are either permanently frozen (e.g. Lake Vida), 

seasonally frozen (e.g. Lake Bull), perennially ice-covered over liquid water (e.g. Lake Bonney), or 

permanently unfrozen (e.g. Don Juan Pond) even at annual temperatures of -20oC depending on 

their salinity (Hendy, 2000).  In the case of Lake Bonney water sampled at the a depth of 30m has a 

salinity of 132,000 mg/L which is four times the concentration of seawater (LTER Data, 2005).  

Therefore quantifying the solute content of basal ice or subglacial sediments may be an important 

factor for understanding the rheology of ice flow in subzero conditions.  The concentration of salts 

is commonly expressed as total dissolved solids or TDS and is the sum of all soluble ions, and is 

usually expressed in either milligrams per litre (mg/L) which is equivalent to parts per million 

(ppm), or in milli- or micro- equivalents per litre (meq/L or eq/L).   

TDS has also been used to distinguish between atmospheric precipitation, rock 

weathering and evaporation in inland waters (Baca and Threlkeld, 2000).  Waters dominated by 

atmospheric precipitation have a low TDS (less than 25 mg/L), whereas waters affected by 

weathering have much higher TDS between 15 to 1000 mg/L and evaporation-enriched waters 

have TDS in excess of 1000 mg/L.  When the solute data is plotted on a ternary diagrams, waters 

dominated by atmospheric precipitation tend to cluster around 50% sodium and potassium and 50% 

calcium in the cation plot, and near the sulphate vertex in the anion plot.  By contrast, waters 

strongly influenced by weathering plotted near the calcium and carbonate/bicarbonate vertices.  

Lastly, evaporation-influenced waters anions tend to plot evenly between chloride, sulphate and 

carbonate/bicarbonate on a ternary diagram, whereas the cations are 60 to 100% sodium and 

potassium. 

The relationship between chemical and physical weathering is also distinguished by the 

major chemistry in stream runoff (Nezat et al., 2001).  In a weathering limited environment, the 

alkali and alkaline earth elements are preferentially fractionated resulting in the removal of calcium 

and sodium, over magnesium and potassium (Nezat et al., 2001).  If chemical or physical 

weathering is occurring at the glacier-bed the solute signature should reflect this, in much the same 

way that occurs in glaciated catchments.  In conditions where water is limited, where the ratio of 

water to rock is low, the solute signature will be characterised by relatively high concentrations of 

sulphate, magnesium and strontium compared to calcium (Fairchild et al., 1999). 
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The contribution of different ions to the overall solute signature has also been used to 

investigate the thermal and mechanical properties of basal ice and several studies have used the 

chemical composition of ice to differentiate between basal and englacial ice (Knight, 1997).  The 

melting and refreezing of ice at the glacier sole is most commonly interpreted as the explanation for 

elevated solute concentrations of basal ice, however in cold glaciers the distribution of solutes may 

actually occur through solid state diffusion (Holdsworth, 1974) or liquid water films (Cuffey et al., 

2000a).  The interaction between water, ice, and soluble species from the glacier substrate largely 

determines the resultant chemical composition of basal ice.  In particular, the chemical 

characteristics of the bed are imparted into subglacial ice beneath temperate and polythermal 

glaciers.  During freezing, ice crystals eject chemical impurities into the remaining water reservoir.  

However, the flushing out of cations from the ice is selective, so that there is a sharp decrease in 

the (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio during melting as a result of the selective migration of solutes as alkali 

metals are more easily flushed out compared to alkaline earth metals (Souchez and Lemmens, 

1987).  Measurement of the base cations of basal ice has been used to distinguish between glacier 

ice and regelation ice by Souchez et al. (1973) and Souchez and Lorrain (1975).  Increased 

amounts of calcium and magnesium are interpreted as evidence of mineral weathering from 

entrained rock particles.  Therefore, increasing the amount of calcium or magnesium decreases the 

(Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio, indicating the presence of chemical or physical weathering of rock 

minerals.  Chemical analysis of the basal ice from the Glacier de Tsijiore Nouve by Souchez and 

Lorrain (1978) and Souchez and Tison (1981) showed that clear ice layers had a higher 

(Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio and total dissolved solids (TDS) compared to clean bubbly englacial ice.  

They suggested that solute enrichment occurs by the selective flushing of ions as the resultant 

water was squeezed from the glacier sole.  The squeezing of ions supports basal ice formation by 

Robin heat pump, where meltwater produced on the stoss of an obstacle has the same solute 

content as basal ice, with additional solutes from the interaction with the bedrock.  On the lee of the 

obstacle the solute content is generally higher, so that they lower the freezing point of the water and 

inhibit the flow of heat driving the regelation process (Hallet, 1976b; Souchez and Lorrain, 1991).  

The type of subglacial bedrock may also affect the basal ice chemistry.  Hallet et al. (1978) found a 

relative enrichment of calcium and magnesium in basal ice as a result of limited incorporation of 

solutes from ice formed by regelation.  The presence of calcium carbonate may also influence the 

character of basal ice gas composition by providing extra carbon dioxide to air bubbles (see section 

2.2.5), and the presence of hydroxyl–bearing solutes (OH-) also modify the stable isotope 

composition of basal ice (see Section 2.2.7). 

The solute concentration of debris-bearing ice is also associated with higher solute 

concentrations which Lorrain and Souchez (1972) interpreted as evidence of cations being held by 

sorption at grain boundaries.  Upon melting, these cations are desorbed from grain boundaries and 

are almost instantaneously released into water resulting in a higher solute content.  Sorption is most 
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effective in ice with fine-grained debris (mud and clay), which have a higher surface area to 

volume ratio which retains higher amounts of thin water films at grain boundaries.  The higher 

water volume and surface area holds higher amounts of cations and can remain unfrozen at -10oC.  

A study by Hooker (1998), however, showed that relatively clean unweathered sand grains 

suspended in ice did not contribute significant amounts of solutes by desorption.  

A comprehensive study of the cation and sediment relationships in basal ice from 

Øksfjordjøkelen in Norway by Rea et al. (2004) showed a strong correlation between sediment 

concentration and measured cations, which was interpreted as indicative of weathering reactions.  

The partitioning of monovalent cations downward through the profile was interpreted as evidence 

of limited melting and refreezing within the ice.  The source of subglacial solutes was considered to 

occur through the surface exchange of base cations, like the weathering of calcium-rich feldspar 

(anorthite) resulting in the release of aqueous calcium.  In subglacial conditions the source of 

hydrogen ions needed to drive chemical weathering are derived from the dissociation of dissolved 

carbon dioxide from ice bubbles within melting ice (Rea et al., 2004).  In this way, the presence of 

minerals and water at the glacier bed alters the chemistry of the resultant meltwater.  Such 

differences in solute content have been used to distinguish between melt waters sourced from 

different pathways through the glacier (e.g. subglacially or englacially) (Tranter et al., 1993; 

Fairchild et al., 1999).  From a basal ice point of view, the interaction of minerals and debris at the 

glacier-bed interface may also result in the incorporation of cations into basal ice during refreezing 

(Killawee et al., 1998).  Therefore, based on solute composition it may be possible to distinguish 

between cation-enriched basal ice and englacial ice (Souchez and Lorrain, 1978; Souchez et al., 

1978) although relatively few such studies have been undertaken. 

 

 

2.2.5 Gas Content

The composition of gas bubbles provides snapshots of the composition of the atmosphere 

during the transition to ice.  In particular, the composition of gas bubbles from polar glaciers and 

ice sheets is generally very close to atmospheric conditions due to the relatively low amount of 

initial gas content (Souchez and Lorrain, 1991).  In this way, the gas content extracted from polar 

cores, in particular the CO2 and methane content, has been used to reconstruct atmospheric 

composition.  However, the gas content of bubbles formed in ice from melt water is not in 

equilibrium with the atmosphere, due to the different solubilities of dissolved atmospheric gases.  

For example, the amount of CO2 in ice formed by melt water is the most enriched, as its solubility 

is seventy times greater than that of nitrogen (Cuffey et al., 2000a).  During refreezing, gas bubbles 

formed in ice will be enriched in carbon dioxide and have lower oxygen to nitrogen ratios when 
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compared to air dissolved in water (Killawee et al., 1998).  The ratio of oxygen to nitrogen in air 

bubbles formed in refrozen ice is around 0.4, which is controlled by the different diffusion 

properties of oxygen and nitrogen.  The ratios of argon to nitrogen will also be much higher than 

that of the atmosphere due to the solubility of argon being twice that of nitrogen (Herron and 

Langway, 1979).  Variations in the ratio of gases in ice bubbles of refrozen ice only tell part of the 

story.  Overall, the total amount of gas trapped in refrozen ice is significantly lower than that in 

bubbly glacier ice. 

Ice that forms from internal heating at the base of the glacier will be considerably 

depleted of the more soluble gases, as a result of the higher gas pressures.  The total gas content 

may be depleted by up to 50% compared to overlying ice (Herron and Langway, 1979, Tison et al., 

1993).  In this way, the gas content of ice samples can distinguish between basal ice and meteoric 

ice.  Furthermore, the process of gas expulsion by diffusion during refreeze creates bubble-poor 

ice, like that described by Gow et al. (1979).  If the freezing rate is sufficiently slow, most of the 

gas will dissolve supporting the supposition that bubble-poor basal ice forms during refreezing 

(Hubbard and Sharp, 1989).  Therefore the formation of bubble-poor or bubble-free ice is 

diagnostic of ice that has formed by a slowly advancing freezing front (Hubbard, 1991) supporting 

basal ice formation through regelation.   

Changing the rate of freezing also affects the shape of individual air bubbles.  An 

experimental study by Hubbard (1991) showed that at slower rates, bubbles were elongated in the 

direction of freezing, whereas at faster rates bubble trains formed.  The ejection of gas bubbles 

during metamorphism of bubbly englacial ice to relatively bubble poor ice occurs through internal 

melting and refreezing from ice deformation (Hubbard and Sharp, 1995).  As a result, expelled gas 

and melt water are discharged to the basal interface, altering the geochemical properties of 

subglacial water, resulting in an enrichment of carbon dioxide by a magnitude (Hubbard et al., 

2000; Killawee et al., 1998).   

Analysis of the gas composition from the Meserve Glacier by Cuffey et al. (2000a) 

showed that the overridden marginal ice and debris at the base of the glacier had lower total gas 

content, compared to the englacial and amber ice.  The gas content provided strong evidence that 

the amber ice was entrained without bulk melt and refreeze.  A similar study undertaken on the 

basal ice from the Suess Glacier by Lorrain et al. (1999; 2002) also showed that the basal ice had a 

much lower total gas content compared to atmospheric values, however the amount of carbon 

dioxide and the oxygen to nitrogen ratio was extremely high, leading the authors to consider the 

supersaturation of gases during the freezing of lake waters onto the glacier sole.  Subsequent 

comparison of the gas content of the basal ice from the Suess Glacier by Sleewaegen et al. (2003) 

showed a dramatic difference in the gas composition between basal ice sampled at the apron, and 

from a tunnel.  These observations supported with isotopic data strongly suggested that the role of 

liquid freezing in forming the basal ice was spatially inconsistent (Sleewaegen et al., 2003). 
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2.2.6 Ice Crystals: Size and Fabric

The size, shape and orientation of individual crystals within ice are commonly assumed to 

be isotropic however this is commonly not the case.  The structure of ice crystals can vary 

dramatically between different types of ice, and imparts a strong influence on the internal 

mechanics of creep (Baker, 1978).  The fabric of ice crystals is determined by the orientation of 

individual crystals relative to each other, and in deformed ice these crystals are strongly aligned.  

Ice crystal orientation is influenced by flow lines through the glacier, as well as by increased strain 

around bed protrusions (Anderton, 1974).  Shear also affects the size of individual crystals even at 

relatively low shear strains (Hooyer and Iverson, 2000).  Cuffey et al. (2000b) argued that crystal 

size actually imparts a stronger influence on strain rate than impurities and crystal size is an 

important component of enhancing strain rates.  Furthermore, Cuffey et al. (2000b) argued that the 

presence of rock particles actually has a negligible impact on flow rates when less than a few 

percent. 

If the ice is near pressure melting point, recrystallization rapidly occurs.  During 

recrystallization small grains coalesce and evolve into larger crystals, however crystal growth is 

impeded by the presence of air bubbles and debris.  As a result, debris-bearing ice near the bed only 

develops a single fabric.  In this way impurities impart a significant impediment to recrystallization 

even under favourable conditions (Souchez and Lorrain, 1991).  In polar regions changes in crystal 

ice are broadly correlated to changes in ice temperatures, in particular lower temperatures during 

glacials induce a reduced crystal size (Koerner and Fisher, 1979).  It has also been suggested that 

fine-grained ice is a product of refreezing and accretion at the bed (Kamb and LaChappelle, 1964; 

Herron and Langway, 1979).  Furthermore if impurities are present from inclusion during freezing, 

these also impede the growth of ice crystals (Alley et al., 1986) and ice crystal boundaries are 

irregular when formed from a water reservoir that is strongly enriched in solutes (Killawee et al., 

1998). 

Freezing experiments by Hubbard (1991) showed that slower freezing rates resulted in 

weaker crystal fabric, whereas faster freezing rates resulted in a much stronger fabric which was 

either parallel or perpendicular to the direction of freezing.  Crystals also tended to be elongated in 

the direction of freezing.  A similar pattern of strong single-direction fabric was also observed in 

debris-rich ice from Greenland (Tison et al., 1993).  The presence of small crystals and strong 

fabric was interpreted as the result of subfreezing shearing with phase changes occurring at crystal 

boundaries resulting in a depletion of total atmospheric gases preserved in the basal ice (Tison et 

al., 1993). 

Analysis of different crystal fabrics and sizes can also distinguish between ice formed 

from different processes.  In a study of the basal ice from the Glacier de Tsanfleuron by Tison and 

Lorrain (1987), a comparison of the crystal structure of englacial ice, ice coatings and basal ice 
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showed that the basal ice layer was formed by accretion of ice coatings formed in subglacial 

cavities.  Englacial fabric were shown to have large crystals organised parallel to the sliding plane, 

whereas ice coatings formed distinctive elongated perpendicular crystals in a mixed fabric that 

were interpreted as forming by congelation.  Deformation of the ice coatings strongly altered the 

crystal shapes and decreased size.  Renewed deformation caused recrystallization creating larger 

crystals and a new strong fabric (Tison and Lorrain, 1987).  

 

 

2.2.7 Stable Isotope Composition

Elements that naturally occur as isotopes are excellent proxy measures of transfer 

processes, as isotopic composition imparts a clear difference in thermodynamic properties (Criss, 

1999).  The most important isotopic variation for glaciology is in the stable isotopes of the water 

molecule.  The variation of isotopic composition of hydrogen and oxygen in natural waters is 

controlled by processes that force a phase change that is evaporation (liquid-vapour or solid-

vapour), or condensation/precipitation (vapour-liquid or vapour-solid) (Friedman et al., 1964).  The 

thermodynamic response of different isotopic configurations of water results in lighter molecules 

having a relatively lower activation energy compared to heavier molecules.  As a result, a water 

molecule with no heavy isotopes (e.g. 1H2
16O) will be easier to evaporate and will require less 

energy than a heavier water molecule (e.g. 2H2
18O or 1H2H16O).  The preferential winnowing of 

water molecules based on their thermodynamic properties results in a fractionation effect, where 

relatively more light molecules occur in the atmosphere compared to the ratio that exists in the 

initial body of water.  This fractionation effect is compounded during condensation, where more 

heavy water molecules (with their higher activation energy) will condense relative to lighter water 

molecules.  As a result, there is net loss of heavy water molecules from the atmospheric vapour, 

and an accumulation of heavy water molecules in the hydrosphere (Figure 2.6). 

The winnowing of stable water isotopes is exacerbated by the earths transfer systems.  As 

vapour parcels migrate from the equatorial regions towards the poles (Figure 2.7), there is a 

systematic depletion in the ratio of heavy water molecules relative to light water molecules.  

Although the amount of stable isotopes in ocean waters remains relatively constant across the 

globe, it is the variations in precipitation and atmospheric water vapour that impart a clear 

fractionation signal into meteoric waters. 

The pattern of redistribution of heavy isotopes of water, in particular 18O across the 

earth’s surface has yielded useful proxy records to infer palaeoclimatic changes in deep marine 

sediment cores and ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica.  During glacial periods, the amount of 
16O in the oceans is relatively depleted as more 16O is stored in continental ice sheets and caps.  As 
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a result, there is a relative enrichment of 18O in the oceans during glaciation, and a relative 

depletion of 18O in the oceans during interglacials.   

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Cartoon of isotopic fractionation during evaporation and precipitation over
ocean, and additional precipitation on land (from Alley and Cuffey, 2001).

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7: Transfer of 18O across the earths�’ surface through atmospheric processes
(data from Dansgaard et al., 1971; diagram from Robin, 1977).
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A similar relationship exists between the two stable isotopes of hydrogen – 1H and 2H 

(deuterium).  The amount of fractionation that occurs at phase boundaries for either oxygen or 

hydrogen isotopes has been empirically shown to occur at a constant rate for a given temperature.  

The rate of fractionation has been both empirically and theoretically derived for a range of 

temperatures (Figure 2.8).  Given the differences in mass and thermodynamic properties, the 

fractionation coefficients for hydrogen and oxygen are considerably different.  Since the deuterium 

molecule is twice as heavy compared to protium (1H), there is a much stronger fractionation effect, 

so that at high latitudes there is a much greater depletion of deuterium than is observed in 18O 

which is only 1.13 times heavier than 16O.  The fractionation coefficients are commonly expressed 

as  and , where  is the fractionation coefficient for deuterium and is equal to 1.0213 and  is 

the fractionation coefficient for 18O and is equal to 1.0213 (Lehmann and Siegenthaler, 1991) at 

0oC. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8: Temperature variation of isotope fractionation coefficients for evaporation
of water. The graph illustrates the temperature dependence of isotopic fractionation
coefficients (data from Dansgaard, 1964; figure from Souchez and Lorrain, 1991).

 

 

The fractionation coefficients are essential to understanding the distribution of stable 

water isotopes across the earth’s surface.  As previously mentioned, these coefficients are 

temperature dependant, so that the amount of fractionation produced in the atmosphere is directly 

related to the temperature of the air mass.  At higher elevations, the air temperature is cooler, and 
18O is precipitated out earlier than 16O.  Consequently, 18O will precipitate out at a lower elevation 

than 16O, resulting in a stronger depletion of heavy isotopes with altitude (Clark and Fritz, 1997).  

The same relationship occurs during orographic uplift when the vapour pressure for 18O is reached 
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earlier than the vapour pressure for 16O, which results in the gradual depletion of 18O (Souchez and 

Lorrain, 1991).  Therefore, the greatest 18O deficiency will be recorded in high altitude, high 

latitude areas, like east Antarctica or Greenland (Figure 2.9). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.9: Variations in the 18O distribution versus temperature. Greatest depletions
of 18O occur in high altitude, high latitude areas (from Alley and Cuffey, 2001).

 

 

Similarly, the distribution of heavy isotopes also fluctuates with seasonal extremes as a 

response to changing air temperatures.  Seasonal fluctuations are driven by the relationship 

between isotopic fractionation and cloud temperatures (Criss, 1999).  The isotopic composition of 

precipitation is controlled by the origin of the precipitation vapour, the degree of cooling that it 

experiences, and if any evaporation of liquid occurs during its descent (Ambach et al., 1968).  At 

temperatures close to 0oC, water vapour condenses according to the fractionation coefficients  and 

.  However when the temperature is depressed, kinetic fractionation is more pronounced (Criss, 

1999).  For example, if fast evaporation from liquid precipitation occurs, like in high-polar regions, 

this causes non-equilibrium fractionation (Ambach et al., 1968).  Under these circumstances the 

differences between  and  result in marginally less deuterium forming in precipitation compared 

to 18O (Clark and Fritz, 1997).    

In areas where there is a large fluctuation in seasonal temperatures, there is a pronounced 

seasonal production of heavy isotopes.  For example, in the tropics where there is little difference 

in condensation temperatures between summer and winter, there is little evidence of a seasonal 
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isotopic signal (Deutsch et al., 1996; Clark and Fritz, 1997).  By comparison, snowfall in 

Antarctica exhibits a strong seasonal variability (Epstein et al., 1963).  There is a seasonal 

fluctuation in the 18O:16O where summer values are higher than winter values.  The outcome of this 

is that not only can a seasonal signal exist in a 16O:18O ratio, but also a temporal signal that can be 

used to reconstruct past temperatures.  This also complicates the use of 16O:18O in contemporary 

studies where the isotopic signal can vary according to season and even between precipitation 

events.  In Antarctica, if the snow accumulated without mixing, the oxygen isotope record would 

produce accurate annual layers.  This is not the case, however, due to the complex interactions of 

scour, transport, mixing, and subsequent homogenisation (Epstein et al., 1963). 

The abundance of heavy isotopes is actually very low across the earth’s surface.  The 

ratio of 18O to 16O is 0.199 to 99.763.  Since the concentration of heavy isotopes is so small, it is 

more useful to assess how the ratio of the heavy isotope deviates from a standard (Clark and Fritz, 

1997; Criss, 1999).  This is an important distinction because measuring the actual isotope 

abundance is extremely difficult, and by measuring it compared to a known standard as an apparent 

ratio removes variance between machines and laboratories (Clark and Fritz, 1997).  In isotopic 

studies, this ratio is expressed in delta notation ( ) where the  is deviation from a known standard.  

For stable water isotopes, a negative  value means that the sample is relatively depleted in the 

heavy isotope compared to standard mean ocean water (SMOW), and a positive  value means that 

the sample is relatively enriched in the heavy isotope.  Craig (1961) first introduced the concept of 

SMOW, which was a hypothetical water calibrated from US National Bureau of Standards (NBS-1) 

distilled water.  The exact abundance ratio of SMOW was calculated as 1993.4 ± 2.5 x 10-6 for 
18O:16O and 158 ± 2 x 10-6 for 2H:1H.  To calculate the delta notation relative abundance of any 

given sample, the difference between the 18O:16O ratio of the sample and 18O:16O ratio of SMOW is 

divided over the 18O:16O ratio of SMOW and expressed as a deviation in parts per thousand (‰) as 

shown in Equations 2.1 and 2.2. 
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Since SMOW did not actually exist, the IAEA prepared a reference known as vSMOW 

(Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water) with an absolute abundance of 2005.2 ± 0.45 x 10-6 for 
18O:16O (Baertschi, 1976) and 155.76 ± 0.05 x 10-6 for 2H:1H (Hagemann et al., 1970).  In isotopic 

studies of terrestrial water it is most useful to use vSMOW as a standard reference, as it calculates 

the deviation away from a standard ocean water composition.  However, for studies that require a 

comparison between a standard and isotopically depleted samples, vSMOW is not as powerful.  

Comparing a standard of 18O value of 0.00 (as is the case for vSMOW) to a 18O –50‰ sample is 

inefficient because the large difference in heavy isotope concentrations result in lower analytical 

precision.  Higher precision is achieved when comparing the sample with a standard of similar 

isotopic concentration.  To address this, the IAEA distributed international standards with a range 

of lighter isotopic compositions: SLAP (Standard Light Antarctic Precipitation) with a value of: 
18O-55.5‰ and 2H-428.0‰ (Gonfiantini, 1978) and Greenland Ice Sheet Precipitation (GISP) 
18O -24.8‰ and D -189.5‰ (IAEA, 1999). 

A plot of the naturally occurring 18O against D reveals that a linear relationship exists 

between the concentrations of these isotopes across the earth’s surface (Craig, 1961).  This 

relationship, known as the global meteoric water line is usually expressed as D = 8 18O + d, 

where the line intercept (d) is called the deuterium excess.  The global meteoric water line 

(GMWL) was initially calculated as D = 8.1 18O + 10 by Craig in 1961.  Waters near the equator 

plot at the least negative end of this line, whereas surface water from Antarctica is the most 

depleted.  The global meteoric water line was recalculated by Rozanski et al., (1993) using newer, 

more accurate techniques and a larger data set as D = 8.17 18O + 10.35.   

Of course, deviations from the global meteoric water line are driven primarily by relative 

humidity (Figure 2.10) and condensation temperatures which vary with elevation and seasonality.  

Differences in relative humidity can result in a shift of the meteoric water line by changing the 

intercept of the slope, or deuterium excess.  Under normal conditions, the deuterium excess is a 

constant approximating 10 on the GMWL (Souchez and Lorrain, 2006).  Variations in the 

deuterium excess in ice core records for palaeoclimatic reconstructions interpret fluctuations of the 

temperature of oceanic moisture sources.  For example Vimeux et al. (2001) interpret increases in 

deuterium excess in Antarctica as a consequence of increased evaporation over the oceans and 

increased oceanic-derived precipitation accumulation.  However, when non-equilibrium (kinetic) 

fractionation occurs, the meteoric water line will have a slope slightly less than eight.  It is 

important to recognise that localised climatic variability can produce a local meteoric water line 

(LMWL) that may differ from the global meteoric water line, particularly in areas where large 

changes in elevation, aridity or seasons occur.  More importantly, initial isotopic signatures vary 

depending on different factors controlling precipitation including seasonal changes in moisture 

source, and convective precipitation.  In such instances, the value for the deuterium excess is not 
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constant but is usually correlated with D or 18O (Souchez and Lorrain, 2006).  In basal ice 

studies, variations in deuterium excess are interpreted differently to that of ice core records and 

may reflect specific processes that operate during freezing (Souchez and Lorrain, 2006; see Section 

2.2.7.3).  Ultimately, any study into the distribution of stable water isotopes must sample meteoric-

origin waters from a range of elevations, locations and precipitation events to accurately construct a 

local meteoric water line that will describe all the natural variability for that particular location. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2.10: Theoretical variations in co isotopic slopes. Evaporation slopes are
controlled by variations in humidity, where shallower slopes indicate more arid
environments. Variations around a meteoric water line are attributed to variations in
humidity during vapour condensation. Source: Gat et al. (1994).

 

 

2.2.7.1 Freezing Slopes

Due to the differences in the thermodynamic properties of heavy isotopes, there is 

preferential inclusion of these heavy isotopes during freezing.  The rate of the uptake of heavy 

isotopes (fractionation) is governed by the coefficients  and  and as a result ice has an isotopic 

signature that is enriched relative to its parent material, in much the same way that occurs with 

evaporation over the oceans.  In a closed-system it is assumed that the resultant ice has an isotopic 

composition that does not change over time and that there is a fixed molar number of heavy 

isotopes within the reservoir.  The heavy isotopes gained by the ice during freezing are lost from 
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the reservoir, so that the remaining reservoir has less heavy isotopes (Jouzel and Souchez, 1982).  

Sequential freezing causes the reservoir to be gradually depleted in heavy isotopes (Figure 2.11). 

The fractionation coefficients for 18O and 2H are different, which results in a greater 

efficiency at freezing 18O compared to 2H.  When D plots against 18O for sequentially frozen 

samples, there is a decrease in the slope relative to a meteoric water line.  The co-isotopic slope of 

the frozen water is a “freezing slope” and it is significantly lower than a meteoric water line 

because the ratio of the isotopic fractionation coefficients ( -1)/( -1) is less than 8.  The actual 

slope is also dependent on the initial isotopic signature of the parent material (Equation 2.3) and is 

the basis for distinguishing between meteoric-origin ice and refrozen ice at the base of glaciers 

(Jouzel and Souchez, 1982). 
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where: 

 = fractionation coefficient between water and ice for 2H/1H = 1.0212 
 = fractionation coefficient between water and ice for 18O/16O = 1.00291 
0D = initial value of D 
0

18O = initial value of 18O 
S = slope of co-isotopic plot. 

 

Theoretical calculations and observations from freezing experiments by Jouzel and 

Souchez (1982) showed that the initial ice has the least negative D and 18O values.  Isotopic 

fractionation during freezing can be conceptually modelled if considered as occurring in ten 

sequential freezing stages.  The first freezing fraction (k) represents 0.1 (or 10%) of the total 

freezing event over ten stages (Figure 2.11a).  The initial ice (k = 0.1) is relatively enriched in 

heavy isotopes, however, subsequent layers become more negative as the water reservoir is 

depleted of the heavy isotopes (Figure 2.11a).  Since the fractionation coefficients are different for 

D and 18O there is a change in the co-isotopic slope.  A plot of D against  18O for sequential 

freezing layers in Figure 2.11b shows that the initial ice is relatively enriched in heavy isotopes 

compared to the parent material and water reservoir.  The end product is extremely depleted in 

heavy isotopes (Figure 2.11b) and plots on a slope that is different to a meteoric water line.  If the 

parent material of the frozen ice is unknown, it can be estimated by the intersection of the local 

meteoric water line and the freezing slope (Jouzel and Souchez, 1982).  It is not until the freezing 

fraction reaches two thirds (k = 0.67) that the frozen fraction has an isotopic signature the same as 

the parent water.   
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Subsequent work by Souchez and Jouzel (1984) extended the freezing slope model to 

include an “open-system” with an output from the system that was proportional to the volume of 

remaining liquid.  Based on this model, a co-isotopic slope for an open system is calculated using 

Equation 2.4. 
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Figure 2.11: A). During freezing, the initial frozen fraction is enriched in heavy
isotopes compared to the original parent material. As freezing continues, the
subsequent ice layers become depleted. At the 0.67 frozen fraction point, the ice has an
isotopic signature the same as the parent material. Subsequent frozen fractions
extremely depleted in heavy isotopes. B). values of ten successive fractions of ice
formed during the freezing of SMOW (from Jouzel and Souchez, 1982).

 

 

The model for “open system” freezing produces a slope that is similar to that of the 

closed system (Souchez and Jouzel, 1984).  Ice formed under open conditions is always enriched in 

heavy isotopes relative to the initial liquid (Hubbard and Sharp, 1995).  In a large, well-mixed, 

open-system reservoir like oceans, the resultant ice fraction will always be positive relative to 

SMOW.  In such instances the model of “open system” freezing as suggested by Souchez and 

Jouzel (1984) may not be appropriate because it suggests that there will be a sequential depletion in 

isotopic composition which will not occur in an infinitely large reservoir.  Variations in the isotopic 

concentration in ice formed from seawater may actually reflect a lack of mixing at the freezing 

front, or may be driven by salinity altering the fractionation coefficients (Eicken, 1998). 
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2.2.7.2 Co isotopic Regression Analysis

The approach originally prescribed by Jouzel and Souchez (1982) uses a standard least 

squares linear regression to derive the co-isotopic slopes which are then used to distinguish 

between meteoric and freezing slopes.  The least squares linear regression line approach assumes 

that the 18O variable is known exactly and that all the error is ascribed to D (Burn and Maxwell, 

1993).  However, estimates of both 18O and D are subject to experimental, measurement, and 

sampling error.  The IAEA (2002) suggest that the reduced major axis (RMA) regression should be 

used to describe the covariance between 18O and D, but this approach has not been widely 

adopted (Burn and Maxwell, 1993).  The reduced major axis regression, also known as the 

geometric mean regression, assumes error in measurement occurs in both the dependant and 

independent variables.  To calculate the reduced major axis regression, the regression slope is 

divided by the correlation coefficient (r), which describes the fit of the line.  Bohonak (2004, citing 

McArdle, 1988) contends that as a rule of thumb the reduced major axis regression is most useful 

when the error rate in x exceeds one third of the error rate in y.  The problem with the least squares 

linear regression approach, according to Hubbard and Sharp (1995) is that it incorrectly assumes 

that all the deviation within the dataset is contained in the deuterium values.   

Hubbard and Sharp (1995) countered that the difference between the least squares linear 

regression and the reduced major axis regression are insignificant when r < 0.9, and co-isotopic 

studies are considered significant only above this level.  Also of particular concern is the reporting 

of regression slopes that do not show individual variances or confidence intervals, which is 

common in published studies.  By omitting estimates of variance or confidence intervals it is 

difficult to make any assessment of the physical significance of the dataset difficult (Burn and 

Maxwell, 1993).  Many studies also do not include how many samples (n) were used to generate 

their regression slopes.  If a regression line is based on only a few samples, it is strongly influenced 

by outliers.  In its application to stable isotopes, this may mean that one extreme value may 

radically alter the slope of the line, and therefore its interpretation. 

 

 

2.2.7.3 Co isotopic Studies of Basal Ice

The application of stable isotopic analysis to glaciology is widely used in 

palaeoclimatological studies, in particular to correlating changes in 18O or D in ice cores from 

historical changes in global temperatures.  Significantly less work has been undertaken on using 

co-isotopic studies to understand basal ice formation processes.  Co-isotopic work can be broadly 

separated into four distinct themes – ice cores; ice sheet marginal studies; alpine glaciers; and ice 

shelves.  By far, the most emphasis has been on interpreting the co-isotopic data from the basal 
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portions of ice cores to understand processes that operate at the ice-sole interface, and to 

understand the origin of stacked or debris-enriched basal units that occur in particular, within the 

Greenland Ice Sheet.  By contrast very few studies have focussed on the isotopic character basal ice 

from alpine glaciers which in part reflects difficulty accessing basal ice.  Relatively more work has 

been undertaken with regard to ice shelves, particularly in Antarctica.  The following section will 

describe the case studies relevant to using co-isotopic analysis to understanding the formation of 

basal ice, drawing from all the different themes. 

Early work by Lawson (1979b) heralded the use of 18O values as a means of 

distinguishing between basal ice facies.  The basal ice facies from the Matanuska Glacier in Alaska 

revealed a clear isotopic shift in 18O values at the boundary between two basal ice facies (Figure 

2.12).  The underlying stratified basal facies had a range of isotopic values between -22 to -27‰, 

whereas the overlying dispersed and diffuse facies had a range of isotopic values between -26 to  

-30‰.  The shift in isotopic values was tentatively interpreted as evidence that the stratified basal 

ice facies was relatively enriched in heavy isotopes and therefore the result of enrichment by 

fractionation during regelation at the glacier sole (Lawson, 1979b; Lawson and Kulla, 1978).   

 

 
 

Figure 2.12: Comparison of the 18O values of ice samples of the diffused, dispersed and
stratified facies from the Matanuska Glacier (Lawson, 1979b).

 

 

Subsequent work by Gow et al. (1979) on the origin of stratified debris from an ice core 

at Byrd Station, Antarctica suggested that an enrichment of 3‰ in 18O along with the absence of 

air bubbles within the ice was a good indicator of basal freeze-on, based on the theoretical 

consideration that the initial fraction of refrozen ice is enriched by up to 3‰ from the initial liquid.  
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Since the late 1970s numerous studies (e.g. Johnsen et al., 1972; Gemmell et al., 1986; Sugden et 

al., 1987a; Iizuka et al., 2001; Hubbard et al., 2004 and others) have operated on the premise that a 

relative enrichment in heavy isotopes in basal ice of 3‰ compared to englacial ice is a priori 

evidence of basal melt and refreeze processes.  The problem with this assumption is that 18O 

values naturally vary depending on the temperature during condensation, relative humidity, and 

elevation.  Estimations of the change of isotopic composition with elevation have been undertaken 

in several locations, initially by Ambach et al. (1968) who quantified the relationship between 18O 

and elevation as -0.6‰ per 100m for Greenland and -0.9‰ per 100m for Queen Maud Land, 

Antarctica.  Given that 18O values for Antarctica could vary up to 3‰ over an elevation change of 

less than 350m, this has profound implications for the natural variability in isotopic signatures for 

glaciers with steep accumulation zones.  Furthermore, isotopic variation during precipitation can 

also be affected by other variables, in particular relative humidity and condensation temperature.  It 

is therefore not unreasonable that 18O values may vary considerably within the natural 

environment and that a positive shift of 3‰ in 18O may not actually reflect fractionation, but for 

example, circulation changes.   

Small shifts in isotopic composition that reflect individual storm events or seasonal 

fluctuations are less likely to be recorded in the isotopic signature due to homogenisation.  As a 

result of homogenisation, meteoric origin ice tends to have a much lower range of 18O and D 

values.  If ice undergoes melt-refreezing, experiments have shown that the initial products are 

enriched by 18O 3‰, but end products are depleted by up to -6‰ (Jouzel and Souchez, 1982).  

Consequently, the products of refreezing should exhibit a much higher standard deviation than 

meteoric-origin samples (Hubbard and Sharp, 1993).  In this way, comparison of the distribution of 
18O values between ice facies has been used to identify basal freeze-on or regelation facies from 

meteoric-origin facies.  Such studies are common (e.g. Lawson et al., 1998; Ensminger et al., 1999; 

Iizuka et al., 2001b; Hubbard et al., 2004), and interpretation of basal ice is frequently distilled into 

a comparison of mean values for each facies.  Statistically, a comparison of the 18O means may 

not be an appropriate measure of isotope population, particularly if the amount of samples analysed 

is low, or the distribution of values is skewed.  Furthermore, an approach that relies solely on a 

comparison of means brings into question the nature of the sampling regime, and in particular, a 

consideration of whether the sample population is representative.  Unfortunately, as noted above, 

the sampling regime is often not described. 

Many of the problems interpreting the isotopic composition of ice can be resolved if a co-

isotopic approach as advocated by Jouzel and Souchez (1982) and Souchez and Jouzel (1984) is 

adopted.  The co-isotopic approach is based on the physical model that stable isotopes fractionate 

according to the relationship summarised in Equation 2.2 which is governed by the fractionation 

coefficients  and .  For any given parent material, a theoretical freezing slope can be calculated 
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and usually ranges between 4.8 and 6.0.  When both isotopes are analysed, a co-isotopic plot and 

calculation of the theoretical freezing slope is a powerful tool to discriminate between meteoric and 

refrozen ice (Jouzel and Souchez, 1982).  A study of the basal ice from the Suess Glacier in the 

McMurdo Dry Valleys by Lorrain et al. (1999) showed that the basal ice plotted on a slope of 5.4 

which was consistent with the theoretical freezing slope (based on the intersection between the 

local meteoric water line and the basal ice facies).   

Souchez et al. (1988) revisited the co-isotopic data presented in Jouzel and Souchez 

(1982) for the Aktineq Glacier and considered that the empirical slope of 6.5 was too high to 

represent a true freezing slope.  The slope was re-evaluated as the product of mixing of a dissimilar 

parent material that was depleted in heavy isotopes during refreezing.  Furthermore, the range of 
18O values for the Aktineq Glacier was 4.5‰ was interpreted by Souchez et al. (1988) as evidence 

for multiple melting and refreezing events.  The mixing of dissimilar parent materials in the basal 

zone of temperate glaciers can also result in there being no difference between meteoric water lines 

and refrozen basal ice, as shown by Souchez and De Groote (1985).  The mixing of more negative 

water from a proglacial lake at the Grubengletscher resulted in both englacial and basal ice samples 

plotting on a slope of 8.23 which is interpreted as a meteoric water line.  Therefore if isotopically 

dissimilar parent materials mix, refrozen basal ice is in fact indistinguishable from meteoric-origin 

ice on the basis of co-isotopic analysis alone (Souchez and De Groote, 1985).  Furthermore, 

refrozen ice may be indistinguishable from meteoric origin ice if individual refrozen layers are 

thinner than composite ice samples (Souchez et al. 1988).   

Mixing of isotopically different parent materials may have a profound impact on the slope 

of a co-isotopic plot.  Hubbard et al. (2000) considered the problem of basal ice facies plotting on a 

slope of 6.9 in the Tsanfleuron glacier in Switzerland which was comparable to the local meteoric 

water line slope of 7.1 (Hubbard and Sharp, 1995).  The basal ice retained the characteristics of 

being refrozen, yet plotted on a slope that should be interpreted as meteoric.  Furthermore the 

isotopic character was considered to be consistent with ice formed by melt and refreeze.  The 

solution, as argued by Hubbard et al. (2000) is that the slope actually reflects mixing with relatively 

light influent water sourced from either crevasse fill or percolation. 

Mixing of dissimilar isotopic materials is not restricted to water sources.  Co-isotopic 

slopes from the Qigssertaq and Russell glaciers in Greenland revealed slopes of 4.83 and 3.71 

respectively (Souchez et al., 1990).  Such slopes are considered well below the theoretical freezing 

slopes and the deviation was attributed to the enrichment of basal water in heavy isotopes from the 

weathering of hydroxyl-bearing minerals.  Biotite, amphibole and chlorite were considered to be 

key contributors of heavy isotopes to the basal water, and clays in particular were found to be 

enriched in 18O relative to deuterium.  Consequently, analysis of the basal ice reflected the mixing 

of the isotopic signature of the basal ice and the weathering of entrained debris (Souchez et al., 
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1990).  The enrichment from hydroxyl minerals was considerable when the debris to ice ratio was 

high. 

Debris may also play a role in affecting the co-isotopic signature of ice.  A regelation 

study undertaken by Iverson and Souchez (1996) showed that there was a difference in the freezing 

slope between clean ice and debris-bearing ice.  Using samples from west Greenland, the 

theoretical freezing slope was calculated as 6.4, however the debris-laden ice plotted on a slope of 

6.08.  The difference between these slopes was attributed to the incomplete freezing of water in the 

lee of particles which resulted in an enrichment of heavy isotopes that exceeded what would 

normally expected from a single melt-freeze event. 

The problem with most co-isotopic studies undertaken on basal ice actually reflects very 

low sample populations.  The co-isotopic slopes are statistically generated using least squares 

regression and rigorous statistical testing requires a high sample population.  Studies like that 

undertaken by Murton et al. (2005) yield meaningless results when regression is performed on 

sample populations less than 10, and consequently the reported slopes between 5.4 and 10 may in 

fact be a statistical artefact.  Similarly, Marchant et al. (2002) used co-isotopic analysis to infer the 

genesis of ground ice in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, and although there was a pronounced 

difference between the meteoric water line and the slope for the ground ice, the regression was 

performed on a sample population of five.  Regressions calculated on sample populations less than 

20 or 30 observations are in fact common in co-isotopic studies (e.g. Knight, 1989; Glasser and 

Hambrey, 2002; Marchant et al., 2002; Cuffey et al., 2000a and others) and may be symptomatic of 

the difficulty obtaining basal ice isotopic data.  Furthermore, it is not uncommon for co-isotopic 

studies to neglect to include a slope calculation (e.g. Lawson et al., 1998; Ensminger et al., 1999, 

and Roberts et al., 2002) and use variations in 18O or D values or means instead. 

Rigorous statistically-based co-isotopic studies have been undertaken by few authors, 

who base interpretations on the physical model of isotopic fractionation on large samples.  

Sleewaegen et al. (2003) showed that there was a significant difference between the stratified 

facies of the Suess Glacier in the McMurdo Dry Valleys compared to the local meteoric water line.  

The stratified facies were shown to plot on a slope of 5.6 which is comparable to the theoretical 

freezing slope of 5.4 calculated by Lorrain et al. (1999) and matched the co-isotopic slope 

calculated for the adjacent promarginal Lake Popplewell (Lorrain et al., 2002).  Similarly, Tison et 

al. (1993) identified a clear shift in the co-isotopic slope of basal ice from an Antarctic ice core 

whereby the laminated and amber facies plotted on slopes of 5.4 and 4.8 respectively, which was 

interpreted as indicative of possible small scale crystal boundary melt and refreeze due to the 

absence of large scale isotopic shifts.   

Increasingly however, a strict statistically based interpretation of co-isotopic data has 

been unable to adequately describe intermediate slopes that occur between the theoretical freezing 

slopes and the local meteoric water line.  Both Sharp et al. (1994) and Goodwin (1993) calculated 
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intermediate co-isotopic slopes for basal ice facies that could not be statistically distinguished from 

the meteoric water line, even though the physical appearance of the facies strongly suggested a 

melt-refreezing origin.  In the case of Goodwin (1993), samples were taken from Law Dome in 

Antarctica, and samples identified as being marine accreted plotted on a slope of 8.1.  Goodwin 

argued that fractionation was not detected because the individual freezing increments were too thin 

to be discriminated.  Similar studies have also used stable isotope analysis to differentiate between 

marine-accreted ice at the coastal ice margin of Law Dome (Goodwin, 1993) and within Hells Gate 

Ice Shelf (Souchez et al., 1991; Tison et al., 1998).  The marine-origin samples from Goodwin 

plotted on a co-isotopic slope of 8.1 which was interpreted as a meteoric slope.  The apparent 

conflict between ice with a composition consistent with freezing and its meteoric slope was 

interpreted by Goodwin as either representing individual freezing layers that were thinner than the 

sample size, or the mixing of isotopically distinct water sources like brackish lakes or local melt 

with seawater.  The co-isotopic data from Hells Gate Ice Shelf also presented difficulties with 

interpretation with ice forming from two different freezing zones separated by a melting zone.  

Isotopic analysis showed that that frazil ice formed from melted congelation ice and that the 

accreted ice was a succession of congelation and platelet and frazil ice (Souchez et al., 1991).  Co-

isotopic data for the Hells Gate Ice Sheet by Tison et al. (1998) showed that there was a relative 

enrichment in the banded facies compared to the granular facies, but there was no co-isotopic linear 

relationship. 

By contrast, a study by Sharp et al. (1994) identified numerous slopes between 5.8 and 

6.6 for basal ice, englacial and snow samples.  The inability to distinguish between these different 

populations highlights the problem of a purely statistical-based interpretation of co-isotopic 

models.  The physical based model is essentially binary – slopes are either meteoric or refrozen, 

and when actual observations fail to fit into either of these interpretations, there is little recourse for 

interpreting the quantitative data.  Sharp et al. (1994) considered that the intermediate isotopic 

character of their study suggested that the ice was metamorphosed rather than refrozen, and that the 

isotopic shift identified reflected recrystallization, partial melt and loss of isotopically light 

meltwater.  Furthermore, if basal ice forms from a range of different parent materials, an 

empirically determined slope was considered by Sharp et al. (1994) as no more than a statistical 

artefact. 

 Although both theoretical and empirical studies have shown that melt and refreeze 

processes result in isotopic fractionation that is described by a freezing line, there remains no 

consensus as to a diagnostic co-isotopic signature for regelation (Hubbard and Sharp, 1993).  The 

difficulty with regelation is that the size of the sample analysed and the scale of regelation 

processes may be incompatible.  Co-isotopic shifts are only identifiable if the individual freezing 

events are sampled, so that if the scale of sampling is too coarse the parent isotopic signature will 

be conserved (Hubbard and Sharp, 1993).  Compounding this problem, is that regelation processes 
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operate at such a small scale that the net basal ice layer may be limited to a stable thickness of a 

few centimetres as it continuously evolves downstream and moves over bumps in the substrate.  

The idea of a continuously evolving regelation layer lead Hubbard and Sharp (1993) to conclude 

that the laminated facies from Tsanfleuron Glacier represent a stacked sequence of individual 

layers formed from co-isotopically different parent materials.  To resolve this, Hubbard and Sharp 

(1995) developed a model to describe the theoretical range of freezing products as described by the 

lightest and heaviest isotopic parent material, so that the possible isotopic signature of the frozen 

fraction is defined by an envelope (Figure 2.13).  The isotopic envelope approach defines all the 

possible samples that could be the product of refreezing, so that it is possible that refrozen ice can 

be identified even when the samples do not define a clear co-isotopic freezing slope (Knight, 

1997). 

 

 

 
Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of the co isotopic refreezing envelope where any
ice sample refrozen from the parent liquid should plot (Hubbard and Sharp, 1995).
Line [1] indicates a theoretical freezing slope and line [2] is the meteoric water line.

 

 

Co-isotopic signatures can yield meaningful information about the freezing history and 

provenance in basal ice, under specific circumstances.  Net accretion processes clearly record a 

freezing signature in ice, and basal ice in most circumstances plot on a line different to that of the 

meteoric origin ice.  The difficulty with a physically based binary model such as co-isotopic 

analysis is that it provides no clear explanation for slopes that fall between the meteoric or freezing 

slope.  Similarly there is no physically based model to describe slopes that are greater than the 

meteoric water line (e.g. slopes greater than eight).  In some circumstances slopes less than a 

freezing slope are formed under strongly evaporative conditions and have slopes between 3.5 and 

5.0 (Clark and Fritz, 1997).  Furthermore, co-isotopic analysis of basal ice in particular, is difficult 
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to interpret if there are multiple, isotopically distinct parent sources.  Many of the difficulties faced 

by authors of basal ice studies are commonly encountered in temperate or wet-based glacial 

systems.  The presence of proglacial lakes or subglacial water sources can confound co-isotopic 

interpretations, limiting its usefulness in such areas.  By contrast, studies in subpolar and polar 

areas are relatively few (e.g. Lorrain et al., 1999; Drewry, 1979), yet the application of co-isotopic 

studies may in fact yield meaningful results in these areas, particularly in identifying basal 

accretion of promarginal lake ice (Sleewaegen et al., 2003), or accretion of segregation ice by the 

freezing of upward pore water flow subglacially (Souchez et al., 2004). 

Relatively few studies have considered the role of deuterium excess in basal ice.  In 

atmospheric studies shifts in the deuterium excess from the global average of 10 are usually 

interpreted as the result of changes in relative humidity in the atmospheric water vapour source.  In 

basal ice studies, the deuterium excess has been shown to mirror the inverse relationship of 18O 

(Souchez and Lorrain, 2006).  Empirically this relationship was shown by Iverson and Souchez 

(1996) where the entrainment of fine debris layers by grain-boundary regelation resulted in a 

downward decrease in deuterium excess, and was inversely correlated to 18O.  Similarly, Lacelle 

et al. (2004) observed that the deuterium excess was reduced to values of zero or negative when 

non-equilibrium fractionation processes operated.  Non-equilibrium fractionation was considered to 

occur during phase changes like evaporation or freezing.  In Lacelle et al.’s study, debris-rich 

Pleistocene-aged ice from the Laurentide ice sheet was measured to have deuterium excess values 

ranging from -2 to 3 ‰ which was interpreted as supporting evidence for isotopic fractionation by 

melting and refreezing of Pleistocene-aged ice.  A similar pattern was observed by Marchant et al. 

(2004) studied buried ice from Beacon Valley in the McMurdo Dry Valleys where isotopic analysis 

revealed substantially negative deuterium excess values ranging between -85 to -46 ‰ compared to 

-4 to 2 ‰ for accumulated snow.  The interpretation for the buried ice was that the deuterium 

excess was significantly lowered by evaporation and partial melting, where excess water percolated 

away.   The inverse relationship between deuterium excess and 18O values have also been reported 

in lake ice from Lake Poppelwell adjacent to the Suess Glacier in the McMurdo Dry Valeys 

(Lorrain et al., 2002), and in basal stratified ice (Souchez et al., 1998; Sleewaegen et al., 2003) as 

well as laboratory-produced regelation ice (Iverson and Souchez, 1996).  However, studies of the 

amber ice from the McMurdo Dry Valleys and in basal ice with fine debris (e.g. Greenland), there 

is no coherent relationship in deuterium excess and samples do not plot on freezing slopes.  

Souchez et al. (2004) considered the entrainment of debris in the absence of a freezing slope to 

form under a different mechanism, that of subglacial pore water freezing, where minute melt and 

refreeze processes result in no measurable change from a meteoric water line (Marchant et al., 

2002; Souchez et al., 2004).  Thus, Souchez and Lorrain (2006) consider deuterium excess as a 

potential diagnostic tool to differentiate between regelation/bulk freezing-formation processes and 

pore-water freezing.  However, such a distinction appears at odds with the description of grain-
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boundary regelation described by Iverson and Souchez (1996) where decreasing deuterium excess 

was measured, and the apparent lack of isotopic fractionation theorized by Souchez et al. (2004) 

through saturated unconsolidated sediments. 

 

 

2.3 Summary
The assumption that there is no basal velocity beneath cold ice masses is the basis for the 

persistent view that cold based glaciers have limited ability to erode, entrain, and transport 

sediment (Waller, 2001).  However, very little research has focussed on describing and 

understanding the motion and processes of cold ice masses so that the current knowledge of the 

behaviour is poor.  The précis that cold ice masses are inert precludes any possibility of glacial 

erosion, or landform development in regions where the ice temperature is below pressure melting 

point.  This lies in stark contrast to the observations that debris-enriched basal ice layers exist in 

cold glaciers, and questions the validity of the assumption that landforms can only develop in warm 

glacial conditions.  If cold glaciers can produce landforms, this has profound implications for the 

interpretation of Pleistocene landforms that have emerged from under large ice sheets in 

continental Europe.  What remains unclear is the processes of forming the basal ice, is it possible 

that regelation can occur under specific conditions at subzero temperatures?  Are basal ice and its 

debris a product of net-adfreezing?  Is basal debris merely a product of shearing of subglacial 

material?  Could the basal ice layer be a product of accretion of pre-existing ice laden with debris?  

Answering these questions lies at the heart of this thesis.  The following chapter describes the 

research strategy used to study the morphology, structure and sediments within cold glaciers and to 

use an ice composition approach to understand the basal ice sequences formed by different glaciers.   
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Chapter Three

Research Strategy &
Methods

 

 

3.1 Research Strategy
In the previous chapter, it has been shown that ice compositional studies are commonly 

used to understand the origins of glacial ice.  In the context of cold glaciers, relatively little field 

work has been undertaken since most ice compositional studies focus on warm and polythermal 

glaciers.  In part the lack of field observations on cold glaciers is a product of the prevalent view 

that cold ice is geomorphically inert.  Recently, both empirical and theoretical work has challenged 

the view of cold glaciers as “protective”, although cold glaciers may appear so when compared to 

temperate glaciers (Cuffey et al., 2000a).  Waller (2001) went further suggesting that under certain 

circumstances, basal processes are active in subzero conditions which potentially exerts a 

significant influence on ice behaviour.  If under certain conditions, basal erosion and melt can 

occur in subzero conditions it follows that cold glaciers are capable of subglacial erosion and 

modifying the landscape. 

Understanding the processes at the base of glaciers is fraught with difficulties, least of 

which is the difficulty accessing basal glacier ice and as a result very few studies have been 

undertaken.  In the context of this study, there are two closely related research questions, whether  

an ice composition based study can be used to infer basal processes in cold glaciers, and 

understanding the formation of basal ice and whether liquid water has played a significant role.  It 

is well established that there is a dearth in understanding between theoretical models of cold glacier 

dynamics and the small range of empirical observations, of which much of the theory is based on 

laboratory-driven experiments. Laboratory based experiments cannot replicate the full range of 

conditions that occur in nature of modelling by its very nature simplified complex systems.  

Theories can only be verified by actual observations of phenomena which drives the need for field-

based observations.  For this study to address whether ice composition can inform basal ice 
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processes, ice from different glaciers is analysed.  A part of this approach requires an evaluation of 

the effectiveness of using ice compositional studies to inform ice provenance using a case study 

from Southern McMurdo Sound.  The McMurdo Ice Shelf (Case Study 1) is a useful starting point 

for determining whether marine ice is accreting at the base of the ice shelf and influential in the 

formation of stacked sequences of moraines adjacent to Minna Bluff.  Structurally these moraines 

are similar to the landforms that have formed adjacent to valley-floor reaching cold glaciers in the 

McMurdo Dry Valleys. 

To understand the basal ice processes active in cold glaciers, three case studies from the 

McMurdo Dry Valleys (Figure 3.1) are considered.  These glaciers have relatively thick sequences 

of debris-laden basal ice which is inconsistent with the view that cold glaciers are incapable of 

modifying their bed.  The second case study is the Rhone Glacier, a small alpine glacier that 

terminates above the valley floor.  The third case study is the Wright Lower Glacier which is fed by 

the Wilson Piedmont Glacier that reaches the valley floor and has a ridge of moraines on its true 

left margin.  The final case study is the Taylor Glacier which is a large outlet glacier that is fed 

from the East Antarctic Ice Sheet.  The presence of debris-rich basal ice and moraines is 

inconsistent with the tenet that cold glaciers are inert.  By looking at the ice sequences of these 

glaciers, it is possible to compare and contrast the composition of the basal ice to form an 

understanding of the construction of basal ice under subzero conditions. To achieve the objectives 

described in Chapter One, the following research questions will be addressed: 

 

 Does liquid water play a role in the accretion and formation of basal ice in sub-zero 

conditions? 

 Do the different basal ice types reflect different modes of entrainment or formation within 

glaciers? 

 Is the ice composition of structurally similar ice types consistent between different 

glaciers? 

 Does the isotopic composition of basal ice correlate with the present models of ice flow 

and genesis? 

 

This study does not consider two elements of the ice compositional approach: ice 

crystallography and gas content which are the focus of work by Samyn et al. (2004, 2005).  The 

following section (Section 3.2) describes the geographical setting of each of the case studies, and 

the sampling locations and techniques.  The penultimate section (Section 3.3) describes the 

laboratory methods used to analyse the solute and isotopic composition of the ice from the four 

case studies, and the final chapter describes the statistical analysis (Section 3.4). 
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Figure 3.1: (Top) Map of the McMurdo Sound Area in the Ross Dependency, Antarctica. The
McMurdo Dry Valleys are a snow free area in the lee of the Transantarctic Mountains.
McMurdo Dry Valleys study sites are labelled as follows: 1 �– Taylor Glacier, 2 �– Rhone Glacier
and 3 �– Wright Lower Glacier. Another study site was located in the southern McMurdo Sound
region at Minna Bluff (4). (Bottom): ASTER image of the McMurdo Dry Valleys. The Taylor
Glacier is a large outlet glacier fed by Taylor Dome. The Wright Lower Glacier is fed by the
Wilson Piedmont Glacier . The Rhone Glacier is a small alpine glacier on the Asgard Range.
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3.2 Study Area: Southern McMurdo Sound
The Ross Ice Shelf area is a deep basin between the Transantarctic Mountains and the 

West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS).  Ice flows from the WAIS through several ice streams to form 

the Ross Ice Shelf (Figure 3.1).  The Ross Ice Shelf is the second largest ice shelf attached to 

continental Antarctica and its expansion into the McMurdo Oasis is an important indicator of 

changes in the WAIS and broadly correlated to climate-driven changes in ice storage.  Southern 

McMurdo Sound refers to the area of the Ross Ice Shelf that is south of Ross Island and bounded to 

the west by the Transantarctic Mountains (Wilson, 2000).  The McMurdo Ice Shelf is an extension 

of the Ross Ice Shelf caught between Minna Bluff and Mt Discovery in the south, and White and 

Black islands to the north.  

The McMurdo Ice Shelf is estimated to be approximately 100 m thick (Swithinbank, 

1970) and flows slowly to the northwest, however the ice thins dramatically as it approaches Minna 

Bluff due to upwarping from ablation (Wilson, 2000).  In the area between Black Island. Brown 

Peninsula and Minna Bluff are well developed glacial moraines and debris sheets (Wilson, 2000).  

The lateral coastal moraines adjacent to Minna Bluff and by Brown Peninsula are ice cored and 

show evidence of tidal cracks.   

 

 

3.2.1 Previous Studies: Southern McMurdo Sound

The presence of marine fossils on the surface of the Ross Ice Shelf led Debenham (1919) 

to believe that marine accretion played an important role in ice formation in the ice shelf.  This 

hypothesis was tested by Gow and Epstein (1972) who analysed the isotopic composition of the 

floating ice tongue of the Koettlitz Glacier in McMurdo Sound and showed that there was a change 

in the 18O composition of ice sampled along the ice tongue from meteoric-derived samples to 

marine-samples towards the calving margin.  The data supported Debenham’s hypothesis that 

seawater was accreted to the bottom of the ice tongue and subsequently exposed at the surface 

where the ice thinned by ablation.  The salt content of the accreted ice varied from 15 to 90 ppm, 

which is much lower than seawater but was attributed to desalination (Gow and Epstein, 1972).   

Further work on the co-isotopic composition of the McMurdo Ice Shelf near Ross Island 

by Stewart (1975) showed that sub-surface ice samples plotted on a co-isotopic slope of D = 7.2 ± 

0.6 18O -12.  The deviation of the co-isotopic plot from the local meteoric water line may in part 

be explained by sublimation and recondensation of vapour of near surface snow and melting and 

refreezing of surface layers during summer when incident solar radiation is high.  Subsequent wind 

scouring may also be responsible for smoothing out isotopic variations and explain the low 
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variation in D values.  The presence of brine layers in the ice shelf were suggested to be 

introduced either by: vertical cracks in the ice shelf; or horizontal infiltration from the seaward 

edge, of which Stewart (1975) favoured lateral infiltration. 

Most of the McMurdo Ice Shelf sites measured by Kellogg et al. (1991) showed that the 

isotopic oxygen values are between 18O 0.0 to 3.0‰, and slightly enriched in 18O relative to 

seawater, and are interpreted as the product of isotopic fractionation during freezing. Ice formed at 

the bottom of the ice shelf by marine accretion is then advected to the surface by ablation of the 

overlying ice.  Strong katabatic winds that exist over ice shelves induce sustained surface ablation 

causing marine-accreted ice to rise to the surface (Gow and Epstein, 1972; Souchez et al., 1991 and 

Tison et al., 1993).  Kellogg et al. (1991) also measured samples with 18O values between -25.0 to 

-35.0‰ which were interpreted as representative of local precipitation.  Twenty four samples with 
18O values between 0 to -25‰ were also measured, which Kellogg et al. argued were the product 

of a mixture of local precipitation and marine ice.  Finally, a few samples with values less than 
18O -35‰ were measured from surface ice shelf samples.  Samples this depleted are formed at 

high elevation in continental Antarctica and were subsequently considered to represent ice that was 

advected to the McMurdo Ice Shelf from the interior (Kellogg et al., 1991). 

 

  

3.2.2 Case Study 1: McMurdo Ice Shelf

Where the ice shelf grounds against the isthmus of Minna Bluff is of particular interest to 

this study as a suite of moraines have developed (Figure 3.2).  These moraines have preserved 

marine fossils and occur near ice ridges which buckle and fluctuate with tidal pressures (Figure 

3.3).  The area on the northern shores of Minna Bluff is separated from the McMurdo Ice Shelf by 

several bands of coastal moraines which have a steep topography with pinnacles and depressions.  

Older moraines are separated by topographic depressions and are topographically subdued by 

resedimentation and sublimation compared to the younger moraines (Wilson, 2000).  In the area off 

shore of Minna Bluff is a transitional zone of the McMurdo Ice shelf that has an undulating 

topography of gullies and ridges that form perpendicular to Minna Bluff from katabatic wind 

scouring (Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2: ASTER image of the Ross Ice Shelf in McMurdo Sound. Minna Bluff (bottom right)
has band of stress fractures (dark grey) forming perpendicular to the Bluff. Black Island is in
the centre of the image and White Island is in the upper right corner. Ice cores were taken along
a transect at site one, samples also taken from sites 2 and 3.
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Figure 3.3: A). View of southern McMurdo Sound from Minna Bluff. In the foreground is a
ridge of moraines that abut against the banded transition zone of the ice shelf (middle), are
linear depressions that are perpendicular to Minna Bluff. B). Crest of moraines forming
between the McMurdo Ice Shelf and Minna Bluff. Small back wasting ponds form in the
moraine troughs (centre left). A tidal crack runs parallel with the moraine ridge on the frontal
part of the ridge (centre).



 

3.2.3 Sampling: McMurdo Ice Shelf

During the austral summer of 2003/2004 ice samples were extracted from the surface of 

the McMurdo Ice Shelf and moraines at Minna Bluff using a Kovacs 100 mm auger.  Meteoric 

samples were cored in the Ross Ice Shelf towards Minna Bluff along a transect (Figure 3.2).  

Further samples were collected from moraines at the ice shelf margin (Site three, Figure 3.4).  Ice 

samples were also extracted within the banded transitional zone (site two) and at the edge of the 

banded zone (site four).  Each core segment was carefully wrapped in polythene and placed in 

plastic bags.  Ice was stored in the field in a snow drift in insulated boxes, and kept in -20oC 

freezers during transit from the field and storage until analysed at the University of Otago. 

 

 

A.  B.  

Figure 3.4: A: McMurdo moraine sampling location showing ice partly covered with
muddy surface detritus. B: Debris laden ice from the McMurdo moraines. There are
several bands of debris within the ice, varying in appearance from brown debris layers,
to blue grey clean ice layers.
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3.3 Study Area: McMurdo Dry Valleys
The McMurdo Dry Valleys are one of the few areas in Antarctica that are free from snow 

cover and are comprised of three main trunk valleys that run broadly west-east through the 

Transantarctic Mountains:  Victoria, Wright and Taylor valleys (Figure 3.1).  The valleys are 80 to 

100 km in length and approximately 5 to 10 km wide and up to 3 km deep (Prentice et al., 1998).  

The Transantarctic Mountains are believed to have uplifted to an elevation of 2000 m during the 

Pliocene (Denton et al., 1993) and since that time there has been limited uplift.  Glacier and small 

snowfields have formed in the troughs of the larger peaks in the mountains that feed small alpine 

glaciers that descend down the north and south facing slopes.  Most of these glaciers terminate 

above the valley floor, and are larger on the south-facing slopes due to lower amounts of insolation.  

The McMurdo Dry Valleys are situated in the lee of the Transantarctic Mountains which blocks ice 

from the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) from flowing into the Ross Sea (Figure 3.1).  The 

Transantarctic Mountains act as an effective barrier to ice flow and create a rain-shadow.  As a 

result, precipitation is limited to coastal areas averaging 10 cm of water equivalent per year 

(Heywood, 1984; Bromley, 1985).  The lack of perennial snow cover is exacerbated by the 

relatively warm air temperatures experienced in the area as a result of decreased albedo and 

increased radiant heat storage in the valleys.   

Winds exert a strong influence on the local climate.  Katabatic winds descend from the 

polar plateau at the west of the McMurdo Dry Valleys and flow easterly towards the Ross Sea 

(Clow et al., 1988).  In winter, katabatic winds exert a strong warming influence on air 

temperatures which can last for several days after the cessation of the katabatic air flow (Nylen et 

al., 2004).  Strong maritime winds from the Ross Sea region also penetrate the valley system 

bringing moist westerlies.  The warmer air temperatures combined with the strong vapour gradient 

quickly sublimates any snow cover and gives rise to the area being called an “oasis” relative to the 

harsh ice sheet conditions further inland.  Since air temperatures are usually below zero, energy for 

melt is by turbulent air flux.  Mean annual temperatures are between -14.8oC to -30.0oC (Doran et 

al., 2002) causing glacier ice to remain sub-zero year-round.  As a result, basal ice temperatures are 

well below the melting point, even in summer.  For this reason, all of the alpine glaciers in the 

McMurdo Dry Valleys are considered to be cold or dry-based and the temperature reflects mean 

annual temperatures (Fitzsimons, 2003).   Measurements of the equilibrium lines have shown that 

as distance from the coast increases, the equilibrium line altitudes also increase, as a direct result of 

less coastal precipitation penetrating the valleys, which is also accompanied by an increase in wind 

speed and temperature.   

At the lower margins vertical cliffs exist on the glaciers (Figure 3.5) which are around 20 

m high and are formed by the compression of semi-rigid ice as it decelerates at the terminus 
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(Chinn, 1991).  At the foot of the ice cliffs a gently sloping ramp forms (called an apron) that is 

formed by the accumulation of wind blown snow, calved ice and aeolian and englacial debris.  

Commonly a thin layer of discoloured ice is present near the base of the glaciers, which is not 

typically exposed because of the apron (Cuffey et al., 2000a).  The discoloured ice is formed by 

suspended impurities that formed as a result of contact with the substrate (Cuffey et al., 2000a). 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Ice apron at the Rhone Glacier formed by calved ice and refrozen melt water
at the break in slope between the ice cliff and substrate. Discoloured ice is visible at
the foot of the glacier.

 

 

Calving of the ice face with melt and sublimation can account for 500 mm.a-1 of ablation, 

of which sublimation constitutes around 70% of total annual ablation (Lewis et al., 1998).  In the 

upper regions of the glaciers, the snow is cold and dry and there is no observable melt, however, 

thin lenses of clear ice are formed in the snow pack.  Due to low temperatures, melt commonly 

occurs under a layer of ice, so these thin lenses may reflect melt from absorbed solar radiation 

rather than percolation from the surface. 

During the summer, melt occurs for six to eight weeks, which results in filling several 

ephemeral rivers which that divert water to numerous lakes which occur within the valleys.  These 

rivers form at the termini of the glaciers, and flow into lakes on the valley floors.  Snowfall does 

not contribute to the stream flow, because it usually sublimates before melting (Chinn, 1981) so 
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river flow is mostly from glacier melt.  Although the valley mouths are close to sea level river 

drainage is mostly internal (Figure 3.6).   

In the Wright Valley melt water is directed inland by the Onyx River due to a reverse 

slope.  Water flows both eastward and westward towards Lake Vanda which is situated near the 

centre of the valley at the lowest elevation.  Unlike the Wright Valley, the Taylor Valley is open to 

the Ross Sea at Explorers Cove, yet its drainage is mostly internal, with melt directed in to three 

distinct internal watersheds (Figure 3.7).  In summer many of the perennially ice-covered lakes 

develop moats of melt water on their margins which may be as wide as 1 to 2 metres.   

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: View of Wright Valley looking towards the Wright Lower Glacier, with
Lake Brownworth in the centre. In the foreground, the Onyx River snakes its way
westward along the Wright Valley through ancient glacial drift. King Pin nunatak, and
Mt Erebus on Ross Island are in the background.

 

 

Groundwater flow in the McMurdo Dry Valleys is limited to the near-surface hyporheic 

zone along the margins of the river channels (McKnight et al., 1999), since the ground is 

predominantly permafrost apart from the top 15 cm (Nezat et al., 2001).  However, a small amount 

of deep groundwater movement in the Taylor Valley has been observed, and is also well recorded 

in the Wright Valley (Fountain et al., 1999; Cartwright and Harris, 1981).  Limited chemical 

weathering of the ground in the stream beds is a source of salts that accumulate in the numerous 

lakes.  These lakes usually form in basins formed during previous ice advances, and are commonly 
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Figure 3.7: Location map showing the main glaciers, streams and lakes in the Taylor
and Wright valleys.
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wet-based, that is they have liquid below a perennial ice cover, due to the build-up of salts over 

time.  In the past, seawater had intruded into the McMurdo Dry Valleys, leaving behind dry salt  

accumulations in the basins.  These salts still remain in the depths of the wet-based lakes, although 

each lake has a distinct salt composition which is a reflection of their age.   

The streams of the McMurdo Dry Valleys flow through unconsolidated alluvium, glacial 

drift and ancient lake sediments.  The lake sediments are from the last glacial maximum when 

Glacial Lake Washburn inundated the eastern part of Taylor Valley (and a similar lake formed in 

the Victoria Valley, see Hall et al., 2000).  Approximately 40,000 years ago until 8,000 years ago, 

Lake Washburn formed to depths of 300 m, and evidence of its strandlines and perched deltas 

remain well preserved on the valley walls (Denton et al., 1989).  The overall position of the alpine 

glaciers however, seem to have remained within 300 m of their present locations for the past 3.5 

million years, independent of the presence of Lake Washburn or fluctuations in the West Antarctic 

Ice Sheet (Hall et al., 1993; Wilch et al., 1993). 

The waxing and waning of lakes in the McMurdo Dry Valleys has enabled the formation 

of limited soils by contributing organic matter.  The soils and chemical weathering of stream beds 

provides salts, in particular, the weathering of volcanics like dolerite releases magnesium ions 

(Keys & Williams, 1981).  The presence of poorly formed soils, and liquid water also provides 

limited conditions for biological communities of algae.  The chemical weathering of mafic rocks 

and soils is an important source of salts in the region, along with marine intrusion.  However, Keys 

& Williams (1981) suggest that there are four direct pathways of salts into the McMurdo Dry 

Valleys: coastal snowfall, sea spray, dry fallout and the historic influx of sea water.  The role of 

aerosol-derived salts is an important factor to understanding the distribution of salts throughout the 

Dry Valleys.  In general, the concentration of sodium and chloride becomes less common with 

distance from the coast, whereas sulphate and nitrate tend to occur more frequently inland 

(Campbell et al., 1998).  The distribution of salts also affects the pH of the soils, where coastal 

soils tend to be very alkaline (pH of 9) compared to continental areas near the ice sheet (pH of 6) 

(Keys & Williams, 1981; Campbell et al., 1998).  In particular, Keys (1980) noted that different 

sources are important in different areas of the McMurdo Dry Valleys, however, marine salts are the 

most important to explain the abundance of chloride, sulphate and sodium.  The microbiological 

reduction of sulphate is apparently widespread in the Taylor Valley and results in the formation of 

carbonates.  Magnesium, calcium and carbonate are mainly contributed by chemical weathering 

however there is little influence of volcanic activity from Mt Erebus in the McMurdo Dry Valleys 

(Keys and Williams, 1981).   
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3.3.1 Previous Studies: McMurdo Dry Valleys

Holdsworth excavated a tunnel into the Meserve Glacier in the austral summer of 1967.  

The 1.0 x 1.9 m tunnel was excavated into the glacier so that the tunnel floor was level with the 

base of the deforming ice (the “effective bed”) and tangential to ice flow.  The bottommost 

sequence of the Meserve glacier has static “amber ice” interstitial to boulders (Figure 3.8).  This is 

conformably overlain by 20 cm of clean, clear ice which has another “amber ice” unit.  Towards 

the ice cliff the clean, clear ice forms a thickening ice wedge up to 35 cm in thickness which was 

interpreted as the assimilation of snow drift, refrozen meltwater and calved ice cliff based on its 

shape and variable grain size and weak crystal fabric.  Above the amber ice unit is a number of 

weakly defined “dirt zones” from 2 to 3.8 m above the effective bed.  Between these “dirt zones” 

and above them are less pronounced bands of different bubble concentrations and/or stretching of 

bubbles.  Holdsworth also noted the presence of cavities forming in the lee of boulders.  Around 

the sides of protruding boulder obstacles formed an extruded ice (“ropy ice”) which was formed as 

the amber ice was forced to twist and squeeze at the cavity sides before rejoining the main basal ice 

flow.  Holdsworth also noted that smears of quartz and feldspar often occurred at the tops of 

granitic rocks. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the Meserve Glacier, McMurdo Dry Valleys,
Antarctica identifying three ice facies. Facies 1 is clean bubbly englacial ice, Facies 2 is
bubbly amber ice, and Facies 3 is overridden apron material. The substrate is
comprised of protruding boulders and defines the effective bed of the glacier. (Source:
Cuffey et al., 2000a).
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The amber ice unit observed by Holdsworth can be characterised by its diffused sand 

grains and elevated high salt content compared to englacial ice (Table 3.1).  Measurements of the 

amber ice showed salt concentrations up to 10 times greater than that of névé snow and clean, clear 

ice.  The presence of fine particles and solutes causes a coloration of the ice so that it appears 

amber.  The majority of the amber ice extends up to 60 cm above the effective bed.  The debris is 

mostly fine sand that is very well sorted, which Holdsworth interpreted as being aeolian.  Based on 

the size of the particles and the measured shear strain rate, Holdsworth dismissed the possibility 

that this material was incorporated in the ice by simple Weertman diffusion contending that a more 

sophisticated diffusion mechanism was required.   

 

 

Table 3.1: Summary of Geochemical Data from Meserve Glacier (modified from
Holdsworth, 1974) in parts per million (ppm).

 

Sample Location Ca2+ Na+ K+

Névé snow 0.35 0.65 0.31 

Amber Ice 5.68 7.58 1.61 

Dirt Zones 0.52 0.84 0.49 

 

 

Based on these observations, Holdsworth concluded that simple shear near the base of the 

glacier provides sufficient conditions for solute diffusion to occur into the overlying ice, thus 

forming the amber ice unit.  Further studies of the glaciers in the McMurdo Oasis showed that 

similar glaciers in this region also had pronounced “amber ice” layers that outcropped on the ice 

cliff faces.  

Chinn (1987) undertook a similar study on the Victoria Lower Glacier, by examining the 

marginal features and cliff face.  A number of ice-cored moraine ridges are prominent and up to 

show evidence of deformation caused by glacier movement.  In parts these ridges are partially 

under the glacier margin indicating that they are being over-ridden.  In addition to these moraines, 

blocks of unconsolidated material are entrained in the ice and show well-preserved sedimentary 

structures akin to deltaic deposits.  Chinn interpreted these blocks of sediment to be the result of 

salt-enriched ponds that depressed the freezing point sufficiently to enable basal erosion and 

plucking of large blocks of lake sediments.  Evidence of salt enrichment was supported by analysis 

of the cation loading of the ice sequences (Table 3.2). 

Like the Victoria Lower Glacier, the Suess Glacier also contains blocks of frozen 

sediments with well-preserved sedimentary structures that are entrained in the glacier (Humphreys, 

1993; Mager, 1996).  Other glaciers in the region like the Wright Lower Glacier (Boulton, 1979; 

Mager 1996) contain entrained sediment blocks that have been plucked from the substrate, and 
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rotated perpendicular in the glacier.  The sediment blocks entrained in the Wright Lower Glacier 

previously described by Boulton (1979) were attributed to entrainment of nearby dunes that occur 

adjacent to the true right margin.  The promarginal dune forms are in fact ice-cored moraine 

deposits constructed from algae-rich lake sediments.  The moraine ridges are draped with a thin 

covering of aeolian sands, and are not stricto sensu, dunes.  

 

 

Table 3.2: Cation concentrations of the Victoria Lower Glacier (Chinn, 1987)
 

Location Na+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Cl-

Amber Ice 3.7 1.4 2.4 0.6 5.4 

Discoloured Ice 8.7 1.2 1.8 0.4 5.1 

Sediment Block Ice 77 16 120 29 240 

 

 

Similar morainic ridges occur adjacent to the Suess Glacier.  These moraines are 

interpreted as the product of proglacial thrust blocks formed as the glacier flows into unfrozen 

sediments by an ice marginal lake (Fitzsimons, 1996).  The morainic ridges form as the ice 

marginal sediments are thrust and stacked at the glacier margin without being entrained.  Like the 

blocks of sediments described at the Victoria Upper Glacier, the moraines consist of blocks of sand 

and gravel that unconformably rest against each other but have well-preserved sedimentary 

structures.  The formation of moraines at the Suess Glacier margin is in part connected to the 

production of sediment from the basal zone of the glacier.  The Suess Glacier exhibits 3.8 m of 

basal ice containing from bottom to top: 1.8 m of stratified ice that is complexly deformed and 

debris-laden; 0.9 m of frozen sediment; and 0.8 m of discoloured ice that is overlain by clean, clear 

englacial ice (Fitzsimons et al., 2001).  Calculations of the sediment flux from the basal zone 

indicate that the current 28 m3 of moraine would require approximately 750 years of sediment 

production to form.  More importantly, is that this demonstrates that the glacier has been, or still 

remains an effective agent of erosion (Fitzsimons et al., 2001). 

Investigations into the composition of the basal ice of the Suess Glacier by Lorrain et al. 

(1999) and Sleewaegen et al. (2003) showed that the isotopic composition of the basal ice exposed 

at the apron was clearly distinguishable from glacial ice.  The co-isotopic plot shows that the 

stratified facies plotted on a slope of 5.4 which is equivalent to the closed-system theoretical 

freezing slope.  Furthermore, the gas composition of the basal ice had lower total gas content, but a 

much higher carbon dioxide concentration, which was interpreted as indicative of the freezing of 

liquid water.  In the case of the basal ice from Suess Glacier, the carbon dioxide concentration 

reached values of 222,900 ppmv which is the highest value ever reported for basal ice.  The 
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exceedingly high carbon dioxide concentrations may be explained by gas supersaturation during 

gas nucleation in an ice covered lake.  Subsequent work by Sleewaegen et al. (2003) compared the 

basal ice exposed at the apron of the glacier to basal ice extracted from a tunnel.  Although the ice 

facies appeared similar and formed a contiguous layer, there was a distinct difference in the ice 

composition between the apron and tunnel.  Differences in the gas composition and isotope 

signature were interpreted as reflecting the limited role of liquid water for the tunnel-derived basal 

ice samples, whereas the apron-derived basal ice samples supported the interpretation of wet-based 

accretion from a lake. 

 

3.3.2 Case Study 2: Rhone Glacier

Situated in the Taylor Valley, the Rhone Glacier is a small alpine glacier that descends 

down the south facing slope of the Asgard Range an elevation of 2000 m terminating at 200 m 

(Figure 3.9).  The Rhone Glacier is 13.5 km long, descends from the Asgard Range and flows 

perpendicular to the larger Taylor Glacier with an overall surface gradient of 7.4o and has a small 

apron.  Melt occurs primarily from sublimation and ice calving, but during summer months 

surficial melt is significant enough to form small creeks that drain into Lake Bonney.  Lawson and 

Shaw Creeks are steep sloped channels that drain either side of the Rhone Glacier terminus that 

have incised through the unconsolidated sediment into the permafrost (Nezat et al., 2001).  Lawson 

Creek provides 119 m3 of discharge from ice melt annually (Pugh et al., 2003).   

 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Photograph of the true right margin of the Rhone Glacier which rests on an
unconsolidated bed of relatively fine grained perched deltas (January, 2002).
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Like many alpine glaciers in this region, the Rhone Glacier overrides Ferrar Dolerite, 

Bonney Pluton (granodiorite) and granite sills (Allibone et al., 1991; Figure 3.10).  There are also 

significant areas of scree slopes and ancient glacial drifts comprised predominantly of dolerite.  

The Rhone Glacier also overrides ancient shorelines and perched deltas that formed during the 

Pleistocene when the Taylor Valley was filled by Glacial Lake Washburn (Kellogg et al., 1978), as 

well as three suites of tills aged from 74 to 3700 ka (Burkins et al., 2000). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Geological deposits adjacent to the true left margin of the Rhone Glacier
(modified from Wilch et al., 1993).

 

 

3.3.3 Sampling: Rhone Glacier Tunnel

A tunnel was excavated into the true right (western) face of the Rhone Glacier, cutting 

through the proglacial apron and into the ice cliff.  The tunnel was located approximately 100 

metres up from the terminus and extended 10 metres up-glacier (Figure 3.11a).  At the end of the 

tunnel, a four metre-deep shaft was excavated to the bed of the glacier.  The ice exposed in the 

tunnel and shaft was described denoting its physical characteristics, including deformation 

structures, debris content, coloration, and bubble concentration.   
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A.  B.  

Figure 3.11 A). Annotated floor plan diagram of tunnel excavated into the Rhone
Glacier. Plan is oriented parallel to true right margin. B). Pit excavated at the end of
the Rhone Glacier tunnel looking down the exposed basal ice facies showing
alternating layers of debris rich and debris poor ice. Extracted blocks for sub sampling
were taken from the back wall (top centre).

 

 

Once the ice was described, a 2.4 m column of ice was extracted from the basal sequence 

(Figure 3.11b).  The samples were cut using an electric chainsaw with tungsten carbide cutters into 

30 x 30 x 10 cm block.  Blocks RGB1 – RGB7 were cut from the back wall of the tunnel 

representing the bottom 2.5 m of the basal sequences including the contact between the basal ice 

and the bed.  A block of englacial ice (RGBA1) was extracted from the tunnel roof near the shaft.   

Each block was wrapped in plastic and stored in insulated boxes for transport back to the 

laboratory.  The samples were stored at -18oC to ensure no partial melt occurred.  Ice samples were 

stored in an insulated box and transported by helicopter to Scott Base.  At Scott Base the ice was 

immediately transported to a freezer at -25oC until it was shipped to New Zealand on MV 

Greenwave to Christchurch in a freezer at -20oC.  At Christchurch the ice was stored at -20oC until 

it was freighted to Dunedin in a refrigerated truck and stored in a freezer in Dunedin until analysed 

at the University of Otago.  The ice was accompanied by a logger that recorded that the 

temperature was never higher than -18oC during transit and storage. 

 

 

3.3.4 Case Study 3: Wright Lower Glacier

The Wright Lower Glacier is a large piedmont glacier that is primarily fed by the Wilson 

Piedmont Glacier to the east and terminates in the perennially ice covered Lake Brownworth.  Like 

most glaciers in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, the Wright Lower Glacier has steep ice cliffs on its true 

right margin which are susceptible to dry-calving events particularly during the summer (Figure 

3.12).  Calving and sublimation dominate ablation processes, however, during the summer months 
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meltwater from the Wright Lower Glacier and adjacent glaciers is sufficient to sustain – the Onyx 

River (Figure 3.12c), which flows from the Wright Lower Glacier down-valley and eastward to 

Lake Vanda.  During the melt season a small moat forms around the edges of the lake which flows 

into the Onyx River (Figure 3.13).   

 

 

 

Figure 3.12: A). True left margin of the Wright Lower Glacier showing moraines that
form between the glacier and Lake Brownworth. B). Apron forms at the break in slope
between the ice cliff by calving. C). Large gentle, sloped ramps covered with aeolian
material abut against the ice cliff on the true right margin, in foreground is the
Greenwood Stream. D). Ripples in the sand by the Wright Lower glacier, in
background, debris melts out from the basal portion of the ice cliff.

 

 

On the true right margin of the Wright Lower Glacier are extensive draped deposits of 

aeolian sand that give the appearance of extensive dunes deposited against the apron and ice cliffs 

as described by Boulton (1979) (Figure 3.12c).  Excavations of these deposits reveal only a thin 

layer of sand overlaying tilted beds of frozen sediment that appears to be fluvial in origin.  The true 

right margin also has several exposures revealing entrained blocks of frozen sediment (Rains & 

Shaw, 1981; Mager, 1996).  These blocks of sediment range in size from 0.2 m to greater than 1 m 

and have well-preserved bedding and sedimentary signatures indicative of a fluvial origin, probably 

formed near the proglacial margin from meltwater and then subsequently overridden by the glacier 

and entrained by quarrying or plucking of the substrate. 
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Figure 3.13: (Left) Aerial photograph of the Taylor and Rhone Glaciers, Taylor Valley.
(Right) Aerial photograph of the terminus and true right margin of the Wright Lower Glacier.
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The true left margin of the Wright Lower Glacier is characterised by a 20 m high ridge of 

ice-cored moraines (Figure 3.12a) that have a thin veneer of unconsolidated scree that overlays 

mostly frozen debris.  A small tributary glacier – the Decker Glacier, flows into the Wright Lower 

Glacier on the true left margin. 

 

3.3.5 Sampling: Wright Lower Glacier Tunnel

A 20 m tunnel was excavated into the true right margin of the Wright Lower Glacier 

during the austral summer of 2000/2001 (Figure 3.14).  A sequence of ten blocks of ice was cut 

from the back wall of the tunnel shaft.  These blocks represent a continuous record of ice extending 

4 m through the basal zone of the glacier.  The extracted blocks each cover 4 m of depth and are 

labelled as WLG-00 to WLG-10.  Each ice block was carefully wrapped in polythene and placed in 

plastic bags.  Ice was stored at -18oC in insulated boxes in the field, and kept in -20oC freezers 

during transit from the field and stored until analysed at the University of Otago. 

 

 

 

A. C.

D.
B. 

Figure 3.14: A). Annotated floor plan diagram of tunnel excavated into the Wright
Lower Glacier. Plan is oriented parallel to true right margin. B). Cross section of
proglacial margin. C). Photograph of the interior of the Wright Lower Glacier tunnel.
D). Pit excavated at the end of the Wright Lower Glacier (one year later). Samples were
extracted from the back wall (top right). Exposed basal sequence shows alternating
layers of sandy debris laden ice and dark layers of clean clear ice.
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3.3.6 Case Study 4: Taylor Glacier

The East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) is situated inland of the Transantarctic Mountains 

and local domes feed large outlet glaciers that pierce the mountains and flow into the McMurdo 

Dry Valleys.  One of these local domes, Taylor Dome feeds outlet glaciers that flow into the 

McMurdo Dry Valleys: Wright Upper, Taylor and Ferrar glaciers.  The Taylor Dome reaches 2450 

masl and is the main accumulation zone for the Taylor Glacier, which flows 100 km eastward 

before terminating in the Taylor Valley.  The Taylor Glacier reaches the floor of the Taylor Valley 

is 100 km long and 5 km wide, and terminates near the permanently frozen Lake Bonney (Figure 

3.15).  The accumulation zone of the Taylor Glacier occurs outside the McMurdo Dry Valleys so 

that only the ablation zone enters the valley, which is evident by well formed supraglacial channels 

at the terminus.  During summer months, runoff is discharged through a simple stream network 

through Santa Fe and Lyons Creek (Figure 3.7) to Lake Bonney, however, ice loss is primarily 

through sublimation and calving. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15: The Taylor Glacier terminus which flows into Lake Bonney (foreground).
 

 

A distinguishing characteristic of the Taylor Glacier is a feature known as Blood Falls 

that form on the true left margin (Figure 3.15 and 3.16a).  Aperiodic bursts of highly saline iron-

enriched discharges are well documented from this area and the high levels of iron salts precipitate 

into a reddish deposit (Black et al., 1965).  Recent studies of the Blood Falls have suggested that 

the salts are remnants of an ancient saline lake that has been subsequently overridden by the Taylor 
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Glacier (Lyons et al., 2003).  Analysis of microbial activity from the precipitate has recently 

suggested that the ancient lake may date back as far as 5 million years (Mikucki et al., 2004; Lyons 

et al., 2002).  Another characteristic of the Taylor Glacier is the well-preserved outcropping of 

basal ice in the cliff face, which reveals a complex stacking and thickening of basal ice through 

reverse faulting (Figure 3.16b).  Unlike other glaciers in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, there are thick 

bands of fine-grained debris that occur in the basal zone of the glacier that have well preserved 

tectonic structures, supporting suggestions that the Taylor Glacier is polythermal and actively 

eroding its substrate. 

However, the basal ice at the terminus of the Taylor Glacier has been measured at –18oC 

during the austral summer (Morgan, 1999; Sirota, 1999) indicating that at its terminus, the glacier 

is cold-based and frozen to its bed.  However, calculations by Robinson (1979; 1984) based on 

surface velocity methods, and ice thickness estimated that for at least part of its length, the Taylor 

Glacier may be at pressure melting point.  Recent radar surveys of the Taylor Glacier remain 

inconclusive as to the presence of liquid water at its base (Morse et al., 2003; Hubbard et al., 

2006).   

 

 

 

Figure 3.16: A). Blood Falls in the Taylor Glacier showing the iron rich precipitate
formed at the terminus. B). Thick sequences of reverse faulted banded englacial debris
at the Taylor Glacier terminus.

 

 

The solute content of lakes has been used in the McMurdo Dry Valleys to infer their 

evolution and ages (Poreda et al., 2004; Torii et al., 1981 and Matsubaya et al., 1979).  It is 

believed that the basin which Lake Bonney now occupies was formed by an earlier advance of the 
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Taylor Glacier and its salt composition is formed from relict marine evaporites (Lyons et al., 2005).  

Lake Bonney is effectively divided into two lobes – the western lobe at the margin of the present-

day Taylor Glacier, and the distal eastern lobe which are separated by the Bonney Riegel.  Each 

lobe has different chemical signatures, which are attributed to their separate evolution (Torii et al., 

1981; Poreda et al., 2004).  Isotopic analysis of the present Lake Bonney waters showed that the 

western lobe had a D value of -300‰ and 18O of -40‰, compared to -250‰ and -32‰ for the 

eastern lobe (Matsubaya et al., 1979), which are relatively enriched compared to glacial ice from 

the Taylor Glacier ( D -330‰, 18O -42.5‰), and are significantly depleted compared to sea water 

indicating that present-day water in Lake Bonney is derived from glacial melt.  Differences in the 

ionic composition between the two lobes of Lake Bonney is interpreted by Torii et al. as the initial 

filling of the western lobe through glacial melt with an ice covered surface around 3000 years ago, 

whereas the eastern lobe remained open for longer, before being filled by spill over from the 

western lobe (Figure 3.17).  The eastern lobe remained open to the atmosphere until around two 

hundred years ago when it formed a perennial ice cap (Poreda et al., 2004).  The presence of 

remnant marine evaporite salts accumulated in the over-deepened basin, inhibiting freezing and in 

the case of the eastern lobe, creating a strongly evaporative isotopic signature (Matsubaya et al., 

1979; Figure 3.17).   

 

 

Figure 3.17: Schematic diagram of the formation of Lake Bonney, the western lobe is
isotopically depleted and ice capped much earlier than the eastern lobe which
remained open to the atmosphere due to salts. (Source: Torii et al., 1981)
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The bedrock of the McMurdo Dry Valleys consists of basalt, granite and metamorphic 

rocks with dolerite in the south.  Each valley has different lithologies ranging from sedimentary 

conglomerates in the inland portions of the Taylor Valley to metamorphics, volcanics, plutons, 

lavas, and extrusions.  As shown in the geology map (Figure 3.18), the region is primarily diorite 

and granite, with pockets of basalt and metasediments with a blanket of localised till from the 

Pliocene and Holocene.  The western lobe of Taylor Valley is constrained by the Asgard Range to 

the north, and the Kukri Hills to the south.  The Asgard Range consists of the Ferrar Group of 

diorites, the Beacon Supergroup, and Granite Harbour Intrusives.  The Kukri Hills are primarily 

Granite Harbour Intrusives and the Ferrar Dolerite.  By contrast, the valley floors are covered with 

unconsolidated detritus from glacial drift, moraines and ancient lake deposits. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.18: Geology map of the terminus of the Taylor Glacier. Source: Allibone et al.
(1991).
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3.3.7 Sampling: Taylor Glacier Tunnel

A 20 m tunnel was excavated from the true left margin of the Taylor Glacier (Figure 

3.19).  During excavation the tunnel intersected a thick debris unit that could not be cut with the 

chainsaw.  As a result, the tunnel branched off up-glacier to excavate beneath this unit.  The 

offshoot tunnel extended up-glacier and three blocks were removed from beneath the solid debris 

unit (TG6, TG7 and TG8).  A sequence of five blocks (TG1 to TG5) was cut from above the solid 

debris unit at the back wall of the tunnel. 

 

 
A. 

 C.  

B. 

Figure 3.19: A). Annotated floor plan diagram of tunnel excavated into the Taylor
Glacier. Plan is oriented parallel to true right margin. B). Cross section of cliff face
prior to tunnel excavation. Main tunnel corridor cut through apron and down through
englacial ice until reaching the solid facies. The second corridor tunnel was excavated
below the solid facies into the stratified basal ice. C). Basal ice exposed in the Taylor
Tunnel. Note that artificial light has added an unnatural tinge to the photograph.
Photograph shows clean ice occurs between two layers of debris laden ice.

 

 

To sub-sample the debris unit (shown above in Figure 3.19c), samples were extracted 

using a corer with diamond cutters at 100 mm intervals (from bottom TSF1 to TSF16 at top).  The 

Taylor Glacier ice was stored and transported like the Rhone Glacier ice as described in Section 

3.3.3. 
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3.4 Laboratory Methods and Analysis
The individual blocks of ice and cores were stored in a freezer at the University of Otago 

wrapped in plastic and inside polythene bags.  Individual blocks were photographed, and physical 

properties sketched and annotated in a room at -18oC.  An ice typology was developed to record the 

physical characteristics using a framework based on the ice facies work of Lawson (1979b) and 

others.  This framework classed the ice based on its (dis)-coloration, debris content, bubble content 

and foliation.  In general, the ice was described as "debris-bearing", "discolored", or "clean".  These 

ice facies were annotated using a simple three or four character abbreviation similar to the schema 

developed by Miall (1977, 1978) for fluvial sediments and Eyles et al. (1983) for glacial sediments.  

A capitalised "I" is used to identify the primary material as ice, and secondary letters detail 

discoloration (Id) or clean, clear ice (Ic).  The tertiary letter denoted the presence of debris (--d), 

amber coloration (--a), or gas bubbly (--b).  Additional annotations were developed as required to 

demarcate particular distinguishing characteristics (Table 3.3). 

 

Table 3.3: Primary characteristics of basal ice facies observed in the Rhone, Taylor and
Wright Lower Glaciers.

Primary Character Secondary 
Character 

Description 

Clean Ice (Ic-) Bubbly (Icb) Clean white ice with high bubble concentration.  May 
exhibit bubble foliation (--f) or occasional debris (--d). 

 Few bubbles (Icl) Clean white ice with low bubble concentration.  May 
appear darker and foliated (--f). 

 No bubbles (Icn) Clean and clear ice with no observable bubbles.   

Discoloured Ice (Id-) Diffuse Debris (Idd) Ice appears discoloured and contains grains of debris 
throughout.  Grains suspended in ice with little or no clast 
contact.  Debris often appears massive.  Ice bubbles are 
small and slightly elongated. 

 Stratified Dispersed 
Debris (Ids) 

Debris layers occur in broad planar layers separated by 
clean bubbly or clean clear ice.  Individual strata may 
have varying debris concentrations identified numerically 
(e.g. Ids1, Ids2 etc.).  Commonly occurs as a sub-facies 
with clean bubbly (Icb) facies. 

 Laminated debris (Idl) Debris layers occur in thin (<10 mm) planes separated by 
clean clear ice.  May appear sheared (--s) or folded (--f). 

Solid Frozen Debris 
(IS-) 

Clotted debris (Idc) Debris occurs in clotted aggregates in clean clear ice. 

 Planar-bedded sand 
(ISp) 

May contain shattered interstitial ice, cavities (--c), ice 
wedges (--w), or brecciated (--b). 

 Stratified sand (ISs) Entrained sediment appears stratified or foliated. 

 Massive sand (ISm) Frozen sand appears structureless, massive and 
homogeneous. 

 Interstitial ice (ISi) Thin layers of clean clear sub-facies between blocks of 
solid debris. 
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3.4.1 Subsampling

The blocks of ice were sub-sampled using a band saw, and debris-bearing samples were 

cut with a tungsten carbide-toothed band.  Each block was cut vertically in half, with the right hand 

side re-wrapped in plastic and then stored in plastic bags.  The remaining half was sub-sampled 

into two vertical columns approximately 100 mm wide.  The left-hand side column was wrapped in 

plastic and archived.  The remaining column of ice (approximately 300 x 100 x 100 mm) was used 

to extract samples for isotopic and solute analysis.  Samples were cut broadly parallel to the 

direction of ice flow in the glacier and to minimise sub-sampling across apparent facies or sub-

facies boundaries.  At an interval of every 50 mm, a 10 mm thin slice was cut to form a plate 

approximately 100 x 10 x 100 mm.  This plate was then trimmed to remove any contaminated 

edges and any snow spray from the saw.  A rod of ice approximately 10 x 10 x 100 mm was then 

cut from the ice plate.  This rod was again trimmed to remove any snow spray and then stored in a 

plastic 20mL capped test tube for subsequent isotopic analysis.  The remaining plate was stored in 

plastic zip lock bags for solute analysis.  The intermediate cubes of ice between sub-sampling 

points were also retained and stored in zip lock bags. 

The rods of ice retained in the plastic test tubes were kept stored in a freezer at -18oC 

until required for isotopic analysis.  For isotopic analysis, the rods were removed from the freezer 

and slowly melted at room temperature (approximately 20oC) with the caps firmly closed to reduce 

any isotopic exchange with the atmosphere.  Once the samples were fully melted, the liquid sample 

was decanted using an electronic pipette with a nitric acid washed tip.  Each sample was carefully 

extracted to ensure that any sediment settled in the bottom of the plastic test tube.  The sample was 

transferred to either a 5mL glass vial with a lined cap, or a 2 mL glass vial with a septum cap.  

Each bottle was filled to capacity to minimise the head space in each vial and reduce the potential 

isotopic exchange with the atmosphere.  The glass vials were stored at 4oC until analysed.  

The plates of ice retained for solute analysis were cleaned of any condensed water vapour 

that may have accrued during storage.  To refresh the surface of the ice, the ice plate and storage 

bag where thorough rinsed with ultra pure water.  The ice was then allowed to melt at room 

temperature into the storage bag.  The sample was then filtered using a pre-weighed cellulose 

nitrate filter directly into a 50 mL plastic acid washed (nitric and hydrochloric) capped test tube.  

The filtered water samples were then refrozen in the test tubes until required for analysis.  The filter 

papers were retained, dried at 105oC for four hours, allowed to return to room temperature and then 

re-weighed to calculate the debris concentration of each sample. 

Method blanks were produced by freezing distilled and ultra-pure water in the plastic 

bags used to store ice samples.  These blanks were melted, filtered, and stored in both nitric and 

hydrochloric acid washed plastic test tubes.  These blanks were analysed with the solutes and any 

readings were deducted from the overall dataset.  For the cation analysis, blanks produced values of 
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0.01 to 0.05 ppm which is comparable to the detection limit for this method.  By contrast, the anion 

blanks were below the detectable limit (less than 0.00 ppm). 

 

 

3.5 Isotope Analysis

3.5.1 Deuterium (2H)

Hydrogen is commonly reduced on hot metal surfaces like uranium, zinc and manganese 

in vacuum-controlled furnaces.  Recent metal-reduction methods have advocated the use of 

chromium over the other metals for its high precision, low cost, small sample size advantages 

(Gehre et al,. 1996).  Until recently, the reduction of hydrogen on metals was limited to large water 

volumes and precision was compromised by partial sorption on the metal surfaces (Donnelly et al., 

2001).  Experimental investigations into the use of chromium by Gehre et al. (1996) demonstrated 

accuracy of 0.9‰ (GISP), 1.0‰ (SLAP), and 1.2‰ (vSMOW) for samples as small as 1 L.  They 

contend that no isotope fractionation is observed due to any sorption processes of hydrogen with 

the hot chromium.  These results are supported by Hedestig et al. (2001) who also found high 

reproducibility of results from chromium reduction of deuterium as a tracer for fluid volumes.  

They compared this technique to equilibration and found that chromium reduction results had 

slightly greater variability, but this was not statistically significant compared to equilibration. 

Hedestig et al. (2001) measured average coefficient variations of 0.49% for equilibration 

and 0.79% for chromium reduction, thus supporting a high reproducibility for both techniques in 

their study.  They also report that reduction using chromium is advantageous compared to other 

reducing agents like zinc, uranium, and other reagents where impurities impart a large analytical 

variability.   

Chromium reduces water to hydrogen gas at temperatures above 700oC.  The reaction 

will also simultaneously bind other elements like nitride (N3-), carbide (C4-), oxide (O2-) and 

halogenides (Cl-, Fl-, Br-, I-) into stable compounds.  The reduction of water using chromium is 

described by Equation 3.1: 

 

3H2O + 2Cr  Cr2O3 + 3H2                                                                   (Eq. 3.1) 

 

Reduction of water using chromium is performed “on-line” by the rapid evaporation and 

reduction of the sample on hot chromium.  The hydrogen gas is then fed directly into the mass 

spectrometer inlet system (Figure 3.20).  The on-line reduction method developed by Gehre et al. 

(1996) uses a reduction furnace using powdered chromium heated to a temperature between 800 to 
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900oC.  At temperatures below 800oC, the reaction time is extended and inhibits effective water 

reduction to hydrogen gas.  The reduction and equilibrium time for this method is 80 seconds, from 

the injection of the water sample into the furnace to starting the IRMS measurement. 

 

 
Figure 3.20: Schematic of the chromium reduction furnace used to convert liquid water
to hydrogen gas offline for subsequent analysis is a mass spectrometer (Source:
Donnelly et al., 2001).

 

 

The method used in this study follows the method prescribed by Donnelly et al. (2001) 

and was undertaken using two different mass spectrometers over the course of the study, both fitted 

with chromium reduction furnaces: a manual injection method (Section 3.5.1.1) and an automated 

sampler method (3.5.1.2).   

 

 

3.5.1.1 Manual Deuterium Method

Samples from the Rhone, Taylor and selected Wright Lower glaciers samples with small 

liquid water volumes were analysed using a VG Sira Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (IRMS) in 

the Chemistry Department at the University of Otago.  Using this method, powdered chromium is 

gradually heated to 800oC and any accumulated moisture is vacuum pumped away.  Once optimum 

temperature is reached a 2 L sample of water is manually injected into the furnace and allowed to 
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fully reduce for four minutes before entering the mass spectrometer.  The D of the sample is 

calculated using Equation 3.2: 

 

10001
LS

SA
SA R

RD                                              (Eq. 3.2) 

 

where: R is the ratio of 2H:1H of the sample (RSA) and SMOW (RLS).  

 

Corrections must also be made for ion-molecule reactions such as the formation of 

triatomic hydrogen (H3
+) and HD+, which are calibrated by the spectrometer.  The output is 

presented in delta units ( D) expressed as parts per thousand (‰) relative to the laboratory standard 

GC ( –224‰).  The laboratory standard was calculated against international standards SMOW 

( 0.0‰), GISP ( -189.5‰) and SLAP ( -428.0‰).  Samples were analysed using the laboratory 

standard as the reference gas and as a control during runs.  Variations in the reduction of the 

reference gas between different batches were calibrated by normalising the dataset with the 

laboratory control: 
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This equation is then manipulated to solve for sample/smow: 
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                                     (Eq. 3.4) 

 

The data also needed to be corrected for any linear truncation of the accuracy of very 

light samples (Gonfiantini, 1978).  For example, SLAP consistently produces a D value of –415‰ 

using the VG IRMS.  By using a linear regression of the measured isotopic values for SMOW, 

GISP and SLAP compared against their actual values produces a regression slope of 0.96 (r2 = 

100%).  Therefore the final dataset needs to be adjusted to account for this. 

The internal precision is calculated as the standard deviation of the ratio of sample to 

reference based on seven assays.  The average internal precision using this chromium reduction 
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method is 0.074 (n = 672, std dev = 0.024) with an acceptable precision upper limit of 0.10.  Each 

injection was assayed seven times to produce averaged deuterium content ( D), and each sample 

measured in triplicate.  If the standard deviation ( ) was greater than 0.5‰, the samples were 

rejected, and re-analysed. 

 

 

3.5.1.2 Automated Deuterium Method

Samples from the McMurdo Ice Shelf, Taylor and Wright Lower glaciers were analysed 

using a EuroVector EA mass spectrometer with liquid autosampler at Isotrace Laboratories, 

University of Otago.  The EuroVector LAS2000 carousel autosampler extracts a 7 L sample from 

a 1.5 mL septa-sealed vial and injected into a chromium powder column at a temperature of 

1050oC.  The resulting hydrogen is introduced into the Micromass IsoPrime isotope ratio mass 

spectrometer in a continuous flow carrier stream of helium.  Each sample is injected four times and 

the average of the last three injections is calculated to produce the final isotopic value.  The 

precision for the deuterium analysis is calculated as the standard deviation of the last three 

injections.  The first injection result is removed from the data set to reduce any memory effects 

from residual hydrogen gas in the chromium column or autosampler uptake.  According to 

Morrison & Mower (2001) this method has low memory effects, excellent precision and accuracy, 

and has a very high sample throughput rate with sample analysis time of 3 minutes.  Kelly et al. 

(2001) concur, reporting precision against known IAEA standards of 2.3‰ or less than one 

standard deviation.  For isotopically light standards (GISP and OH-2) the precision was 1‰.  By 

contrast, the manual injection method had an internal assay precision of 0.07‰ and was used for 

high precision deuterium measurement. 

The samples using this method were calibrated against known international standards and 

in-house laboratory standards Distilled Sea Water (DSW) ( D -0.03‰), ITW ( D -8.98‰) and the 

laboratory standard GC ( D -224‰), and normalised according to the method described by 

Gonfiantini (1978) (as described above for the Manual Method). 

 

 

3.5.2 Oxygen (18O)

Two methods were used to measure the 18O content of water samples.  A nickelized 

carbon reduction method was used for the Rhone and Taylor Glacier samples at the Chemistry 

Department, University of Otago (Section 3.5.2.1).  Samples from the Wright Lower Glacier, 

Taylor Glacier and McMurdo Ice Shelf were analysed using continuous flow Gas Chromatograph 
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Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry (GC-IRMS) at Isotrace Laboratory, University of Otago (Section 

3.5.2.2).  Preliminary analysis was undertaken using the nickelized carbon reduction method, 

whereas the bulk of the samples were analysed using the GC-IRMS. 

 

 

3.5.2.1 Nickelized Carbon Reduction Method

The oxygen isotopes were analysed using the online reduction of liquid water to carbon 

dioxide by nickelized carbon using a EuroVector EA mass spectrometer with liquid autosampler.  

A 20 L syringe injects the water sample over nickelized carbon at 1100oC pyrolyzing the sample 

to produce carbon monoxide, which is then oxidised to carbon dioxide by the method described by 

Farquhar et al. (1997).  Sources of error include the partial memory effect from the absorption of 

oxygen in the pyrolysis tube and the possible interference of nitrogen from the liquid sample.  

Farquhar et al. (1997) reported the precision of this method is generally good 

approximating 0.2‰, but its real advantage is the short time required to run samples, with each 

sample requiring less than seven minutes.  The analysis used in this study replicates the method of 

Farquhar et al. (1997) with a six-minute standing period for samples to fully convert to carbon 

dioxide.  Each sample was measured four times, and the first injection was ignored to reduce any 

memory effects.  If the standard deviation (precision) was greater than 0.1‰, the sample was 

discarded and re-analysed. 

Samples were measured against a standard laboratory reference gas and calibrated using 

international standards SLAP and SMOW and standards OH-1 ( D 0.3‰), OH-2 ( D -3.3‰), 

OH-3 ( D -8.7‰), and OH-4 ( D -15.3‰) throughout the batch.  The raw data was calibrated 

relative to the measured values for the reference gas and SLAP ( D -55.5‰).  Similar to the 

deuterium method described above, the accuracy of the mass spectrometer required that the data be 

linearly expanded using a line of best fit ( D = 0.95 18O – 2.56 r2=99.99%) to describe the 

difference between the actual and measured values of the international standards.  

 

 

3.5.2.2 GC IRMS Method

The oxygen isotope composition were also analysed by gas chromatography attached to a 

mass spectrometer using an equilibration with carbon dioxide method.  The 18O content of water 

quickly reaches equilibrium with carbon dioxide in a closed system (Epstein & Mayeda, 1953).  By 

equilibrating the water sample with carbon dioxide of known 18O content the resultant equilibrated 
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gas can be extracted and used to measure the ratio of 16O to 18O.  The 18O content of the water is 

calculated as: 
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where: i indicates the initial isotopic composition of the water or carbon dioxide; e 

indicates the equilibrated isotopic composition of the water and carbon dioxide;  is the isotopic 

fractionation coefficient; and  and  represent the number of mols of oxygen in the water and 

carbon dioxide phases (Dennis et al., unpub.). 

Following the method described by Nelson (2000) and Tu et al. (2001), samples were 

prepared by sub-sampling 0.5 mL of water into 10 mL butyl-rubber septum capped Labco vials.  

Each sample vial was filled with 1% carbon dioxide in helium and left to equilibrate for at least 18 

hours at 25oC on the thermally-controlled sample block.  Nelson (2000) showed that the precision 

using this water equilibration method on the GasbenchII is 0.04‰.  Samples were analysed using a 

Finnigan Deltaplus isotope mass spectrometer with a GasbenchII.  The GasbenchII is a continuous 

flow autosampler that uses syringes to extract sample gas from septum-capped vials.  The first 

syringe flushes the vial with helium gas, and the second syringe uptakes the equilibrated sample 

gas and passes it through the gas chromatograph column and into the mass spectrometer inlet. 

During the sample analysis, three injections of the reference gas are made, the last of 

which is used to calculate a stable reference value to calculate the sample delta value.  The next six 

injections are sample gas, of which the first is excluded from calculating the average to minimise 

any memory effects.  The standard deviation is calculated from the average of five injections.  

Analysis takes 20 minutes per sample and run in batches of 88 vials including standards.  Each 

sample was sub-sampled into two duplicate vials to calculate high-precision 18O values. 

The GC-IRMS output is calibrated by correcting the output to measurements of 

international standards SLAP ( 18O -55.5‰), GISP ( 18O -24.8‰), SMOW ( 18O -0.0‰), OH-1 

( 18O -0.3‰), OH-2 ( 18O -3.3‰), OH-3 ( 18O -8.7‰), and OH-4 ( 18O -15.3‰) that were 

interspersed throughout the batch.  For each batch of oxygen analysis at least three of the above 

international standards were measured at the start and end of each batch to provide a good range of 
18O values for calibration.  Internal laboratory standards DSW ( 18O -0.03‰) and GC ( 18O -

29.18‰) were used during the batch run as internal controls to monitor any drift that may occur.  

Similar to the deuterium method described above, the accuracy of the mass spectrometer required 

that the data be normalised using a line of best fit for each batch to describe any difference between 
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the actual and measured values of the international standards.  The average internal precision for 

this method is 0.05‰ (n = 620).  If the standard deviation was greater than 0.1‰ the samples were 

rejected and re-analysed. 

 

 

3.6 Solute Analysis
Solute analysis was undertaken on ice samples taken at 50 mm spaced intervals 

throughout the basal ice sequences and from the McMurdo Ice Shelf core samples.  Each sample 

was melted in a closed plastic vial and sub-sampled for subsequent anion or cation analysis as 

described below.  The most common soluble ions were analysed apart from carbonate and 

bicarbonate because water analysis of these species required much larger water volumes than what 

was sub-sampled.  Since all the common anion species were analysed, it is likely that the difference 

between the charge balance of cations and anions is contributed by carbonate and bicarbonate 

species. 

 

3.6.1 Anions

3.6.1.1 Flow Injection Analysis

Chloride, ammonia, nitrate, and phosphate anions were measured using Foss FIAStar 

5000 Flow Injection Analyser (FIA) in the Department of Geography at the University of Otago.  

Liquid samples are injected into a flowing carrier stream and mixed with a reagent.  Variations in 

the absorbance of refracted light produce an absorbance relative to concentration.  The 

absorbencies are calibrated against laboratory standards to produce a line of best fit.  

 

Ammonia (NH3)

Samples were stored frozen until required for ammonia analysis.  Samples were thawed 

and allowed to reach room temperature before sub-sampled into hydrochloric acid washed 

glassware.  The samples were analysed immediately to reduce any loss of ammonia on standing.  

The sample containing ammonium (NH4
+) is injected through a 200 L intake loop, and injected 

into the carrier stream and reacted with sodium hydroxide to form gaseous ammonia (NH3).  The 

ammonia diffuses through a gas permeable membrane into the indicator stream.  The ammonia 

reacts with the indicator and the colour change is measured photometrically using a 590 nm lens.  
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Peaks were calibrated using laboratory standards of 0.0, 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4 ppm to provide a working 

range of 0.2 to 1.4 ppm. 

 

Nitrite Nitrate (NO2 /NO3 )

Samples were thawed and allowed to reach room temperature before sub-sampling into 

hydrochloric acid washed glassware.  The samples were analysed within six hours of thawing to 

minimise any loss of nitrite-nitrate on standing.  Samples are injected into a distilled water carrier 

and the nitrate (NO3
-) is reduced to nitrite (NO2

-) in a copperized cadmium reactor.  The initial 

nitrite and reduced sample is reacted with ammonia chloride, copper sulphate and sulphanilamide.  

The sulphanilamide solution forms a diazo compound and when coupled with NED (N-[1-naphytl]-

Ethylene Diamine Dihydrochloride) forms a purple dye that is measured photometrically using a 

540 nm lens.  Absorbance was calibrated using a non-linear regression (r2 = 99%) of laboratory 

standards 0.0, 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, and 1.4 to produce a working range of 0.2 to 1.4 ppm. 

 

Phosphate

Water samples were sub-sampled into nitric acid washed glassware.  Samples were 

analysed using a 720 nm lens and a 100 L uptake loop.  Samples were injected into a sodium 

bicarbonate and sulphuric acid carrier and reacted with ammonium molybdate, stannous chloride, 

ammonium sulphate and hydrazinium sulphate.  Absorbance was calibrated using a linear 

regression (r2 = 99%) on 0, 10, 20, 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 2000 ppb laboratory standards to 

produce a working range of 0.01 to 2 ppm.  

 

Chloride

To minimise contamination, chloride water samples were sub-sampled from nitric acid 

washed storage test tubes and placed in nitric acid washed test tubes.  Samples are reacted with 

mercury thiocynate and ferric nitrate using a 100 L uptake loop.  Absorbance was calibrated using 

standards 0.0, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0 6.0 and 11.0 to produce a working range of 1 to 11 ppm.  Each 

sample was injected twice and the average value taken.  If the values varied more than 5%, the 

value was rejected and re-analysed.  Manual dilutions were undertaken for any samples above the 

highest standard.  
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3.6.1.2 Ion Chromatography

Ion chromatography (ICP) was used to measure the concentration of the common anions 

bromide, chloride, fluoride, nitrate, nitrite, phosphate and sulphate.  Prior to analysis all samples 

were filtered to remove any particles larger than 0.2 m.  Water samples were sub-sampled into 

1.5mL septum-capped vials.  ICP distinguishes between the anions on the basis of their relative 

affinities in a strongly basic (CO2/HCO3) anion exchange column.  In the exchange column the 

anions are converted to highly conductive acids which have a varying retention time within the 

column.  The resultant acids electrical conductivity is recorded and the peak conductivity ( S) is 

converted to a concentration based on calibration against known standards (Clescerl et al., 1999).  

The anions were measured in the Chemistry Department at the University of Otago using a Jasco 

PU-980 HPLC pump and Shimadzu Chromatopac C-R3A.  

Rhone and Taylor Glacier samples were analysed using a manual calibration method on 

the ICP with standards of 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50 and 1.00 ppm for fluoride and sulphate 

analysis.  Standards of 0.00, 0.15, 0.30, 0.60, 1.50 and 3.00 ppm were used to calibrate chloride 

peaks.  To increase sensitivity a 200 L loop was attached to the autosampler.  Initial calibration 

showed a linear relationship for the fluoride samples (y = 0.0125x + 0.0188, r2 = 99.9%).  

Calibration for the sulphate laboratory standards showed a detection limit of 0.10 ppm, as trace 

amounts of contamination were evident below this level.  

The sulphate standards plotted on a straight line (y = 0.0492x – 0.0963 r2=99.7%).  

Calibration of the chloride data showed the laboratory standards plotted on straight line (y = 

0.0164x + 0.0115, r2 = 99.9%).  These lines were used to convert plotted length into concentration 

in parts per million (ppm).  Several samples were above the highest standards (1 ppm for SO4
- and 

3 ppm for Cl-).  A second run was performed using standards of 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 ppm using 

a 20 mL loop.  The calibration line for chloride laboratory standards is described by a quadratic 

fitted line (y = -0.0003x2 + 0.1929x –0.3898, r2 = 100%).  The calibration line for the sulphate 

laboratory standards is also described by a quadratic fitted line (y = -0.0003x2 + 0.5333x +0.375, r2 

= 100%).  In some instances, samples from the Taylor Glacier had to be diluted prior to analysis 

(1/5th, 1/10th, 1/20th and 1/100th dilutions).   

Analysis of the McMurdo Ice Shelf and Wright Lower Glacier ice samples was carried 

out on an automated calibrated ICP system.  For these samples, anions fluoride (F-), chloride (Cl-), 

nitrite (NO2
-), bromide (Br-), nitrate (NO3

-), phosphate (PO4
2-), and sulphate (SO4

2-) were analysed.  

For Fl-, NO2
-, Br-, NO3

2- and PO4
2- laboratory standards 0.1, 0.2, 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0 ppm were 

analysed to calculate calibrations lines.  However, Cl- and SO4
2- were analysed with laboratory 

standards 1, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60 and 100 ppm.  The detection limit is 0.1 ppm for all anions except F-, 

which has a detection limit of 0.5 ppm. 
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3.6.2 Cations

The base cations sodium (Na+), magnesium (Mg2+), potassium (K+), and calcium (Ca2+) 

were analysed using Atomic Absorption Mass Spectrometry (AAMS) in the Geography 

Department at the University of Otago.  AAMS converts the liquid samples by burning in an 

acetylene flame and converting refracted light and colour changes in the flame to be proportional to 

the element concentration.  The AAMS was calibrated using laboratory standards of 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 

1.5 and 2.0 ppm for potassium and magnesium, and 0.0, 1.25, 2.5, 3.75, and 5.0 ppm for sodium.  

Prior to analysis the sample aliquots of 10 mL were preserved using 1mL mix of 1% nitric acid and 

20,000 ppm strontium chloride.  Any contamination from the carrier was automatically removed as 

a reagent blank, and any values over the top standard were automatically diluted.  In between each 

sample, the autosampler nozzle was rinsed to minimise cross-contamination.  Every twenty 

samples, the calibration were recalculated to reduce any experimental drift.   

A pilot study measuring aluminium (Al2+), iron (Fe2+), manganese (Mn2+) and zinc (Zn2+) 

was also performed using the AAMS.  The selected samples were from high-debris and high total 

dissolved solids samples from the Rhone and Taylor glaciers.  Concentrations were below 

detectable limits (0.01 ppm) and these ions were excluded from subsequent analysis. 

 

3.6.3 pH

The pH was measured using a Radiometer PHM201 portable pH meter calibrated using 

4.0 and 7.01 NIST standards.  Samples were melted and allowed to reach room temperature.  The 

probe was rinsed thoroughly in ultra pure water, then placed in the plastic storage test tube, mixed 

thoroughly and left to stand until the reading stabilised. 

 

3.6.4 Debris Concentration

To estimate the debris concentration, ice samples were melted and filtered through pre-

weighed cellulose 45 m nitrate filter paper.  The liquid sample was retained and weighed at a 

temperature of 4oC.  The retained debris from the filter paper was weighed to four decimal places 

and the weight of the filter paper subtracted to give a debris mass in grams. To convert mass to a 

volume, mass is divided by the specific weight (or density).  For example, to calculate the ice 

volume, the liquid weight in grams is divided by the specific weight for ice, which was assumed as 

0.90 g.cm-3.  For the sediment fraction, the weight retained on the filter was divided by the specific 

weight for quartz (2.7 g.cm-3 calculated by displacement in a water column) which is the 
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predominant mineral in the landscape.  Debris concentration was calculated as a volumetric debris 

concentration, that is, the percentage volume of sediment to ice, and as grams per litre (g/L). 

 

3.7 Statistical Analysis

The corrected isotopic data was plotted on a co-isotopic plot with 18O on the ordinate 

axis and D on the abscissa axis as described by Souchez and Jouzel (1984).  A least squares 

regression line of best fit was generated using the statistical package Minitab.  The least squares 

method assumes that all the variation in the data occurs on the abscissa, although this is not strictly 

true for a co-isotopic plot, the precision of the oxygen is five times greater than that of deuterium, 

implying that most of the analytical variability will occur on the abscissa.  The 95% confidence 

intervals and prediction intervals were also calculated using Minitab.  The confidence interval for 

the regression slope is calculated using the following equation from Harraway (1993): 
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where se is the standard error, n is the total number of points used in the regression, t is 

the t-test value for n-2 degrees of freedom. 

One-way ANOVA tests were used to distinguish any difference in the distribution and 

means of solute concentrations or isotopic values in the different ice facies.  Where a small overlap 

was observed, a Mann-Whitney U-Test was used to determine whether there was any significant 

difference between the two ice facies.  A Mann-Whitney U-Test was used as the data were 

frequently of differing sizes and not normally distributed.  The standard error associated with the 

solute analysis is calculated based on the detection limit for each method as summarised in Table 

3.4. 

 

Table 3.4: Summary table of detection limit for individual ions.
 

Anions F- Cl- NO2
- Br- NO3

2- PO4
2- SO4

2- Std Err 

 (ppm) 0.3 0.1 0.1* 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.37 

( eq/L) 15.80 2.82 2.17* 1.25 3.23 3.16 2.08 16.85 

Cations Na+ Mg2+ K+ Ca2+ NH4
+   Std Err 

(ppm) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1   0.20 

( eq/L) 4.35 8.23 2.56 4.99    10.86 
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3.7.1 Cluster Analysis

The solute data was also analysed using Ward Euclidean linkage method cluster analysis 

generated by Minitab.  Clusters were identified using the concentrations of the six major ionic 

species: sodium, magnesium, potassium, calcium, chloride and sulphate.  Samples with incomplete 

data for all the different solute species were excluded from the cluster analysis.  The ionic species 

account for 95% of all the solutes measured within the water samples.  The number of clusters was 

visually derived based on examination of the structure of the dendrogram output.   

 

3.7.2 Box Plots

Linear data like co-isotopic plots cannot be analysed using cluster analysis, so the isotope 

data ( 18O, D and dx) was also analysed by plotting as a box and whisker plot.  A box and whisker 

plot is a graphical representation of the distribution of measured values.  Box plots are useful for 

comparing the range of values between data sets and the distribution of the values. An example of a 

box plot generated by Minitab is shown in Figure 3.21, and graphs (bottom to top): minimum, 

lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2), upper quartile (Q3), and maximum.  If the box plot is 

symmetrical then the data is normally distributed.  The analysis also identifies possible outliers that 

lie outside the calculated interquartile range.  If an outlier is between 1.5 to 3 times the interquartile 

range, then the value is plotted as a possible outlier and marked with an asterisk (*).  If the outlier 

is greater than 3 times the interquartile range, then the value is plotted as a circle (o).  Suspected 

outliers are removed from the calculated statistical parameters (e.g. minimum and maximum) so 

appear outside of the usual range of values.  

 

 

Figure 3.21: Annotated diagram of a box and whisker plot generated by Minitab
showing from bottom to top: minimum, lower quartile, median, upper quartile,
maximum and an outlier. The outlier is calculated as lying between 1.5 to 3 times the
plotted interquartile range (IQR).
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3.7.3 Solute Indices

In snow and ice studies several different indices are used to understand the solute 

composition and its origin.  The indices used in this study are: total dissolved solids (TDS), non-

sea-salt calcium (Ca*), non-sea-salt sulphate (nssSO4), the sodium to chloride ratio (Na:Cl) and the 

monovalent to bivalent base cation ratio (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg). 

 

3.7.3.1 TDS

The total dissolved solids (TDS) are the sum of the ionic components within a solution.  

TDS is commonly measured using a handheld conductivity-TDS meter. The TDS values reported 

in this study are the sum of all solutes measured by the techniques described in Sections 3.6.1 and 

3.6.2 and reported in parts per million (ppm).  As a means of quality control, TDS was also 

measured using a Hanna HI98129 with an accuracy of ±2% and an operational range of 0 to 2000 

ppm.  The meter was calibrated using two ISO standards at room temperature, and between sample 

measurements was rinsed three times in ultra pure water to reduce any cross-contamination.  Since 

carbonates were not analysed it is likely that the difference between measured and calculated TDS 

represents carbonate and bicarbonate ions. 

 

3.7.3.2 Ca*

The non-sea-salt calcium parameter (Ca*) is used to characterise whether an ice sample 

has a higher than expected concentration of calcium ions compared to the amount that would be 

contributed from marine-salt derived aerosols.  The Ca* is calculated by multiplying the marine 

ratio of calcium to chloride by the concentration of chloride measured in the ice sample, and this 

value is then subtracted from the measured calcium value (Lyons et al., 2003), as summarised in 

Equation 3.7: 

 

ice
marine

marine
ice Cl

Cl
CaCaCa

2
2*                       (Eq. 3.7) 

 

  In seawater, the ratio of calcium to chloride (in parts per thousand) is 0.4:18.9, or 0.022, 

so the Ca* parameter is calculated as shown in Equation 3.8: 

 

iceice ClCaCa 022.0* 2                         (Eq. 3.8) 
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3.7.3.3 nssSO4

The non-sea-salt sulphate parameter (nssSO4 or SO4*) is used to characterise whether an 

ice sample has a higher than expected concentration of sulphate ions compared to the amount that 

would be contributed from marine-salt derived aerosols.  The nssSO4 is calculated by multiplying 

the marine ratio of sulphate to sodium by the concentration of sodium measured in the ice sample, 

and this value is then subtracted from the measured sodium value (Stenni et al., 2000), as 

summarised in Equation 3.7: 

 

ice
marine

marine
ice Na

Na
SOSOnssSO

2
42

44                       (Eq. 3.9) 

 

  In seawater, the ratio of sulphate to sodium (in parts per thousand) is 2.6:10.5, or 0.25, 

so the nssSO4 parameter is calculated as shown in Equation 3.9: 

 

iceice NaSOnssSO 25.02
44                         (Eq. 3.10) 

 

3.7.3.4 Na:Cl

Another measure of the deviation of the solute content of ice relative to seawater is the 

Na:Cl ratio.  The marine aerosol molar Na:Cl ratio should be 0.87 (in mol/L) and higher ratios 

suggest an additional sodium source, whereas lower ratios indicate the addition of chloride from 

another source (Lyons et al., 2003).  In seawater, the ratio of sodium to chloride (in parts per 

thousand) is 10.5:18.9, or 0.55. 

 

3.7.3.5 Base Cation Ratio (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg)

In basal ice studies, the ratio of monovalent base cations to bivalent base cations is 

commonly used to distinguish samples.  The presence of sodium and potassium (monovalent base 

cations) are associated with aerosol-derived salts, whereas calcium and magnesium (bivalent base 

cations) are the product of weathering.  In addition, differences in ionic size result in a preferential 

flushing during refreezing so that there is a sharp decrease in the (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio during 

melting.  The selective migration of solutes is a result of alkali metals being more easily flushed out 

compared to alkaline earth metals (Souchez and Lemmens, 1987).  The base cation ratio is 

calculated as the sum of sodium and potassium divided over the sum of calcium and magnesium. 
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Chapter Four

Results
 

 

 

4.1 Introduction

The ice sequences examined in this study are classified according to the facies approach 

pioneered by Lawson (1979b), who first applied a stratigraphic approach to categorising ice into 

facies and sub-facies based on their physical characteristics.  The facies subdivision of the basal ice 

is used as a first-principles approach to subdivide the solute and isotopic analysis.  This chapter is 

organized into four main sections: McMurdo Ice Shelf (4.2), Rhone Glacier (4.3), Wright Lower 

Glacier (4.4), and Taylor Glacier (4.5).  Each of these sections is divided into four sub-sections that 

detail the ice stratigraphy, solutes and stable isotope composition.  The stratigraphy sub-sections 

describe the different ice types (or facies) observed at each location.  The solute sub-sections 

describe the general composition for each case study, as well as describing the solute composition 

for the identified facies and by cluster analysis.  The isotope sub-sections describe the co-isotopic 

ratios for the entire data set and are subdivided by facies as well as general trends observed within 

the deuterium, 18-oxygen and deuterium excess values.  The results chapter concludes with a 

comparison of the data from each glacier and the different facies (Section 4.5). 
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4.2 McMurdo Ice Shelf

4.2.1 Solute Composition

Samples were taken from four different sites in the southern part of the McMurdo Ice 

Shelf, offshore of Minna Bluff (Figure 4.1).  Samples were cored one to three metres below the ice 

surface.  Samples from site one are from a series of short cores taken in a transect from Black 

Island south towards Minna Bluff to provide a control sample of meteoric-origin ice.  Site two 

samples are taken 700 m from Minna Bluff in the banded transitional zone.  Site three samples are 

taken from ice from the moraines that occur next to Minna Bluff and from a surface melt pond that 

forms between the moraine ridges.  Samples were also taken 1600 m offshore of Minna Bluff at the 

junction between the ice shelf and the banded transitional zone (site four). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Location of sampling sites on the Ross Ice Shelf in southern McMurdo
Sound. Site one is a composite of four sub surface cores, south of Black Island. Site
two is taken 700 m offshore of Minna Bluff in the middle of the banded transition
zone. Site four is 1600 m offshore of Minna Bluff at the outer edge of the banded
transition zone. Site three is ice sampled from moraines on Minna Bluff.
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Samples from the meteoric ice at site one have a total solute concentration of 5.3 ppm 

comprised mostly from chloride (2.6 ppm), sulphate (0.8 ppm) and sodium (0.7 ppm) (Table 4.1).  

Meteoric samples have a very low sodium to chloride ratio (0.3), and a (Na++K+)(Ca2++Mg2+) of 

2.3.  The non-sea-salt sulphate ratio and the Ca* ratio are both low averaging 0.6 and 0.4 

respectively.  The site four samples also have a very low total solute concentration of 2.6 ppm and 

exhibit similar Na:Cl, (Na++K+)(Ca2++Mg2+), Ca* and pH to the meteoric ice at site one. 

 

 

Table 4.1: Average solute composition (ppm) and solute indices of the different sample
locations on the McMurdo Ice Shelf. The value of pH is a median.

 

 Na Mg K Ca Cl F Br SO4 NO3 PO4

Site One 0.7 0.2 0.5 0.5 2.6 0.2 0.0 0.8 0.05 0.0 

Site Two 33.1 3.6 2.1 1.5 56.9 0.1 0.3 19.7 0.03 0.0 

Site Three 22.1 2.1 6.5 2.3 17.2 0.6 0.0 3.3 2.29 0.2 

Site Four 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.03 0.0 

 

 Na:Cl (Na+K)/ 
(Ca+Mg) nssSO4 Ca* TDS 

(ppm) pH n 

Site One 0.3 2.3 0.6 0.4 5.3 6.9 5 

Site Two 0.6 6.6 10.1 0.2 132.4 6.8 7 

Site Three 1.3 6.5 -2.2 1.9 56.5 7.0 7 

Site Four 0.4 2.3 0.3 0.2 2.6 6.9 6 

 

 

By contrast, the site two samples have a much higher total solute concentration of 132 

ppm contributed by chloride (56.9 ppm), sodium (33.1 ppm) and sulphate (19.7 ppm).  The Na:Cl 

ratio for site two samples is 0.6 which is identical to that of seawater, whereas the nssSO4 ratio of 

10.1 is much higher than all the other sampling sites.  Samples from site two are the only analysed 

from the McMurdo Ice Shelf that have small amounts of bromide (0.3 ppm) present.  By contrast 

site three samples have a lower overall total solute concentration, averaging 56.5 ppm, and very 

high Na:Cl and Ca* ratios (Table 4.1).  The full set of solute data is reproduced in Appendix A1 

(Table A1-1) along with Durov and Piper (Figures A1.1 and A1.2) 

There is a clear distinction between the different sampling sites based on their TDS 

(Figure 4.2a).  In particular, site two has an average TDS of 132.4 ppm which is significantly 

higher than the TDS of sites one (5.3 ppm) and four (2.3 ppm).  However, there is no statistically 

significant difference between the TDS of sites two and three due to their high variability, even 

though their average TDS appear different.  Site two has a standard deviation of 93.5 for the TDS,  
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Figure 4.2: Solute composition of the basal ice facies from the McMurdo Ice Shelf,
showing the differences in total solute concentration (a), the similarity between the
solute signatures between sites one and four (b), and as a balanced aqueous solution
as a percentage of meq/L (where negative is % anions; and positive is % cations). 
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compared to 34.5 for site three, causing the confidence intervals to overlap (Appendix A1, Table 

A1-3).  Site three is distinguishable based on its high Na:Cl ratio which averages 1.3 compared to 

0.3 to 0.6 for the other sites.  Similarly, there is a clear difference in the (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratios 

between the different sites, where sites one and four are 2.3, compared to 6.6 and 6.5 for site two 

and three.  Finally, site two is also significantly different with its very high nssSO4 and Ca* ratios 

compared to the other three sites.  Comparison of the solutes as a proportion of TDS shows that 

samples from site one and site four are compositionally very similar (Figure 4.2b and c).  By 

contrast, site three has twice the amount of sodium (35% of TDS) compared to sites one and four.  

In particular, site three also has a relatively high amount of nitrate present, contributing 4% to TDS, 

whereas in sites one, two and four, nitrate constitutes only 1% and occurs in amounts of 0.03 to 

0.05 which is below the detection limit.  

Analysis of the base shows that there is considerable variation in the amount of calcium 

(Figure 4.3).  In particular, sites one and four tend to have much higher amounts of calcium, in the 

range of 20 to 50% of the base cations, compared to sites two and three where calcium comprises 

only 10 to 20%.  Magnesium concentrations are uniformly low across all four sites, comprising less 

than 10% of the base cations, with the exception of one sample from site one, which is 15% 

magnesium. 

 
Figure 4.3: Ternary diagram of the base cations measured from samples from McMurdo
Ice Shelf. Graph shows that samples from sites two and three are dominated by
sodium and potassium ions, whereas samples from sites one and four have higher
calcium content.
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4.2.1.1 McMurdo Cluster Analysis of Solutes

The clusters are distinguished based on their solute compositions of the six main solutes: 

sodium (Na), magnesium (Mg), calcium (Ca), potassium (K), chloride (Cl) and sulphate (SO4).  

Four clusters were identified from the cluster analysis at a similarity level of 35 (Figure 4.4).  The 

samples from site two are split across three of the clusters (M1, M2, and M3), whereas samples 

from site one and site four occur in cluster M1 and site three clustered exclusive in cluster M4. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4: Dendrogram produced by cluster analysis of the six major ionic contributors
to solute composition for ice from the McMurdo Ice Shelf. Four cluster groups were
identified by the analysis at a similarity level of 35.

 

 

The cluster analysis distinguishes the groups based on their absolute concentrations of the 

different ions, and as a result, the four clusters have clear distinctions based on their total solute 

concentrations.  Cluster M1 has the lowest TDS averaging 8.0 ppm, compared to 87.2 ppm (M4), 

126.33 ppm (M2) and 245.50 ppm (M3) (Table 4.2).  Of particular interest is the presence of 

bromide in clusters M2 and M3, and by contrast the presence of nitrates in M1 and M4. 

There is no statistical difference in the pH values between the different clusters, which 

vary between 6.5 and 7.0.  Likewise, there is no statistical difference in the (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio 

for clusters M2, M3 and M4 which range from 6.4 to 8.1, but there is a significant difference 

between these clusters and M1, which has an average of 2.6.  A similar relationship exists for the 

Na:Cl ratio which range between 0.3 and 0.6 for clusters M1 to M3, whereas M4 is significantly 

higher averaging 1.4.  The nssSO4 ratio varies considerably between all four clusters, where each 

site is significantly different to each other.  The Ca* also shows that there is a significant difference 

in M1 and M4, and M2 and M4.  The four clusters can be distinguished based on their TDS and the 
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nssSO4 composition, where M3 has a much higher nssSO4 ratio of 17.9, and the highest TDS 

(Appendix A1, Table A1-1).  When the cluster data is plotted as a proportion of total solutes 

(Figure 4.5) there is little difference in their proportional solute composition.  The presence of 

bromide is a distinguishing feature of clusters M2 and M3, as is the presence of nitrates in M1 and 

M4.  Both M1 and M4 have small amounts of fluoride and nitrate. 

 

Table 4.2: Average ionic concentration (ppm) and solute indices of four cluster groups
identified in the McMurdo Ice Shelf cores by cluster analysis compared to proportional
(%) seawater composition.

 

 Na Mg K Ca Cl F SO4 Br NO3 PO4

Cluster  M1 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.4 2.7 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.0 

Cluster M2 32.6 3.2 2.6 1.2 55.4 0.1 16.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 

Cluster M3 65.5 7.8 3.1 3.1 112.7 0.1 34.3 0.5 0.0 0.0 

Cluster M4 24.9 2.4 7.4 2.4 18.2 0.6 3.7 0.0 2.6 0.2 

 

 Na:Cl (Na+K)/ 
(Ca+Mg) nssSO4 Ca* TDS 

(ppm) pH § n 

Cluster M1 0.3 2.6 0.4 0.4 5.4 7.0 12 

Cluster M2 0.6 8.1 8.2 -0.1 111.7 6.7 3 

Cluster M3 0.6 6.4 17.9 0.6 227.0 6.6 2 

Cluster M4 1.4 7.1 -2.5 2.0 62.6 6.9 6 
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Figure 4.5: Histogram showing the proportion of each ion as a percentage as a total
dissolved solute composition for the four clusters from the McMurdo Ice Shelf ice cores
as identified by cluster analysis compared to seawater.
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4.2.2 Isotope Composition

There is a significant difference in the measured 18O composition from samples from the 

McMurdo Ice Shelf between the different sampling sites (Figure 4.6).  The average D value for 

the Site one samples is -30.84‰ with a standard deviation of 3.11, which is statistically 

indistinguishable from the site four, where the average is -32.68‰ with a standard deviation of 

2.23.  By contrast, the average 18O value for site two is 2.32‰ with a standard deviation of 0.15, 

and -3.87‰ with a standard deviation of 0.50 for site three.  ANOVA analysis of the McMurdo 
18O sites shows that there is a statistical difference between sites one, two and three, but there is 

no statistical difference between sites one and four (Appendix A2, Table A2-2). 

 

 
Figure 4.6: Box and whisker plot showing the distribution of measured 18O for the
samples from the McMurdo Ice Shelf. The values for site two and three are distinctly
different from sites one and four.

 

 

A similar pattern exists in the deuterium composition, where site one has an average D 

of -241.97‰, compared to 18.83‰ for site two, -27.73‰ for site three, and -257.14‰ for site four 

(Appendix A2, Table A2-2).  The deuterium excess for each of the McMurdo Ice Shelf sites shows 

that there is a wide variability in the observed values (Figure 4.7).  The samples from site one have 

the highest deuterium excess with an average of 4.77, and the largest variability with a standard 

deviation of 3.81.  Similarly, the deuterium excess values from site four have a high average (4.30) 

and variability (std dev = 3.67).  Sites two and three have deuterium excess averaging 0.37 and 

1.82 respectively, and have much smaller ranges in values with standard deviations of 1.54 and 

1.39 respectively.  ANOVA analysis of the deuterium excesses shows that there is no difference 

between the different sites, apart from between the site one and site two (p = 0.013) (Appendix A2, 

Table A2-2). 
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A co-isotopic plot of the McMurdo Ice Shelf data is shown in Figure 4.8.  The local 

meteoric water line based on samples from site one is D = 7.82 18O – 0.82 (r2 = 98%).  Samples 

from site four are clustered around 18O -31‰, and overlap the meteoric-origin samples.  The 

samples from sites two and three, however, are significantly heavier, with an average 18O value of 

2.32‰ and 18O -3.36‰ respectively and also plot on the meteoric water line.  A table of the co-

isotope data is in Appendix A2, Table A2-1. 

 

 
Figure 4.7: Box and whisker plot of distribution of deuterium excess values from the
different sites analysed in the McMurdo Ice Shelf. Site one has the widest range of
values, whereas sites two and three have much smaller ranges and lower values.
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Figure 4.8: Co isotopic plot of ice from the McMurdo Ice Shelf. Surficial ice (meteoric)
plot on a regression line of D = 7.82 18O �– 0.82 (r2 = 98%). Sites two and three plot
close to ocean water values, whereas site four is isotopically lighter and plots over the
meteoric origin values.
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Rhone Glacier

4.2.3 Stratigraphy

The 10 m long tunnel excavated into the true right margin of the Rhone Glacier, revealed 

a 4.5 m thick sequence of basal ice that consists of stratified dispersed debris (Ids), and diffuse 

debris (Idd) which was conformably overlain by clean bubbly (Icb) englacial ice (Figure 4.9).  The 

bottom unit, described as the stratified facies is comprised of a 1.98 m thick sequence of alternating 

bands of clean ice and debris-bearing ice, and is conformably overlain by a 2.5 m thick sequence of 

banded discoloured ice of diffuse debris suspended in bubbly ice.  The diffuse debris facies is 

conformably overlain by clean bubbly (englacial) ice at 4.1 m above the glacier bed.  Close 

examination of the ice facies reveals that each facies is comprised of two or three distinct sub-

facies (Table 4.3).  
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Figure 4.9: Stratigraphic column of the Rhone Glacier basal ice (metres above the bed).
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Table 4.3: Ice facies and sub facies from the Rhone Glacier.

Facies Sub-Facies Description 

Clean Bubbly (Icb)  Clean white ice with high bubble concentration.  
May exhibit bubble foliation. 

Diffuse Debris (Idd) Low debris concentration 
(Idd1) 

Ice appears yellowish and contains suspended 
fine to sandy debris in a bubbly ice matrix.  
Bubbles are small and slightly elongated.  Debris 
concentration is low and suspended as individual 
grains.   

 High debris concentration 
(Idd2) 

Ice appears dark yellow to amber and contains 
suspended fine to sandy debris in a bubbly ice 
matrix.  Bubbles are small and slightly elongated.  
Debris concentration is higher than Idd1 and 
suspended as individual grains.  Contains discrete 
angular pebbles. 

 Clean, low bubble ice (Icl) Clean and milky, opaque white ice with air 
bubbles. 

Stratified Debris (Ids) Light bands with lower debris 
concentration (Ids1) 

Dispersed debris suspended in ice matrix.  Debris 
occurs in broad planar layers separated by clean 
bubbly or clean clear ice.  Debris is mostly sand. 

 Darker bands with higher 
debris concentration (Ids2) 

Concentrated debris in broad planar layers, with 
high debris concentration and dark colouration.  
Debris is mostly sand. 

 Clean bubbly ice (Icb) Clean white ice with high bubble concentration.  
May exhibit bubble foliation. 

 Clean, low bubble ice (Icl) Clean and clear white ice with low bubble 
concentration.  May appear darker and foliated. 

 

 

 

4.2.3.1 Clean Bubbly Facies (Icb)

Clean bubbly facies occur 4.0 m above the bed and is conformably underlain by diffuse 

debris facies.  Clean bubbly ice also occurs as a sub-facies within the stratified debris facies. 

 

 

4.2.3.2 Diffuse Debris Facies (Idd)

The diffuse debris facies are 2.0 m thick and characterised by its yellow-brown 

coloration.  The ice contains suspended discrete sand grains with small, slightly elongated gas 

bubbles.  Three different sub-facies are present within the diffuse debris: clean bubbly (Icl) with an 

opaque-cloudy appearance; diffuse debris (Idd1) lighter in colour and lower debris concentration; 

and diffuse debris (Idd2) darker in colour with higher debris concentration.  Throughout the diffuse 

debris facies there are bands of cloudy clear ice that are relatively debris-free (Figure 4.10b).  The 

diffuse debris between 2.0 to 2.4 m is much darker in colour and there is a distinct planar contact 
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with the underlying stratified facies.  The diffuse debris facies has distinct bands of different sub-

facies that give the facies a laminated appearance.  Banding of differing debris concentrations is 

broadly planar, and in some instances, larger pebble-sized clasts exist within the ice matrix.  

 

 

 

4.2.3.3 Stratified Facies (Ids)

Stratified facies occurs at the bottom of the Rhone Glacier basal ice sequence with 

alternating layers of dispersed debris and clean sub-facies.  In the stratified facies, four different 

sub-facies are present: clean bubbly (Icb), clean, low bubble concentration (Icl), dispersed debris 

(Ids1) with low debris concentration and dispersed debris (Ids2) with higher debris concentration.  

The alternation of these layers result in a broadly stratified appearance (Figure 4.10a).  The 

stratification is planar and tilted up to 12 degrees in places.  The debris-enriched sub-facies have 

varying clast size, thickness and concentration.  Particles are usually sand-sized, although pebbles 

are occasionally visible.  The clean ice is bubbly, although darker bands with lower bubble 

concentration are present.   

 

 

A.    B.  

Figure 4.10: Photographs of basal ice from Rhone Glacier A). Stratified facies (RGB03)
B). Diffuse debris facies (in situ). Photographs of each block extracted from the Rhone
Glacier stratigraphic sequence are in Appendix A3.
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4.2.4 Solute and Debris Composition

Analysis of the debris concentration and total dissolved solids (TDS) from the basal ice 

revealed irregular fluctuations throughout the sequence (Figure 4.11).  In the stratified facies the 

debris concentration varied between 0 to 3.6% by volume, averaging 0.4%.  Debris concentration 

in the diffuse debris facies is higher (0.7%) ranging between 0.18 to 1.0% by volume, however the 

sample RGB-A39 is an outlier with an unusually high debris concentration of 2.9% by volume.  As 

expected, the clean facies has a very low debris concentration, averaging 0.00% by volume 

(Appendix A4, Table A4-1). 

A similar pattern occurs in the solute concentration of the basal ice.  TDS fluctuates 

throughout the stratified facies ranges from 3.5 to 35.8 ppm.  The peaks in TDS in the stratified 

facies broadly correlate with large peaks in debris concentration (Figure 4.11b).  The diffuse debris 

facies has a consistently high solute concentration, averaging 30.7 ppm, but is not correlated to 

changing amounts of debris concentration.  The clean facies have a much lower average solute 

concentration, averaging 9.4 ppm with a standard deviation of 1.1. 
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Figure 4.11: A). Measured debris concentrations (as a percentage by volume of ice) with
height above the bed (m) for the Rhone Glacier basal ice. B). Plot shows the total solute
concentration at 5 cm intervals through the Rhone Glacier basal ice. Additional solute
diagrams included in Appendix A4, Figure A4 1. Note: No samples were collected
between 2.5 and 4.0 m above the bed.
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There is a strong correlation between increasing debris concentration and increasing 

solute composition in the stratified facies (Figure 4.12), with a Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient of 

0.768 (p = 0.00).  However, there is no statistically significant relationship between debris 

concentration and solute composition for the diffuse debris and clean facies.  The diffuse debris 

facies has an outlier (RGB-A39) which detracts from the otherwise steep linear relationship 

between debris concentration and total solutes.  If this point is excluded from the data set, there is a 

strong correlation between debris concentration and total solutes, with a Pearson’s Correlation 

Coefficient of 0.886 (p = 0.03).  Regression analysis of the stratified facies shows that the 

relationship between debris concentration and total solutes plots on the line y =6.22x + 10.02 (r2 = 

59%), compared to a line of y = 22.02x + 19.71 (r2 = 78%) for the diffuse debris when excluding 

the outlier (Appendix A4, Figure A4-2). 
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Figure 4.12: Relationship between debris concentration as a percentage by volume of
ice and total dissolved solids (ppm) for the three facies from the Rhone Glacier basal
ice.

 

 

The stratified facies has an average total solute concentration of 12.2 ppm, compared to 

30.7 ppm for the diffuse debris facies and 9.5 ppm for the clean facies (Table 4.4; Figure 4.13).  

The TDS for the diffuse debris is significantly higher than either the stratified or clean facies.  

However, due to the high variability within the stratified sub-facies (std dev = 6.11) there is no 

statistical difference in the TDS between the stratified and clean facies.   
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Figure 4.13: Solute composition of the basal ice facies from Rhone Glacier as a
solute concentration in meq/L (a); as a percentage of total solute composition (b);
and as a balanced aqueous solution as a percentage of meq/L (where negative is
% anions; and positive is % cations).
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Table 4.4: Average ionic concentration and solute indices in parts per million (ppm) of
ice facies identified in the Rhone Glacier basal ice. The value for pH is a median.

 

Facies  Na Mg K Ca NH4 Cl F SO4 NO3 PO4

Stratified  2.3 0.5 1.1 1.5 0.2 4.3 0.1 2.3 0.4 0.0 

Diffuse Debris 6.3 1.2 1.5 3.0 0.8 11.4 0.1 5.6 0.6 0.1 

Clean  1.5 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.1 3.7 0.2 1.6 0.2 0.0 

 

Facies Na/Cl (Na+K)/ 
(Ca+Mg) nssSO4 Ca* Debris 

Conc. (%) 
TDS 

(ppm) pH n 

Stratified  0.5 2.0 1.8 1.3 0.4 12.3 5.7 35 

Diffuse Debris 0.6 1.9 4.1 2.8 0.7 30.7 6.1 9 

Clean 0.4 2.1 1.2 0.7 0.0 9.4 6.1 7 

 

 

There is no significant difference in the (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio between the ice facies.  

The stratified facies has an average (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio of 2.0 compared to 1.9 for diffuse 

debris facies and 2.1 for clean facies.  However, there is a significant difference between the facies 

for all of the other solute indices (Appendix A4, Table A4-3).  The nssSO4 is very high in diffuse 

debris facies averaging 4.1 ppm compared to 1.2 and 1.8 ppm from the clean and stratified facies.  

Likewise, the Ca* for the diffuse debris facies (Table 4.4) is significantly different to the clean and 

stratified facies.  Comparison of the Na:Cl ratio clearly distinguishes between the debris bearing 

facies (stratified and diffuse debris) compared to the clean facies.  The clean facies have a 

significantly lower Na:Cl ratio, averaging 0.40 compared to 0.59 for the stratified facies and 0.56 

for the diffuse debris.  Analysis of the pH for the three facies reveals that the stratified facies is the 

most acidic, with a median of 5.7 whereas the diffuse debris and clean facies have a median of 6.1 

(Table 4.4). 

The different ice facies are clearly distinguished by their debris concentrations (Table 

4.4).  As expected, the clean facies has the lowest debris concentration averaging 0.00% by volume 

which is lower than the stratified facies which has an average of 0.4%.  The debris concentrations 

for the stratified dispersed sub-facies vary from 0.0% (clean bubbly, Icb), 0.2% (low debris, Ids1) 

and 1.3% (high debris, Ids2).  Even though the stratified facies has a large variability (std dev = 

0.75), there is a statistically significant difference between the clean and stratified facies debris 

concentrations (p = 0.002).  There is also a significant difference in the debris concentration 

between the lighter (0.1%) and the darker diffuse bands (1.0%) (Appendix A4, Table A4-2).  This 

represents a difference in debris loading of almost an order of magnitude, but does not result in a 
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proportionate increase in solute concentration.  The lighter bands (Idd1) have a lower solute 

concentration of 22.6 ppm compared to 34.7 ppm for the darker bands (Idd2).

Comparison of the solute composition for the different ice facies as a proportion of TDS 

shows no significant difference (Figure 4.13).  There is a small variation in the amount of chloride 

and sulphate between the different facies, with the diffuse debris having relatively less sulphate 

compared to the other facies.  The amount of fluoride measured in all samples is between 0.1 to 0.2 

ppm which is below the acceptable detection limit for the ICP method.  All of the facies have 

relatively more base cations compared to the percentage in seawater, which is contributed primarily 

by calcium and potassium. 

The base cations from the different ice facies from the Rhone Glacier occur in 

proportions that are indistinguishable and overlap when plotted (Figure 4.14).  As shown in the 

ternary diagram, Na+K is the dominant cation and the samples have very low amounts of 

magnesium, only accounting for 10 to 15% of the base cations.  Samples from the stratified facies 

are spread out and 20 to 50% of the base cations are contributed by calcium. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.14: Ternary Diagram of the base cations from the three basal ice facies in the
Rhone Glacier. Values are normalised to 100% from data expressed in parts per
million. Data from all facies overlap and calcium contributes between 20 to 50% of the
base cation signature.
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4.2.4.1 Rhone Glacier Solute Cluster Analysis

The clusters are distinguished based on their solute compositions of the six main solutes: 

sodium, magnesium, calcium, potassium, chloride and sulphate.  The cluster analysis identified 

four clusters based on a similarity level of 1 (Figure 4.15).  The stratified facies members are split 

across three of the clusters (R1, R2, and R3), whereas the diffuse debris facies comprise R4, and 

the clean facies occur in R1.   

 

 
Figure 4.15: Dendrogram produced by cluster analysis for the Rhone Glacier basal ice
of the six major ionic contributors to solute composition. Four cluster groups were
identified by the analysis with a similarity level of 1.

 

 

The cluster analysis distinguished the groups based on their absolute concentrations of the 

different ions, and as a result, the four clusters have clear distinctions based on TDS.  Cluster R3 

has the lowest TDS averaging 6.7 ppm, compared to 11.8 ppm (R1), 21.2 ppm (R2) and 36.5 ppm 

(R4).  As average debris concentration increases, there is an increase in the average TDS for all of 

the clusters (Table 4.5).   Although the average debris concentrations between the clusters appear 

different, there is no statistical difference between R1 to R3 due to their large standard deviations.  

Cluster R4 has the highest average debris concentration, and is statistically distinguishable from the 

other clusters (Appendix A5, Table A5-1).   

Overall, there is no difference in the pH values between the different clusters, which vary 

between 5.7 and 6.0.  Likewise, there is no statistical difference in the Na+K/Ca+Mg ratios which 

range from 1.7 to 2.2.  However, there is a strong contrast between the non-sea-salt sulphate ratio 

(nssSO4) between the different clusters.  Cluster R4 is characterised by a very high nssSO4 ratio of 

5.6, and by contrast, cluster R3 has a very low ratio of only 0.7.  The non sea salt calcium ratio 

(Ca*) also reflects this pattern.  Over all the indices there is no statistical difference between 

clusters R1 and R3, apart from in TDS. 
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Table 4.5: Average ionic concentration (ppm) and solute indices of the four cluster
groups identified in the Rhone Glacier basal ice by cluster analysis. Value for pH is a
median.

 

 Na Mg K Ca NH4 Cl F SO4 NO3 PO4

Cluster R1 2.0 0.4 1.2 1.2 0.2 4.1 0.1 2.3 0.3 0.0 

Cluster R2 4.2 0.8 1.1 2.2 0.8 8.1 0.2 3.4 0.4 0.0 

Cluster R3 1.3 0.2 0.7 0.9 0.2 2.0 0.0 1.1 0.3 0.0 

Cluster R4 7.0 1.6 1.7 3.6 0.4 13.9 0.1 7.4 0.7 0.1 

 

 Na/Cl (Na+K)/ 
(Ca+Mg) nssSO4 Ca* Debris 

Conc. % 
TDS 

(ppm) pH n 

Cluster R1 0.5 2.2 1.8 1.1 0.14 11.8 5.8 22 

Cluster R2 0.5 1.8 2.4 2.0 0.59 21.2 5.9 7 

Cluster R3 0.7 2.2 0.7 0.9 0.03 6.7 5.7 10 

Cluster R4 0.5 1.7 5.6 3.3 1.58 36.5 6.0 5 

 

 

When the cluster data is plotted as a proportion of total solutes (Figure 4.16) there is little 

difference in their solute composition, reinforcing that there is little overall difference in the solute 

composition between the different clusters, apart from their absolute TDS concentration. 
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Figure 4.16: Histogram showing the proportion of each ion as a percentage of total
solute concentration for the four clusters from the Rhone Glacier basal ice sequence as
identified by cluster analysis. Plot shows that the solute composition as a percentage
of TDS is similar for all four clusters.
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4.2.5 Isotope Composition

A plot of the 18O and D with height from the bed shows that the stable isotope 

composition fluctuates throughout the basal ice sequence (Figure 4.17).  In particular, there are 

irregular peaks and troughs in the stratified facies resulting in a large range in values between -

34‰ and -30‰ for 18O and -275‰ and -245‰ for D.  The diffuse debris facies marks a negative 

shift in both the 18O and D values, and has only two minor peaks.  Values range from -34 to -

37‰ in 18O and -272 to -299‰ in D (Appendix A6, Table A6-1). 
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Figure 4.17: Plot of the isotopic composition of the Rhone Glacier basal ice. A). 18
Oxygen B). Deuterium.

 

 

The diffuse debris facies has an average 18O of -36.15‰ compared to -32.75‰ for the 

stratified and -33.25‰ for the clean facies (Figure 4.18).  There is a statistically significant 

difference between the stratified and diffuse debris facies (p value = 0.00), and the clean and 

diffuse debris facies (p = 0.00), but there is no statistical difference between the stratified and clean 

facies (Appendix A6, Table A6-2).  The deuterium composition mirrors that of the 18O, where the 

diffuse debris has a much lower D average of -291.67‰ compared to -264.00‰ for the stratified 

facies and -268.28‰ for the clean facies.  There is no difference in the average deuterium excess 
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between the different ice facies, averaging -2.0‰ for the stratified dispersed, -2.6‰ for the diffuse 

debris, and -3.25‰ for the clean facies. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.18: Box and whisker plot showing the distribution of the 18O values measured
for the three facies observed in the Rhone Glacier basal ice. Plot shows that the
distribution of diffuse debris facies 18O values is considerably more depleted in 18O
compared to the stratified or clean facies. The clean facies data is tightly distributed
compared to the stratified facies, which has a larger range of observations.

 

 

A co-isotopic plot of all the data points from the basal ice has a strong linear correlation 

(Figure 4.19).  A fitted line through all of the basal ice data plots on a regression equation of D = 

7.80 ± 0.02 18O – 9.28 (r2 = 97%).  The basal ice data plot in two broad groups, a larger cluster 

centred at 18O -33‰, and a smaller cluster around 18O -36‰.  Regression analysis of the 

individual facies shows that the stratified and diffuse debris facies have different slopes (Figure 

4.20).  The regression analysis and the calculation of confidence intervals for regression slopes are 

replicated in Appendix A6, Tables A6-2 to A6-5. 

The stratified facies plots on the line D = 5.44 ± 0.13 18O – 85.96 (r2 = 87%, n = 46) 

and overlaps the values of the clean facies (Figure 4.20).  The diffuse debris facies are isotopically 

lighter than the stratified and clean facies and plot on a distinct slope ( D = 8.41 ± 0.23 18O 

+12.95, r2 = 93% n = 30) compared to the stratified and clean facies.  Due to the small number of 

samples (n = 8), no regression was calculated for the clean facies.  The clean facies co-isotopic data 

plot between 18O -34‰ and -33‰ and overlay values observed in the stratified facies. 
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Figure 4.19: Co isotopic plot of all samples from basal ice from Rhone Glacier with a
slope of 7.8 (r2 of 97%, 83 data points). Regression slope has a 95% confidence interval
of ± 0.02.
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Figure 4.20: Co isotopic plot ice facies of the basal ice facies from the Rhone Glacier.
The stratified facies plots on a slope of 5.4 (r2 = 87%, 46 data points), whereas the
diffuse debris facies plots on a slope of 8.4 (r2 = 93%, 30 data points). Due to the small
number of clean facies sampled, the data was not used to calculate a co isotopic plot.
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4.3 Wright Lower Glacier

4.3.1 Stratigraphy

A tunnel 10.2 m in length was excavated on the true left margin of the Wright Lower 

Glacier in the austral summer of 2001 (Figure 3.3a).  The tunnel sloped down on an angle of 11.2 

degrees in a series of steps.  At the end of the tunnel, a pit was dropped through the basal ice 

exposing 4.5 m of basal ice revealing several different ice facies and sub-facies.  During 

excavation, the bed was not reached so all heights are relative to a sampling datum.  These ice 

facies are grouped according to distinctions based on coloration (clean, clear facies or discoloured 

ice facies), and debris layers (Table 4.6).  From the sampling datum to 0.21 m is a layer of clean 

bubbly ice (Icb) that is conformably overlain by a 0.20 m layer of stratified dispersed debris 

comprised of clean bubbly (Icb) and dispersed debris (Ids) sub-facies (Figure 4.21). 

 

Table 4.6: Ice facies and Sub facies of the Wright Lower Glacier Basal Ice.
 

Facies Sub-Facies Description 

Clean Clean Bubbly (Icb) Clean and clear white ice with high bubble concentration.  May 
exhibit bubble foliation or occasional debris layers. 

 Clean, Few bubbles (Icl) Clean and clear white ice with low bubble concentration.  May 
appear darker and foliated. 

 Clean, clear (Icn) Clean and clear white ice bubbles with no observable bubbles, 
may appear blue-ish or in discrete lenses.   

Discoloured Clotted debris (Idc) Debris occurs in clotted aggregates in clean clear ice. 

 Stratified debris (Ids) Debris layers occur in broad planar layers separated by clean 
bubbly or clean clear ice.  Individual strata may have varying 
debris concentrations identified numerically.  Commonly 
occurs as a sub-facies with clean bubbly (Icb) facies. 

Solid Planar-bedded sand (ISp) May contain shattered interstitial ice, cavities, ice 
needles/wedges, brecciated. 

 Planar-bedded sand (ISs) Entrained sediment appears foliated or stratified. 

 Massive sand (ISm) Frozen sand appears structureless, massive and 
homogeneous. 

 Interstitial ice (ISi) Thin layers of clean clear sub-facies between blocks of solid 
debris. 

 

 

At 0.41 m is a 1.9 m thick facies of frozen solid debris.  The solid facies is characterised 

by thick, dense sequences of sand that are massive (ISm), planar-bedded sand (ISp), or contain 

lenses of interstitial ice (ISi).  At the contact with the solid debris a dispersed debris facies occurs 

that has debris aggregates suspended in a clean clear ice and appears as discoloured and clotted 
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(Idc).  From 1.02 to 1.96 m is a clean facies that is dominated by clean bubbly ice (Icb) with layers 

of low-bubble clean ice (Icl, Icn) and occasional bands of dispersed debris (Ids).  At 3.8 m above 

the sampling datum are dipping layers of discoloured ice with variable debris concentrations.  From 

3.8 m to 4.5 m the ice is predominantly clean bubbly ice (Icb) with occasional layers of discoloured 

debris bearing ice (Ids) that appears stratified. 
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Figure 4.21: Stratigraphic sequence of the Wright Lower Glacier in metres (m) above
sampling datum.

 

 

4.3.1.1 Clean Facies

The dominant type of ice facies in the excavated in the Wright Lower Glacier is clean 

white ice.  The clean facies have little or no entrained debris and have variable bubble content from 

no bubbles to bubbly.  Clean bubbly ice (Icb) dominates the upper portion of the stratigraphic 

sequence, demarcating the glacier ice and the basal zone of the glacier.  The clean bubbly facies at 

3.1 m contained small stretched bubbles with a foliation to 070/032.  The clean facies at 2.79 m to 

3.0 m appeared massive, with evidence of clearer ice layers at the top (Figure 4.22b).  At 2.58 – 

2.74 m the white bubbly ice was foliated and contained two 10 mm thick bands layers of dispersed 

sand grains with occasional aggregates.  The clean facies at 2.34 - 2.45 m also dipped up-glacier 

approximately 27 degrees and exhibited alternating layers of low and high bubble concentrations.  
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The clean bubbly facies was also observed at the bottom of the basal ice sequence at 0 to 0.41 m.  

The lower ice was bubbly, foliated, and contained dispersed debris bands at 0.29 and 0.18 m.  

Towards the bottom of this facies the ice darkens and bubble concentrations decrease.  There is an 

apparent dip and orientation to the facies of 050/010. 

 

 

4.3.1.2 Clean, Clear Sub facies (Icn)

Several facies of clean clear ice with little or no bubbles were observed throughout the 

stratigraphic column.  Clean clear sub-facies occur at 3.2 – 3.28 m and thin in an up-glacier 

direction (to 30 mm thickness), and thicken to the true left (to 120 mm thickness).  The sub-facies 

at 3.03 to 3.12 m are similar to the upper clean ice exposure, and contain little or no bubbles.  At 

2.45 m – 2.58 m, a 13 cm thick band of clean clear sub-facies with a foliation of 170 degrees 

(magnetic).  At 1.31 – 1.46 m a second facies of clean clear facies was observed that had dispersed 

debris towards a nonconformity bottom contact.  There was also a large cavity 100 to 200 mm up-

stream of the sampling column.  This cavity is approximately 250 mm wide and extends for at least 

15 metres.  Cracks run up-glacier into the cavity and are aligned approximately at 300 degrees 

magnetic.  At 0.89 to 0.97 m the clean clear sub-facies (Figure 4.22c) was boudinage-shaped with a 

bulbous upstream end of 150 mm to 12 mm downstream, before thickening again.  The clean clear 

sub-facies also occur at 0.89 to 0.97 m, 0.52 to 0.57 m as thin layers between solid facies. 

 

 
Figure 4.22: A). Stratified dispersed debris sub facies (Ids) and clean bubbly ice (Icb)
in the Wright Lower tunnel. B). Contact between solid facies (ISp) and the clean facies.
The clean facies has darker bands of clean clear sub facies (Icn, Icl) between clean
bubbly sub facies (Icb). The bolt head is 10 mm in diameter. C). Tilted, solid facies
(ISp) overlies a 30 to 50 mm layer of clean clear sub facies (Icn) which overlies a debris
bearing sub facies (Idd).
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4.3.1.3 Discoloured Ice (Idd, Ids)

Discoloured ice occurs in several locations throughout the basal ice sequence.  At 3.8 m 

above the bed, there is a stacked sequence of clean bubbly facies interspersed with stratified 

dispersed debris sub-facies (Ids, Figure 4.22a).  The stratified facies also occurs near the bottom of 

the basal ice between 0.2 and 0.4 m above the bed, separating the clear bubbly facies from the 

overlying solid facies. 

At 2.74 m dispersed debris with occasional sand aggregates (Ida) occur, exhibiting three 

visible strata of sand particles with an apparent dip of 30 degrees.  The second discoloured ice 

facies at 2.25 to 2.34 m, is demarcated by a sharp upper boundary and the discoloured appearance 

is caused by diffuse sand grains.  This debris-bearing facies (Idd) contains diffuse sand grains in 

the top 10 mm, and has a columnar structure, which appear to be sheared at the top.  The interstitial 

ice is clear and bubble-free.  The debris-bearing discoloured facies usually occur as a boundary 

sub-facies between the clean bubbly facies and the solid facies (Figure 4.22c).   

 

 

 

4.3.1.4 Solid Facies (ISp, ISs, ISm)

Extensive amounts of frozen sand occur in the Wright Lower Glacier.  The solid facies is 

composed of sand units that have ice in the pore spaces, which binds the sand into a solid, frozen 

facies.  At 1.68 to 2.25 m the first frozen sand facies occurs.  The frozen sand has planar-beds with 

interstitial ice (ISpc) with large open cracks that have formed long cavities that are perpendicular to 

the ice flow direction and can be traced from the true left to the true right walls of the tunnel.  The 

top of the sediment is penetrated by sub-vertical clear ice needles.  The ice needles penetrate 

approximately 60 mm into the underlying solid debris, and are absent from the bottom of the block 

(Figure 4.23a).  The air-filled ice cavities have accumulations of dry sand in their floors and small 

(10 mm wide) cracks penetrating into adjacent solid blocks.  Beneath the planar-bedded sand facies 

at 1.60 to 1.68 m is a layer of debris-bearing ice rich with stratified sand layers (ISs) containing 

small lenses of steeply dipping (37 degrees) frozen sand.  Beneath this is another facies of well-

sorted planar-bedded frozen sand at 1.46 to 1.6 m (ISp) which does not have any penetrating 

wedges of ice, but has ice streaming around the right wall of the sand block (Figure 4.23b).  The 

deforming ice is clear and clean, near-vertically dipping, with some bubble foliation.  
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Figure 4.23: A). Contact between solid facies and clean facies. Middle band is debris
bearing sub facies (Idd) and in places debris appears clotted (Idc). Arrows point to thin
needles of clean clear ice penetrating into the top of the solid facies. B). Block of solid
debris with clean clear ice surrounding around the block, and the formation of a small
cavity at the bottom of the sediment block.

 

At 0.97 to 1.31 m is another frozen sand block.  The sand is well-sorted with planar 

bedding and the top surface containing small ice needles 1 to 2 mm wide that penetrate about 50 

mm into the sand block (ISpw).  These ice wedges were not observed at the bottom contact of the 

sand block.  Another solid sand facies is separated from this sequence by a layer of clean clear ice 

(Icl, 0.89 to 0.97 m).  The solid sand facies at 0.66 to 0.89 m are well-sorted with planar bedding, 

and exhibit a brecciated and fragmented appearance (ISpb).  There are numerous cavities around 

small areas of the brecciated sediment containing free-flowing (unfrozen) sand.  The brecciated 

planar-bedded sand facies is underlain by a thin layer (0.57 to 0.66 m) of stratified-debris bearing 

ice of variable thickness (Ids), and clean ice (Icb).  At a depth of 0.41 to 0.52 m another well-sorted 

solid facies with planar bedding (ISp) occurs.  Similarly, this sediment block does not have any 

needle structures.  The sediment block dips up-glacier at 18 degrees and has a small linear cavity 

(10 mm wide). 

 

 

4.3.2 Solute and Debris Composition

Eleven blocks of ice were cut from the Wright Lower Glacier basal sequence, blocks 

WL01 to WL08 were excavated from the back wall of the pit (as described in Section 3.3.5) with a 

20 cm gap between block WL04 and WL05.  A further two blocks WL09 and WL10 were cut from 
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the roof at the end of the tunnel, approximately 20 cm above block WL01.  Samples were cut from 

the eleven blocks at 50 mm increments to measure the debris concentration and solute composition.  

Eighty-six samples were extracted from the basal ice, but only fifty-six samples produced sufficient 

liquid water for solute analysis.  Debris concentration varies from 2.2% to 67.2% by volume in the 

solid facies averaging 47.3% (Figure 4.24b).  Variations in debris concentration within the solid 

facies reflect considerable variability which in part may reflect sampling from clean clear subfacies 

within the solid facies.  Values in excess of 65% are at saturation point and water is only held in 

pore spaces and the variations values greater than this reflect differences in debris density (average 

2.7 g/cm3), rather than debris content.  There is a similar wide range in total solute concentration 

peaking at 300 ppm at 2.2 m above the bed (Figure 4.24a).  The full data sets of solute and debris 

concentration for the Wright Lower Glacier are in Appendix A7, Table A7-1. 
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Figure 4.24: A). Plot of measured debris concentration as a percentage of volume at 50
mm intervals through the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice. B). Plot of the total solute
concentration at 50 mm intervals through the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice. Other
solute plots are replicated in Appendix A7, Figure A7 1.
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The plot of debris concentration against total solute concentration for the basal ice from 

the Wright Lower Glacier shows that there is no systematic relationship between these two 

variables (Figure 4.25).  For both the clean and solid facies there is no statistically significant 

relationship between debris concentration and total solute concentration.  However, there is a good 

correlation between increasing debris concentration and total solutes in the stratified debris facies 

with a  Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient of 0.706 (p = 0.05) (Appendix A7, Table A7-2). 
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Figure 4.25: Relationship between debris concentration (% by volume) and total
dissolved solids (ppm) in the basal ice facies from the Wright Lower Glacier.

 

 

The Wright Lower Glacier basal ice facies show considerable variation in their solute 

concentration, with the solid facies averaging 69.1 ppm (Figure 4.26; Table 4.7), compared to 18.8 

for the stratified and dispersed facies (Idd, Ids) and 5.0 for the clean facies (Icb).  The high 

variability of TDS values for the clean (std dev = 1.6) and stratified facies (std dev = 12.2) results 

in there being no statistically significant difference between these two facies.  The solid facies also 

has a high variability with a standard deviation of 88.0, but ANOVA indicates that there is a 

statistically different significance in the TDS of the solid facies compared to the other facies 

(Appendix A7, Table A7-2). 

Analysis of the solute indices shows that there is no significant difference between the 

different ice facies.  The exception is the Ca* index, where the solid facies has a significantly 

higher ratio (6.3) compared to the clean (0.4) and stratified facies (1.3), indicating that there is a 

greater proportion of calcium present in the solid facies than is expected based on its ratio to 

sodium. 
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Figure 4.26: Solute composition of the basal ice facies from the Wright Lower
Glacier in meq/L (a); as a percentage of total solute composition (b); and the
charge balanced percentage of anions (negative) and cations (positive) (c).
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Table 4.7: Average concentration of solutes in parts per million (ppm) and the solute
indices of facies in the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice. The value for pH is a median.

 

Facies Na Mg K Ca NH4 Cl F Br SO4 NO3 PO4

Clean Facies 2.3 0.2 1.3 0.4 0.5 2.3 0.1 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 

Stratified Facies 5.4 0.5 2.2 1.9 0.5 6.6 0.1 0.0 1.0 0.8 0.1 

Solid Facies 29.1 2.9 4.5 7.9 0.8 35.5 1.1 0.0 5.2 2.9 0.1 

 

Facies Na:Cl (Na+K)/ 
(Ca+Mg) nssSO4 Ca* Debris 

Conc. (%) 
TDS 

(ppm) pH 

Clean Facies 1.6 17.8 0.2 0.3 0.0 5.0 7.0 

Stratified Facies 1.0 8.8 0.1 1.3 2.8 17.9 6.9 

Solid Facies 2.4 3.6 -2.1 6.3 47.5 69.1 6.7 

 

 

The similarity of the solute signatures between the different facies is even stronger when 

the data is normalised as a percentage of total dissolved solids (Figure 4.26b).  The clean facies 

appears to have a higher proportion of carbonate-bicarbonate calculated on the basis of charge 

balance, however this may be a result of the higher error associated with the lower solute 

concentrations measured in the clean facies (Figure 4.26b,c).  Sodium and chloride are the most 

common ions and contribute to up to 70% of the overall solute concentration.  The solid facies also 

has a small amount of fluoride present, averaging 0.9 ppm, compared to levels below the detection 

limits in the other facies. 

The percentage of base cations in the basal ice shows that there is little difference 

between the facies.  As expected, the high amounts of calcium in the solid facies, results in a much 

higher variability in the range of base cations, with calcium contributing between 5 to 40% of the 

base cations (Figure 4.27).  By contrast, the clean facies have very low amounts of magnesium and 

tend to plot in the 80 to 100% of Na+K range along the calcium axis.  The stratified facies overlap 

both the clean facies and solid facies values in the ternary plot of base cations, revealing an 

increasing amount of magnesium ions, contributing up to 10%.  The lack of magnesium ions in the 

clean facies is a distinguishing characteristic of the base cation signature.  There is a good 

correlation between increasing amounts of magnesium and debris concentrations (coefficient of 

0.619, p = 0.000) based on all samples from the basal ice sequence (Appendix A7, Table A7-2). 
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Figure 4.27: Ternary diagram of the base cations from the three basal ice facies in the
Wright Lower Glacier.

 

 

4.3.2.1 Cluster Analysis

The solute data from the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice was analysed using Ward’s 

Euclidean distance method of cluster analysis.  The output from the analysis is graphed in Figure 

4.28, and five clusters were identified at a similarity level of 77.  Clusters W4 and W5 are 

comprised of individual samples, WL-A41 and WL-A70.  For convenience, these two samples are 

referred to collectively as cluster W4 in the subsequent descriptions.  Samples that yielded 

insufficient water and did not have a complete set of the major ions sodium, magnesium, 

potassium, calcium, chloride and sulphate were excluded from the cluster analysis data set. 

The largest cluster is W1, which is comprised mostly of samples from the clean facies, 

with three members from the stratified facies.  Cluster W1 is the largest group identified with 28 

observations, and also has the lowest debris concentration (0.3%) and TDS (4.8 ppm) as shown in 

Table 4.8.  The Ca* ratio for cluster W1 is also significantly lower than the other three clusters, 

averaging only 0.2.  Similarly, W1 is also the most alkaline cluster, with a median of 7.0 which is 

statistically significant when compared to the stratified and solid facies (Appendix A8, Table A8-

1). 

The second cluster, W2 has members from all of the facies: two clean facies, four 

stratified facies, and four solid facies.  The four observations from the solid facies occur within the 
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clean clear interstitial ice sub-facies.  Cluster W2 has a much higher debris concentration, 

averaging 13.2% which is mostly contributed by the solid facies.  There is a significant difference 

between the debris concentrations of cluster W1 compared to W2, W3 and W4, and W4 is 

significantly different from W2 and W3.  Likewise there is also a significant difference in the 

overall TDS concentrations, averaging 17.0 ppm for W2. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.28: Dendrogram produced by cluster analysis of the six major ionic
contributors to solute composition of the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice sequence.
Five cluster groups were identified by the analysis at a similarity level of 77.

 

Table 4.8: Average solute concentration in parts per million (ppm) and the solute
indices of four cluster groups identified in the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice by
cluster analysis. The value for pH is a median.

 

  Na Mg K Ca NH4 Cl F SO4 NO3 PO4

Cluster W1 1.3 0.0 1.2 0.3 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 

Cluster W2 5.4 0.4 2.6 1.5 0.6 4.5 0.4 1.3 0.7 0.1 

Cluster W3 13.2 1.8 3.0 3.8 0.7 13.6 0.6 4.6 1.6 0.1 

Cluster W4 83.1 7.8 8.9 20.8 0.7 96.4 1.4 7.6 5.6 0.3 

 

  Na:Cl (Na+K)/ 
(Ca+Mg) nssSO4 Ca* Debris 

Conc. (%) 
TDS 

(ppm) pH n 

Cluster W1 1.5 18.0 0.3 0.2 0.3 4.8 7.0 28 

Cluster W2 2.2 6.3 0.0 1.4 13.2 17.0 6.8 10 

Cluster W3 1.6 3.8 1.2 3.5 15.6 41.7 6.7 8 

Cluster W4 1.0 3.2 -13.2 18.6 41.1 232.7 - 2 
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Cluster W3 is comprised mostly from samples from the solid facies with two observations 

each from the stratified and clean facies.  The average debris concentration is 15.6% which is 

contributed mostly by the solid facies and is not significantly different to cluster W2.  There is 

however, a significant difference between the TDS of cluster W3 which averages 41.8 ppm (std 

dev = 18.63), compared to all the other clusters. 

The last group, W4 is the most dissimilar to all other clusters.  It has a very high debris 

concentration, averaging 41.1% and a TDS of 232.7 ppm, and the nssSO4 and Ca* ratios are 

significantly different when compared to the other three clusters.  The extremely high amounts of 

calcium and sulphate are a distinguishing characteristic of W4.  Both samples that comprise the W4 

cluster are from the solid facies. When the proportion of solutes is normalised and presented as a 

percentage of TDS (Figure 4.29), there appears to be some subtle differences in the solute 

signatures between the four clusters.  In particular, potassium appears to be a major contributor to 

the W1 cluster.  However, this is misleading, as the actual amount of potassium averages 1.2 ppm 

and is a reflection of the relatively low overall TDS of the W1 cluster, and may in fact reflect 

experimental error.   
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Figure 4.29: Histogram showing the proportion of each ion as a percentage of total
solute composition for the four clusters from the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice
sequence as identified by cluster analysis.

 

 

There is no appreciable difference in the cation composition between clusters W3 and 

W4, although there is considerably more chloride in W4 compared to W3.  Overall, there is little 

difference between the four clusters solute signatures, and the differences are only significant when 

considering the absolute concentration, rather than the proportion of solutes to each other. 
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4.3.3 Isotope Composition

A plot of the 18O and D with height from the datum shows that the stable isotope 

composition fluctuates throughout the basal ice sequence (Figure 4.30).  In particular, there are 

irregular peaks and troughs in all of the facies resulting in a large range in values between -29‰ 

and -39‰ for 18O‰ and -246‰ and -293‰ for D (Appendix A9, Table A9-1). 

There is a significant difference between in the 18O values for the three basal ice facies 

from the Wright Lower Glacier.  The clean facies has an average 18O value of -33.9‰ with a 

standard deviation of 2.03, which is statistically distinguishable (p = 0.00) from the solid facies, 

which has an average 18O of -32.8‰ and a standard deviation of 1.41.  The stratified facies has a 

standard deviation of 2.19 (Figure 4.31), and an average 18O of -34.5‰.  There is a statistically 

significant difference between the solid facies and stratified facies 18O (p = 0.00), where the 

stratified facies is relatively depleted in heavy isotopes compared to the solid facies. 
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Figure 4.30: Plot of the isotopic composition of the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice. A).
18 Oxygen B). Deuterium. Graphs show high variability in isotopic composition with
height above the datum and within facies.

 

 

The stratified facies has a deuterium excess average of 5.13, which is much higher than 

the values from the other ice facies, which are 2.81 and -0.79 for the clean and solid facies 

respectively (Figure 4.32).  The deuterium excess is a calculation of the difference of the measured 
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deuterium less eight times the measured 18O value.  There is a wide range in the calculated 

deuterium excess values between the three facies, with standard deviations of 5.18 (clean), 4.18 

(solid facies) and 2.46 (stratified), resulting in the range of values for the facies overlapping.  

Consequently, there is no statistical difference in the measured deuterium excess values between 

the clean and stratified ice facies.  However, ANOVA analysis of the deuterium excess for the solid 

facies shows that its mean and range of values are statistically different when compared to either 

the clean or stratified facies (Appendix A9, Table A9-2). 

 

 
Figure 4.31: Box and whisker plots of the 18O composition for the basal ice facies from
the Wright Lower Glacier, showing the similarity in measured 18O values between the
different facies. The solid facies have the highest median value and are normally
distributed compared to the stratified and clean facies which are asymmetrical with
large ranges.

 

 
Figure 4.32: Box and whisker plots of the deuterium excess of the basal ice facies from
the Wright Lower Glacier showing the difference in medians between the different
facies and the small range of values for the stratified facies.
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Figure 4.33: Co isotopic plot of all samples from Wright Lower Glacier basal ice. Data
plots on a slope of 5.9 (r2 = 93%, 80 data points). The heavy line is a meteoric water line
based on melt water samples from Matsubaya et al. (1979) from the Wright and Taylor
Valleys with a slope of D = 8.04 18O +11.45 (r2 = 99%, n = 10).

 

 

The stratified facies plots on the line D = 7.27 ± 0.14 18O – 19.64 (r2 = 97%, n = 22) 

whereas the clean facies plot on the line D = 5.88 ± 0.04 18O – 69.21 (r2 = 94%, n = 29) which is 

similar to that of the solid facies with a slope of D = 5.84 ± 0.08 18O – 71.26 (r2 = 97%, n = 39).  

Analysis of the co-isotopic relationship for the three basal facies show that the range of values 

overlap.  There is no significant difference between the clear and solid facies co-isotopic slopes 

(Figure 4.34).  When the isotopic data was further broken down into sub-facies (Appendix A9, 

Table A9-3), there was a clear difference in the co-isotopic signature between the solid debris sub-

facies (ISp, ISm) compared to the clean clear interstitial (ISi).  The clean clear ice within the solid 

facies actually plots on a slope of D = 4.78 ± 0.20 18O – 103.87 (r2 = 97%, n = 8), compared to 

D = 6.30 ± 0.15 18O – 56.76 (r2 = 88%, n = 27) for ISp and ISm sub-facies.  Similarly, when the 

debris-bearing sub-facies are grouped together, a co-isotopic slope of D = 6.05 ± 0.07 18O – 

61.54 is produced (r2 = 95%, n = 18), and the clean bubbly sub-facies plot on a slope of D = 6.05 

± 0.05 18O – 63.51 (r2 = 94%, n = 37).  At the sub-facies level, there is no distinction between the 

co-isotopic slopes of the solid debris, clean bubbly or stratified dispersed sub-facies. 
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Figure 4.34: Co isotopic plot of ice facies from the Wright Lower basal ice. The
stratified facies plots on a slope of 7.3 (r2 = 97%, 22 data points), whereas the solid facies
plots on a slope of 5.8 (r2 = 89%, 39 data points) and the clean facies plots on a slope of
5.9 (r2 = 94%, 29 data points).
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4.4 Taylor Glacier

4.4.1 Stratigraphy

The basal ice of the Taylor Glacier was excavated during the austral summer of 1998, 

revealing a 4.5 m thick of basal ice (Figure 4.35).  During excavation, the bed was not reached so 

all heights are relative to a sampling datum.  Inspection of the basal ice reveals three ice facies: 

stratified dispersed, laminated, and clean.  The stratified facies extends from 0 to 0.7 m, and is 

overlain by a 0.7 m thick facies of clean facies.  At 1.5 m to 2.8 m is a thick layer of laminated 

facies.  From 2.8 to 3.9 m are alternating layers of dispersed debris (2.8 m – 2.9 m, 3.4 – 3.5 m, 3.8 

– 3.9m), clean (2.9 m – 3.1 m, 3.5 – 3.8 m, 4.0 to 4.4m) and laminated (3.1 m – 3.2m) facies. 
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Figure 4.35: Stratigraphic column of the Taylor Glacier basal ice facies. Measurement
is in metres from above a sampling datum as the bed was not reached.
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Each facies is comprised of discrete sub-facies (Table 4.9).  The stratified facies is 

comprised of either clean bubbly (Icb) or clean clear (Icc) sub-facies, or layers of ice containing 

dispersed debris (Idd).  The laminated facies is comprised of very fine layers of silt and sand-sized 

debris that appear slightly greenish, and clean clear ice that are less than 10 mm in thickness (Idl).  

The remaining sub-facies of the clean facies consist of clean bubbly (Icb), clean with low bubble 

concentration (Icl), and clean clear (Icc).  Alternation between bubbly and clear ice gives clean ice 

the appearance of subtle layering.  In particular, clear ice may impart a darker blue tinge to the ice.  

Variations in bubble concentration can be very subtle and frequently occur on scales less than 10 

mm.  

 

 

Table 4.9: Ice facies of the Taylor Glacier Basal Ice.

Facies Sub-Facies Description 

Clean (Ic) Clean bubbly (Icb) Clean white ice with high bubble concentration.  
May exhibit bubble foliation. 

 Clean, few bubbles (Icl) Clean, clear white ice with few bubbles.  May 
appear darker and foliated. 

 Clean, clear ice (Icc) Clean and clear white ice with little or no 
observable bubbles.  May appear blue-ish and 
as discrete lenses. 

Laminated (Idl) Laminated debris (Idl) Debris layers occur in thin (<10mm) planes.  
May appear sheared or folded. 

 Clean, clear, no bubbles (Icc) Debris layers are separated by clean, clear 
white ice with little or no observable bubbles.   

Stratified debris (Ids) Stratified dispersed debris (Ids) Debris layers occur in broad planar layers 
separated by clean bubbly or clean clear ice.  
Also includes singular bands of dispersed 
debris. 

 Dispersed (Idd) Sandy debris dispersed in a bubbly ice matrix. 

 Clean bubbly (Icb) Clean white ice with high bubble concentration.  
May exhibit bubble foliation. 

 Clean, clear ice (Icc) Clean and clear white ice with little or no 
observable bubbles.  May appear blue-ish and 
as discrete lenses. 

 

 

4.4.1.1 Stratified Facies (Ids) & Dispersed Sub facies

The bottommost 0.8 m of the basal ice is characterised by alternating layers of clean sub-

facies and dispersed debris sub-facies.  The presence of small amounts of sand and silt-sized grains 

gives the ice a discoloured appearance.  The dispersed debris has an apparent dip of 24o and has a 

low bubble concentration.  A second facies of dispersed debris occurs at the contact above the 

laminated facies (Ids) and again at 3.4 m and 3.8 m above the datum.   
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4.4.1.2 Clean Facies (Icb, Icl, Icn)

Clean ice dominates the Taylor Glacier basal ice.  The upper 1.2 m of clean ice is bubbly, 

whereas further down the basal ice facies there are finer bands of clean clear ice that appear blue-

ish.  Clean facies are intersected by dispersed debris in the top 1.5 m of the basal ice.  Upon closer 

inspection finer layers of lower bubble concentration are observed and the air bubbles are 

elongated. 

 

4.4.1.3 Laminated Facies (Idl)

The laminated facies are the thickest facies in the basal ice sequence.  From 1.5 to 2.7 m 

the laminated facies is comprised of thin layers of greenish tinged debris in a clear ice (Figure 

4.36).  The laminations are usually less than 10 mm in thickness and in places show evidence of 

folding and shearing (Figure 4.37).  In the tunnel there was a secondary thinner layer of laminated 

debris that was sheared off the main facies by a wedge of clean ice.  The laminated facies has a 

very high debris concentration and was difficult to extract from the glacier.  As a result, blocks of 

ice could not be extracted from the glacier, so there is a break in the sequence.  Only three samples 

were cut from the laminated facies to determine solute composition.   

 

 
Figure 4.36: Photographs of the basal ice from the Taylor Glacier. A). 30 mm long
cavity in the laminated debris, overlain with clean ice. B). Taylor Glacier tunnel
entrance one year after excavation, tunnel entrance is 200 mm wide, and has thinned.
C). Cylindrical core (65 mm in diameter) excavated from the laminated debris facies
one year later showing deformation. D). Close up photograph of the laminated debris
separated by a layer of clean ice. Laminated ice comprises of thin layers of clean clear
ice with debris bearing ice. The heads of the bolts is 10 mm wide.
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Within the laminated debris facies were pebbles and the occasional boulder.  Clasts that 

were entrained in this facies appear to be striated, with evidence of wind-eroded facets (i.e. 

ventifacts).  Air-filled cavities were present along with recumbent folds that appeared to be sheared 

tangential to the other ice units (Figure 4.37). 

 

 

Figure 4.37: Sheared recumbent folds preserved in the laminated facies from the Taylor
Glacier. The pocket knife blade is 18 mm wide.

 

 

4.4.2 Solute Composition

Forty-four samples from the basal ice sequence at 50 mm intervals were extracted to 

measure the debris concentration and solute composition.  Figure 4.38 shows the variations in 

debris concentration and total solute concentration in relation to the height above the sampling 

datum (the height of which above the bed is unknown).  Most of the ice sampled from the Taylor 

Glacier has a low debris concentration but values range from 0 to 5% debris by volume.  The 

exception is the laminated facies, which has debris concentrations ranging from 0.1% for clean, 

clear sub-facies to 51% for clast-bearing sub-facies.  Peaks in debris concentration coincide with 

peaks in the total solute concentration.  Most of the basal ice sequence has very low solute 

concentrations, apart from the bottommost ice, which has a range of 148 to 484 ppm.  A summary 

table of the individual sample solute and debris concentrations appears in Appendix A11, Table 

A11-1. 

There is no relationship between debris concentration and total solute concentration for 

the basal ice from the Taylor Glacier (Figure 4.39).  In the clean facies, there was no measurable 

debris, yet total solute concentration ranged from 1.5 to 10 ppm.  Similarly, the dispersed facies 

shows no relationship between debris and solutes in particular, samples near the bottom of the basal 
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ice sequence had very low debris concentrations (less than 0.4%) yet solutes ranged between 30 

and 500 ppm.  By contrast, there is a strong correlation between debris and solutes for the 

laminated facies with a Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient of 0.944 (p = 0.016). 
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Figure 4.38: A). Plot of debris concentration (g/L) in the Taylor Glacier basal ice. B).
Plot of the TDS in parts per million (ppm) in the Taylor Glacier basal ice. Note: no
samples were collected for solute data between 150 and 300 cm above the datum.
Additional solute diagrams reproduced in Appendix A11, Figure A11 1.
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Figure 4.39: Relationship between debris concentration (g/L) and total dissolved solids
(ppm) in the basal ice facies from the Taylor Glacier.
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As previously mentioned, the laminated facies has a high debris concentration of 20.1% 

compared to the clean and stratified facies, which have very low debris concentrations of 0.0% for 

the clean facies, and 0.1% respectively (Table 4.10).  There is no significant difference in the debris 

concentrations between the clean and stratified facies. 

 

Table 4.10: Average ionic concentration (ppm) and solute indices of ice facies
identified in the Taylor Glacier basal ice. The value for pH is a median.

 Facies Na Mg K Ca NH4 Cl  F   SO4 NO3 PO4

Clean 1.3 0.1 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.9 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.0 

Stratified  18.1 2.2 2.3 38.7 0.4 20.1 0.1 113.6 0.4 0.0 

Laminated 503.7 82.5 232.0 611.6 0.4 313.3 1.4 938.6 0.3 0.0 

 

  Na:Cl (Na+K)/ 
(Ca+Mg) nssSO4 Ca* Debris 

Conc. (%) TDS  pH n 

Clean  1.7 6.0 0.2 0.3 0.0 4.5 6.1 31 

Stratified 1.7 1.4 109.4 38.3 0.1 183.3 5.7 9 

Laminated 1.3 1.5 988.1 604.7 20.1 2520.2 6.6 4 

 

The stratified facies is also the most acidic facies, with a median of 5.7 which is 

significantly different to the pH of the laminated facies (6.6) and the clean facies (6.1).  Due to the 

high variability of the pH values of the clean facies (std dev = 0.78), there is no statistical 

difference between the laminated and clean facies pH values.   

The solutes of the Taylor Glacier show that the laminated facies has the highest solute 

loading 2.5 parts per thousand (2520 ppm), which is a magnitude greater than the stratified facies 

(183 ppm), and five hundred times greater than the clean facies (4.5 ppm) (Table 4.10).  As a result 

of this very high solute loading, all of the solute indices show a difference between the laminated 

facies compared to the stratified and clean facies.  The TDS, Ca* and nssSO4 all distinguish 

between the three facies, whereby the clean facies have the lowest values, which are significantly 

different from the stratified facies, which are in turn, statistically different from the laminated 

facies (Appendix A11, Table A11-2).  By contrast, the (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio for the clean facies 

is much higher, averaging 6.0 compared to 1.4 and 1.5 for the laminated and stratified facies.   

Sulphate and calcium dominate both the stratified and laminated facies.  The relative 

proportions of solutes in each ice facies are also distinctive (Figure 4.40).  Unlike the Rhone 

Glacier, each ice facies in the Taylor Glacier has a distinctive solute composition.  The clean facies 

show higher proportions of nitrate and potassium, which may reflect contamination, particularly 

since the concentration of nitrate is consistent over all three ice facies (averaging 0.4 ppm) 

irrespective to total solute concentration. 
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Figure 4.40: Solute composition of the basal ice facies from the Taylor Glacier in
meq/L (a); as a percentage of total solute composition (b); and the charge
balanced percentage of anions (negative) and cations (positive) (c).
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A ternary plot of the base cations clearly shows that there is a distinct grouping (Figure 

4.41).  In particular, the stratified facies has a very high calcium cluster (apart from one individual 

point).  The dispersed sub-facies tends to cluster below the stratified facies values, and above the 

laminated facies.  The clean facies samples tend to stretch along the calcium axis, with the majority 

of points clustering at the bottom left corner. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.41: Ternary diagram of the base cations from the three basal ice facies in the
Taylor Glacier.

 

 

4.4.2.1 Taylor Glacier Solutes Cluster Analysis

The solute data from the Taylor Glacier basal ice were analysed using Ward’s Euclidean 

distance linkage method of cluster analysis.  The output from the analysis is graphed in Figure 

4.42, and at the similarity level of 65 five clusters were identified.  Clusters three, four and five are 

individual samples that have very high solute concentrations. These three samples (TG1-A24, TG1-

A25, and TG1-A26) are very different from the rest of the data set, and for simplicity, these three 

clusters will be grouped together for the subsequent description and referred to as cluster T3.  

Samples that do not have a complete set of the six major ions (sodium, potassium, calcium, 

magnesium, chloride, and sulphate) were excluded from the cluster analysis data set. 
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The largest cluster (T1) has 32 members mostly of samples from the clean facies, but it 

also includes two samples from the stratified facies, and one sample from the laminated facies.  

Cluster T2 has six members from the stratified facies, and T3 are from the laminated facies. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.42: Dendrogram produced by cluster analysis of the six major ionic
contributors to solute composition for the Taylor Glacier. Five cluster groups were
identified at a similarity level of 65 (shown by the dashed line).

 

 

The Na:Cl ratios for the three clusters are very similar, ranging from 1.2 to 1.8 (Table 

4.11) and are statistically indistinguishable.  Although the average debris concentrations vary their 

standard deviations are very large and as a result, there is no statistical difference between the 

debris concentrations of the three clusters (Appendix A12, Table A12-1).  Similarly, there is no 

difference in the pH for the clusters.  Although the median values vary from 5.7 for T2 to 6.7 for 

T3, the variability of pH is such that there is no statistical difference between the three clusters.  

Although the Na:Cl ratio, pH or debris concentration cannot distinguish between the three clusters, 

there is a statistical difference between all three clusters in the indices nssSO4, Ca* and TDS.  T1 is 

characterised by a very low TDS, averaging 9.6 ppm, compared to 237 ppm for T2 and 4025 ppm 

for T3 (Table 4.11).  The high TDS is also reflected in the non-sea-salt ratio of sulphate (nssSO4) 

which averages 1.9 for T1.  The nssSO4 ratio for T2 is nearly ten times higher, averaging 142, and 

the ratio for T3 is nearly one hundred times greater than that of T1, averaging 1305.  A similar 

pattern exists in the non-marine calcium ratio (Ca*), which ranges from 0.9 for T1 to 976 for T3.  

The (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) for T2 is similar to that in sea water (0.6), whereas T1 has a very high 

(Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) of 5.8 which is statistically higher than the values observed in T2 and T3. 
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Table 4.11: Average ionic concentration (ppm) and solute indices of three cluster groups
identified in the Taylor Glacier basal ice by cluster analysis. The value for pH is a
median.

 

  Na Mg K Ca NH4 Cl  F   SO4 NO3 PO4

Cluster T1 2.1 0.2 0.9 1.0 0.2 2.3 0.0 2.5 0.3 0.0 

Cluster T2 20.2 2.2 2.2 46.4 0.4 18.2 0.1 147.6 0.3 0.0 

Cluster T3 665.8 109.1 308.4 986.9 0.4 481.0 2.1 1471.6 0.3 0.0 

  Na:Cl (Na+K)/ 
(Ca+Mg) nssSO4 Ca* Debris 

Conc. (%) 
TDS  

(ppm) pH n 

Cluster T1 1.8 5.8 1.9 0.9 0.0 9.6 6.1 32 

Cluster T2 1.2 0.5 142.6 46.0 0.1 237.7 5.7 6 

Cluster T3 1.5 1.6 1305.1 976.3 7.4 4025.6 6.7 3 

 

When the solute data is normalised as a percentage of TDS, there are some striking 

differences in the solute signatures between the three clusters (Figure 4.43).  The actual amounts of 

nitrate in all three Taylor clusters are the same, averaging 0.3 ppm, and the high proportional 

amount of nitrate that appears in cluster T1 may be a reflection of its overall low TDS.  For all 

three clusters, sulphate is the major anion, rather than chloride. 
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Figure 4.43: Histogram showing the proportion of each ion as a percentage of total
solute composition for the three clusters from the Taylor Glacier basal ice sequence as
identified by Cluster Analysis.
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4.4.3 Isotope Composition

A plot of the 18O and D with height from the datum shows that the stable isotope 

composition fluctuates throughout the basal ice sequence (Figure 4.44).  In particular, there is a 

dramatic shift in isotopic values at 150 cm above the datum that coincides with the laminated 

facies.  The isotope values range from 18O -44‰ to -37‰ and D -360‰ to -303‰ (Appendix 

A13, Table A13-1).  The greatest variation in isotopic values occurs within the laminated facies, 

which is characterised by large peaks and troughs.  Analysis of the Taylor Glacier facies reveals 

that the laminated facies has an average 18O value of -40.35‰, and is characterised by a very large 

range in values (Figure 4.45) with a standard deviation of 2.44.  By contrast, the clean facies has an 

average 18O of -43.94‰ with a very small standard deviation of 0.05.  The stratified facies has an 

average 18O of -43.20‰ and is distinguishable from the clean facies by its larger variability.  The 

deuterium compositions mirror that of the oxygen, with very high variability in the laminated facies 

with an average of -326.18‰ and a standard deviation of 3.46 compared to -348.23‰ (std dev = 

1.81) for the stratified facies and -355.82‰ (std dev = 0.45) for the clean facies.  ANOVA analysis 

of the facies shows a significant difference in 18O between laminated facies and the clean and 

stratified facies (Appendix A13, Table A13-2).   
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Figure 4.44: Plot of the isotopic composition of the Taylor Glacier basal ice. A. 18
Oxygen B. Deuterium.
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Figure 4.45: Box and whisker plots of the distribution of measured 18O for the Taylor
Glacier basal ice facies.

 

 

A co-isotopic plot of all the data points from the basal ice has a strong linear correlation 

(Figure 4.46) with a regression equation of D = 8.18 ± 0.01 18O + 3.78 (r2 =99%, n = 98).  The 

basal ice data cluster in two groups, the largest centred on 18O -44‰, and a smaller group at 18O -

38‰, with nine data points spread between the two main clusters.  The laminated facies has the 

greatest range (Figure 4.47) and accounts for all the heavier observations between 18O -41 and -

37‰.  A line of D = 8.25 ± 0.01 18O + 6.78 describes the laminated facies, which is offset from a 

Taylor Dome meteoric water line of D = 7.79 18O – 3.68 (Steig and White, 2003) by less than D 

10‰. 

The stratified facies overlap the lighter values from the laminated facies ranging from 
18O -44 to -41‰.  A line of best fit through the stratified data plots on the line D = 6.99 ± 0.34 
18O - 46.07 (r2 = 92%, n = 15).  Similarly, the clean facies plots on the line D = 6.60 ± 0.80 18O 

- 65.96 (r2 = 51%, n = 49) and these values plot between 18O -43.0 and -44.5‰, resembling a 

cluster, rather than a linear spread.  Regression results and calculation of slope confidence intervals 

are replicated in Appendix A13, Tables A13-3 to A13-6. 
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Figure 4.46: Co isotopic plot of basal ice facies from the Taylor Glacier. Data plot on a
regression line of D = 8.18 18O + 3.78 (r2 = 99%).
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Figure 4.47: Co isotopic plot of basal ice facies from the Taylor Glacier (this study).
Local meteoric water line (LMWL) is derived from Steig and White (2003) from the
Taylor Dome with a regression line of D = 7.79 18O �– 3.68 (r2 = 98%). Clean facies plot
on a regression line of D = 6.60 18O �– 65.95 (r2 = 51%) (not shown); stratified facies plot
on a regression line of D = 6.99 18O �– 46.07 (r2 = 92%) (not shown); and laminated
facies plot on a regression line of D = 8.25 18O + 6.78 (r2 = 99%).
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4.5 Summary of Data Sets

A comparison of the data from all the different glaciers shows some fascinating 

similarities between their ice characteristics.  The bottom sequences are characterised by stratified 

debris with solute concentrations of 12 ppm (Rhone), 14 ppm (Wright Lower) and 180 ppm 

(Taylor).  The stratified facies is a combination of dispersed debris and clean ice and its debris 

concentrations vary from 0.4% (Rhone), 0.1% (Taylor) and 2.8% (Wright Lower Glacier).  The 

isotopic signatures for the stratified facies also vary according to the glaciers with slopes of 5.4 

(Rhone), 7.0 (Taylor) and 6.5 (Wright Lower Glacier). 

The clean facies have low debris concentrations of 0.0% by volume, and low total solute 

concentrations averaging 9.4 ppm (Rhone), 4.5 ppm (Taylor) and 4.9 ppm (Wright Lower).  The 

isotopic signatures for the clean facies are also different, with a slope of 6.6 (Taylor) compared to 

5.9 (Wright Lower). 

The diffuse debris facies occur only in the Rhone Glacier, but has been described in other 

small alpine glaciers like the Meserve and Suess glaciers (Holdsworth, 1969; Lorrain et al. 1999).  

The solid facies only features in the Wright Lower Glacier but a similar facies are also recorded in 

the Suess Glacier (Lorrain et al., 1999).  The laminated debris facies is only present in the Taylor 

Glacier. 

Analysis of the base cations from all the case studies is plotted on the ternary diagram in 

Figure 4.48.  Although all samples overlap, it is clear from Figure 4.48 that individual glaciers tend 

to cluster together – the Wright Lower Glacier clusters in the bottom left corner being dominated 

by sodium and potassium.  The Rhone Glacier is offset with relatively more magnesium, whereas 

the Taylor Glacier samples are stretched along the calcium axis.  By contrast, most of the 

McMurdo Sound samples plot in the lower left hand corner with sodium and potassium 

contributing 90% of the base cation signature. 
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Figure 4.48: Combined plot of all base cation data from the Wright Lower, Taylor,
Rhone Glaciers and the McMurdo Ice Shelf.

 

 

Differences in the solute and isotopic signatures from the basal ice of all these glaciers 

indicate that facies, like the stratified facies, do not exhibit the same chemical characteristics 

between locations.  Such variability in the composition of facies between glaciers has profound 

implications for a strictly stratigraphic approach.  In the following chapter the differences in basal 

ice between glaciers and facies will be explored and is followed by a discussion of the limitations 

of stratigraphic and isotopic approaches to unravelling the processes active at the glacier-bed 

interface. 
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Chapter Five

Discussion
 

 

 

5.1 Introduction
The data presented in Chapter Four is discussed in this chapter to develop models of ice 

formation for each of the case studies.  For each case study, an interpretation of the isotope and 

solute data is presented and used as the basis for understanding ice formation processes.  This 

chapter is divided into six sections: the first four sections develop ice formation models for the 

McMurdo Ice Shelf (5.2), Rhone Glacier (5.3), Wright Lower Glacier (5.4) and Taylor Glacier 

(5.5).  From the discussion of the case studies the penultimate section (5.6) will reflect on the 

limitations of an ice composition approach as applied to understanding ice provenance, with 

particular focus on the limitations of co-isotopic approaches.  In particular this discussion will 

highlight the problems associated with statistically-based interpretations of co-isotopic slopes that 

are between a meteoric and freezing slope, the problem of sample size and sampling regime, and 

questions whether co-isotopic slopes of eight can in fact by formed be refreezing.  Furthermore the 

implications of mixing ice from different parent materials or mixing between refrozen and meteoric 

ice will be discussed and its influence on co-isotopic slopes will be examined.  The final section 

(5.7) reconsiders the models of ice formation presented in the first part of the chapter in the light of 

the issues discussed in section 5.6. 
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5.2 McMurdo Ice Shelf

5.2.1 Isotope Analysis

The McMurdo Ice Shelf samples plot in two groups between 18O -36 and -27‰ and between 18O 

-5 and 5‰.  Samples from site one were taken south of Black Island to calculate the local meteoric 

water line, which has a slope of D = 7.82 18O - 0.82 (r2 = 98% n = 10).  This regression is based 

on only ten observations resulting in a 95% confidence interval of ± 0.10, therefore the meteoric 

slope lies between 7.72 and 7.92.  This slope is lower than the global meteoric water line of 8.17 

calculated by Rozanski et al. (1993) due to localised effects of surface evaporation and partial melt 

by insolation on the ice shelf surface (Stewart, 1975).  In coastal regions of the Ross Dependency 

the local meteoric water line is comparable to the global meteoric water line.  For example, in the 

McMurdo Dry Valleys the local meteoric water line has a slope of 8.2 (Lorrain et al., 1999; 

Matsubaya et al., 1979).  The 18O values measured in this study are in agreement with the range of 

values measured by Kellogg et al. (1991) who considered values between -25 to -35‰ to represent 

local precipitation in the McMurdo Sound region and are consistent for surface values for this part 

of Antarctica.  Samples from site four at the edge of the banded transition zone offshore of Minna 

Bluff, also plot on the calculated local meteoric water line and have an average 18O value of -

32.68‰ and are interpreted as meteoric ice.  

The samples taken at site two, 700 m closer to Minna Bluff within the banded area, are 

statistically different to the isotopic content of site four.  Site two samples average 18O 2.32‰, and 

are relatively enriched in heavy isotopes compared to seawater, and extremely enriched compared 

to meteoric-origin ice.  These values are concordant with Kellogg et al. (1991) who reported values 

between 18O -0.2 to 2.9‰ for surface ice samples adjacent to Minna Bluff.  In the Ross Sea 

region, seawater varies from 18O 0.1 to -0.7‰ between surface, deep and ice shelf waters (Jacobs 

et al., 1985).  The negative values are produced by mixing seawater with relatively depleted glacial 

ice from local meteoric precipitation, which in the McMurdo region is around 18O -32‰.  Thus, 

locally-formed snow and ice is isotopically distinct from marine-accreted ice and has been used to 

differentiate between glacial ice and sea ice in ice shelves and floating ice tongues (Tison et al., 

1993; Gow and Epstein, 1972; Goodwin, 1993).   

The enriched 18O values observed at site two, which are greater than seawater, can be 

explained using a modified Rayleigh-based distillation model (Figure 5.1) of isotopic fractionation 

from liquid to solid in a closed-system (as described previously in Equation 2.3).  The model 

assumes a starting isotopic composition of 18O -0.7‰ as an approximation of local oceanic 

isotopic composition for the McMurdo Sound area (Jacobs et al., 1985).  The initial freezing 
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fraction (10% or k = 0.1) will form ice with an isotopic composition of 18O 2.35‰ which is 

significantly enriched in heavy isotopes compared to the parent oceanic water.  In the case of site 

two, the average value of 18O 2.32‰ is explained as ice that has formed in the initial stages of 

freezing from seawater.  According to Kellogg et al. (1991), fractionation from the freezing of sea 

water forms slightly enriched 18O values and is diagnostic for ice from a pure marine origin. 
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Figure 5.1: Modelled theoretical isotopic composition of successive freezing fractions in
a closed system from an original water sample similar to oceanic water. The model is
based on the closed system freezing equation (Equation 2.3) and a value of initial water
of 18O 0.7 and D 5.6�‰.

 

 

 

The samples from site three that were taken from moraine ridges have an isotopic 

composition that is depleted in heavy isotopes compared to seawater, averaging 18O -3.87‰.  

From the example shown in Figure 5.1, values of 18O -3.5‰ are produced from freezing ocean 

water, when 90% (k = 0.9) of the water reservoir has been frozen.  Interpreting the data from sites 

two and three as formed by freezing of liquid seawater means that these values should plot on a co-

isotopic freezing slope.  However, if the meteoric water line generated from the meteoric samples 

is projected towards zero, the co-isotopic graph (Figure 4.8) shows that both the site two and three 

data points plot on the calculated meteoric water line.  Based on this graph alone, one could 

interpret these points as meteoric, however, their physical 18O and D values are too enriched to 
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be the product of precipitation.  This tension can be resolved by applying a simple closed-system 

freezing model (Equation 2.3) to calculate the theoretical freezing slope from seawater.  The 

modelled freezing slope for standard ocean water (vSMOW = 18O 0.0‰ and D 0.0‰) has a 

calculated freezing slope of 7.24, and the data from sites two and three plot on either end of this 

line (Figure 5.2).  However, using a simple closed system may not adequately describe the 

conditions in McMurdo Sound, where the water reservoir may be continually replenished, and 

open-system freezing may be more appropriate.  The freezing slope for open-system freezing of 

vSMOW using Equation 2.4 has a slope of 7.45 which is very close to the empirically-derived local 

meteoric water line (7.8).  For the case study presented here, the difference between the meteoric 

water line and the open-system freezing slope is 0.33.  So in this instance, a co-isotopic approach 

may not distinguish between freezing slopes or meteoric water lines.  However, the large difference 

in isotopic values between meteoric-ice and seawater clearly distinguishes between the two 

sources. 
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Figure 5.2: Calculated freezing slope for samples with a parent material of SMOW for a
closed system ( 18O = 0.0 and D = 0.0�‰). Positive values up to 3.0�‰ are formed by the
initial frozen fraction, whereas values between 4 and 6 are formed during the final
freezing fraction.
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5.2.2 Solute Analysis

There is a significant difference in the solute composition of the samples from the 

McMurdo Sound Region.  The samples from site one, just south of Black Island are meteoric in 

origin, and both the isotopic and solute composition reflect this.  The meteoric-derived samples 

have a low total solute concentration, and the ionic composition reflects marine-derived aerosols.  

The Na:Cl ratio for site one is 0.3 which is slightly lower than the seawater ratio of 0.5, which may 

reflect additional amounts of chloride ions discharged from Mt Erebus, which may also account for 

the small amounts of fluoride ions present in site one (Herron, 1982).  Of the remaining three sites 

analysed, site four is the most similar to the meteoric-origin ice (Figure 4.2), with comparable 

values for the Na:Cl ratio, Na+K/Ca+Mg ratio and pH.  The difference between site one and site 

four, is that the solute concentrations measured at site four are roughly half that of site one.  The 

lower solute concentration in site four may simply be a reflection of lower amounts of dry fallout 

or marine sea spray penetrating this part of the sound, as site two is much closer to the edge of the 

ice shelf.  Alternatively, the difference in TDS between sites 1 and 4 may simply reflect different 

wind regimes, for example, site 4 is dominated by katabatic winds, whereas site 1 may experience 

more maritime winds.  Based on the solute signatures and the isotopic data, site four is interpreted 

as meteoric-derived ice. 

By contrast, the chemical signatures of samples from sites two and three are significantly 

different to that of the meteoric-derived ice.  The total solutes are considerably higher, and in the 

case of site two, small amounts of bromide are preserved in the ice.  Site two has a Na:Cl ratio 

equivalent to that of seawater and the highest solute concentrations, averaging 132 ppm.  The 

solute data alone, does not directly inform its origin, although the presence of small amounts of 

bromide and the elevated solute content strongly suggests that the ice has formed directly from 

seawater.  In seawater, bromide constitutes only 0.2% of total solutes, which is close to the 

proportion that occurs in site 2 (0.3%).   

The solute content for site three has considerably higher amounts of base cations, 

although its overall total solute concentration is roughly half that of site two.  The ice sampled at 

site three was mixed with mud and clay sized sediments which have a high surface area and are 

effective at holding solutes at grain boundaries.  The high amounts of base cations are interpreted 

as the product of limited chemical and physical weathering with debris, and the release of solutes 

held at grain boundaries by sorption processes.  The interaction between ice and terrigenous 

material is also supported by the high amounts of nitrate measured in site three which may also be 

caused by microbial activity.  Clearly, the presence of debris imparts a strong influence on the base 

cation and organic ions retained in the ice matrix.  However, the solute composition of site three 

does not provide compelling evidence for the origin of the ice, but it is a strong pointer for contact 

with organic-rich debris.  When combined with the isotope data, the ice from site three has a 
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signature that supports an interpretation of frozen seawater.  Both sites two and three are 

interpreted as being formed from the slow freezing of seawater with the partial ejection of salts.  

During progressive freezing dissolved salts in water will concentrate at the ice-water interface 

unless the freezing rate is slower than the solute diffusion rates (Killawee et al., 1998).  Under very 

slow freezing conditions, the resultant ice will have a very low solute concentration due to ejection, 

however when the freezing rate is fast, more solutes are trapped within the ice.  Therefore the 

ejection of salts is strongly influenced by the rate of freezing (Killawee et al., 1998), so variations 

in the solute content are likely to reflect variable freezing rates. 

The cluster analysis of the solute data from the McMurdo Ice Shelf data grouped the 

meteoric-derived samples from site one and site four into cluster M1.  Cluster M4 is comprised 

entirely of samples from site 3.  In this way, the cluster analysis distinguished between the marine-

aerosol derived samples and the terrigenous samples.  The samples from site 2 were spread across 

clusters M2 and M3, reflecting the variable overall total solute concentration, rather than 

identifying marine-accreted samples.  Therefore, when there are strong differences in total solute 

concentration, cluster analysis will distinguish between meteoric-derived and seawater-derived 

samples. 

 

 

5.2.3 Model of Ice Formation

The ice sampled in southern McMurdo Sound of the Ross Ice Shelf shows different 

origins.  The meteoric-origin ice extends to within two kilometres of Minna Bluff, and between 

Minna Bluff and the ice shelf exists a zone of marine-accreted ice that forms perpendicular troughs 

to the bluff and is also subject to tidal cracks.  Within this banded zone, small moraines have 

formed that contain marine fossils and sediments.  Isotopic analysis of the moraine ice (site three) 

shows that it is also formed from seawater, and the inclusion of marine sediments which suggests 

that the freezing front closed at the sea bed.  At site two, the ice has both a solute and isotopic 

signature of marine-accreted ice.  Salt accumulates in ice when the freezing rate of the marine 

water is sufficiently slow enough to allow droplets of brine to escape from the ice by gravity, 

cracks or fissures.  If the freezing rate is slow enough these droplets of brine can work their way 

though the forming ice back to the water reservoir.  When freezing occurs rapidly, brine pockets 

become trapped in the ice as either lenses or small pockets of salts held between ice crystals.  The 

lower solute concentrations measured at site two indicates slow freezing and the ejection of salts, 

and the isotopic signature is enriched supporting an interpretation of initially-formed ice from a 

seawater reservoir.  This data is supported by observations by Kellogg et al. (1991) who considered 

basal freezing of seawater as the prevalent mechanism for formation of ice near the edges of the 

McMurdo Ice Sheet.  The moraines along the northern shores of Minna Bluff were interpreted by 
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Wilson (2000) as relicts formed by a grounded Southern McMurdo Sound Ice Sheet which were 

deposited beneath the current McMurdo Ice Shelf, entrained and subsequently elevated to the 

surface by ablation and basal adfreezing.  The isotopic data presented here indicates that the 

moraines have formed from seawater, which is consistent with the formation of all the ice within 

the banded transitional zone that occurs off the northern shore of Minna Bluff.  Given that this part 

of the ice shelf is below the equilibrium line, ice loss from the surface is mostly through deflation 

at the surface, so that ice formed at the bottom of the ice shelf is gradually elevated through 

ablation.  The isotopic signature of the ice at site two is consistent with fractionation from seawater 

in an open-system, whereas the samples at site three within the ice-cored moraines are consistent 

with fractionation near the end of closed-system freezing, that suggests that it forms at the seabed 

as the water reservoir closes.  The ice and debris is gradually moved through the ice shelf until it 

accumulates on the surface.   

The presence of fine scale remnants of fossils in the moraine sequences may be a by-

product of the formation of anchor ice.  At temperatures close to the freezing point, water begins to 

nucleate.  Ice nucleation may occur around boulders, fossils, suspended particles.  As ice crystals 

form, they continue to provide for nucleation and grow, much like snow flakes.  If prolonged ice 

crystallisation occurs, the ice becomes increasingly buoyant and lifts through the water column 

until it is captured and subsequently entrained into the ice shelf.  In this way, fragile marine 

fragments may be entrained into an ice shelf without grounded on the sea floor.  The formation of 

anchor ice is supported by the open-freezing interpretation of site two, and explains both the 

preservation of fine marine fossils as well as open-system freezing.  By contrast, the ice from site 

three has an isotopic signature of systematic closing of a water reservoir, and the accretion of sea-

bed deposits that have subsequently advected to the ice shelf surface. 
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5.3 Rhone Glacier

5.3.1 Isotope Interpretation

The basal sequences of the Rhone Glacier show three distinct ice facies, based on 

differences in physical appearance.  The bottom 2 m is characterised by stratified layers of debris-

rich and clean bubbly ice, which is conformably overlain by the diffuse debris facies which has a 

distinctive yellow coloration and suspended sand particles in a bubbly ice matrix.  The top of the 

basal ice sequence is clean bubbly ice that is interpreted as englacial, that is of meteoric origin.  All 

the isotopic data for the Rhone Glacier plot on a slope of 7.8 which is close to the meteoric water 

line calculated for the nearby Suess Glacier of 8.2 (Lorrain et al., 1999).  However, when the 

isotopic data are plotted by facies types two different co-isotopic slopes are observed.  The 

stratified facies plots on a slope of 5.44 ± 0.13, and the diffuse debris facies plots on a slope of 8.41 

± 0.23.  Using the clean bubbly facies isotopic values as a starting point, the theoretical freezing 

slope is 5.5 for a closed system and 5.6 for open system.  These values are in good agreement with 

the freezing slope of 5.4 calculated by Lorrain et al. (1999) for the Suess Glacier, which was 

interpreted as evidence of transient wet-based conditions as the glacier flowed into a marginal lake.  

The 95% confidence interval for the stratified facies co-isotopic slope is between 5.31 and 5.57 

which overlaps the theoretical freezing slope values and is interpreted as closed-system freezing. 

By contrast, the 95% confidence interval for the diffuse debris facies co-isotopic slope is 

between 8.18 and 8.64, which is statistically indistinguishable from a meteoric water slope.  Given 

that the diffuse debris facies 18O values range between -37.09 and -34.14‰, the local water source 

is considered to be of meteoric-origin.  The depleted isotope values and the co-isotopic slope 

between 8.18 and 8.64 is consistent with an interpretation of a meteoric water line, and is 

concordant with the Suess Glacier meteoric water line (cf. 8.2) as reported by Lorrain et al. (1999).  

An insufficient number of the clean facies were sampled (n = 8) to calculate a local meteoric water 

line for the Rhone Glacier, so the local meteoric water line for the Suess Glacier was used for 

comparison.  The isotopic analysis points to a meteoric-origin for the diffuse debris facies, and a 

refreezing origin for the stratified facies which is consistent with the data from the Suess Glacier 

(Lorrain et al., 1999) where amber facies also plotted on a meteoric slope. 

Analysis of the isotopic composition of the basal facies shows that there is a statistically 

significant difference in the isotopic values between the diffuse debris ( 18O -36.15‰) and 

stratified facies ( 18O -32.75‰).  The difference of 18O +3‰ is commonly interpreted as evidence 

of enrichment of heavy isotopes from fractionation during refreezing (Gow et al., 1972; Hubbard et 

al., 2004 and others).  In this case, the heavier values from the stratified ice may be interpreted as 

indicative of refreezing from a meteoric parent with an isotopic composition similar to the diffuse 
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debris facies.  Such an interpretation is also supported by the interpretation that the stratified facies 

plots on a freezing slope.  However, the alternative interpretation is that the diffuse debris facies is 

depleted in heavy isotopes.  Given that there is a wide range in isotopic values from the Rhone 

Glacier basal ice, and that the difference between the diffuse debris and stratified facies average 

values is greater than the +3‰ enrichment usually associated with fractionation, it is suggested that 

the difference reflects a depletion in the diffuse debris facies, rather than an enrichment in the 

stratified facies.  If this is the case, the light isotopic values measured in the diffuse debris facies 

and may be interpreted as formed from meteoric-derived precipitation during cooler conditions.  

Given that it is unlikely that there has been any dramatic shift in the altitude or latitude of the 

Rhone Glacier névé, the relatively light isotopic composition of the diffuse debris facies may 

reflect snow and ice that has formed from meteoric-derive precipitation during cooler conditions.  

Cooler conditions can be produced through either: accumulation at the highest and coolest place on 

the glacier; or a decrease in the condensation temperature at the accumulation zone, through either 

seasonal or climatic variations. 

A study of the snow and ice composition from the Newall Glacier (which feds the Suess 

and Canada glaciers) measured the 18O content deposited between 1942 and 1988 showed 

considerable variation in the isotopic composition of the ice (Figure 5.3)(Mayewski et al., 1995; 

Mayewski and Whitlow, 2000).  The Newall Glacier data has regular decadal swings in isotopic 

values, with peaks at 18O -40 and 18O -30‰.  Furthermore, the isotope data also shows that the 

greatest variability in isotopic values occurs in the youngest (surficial) layers, before settling into a 

smoothed curve, which probably reflects isotopic homogenisation during firnification that removes 

seasonal and small scale fluctuations.  In terms of the Rhone Glacier case study discussed here, the 

Newall Glacier data provides insight into the climatic fluctuations within the McMurdo Dry 

Valleys over the last fifty years.  Clearly values between -35 to -40‰ as measured in the diffuse 

debris facies of the Rhone Glacier can be produced by aperiodic climatic fluctuations.  However, it 

also highlights the difference between the depositional signal of the Newall Glacier, which is a 

smoothed curve, compared to the saw-tooth, irregular peaks and troughs that occur in the basal ice.  

If the diffuse debris facies was unmodified meteoric ice, the depositional signal would be expected.  

In the case of basal ice, however, the irregular pattern of peaks and troughs is commonly observed 

and may reflect post-depositional non-melting modification through shear, deformation or mixing 

of layers.  For example, at the glacier sole ice velocity is assumed to be zero, but exponentially 

increases with height above the bed due to internal deformation and stress.  In terms of ice 

composition, this means that ice layers are stretched and deformed so that ice internally mixes.  

Such mixing will result in the disruption of the smooth isotopic profiles observed in snow packs. 
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Figure 5.3: Plot of the 18O values measured from a snow and ice pit excavated in the
Newall Glacier, a snowfield in the Taylor Valley that feeds the Suess and Canada
Glaciers (data from: Mayewski and Whitlow, 2000). Data represents a record of snow
from 1942 to 1988 and shows a smoothed line suggesting isotopic homogenisation
during firnification and broad decadal fluctuations in 18O.

 

 

The alternative interpretation is that the light isotopic values measured in the diffuse 

debris facies may reflect precipitation at a high elevation (and thus, cooler condensation 

conditions).  The longest flow path through a glacier is from the headwall along a path at the sole 

of the glacier (Baker, 1978).  Ice that flows along this flow path will form at the highest elevations 

of the glacier névé, and be in contact with the glacier substrate.  If the relatively light isotopic 

values measured in the diffuse debris facies reflect accumulation at a higher elevation, this is 

consistent with a flow path at the glacier sole (Figure 5.4).  Furthermore, contact with the glacier 

substrate also provides for the slow diffusion of salts which diffuse into ice as a brine droplet and 

migrate between crystals and accumulate at crystal boundaries into the ice.  The milky appearance 

of the diffuse debris facies is consistent with diffused salt and fine-grained sediment suspended in 

the ice matrix.  Also, if the diffuse debris facies is subject to high stress through internal 

deformation this could also explain the irregular peaks and troughs of isotopic values that do not 

resemble a smoothed depositional curve as measured in the Newall Glacier. 
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Figure 5.4: Theoretical model of ice flow paths through a cold alpine glacier (modified
from Baker, 1978). The longest flow path occurs at the base of the glacier and is formed
in the upper regions of the accumulation zone. At the terminus of an advancing
glacier, marginal detritus and apron may be entrained (see Shaw, 1977a).

 

 

5.3.2 Solute Analysis

The solute analysis of the Rhone Glacier basal ice shows the total dissolved solids (TDS) 

varies considerably between the different facies, from 5 ppm (clean facies) to nearly 40 ppm 

(diffuse debris facies).  Similarly, the stratified facies has an average TDS of 12.9 ppm, but the 

standard deviation is 6.1 indicating the wide range of solute concentrations between its sub-facies 

(Appendix 2, Table A2-2).  The diffuse debris facies average TDS is nearly three times higher 

(30.7 ppm) than the stratified facies, and is much less variable with a standard deviation of 4.3.  In 

this instance, the difference in total solutes distinguishes between the stratified and diffuse debris 

facies.  However, the high variability between sub-facies, particularly in the stratified facies makes 

interpretation based solely on the TDS concentration difficult.  For example, at 0.6 m above the 

bed, a sample from the stratified facies has a TDS of 38 ppm which is comparable to the values 

measured 2.2 m above the bed in the diffuse debris facies (Figure 4.13).  Most soluble ions that are 

deposited in the Rhone Glacier ice are marine-derived aerosols.  The amounts of chloride and 

sodium are less than that observed in sea water because of a negative salt gradient inland, and 

variable motility of different ionic species.  Both chloride and sodium ions decrease with distance 
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from the coast.  By contrast, the amounts of sulphate and nitrate tend to increase inland (Keys & 

Williams, 1981), because of the leaching of nitrate in relatively moist coastal regions and the 

overland oxidation of ammonia to produce nitrate.  Therefore in the Rhone Glacier basal ice the 

small amounts of nitrate may be attributed to aerosols or contact with soils, and the higher nssSO4 

ratio may reflect the higher inland mobility of sulphate ions compared to sodium (given that the 

nssSO4 ratio is predicated on the measured sodium concentration relative to the marine ratio of 

sodium to sulphate).  However, the alternative is that sulphate may also be derived from contact 

with the ground, particularly since mirabilite (sodium sulphate) is a common precipitate formed in 

arid areas like the McMurdo Dry Valleys. 

The solute composition of the clean englacial ice also raises some questions.  Analysis of 

the solute composition of ice from the Newell Glacier, which is a confluent névé with the Suess 

Glacier measured very low solute concentrations in the range of less than 1 ppm (Mayewski et al., 

1995).  By contrast, the clean bubbly ice taken 4.5 m above the bed is much saltier than would be 

expected from ice derived from snowfall in this region.  By polar standards, the ice from the Taylor 

Valley are very “dirty” being several orders of magnitude enriched in salts and are more typical of 

alpine geochemistry’s, rather than polar (Lyons et al., 2003).  In general, the concentration 

decreases with height from the valley floor, since local soils and bedrocks are an important source 

of redistributed aerosol salts.   

Consequently it seems likely that the relatively high amounts of solutes measured in the 

englacial ice do not reflect meteoric aerosols, but is modified by the redistribution of salts from the 

valley floor which is greatest at lowest elevations.  The solutes measured in the Rhone Glacier 

englacial ice, are, however, still much higher when compared to other glaciers in the region (Table 

5.1) which is interpreted as either diffusion of solutes from the underlying diffuse debris facies, or 

from contamination during extraction or sub-sampling.  The solute concentrations are much higher 

in the Rhone Glacier clean facies compared to the other glaciers (Table 5.1) which might suggest 

contamination, although this is unlikely given the replicate analysis and random blanks included 

during analysis precluding laboratory contamination.  Secondly, field sampling could provide 

contamination from the cutters, however, cross-contamination is avoided by resampling of the ice 

in the laboratory.  It appears more likely that the elevated salts reflect migration of salts from the 

underlying diffuse debris facies which is at least three times saltier than the clean facies. 
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Table 5.1: Comparison of the solute composition of clean bubbly ice (englacial and
basal) from different glaciers in the McMurdo Dry Valleys.

 

Glacier Na 
(ppm) 

Mg 
(ppm) 

K 
(ppm) 

Ca 
(ppm) 

Cl 
(ppm) 

NO3 
(ppm) 

SO4 
(ppm) 

Total5 
(ppm) Author 

Taylor Valley          

Commonwealth 0.70 0.16 0.07 0.56 1.26 0.19 0.37 2.75 Lyons et al. (1998) 

Canada 0.42 0.14 0.17 1.48 0.76 0.14 0.36 2.97 Lyons et al. (1998) 

Canada1 0.38 0.05 0.27 0.29 0.55   1.54 Hooker et al. (1999) 

Canada2 0.90 0.06 0.61 0.60 1.12   3.29 Hooker et al. (1999) 

Newall 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.18 0.07 0.14 0.29 Lyons et al. (1998) 

Howard 1.06 0.25 0.17 2.85 1.96 0.22 0.69 6.29 Lyons et al. (1998) 

Suess 1.12 0.20 0.09 0.13 2.25   3.79 Lambourne (1998) 

Suess 1.34 0.15 0.63 0.83 2.37   5.32 Hooker et al. (1999) 

Lacroix 0.95 0.10 0.64 0.46 1.47   3.62 Hooker (1998) 

Rhone 1.50 0.40 1.00 0.80 3.70 0.20 1.60 7.40 This Study 

Taylor  0.07 0.03 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.31 Lyons et al. (1998) 

Taylor3 0.73 0.09 0.08 1.11 0.08   2.09 Morgan (1999) 

Taylor4 0.79 0.17 0.09 0.42 1.50 0.51 1.11 2.96 Lyons et al. (1998) 

Taylor3 1.30 0.10 0.80 0.40 0.90 0.30 0.50 3.50 This Study 

Wright Valley          

Clark 0.85 0.04 0.21 0.33 1.44   2.86 Hooker (1998) 

Meserve 0.75 0.24 0.26 0.30 1.40   2.95 Holdsworth (1974) 

Wright Lower3 2.30 0.20 1.30 0.40 2.30 0.20 0.80 6.50 This study  
1 samples taken from true left margin, 2 3 samples taken from true right margin,  ice samples taken from clean basal ice at 
terminus, 4 snow, 5 total of base cations and chloride concentrations. 

 

 

There is a strong relationship between debris concentration and total solute concentration 

for the stratified facies and the diffuse debris facies (when one outlier is excluded from the data 

set).  A correlation between debris and solutes suggests that ions are either being weathered from 

debris, or are held by sorption at grain boundaries within the ice matrix which are released when 

melted.  If the solutes are derived from either chemical or physical weathering of debris, there 

should be an enrichment of weathering-derived minerals like calcium and magnesium, resulting in 

a decrease in the (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio.  Comparison of the (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio shows no 

significant difference between the three basal ice facies.  However, there is a statistically significant 

difference in the Ca* ratio for the diffuse debris facies.  Keys & Williams (1981) found that in the 

McMurdo Dry Valleys, magnesium has no significant aerosol source and its presence in salts is 

primarily through the weathering of dolerite and other volcanic rocks.  Therefore an increase in the 

amount of magnesium in this region is a good indicator of weathering.  A comparison of the base 

cations for the basal ice facies in Figure 5.6 shows that there is little difference in the percentage of 
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magnesium, which averages 10% for all the facies.  The low amounts of magnesium strongly 

suggest that weathering of debris does not impart a strong influence on the solute composition of 

the basal ice facies. 

The debris within the stratified facies and the diffuse debris facies is mostly clean sand.  

Experiments of sorption/desorption of debris from the Suess Glacier by Hooker (1998) showed that 

there is little change in the ionic composition of melt from glacier ice over time from relatively 

clean, unweathered sand grains.  This suggests that sorption/desorption processes are least effective 

on clean sand grains, whereas clay and mud particles have a much greater surface area and as a 

result hold higher amounts of liquid water at grain boundaries at subzero temperatures.  As a result 

very fine material is a much more effective medium for holding solutes at grain boundaries 

(Souchez and Lorrain, 1972). 

If solutes are held at grain boundaries with debris, then debris has a two-fold influence on 

ice rheology; the presence of debris, and the inclusion of solutes (that if held at grain boundaries by 

thin water films as suggested by Cuffey et al., 2000a) impart an influence on strain.  The diffuse 

debris facies described in the Rhone Glacier is compositionally and physically similar to the amber 

ice described by Holdsworth (1967, 1969) in the Meserve Glacier.  Amber ice is characterised by 

debris grains suspended in a bubbly ice matrix that appears amber in colour, although there are 

considerable colour tone differences between different glaciers.  In the McMurdo Dry Valleys 

amber ice has been described in the Meserve, Suess and Upper Victoria Glaciers, and is a feature of 

many small alpine glaciers in this region (Table 5.2).  The diffuse debris facies observed in the 

Rhone Glacier is interpreted as amber ice, which was interpreted by Holdsworth (1974) as being 

formed by solid state diffusion of grains and salts from an unconsolidated bed due to the lack of 

available liquid water for entrainment.  A comparison of the amber ice solutes shows that the 

concentration of salts in the Rhone Glacier is considerably higher than that measured in the 

Meserve, Suess or Victoria Lower Glaciers. 

Table 5.2: Comparison of the solute composition of amber ice facies from glaciers in the
McMurdo Dry Valleys. The diffuse debris facies described in the Rhone Glacier is
interpreted as being consistent with the definition of amber ice by Holdsworth.

 

Glacier Na 
(ppm) 

Mg 
(ppm) 

K 
(ppm) 

Ca 
(ppm) 

Cl 
(ppm) 

Total 
(ppm) Author 

Rhone 6.30 1.20 1.50 3.00 11.40 23.40 This Study 

Meserve 4.36 0.63 0.69 1.90 * 7.58 Holdsworth & Bull (1970) 

Suess 0.87 0.22 0.20 3.63 1.28 6.19 Lambourne (1998);  
Fitzsimons et al. (2001) 

Victoria Lower 3.70 0.62 1.40 2.40 5.40 13.52 Chinn (1987) 
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Relatively few studies (e.g. Holdsworth, 1974 and Cuffey et al., 2000a) have described 

the basal ice sequences of small alpine glaciers in the McMurdo Dry Valleys.  In the Meserve 

Glacier, only a thin wedge of “clear basal ice’ that lay conformably beneath the amber ice was 

described by Holdsworth (1974).  This clear basal ice had much lower base cation concentrations 

that the amber ice comprised of primarily of sodium (1.64 ppm) with lesser amounts of calcium 

(1.03 ppm) and potassium (0.36).  Subsequent analysis of the Meserve Glacier gas content showed 

that this overridden marginal ice had lower total gas content and has a gas content that is consistent 

with the englacial ice (Cuffey et al., 2000a).  Similar stratified facies have been described in valley-

floor glaciers like the Suess Glacier (Fitzsimons et al., 1999, 2001, Lorrain et al., 1999), but have a 

much higher debris concentration (up to 250g/L) but comparable solute concentrations (14 ppm) 

(Lambourne, 1998).   

 

5.3.2.1 Cluster Analysis

Four clusters identified from the cluster analysis broadly correlate to four sub-facies – a 

relatively low TDS cluster (R1) that is comprised primarily of clean bubbly ice from either the 

stratified or clean facies; two clusters (R2 and R3) of diffuse debris sub-facies (Ids1 and Ids2) from 

the stratified facies distinguished by differences in TDS; and a high TDS cluster comprised of 

diffuse debris facies (Ida).  Comparison of the solute indices shows that there is no difference 

between the different clusters, with the exception of the nssSO4 and Ca* ratios which show that 

cluster R4 has higher marine ratios of sulphate and calcium.  Given that the clusters have very 

similar solute composition, it is likely that the solute signatures reflect the same source of soluble 

ions.  The likely sources for salts in this region are from either a marine aerosol source, or from 

chemical weathering (Keys & Williams, 1981).  The exception is cluster R3, which reinforces the 

distinction between the diffuse debris facies and the other basal ice facies, with its high amounts of 

calcium and sulphate. 

The cluster analysis has shown that there is a broad correlation between the solute 

clusters and the facies classification of samples.  However, a facies-based approach implies that ice 

with a similar appearance indicates a similar composition and formation process.  In the case of the 

Rhone Glacier solute data, the facies classification does exactly predict the solute composition of 

the ice samples.  This raises the question that physical appearance alone may not be an accurate 

predictor of ice composition, and more importantly raises the concern that an interpretation based 

on facies may not inform provenance. 
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5.3.3 Model of Ice Formation

The composition of the basal ice of the Rhone Glacier has revealed an interesting 

interplay between the physical appearance of the ice, and its solute and isotopic composition.  The 

isotopic data clearly indicates that liquid water has played a part in the formation of the basal ice 

and a source of liquid water needs to be inferred which is consistent with the environmental and 

physical constraints of the Rhone Glacier.  Secondly, an entrainment method that allows for both a 

freezing co-isotopic signature and the inclusion of clean bubbly facies needs to be developed to 

explain the formation of the stratified facies which is consistent with the formation of the diffuse 

debris facies. 

The isotopic analysis of the Rhone Glacier basal ice shows that liquid water has played a 

role in the formation of the stratified facies in the basal zone.  However, it is difficult to reconcile 

the physical appearance of the stratified facies, its isotopic composition and the environmental 

constraints.  The Rhone Glacier is a small, alpine glacier with basal ice temperatures of -18oC 

during summer.  Throughout its length, the glacier is thin (ice cliffs are less than 20m) and basal 

temperatures are well below pressure melting inhibiting regelation at the glacier sole.  Bulk 

freezing of subglacial water is also unlikely given the low basal temperatures, and thin active layer 

of permafrost (Nezat et al., 2001).  Furthermore, melting of ground ice occurs infrequently and 

most ice loss occurs through sublimation (Hindmarsh et al., 1998; Marchant et al., 2002).  Lastly, 

unlike other glaciers in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, the Rhone Glacier does not terminate in or near 

a proglacial lake, so en masse accretion of lake water is improbable.  The combination of 

environmental controls and the physical ice appearance preclude an interpretation of the stratified 

facies being formed by either regelation or net adfreezing.   

An alternative interpretation is that the stratified facies is formed by apron entrainment as 

suggested by Shaw (1977a, b) who argued that promarginal ice and debris will be entrained into 

basal ice of cold glaciers during advance.  As the glacier advances over the apron, the apron ice is 

sheared and smeared to the glacier sole, resulting in the thinning and folding of apron ice (Figure 

5.5).  The apron forms at the break in slope between the glacier cliff face and the ground forming a 

steep ice ramp comprised of calved ice and small amounts of surface melt.  Aeolian material and 

aerosol salts also accumulate on the surface of the apron and are subsequently entrained into the 

advancing glacier.  Shaw’s study concluded that foliated basal ice units like the stratified  ice in the 

Rhone Glacier are formed by apron entrainment. 
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Figure 5.5: Entrainment and transportation of debris through apron entrainment in arid
polar glaciers (Source: Shaw, 1977a).

 

 

The entrainment of promarginal ice and debris provides a good explanation of the 

physical characteristics of the stratified facies, that is, of an admixture of clean bubbly ice from 

calved ice, refrozen ice from cliff melt, debris from sublimated or melt out till, or newly 

accumulated aeolian material.  In this way, the apron entrainment model by its very nature does not 

produce new ice, rather ice is recycled.  It may be expected that basal ice formed from apron 

entrainment would have a meteoric isotopic signature.  The fact that the stratified facies has a 

freezing isotopic signature may be reconciled by considering melt processes that occur on the apron 

(Figure 5.6).  Although melt is only a small portion of ablation in the McMurdo Oasis, during 

summer melt occurs on the glacier surface and cliff face and flows down into the apron filling up 

voids between ice blocks and percolating into the apron ice.  Excess melt flows down slope to form 

ephemeral streams.  Observations during January 2001 revealed that the front of the Rhone Glacier 

apron was reworked by melt and much of the apron had been removed (Figure 5.6) revealing layers 

within the apron.  The combination of small and large scale melt events may alter the co-isotopic 

slope.  However, whether the apron has a refreezing isotopic signature or a meteoric signature may 

actually reflect the dominance of either calving (i.e. a meteoric signature) or melt-refreeze on the 

apron. 
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Figure 5.6: Apron at the front of the Rhone Glacier showing evidence of recent
reworking and debris layering within the ice.

 

 

A study of the apron ice by Webb (2003, unpublished data) compared the isotopic 

signatures of ice from the cliff and apron ice extracted from a tunnel into the Victoria Upper 

Glacier.  Cliff ice retained isotopic characteristics of meteoric ice, whereas the apron ice plotted on 

a slope of 6.6.  Although this slope of 6.6 is too high to be a freezing slope, it may be the product of 

mixing of meteoric-origin ice and apron ice.  Similarly, a study of apron ice from the Suess Glacier 

by Sleewaegen et al. (2003) also plotted on a slope of 6, and was interpreted as the result of limited 

interaction with water. 

Evidence for apron entrainment forming the stratified facies of the Rhone Glacier is 

compelling:  the mixing of debris and clean bubbly ice, the entrainment of aeolian sands or 

englacial sediments and solutes; thickening and folding of the basal sequences; and the tension 

between the co-isotopic freezing slope and the absence of liquid water available for refreeze 

subglacially.  The entrainment of overridden debris was also considered by Cuffey et al. (2000a) to 

occur at the base of the Meserve Glacier, and like the Rhone Glacier, occurs beneath the amber ice.  

However, there are several differences between the structure of the basal ice between the Meserve 

and Rhone Glaciers (Table 5.3).  The basal ice of the Rhone Glacier is four time thicker than that of 

the Meserve glacier and overrides unconsolidated sediments, whereas the Meserve Glacier is rock 
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and bedrock.  Differences in aspect also impart a strong influence on the size of the glaciers, so that 

south-facing glaciers like the Rhone receive less solar insolation are tend to be 20% larger 

(Fountain et al., 1999).  The combination of the unconsolidated substrate and larger ice mass may 

in part explain the thicker basal ice sequences at the Rhone Glacier. 

 

Table 5.3: Comparison of basal conditions in Meserve and Rhone Glaciers.
 

M Reserve Glacier hone Glacier 

Bo Unulder/rock bed consolidated bed 

Low Low

Str Str

Ba Ba

Ov
(0.6

Ov 2  
m t

No So

 debris concentration  debris concentration 

ucturally simple ucturally simple 

sal ice 1 m thick sal ice 4 m thick 

erridden margin debris (0.5 m thick), Amber Ice 
 m thick) 

erridden margin debris (2 m thick), Amber ice (
hick) 

rth-facing slope uth-facing slope 

 

 

If the stratified facies is formed marginally by apron entrainment, then the diffuse debris 

facies is elevated by the inclusion of the apron subglacially.  A similar three facies structure was 

described by Cuffey et al. (2000a) for the Meserve Glacier, where the amber ice is in direct contact 

with the bed except for a 20 m wide zone near the ice cliff where the glacier overrides marginal 

debris (Figure 5.7).  The elevation of the diffuse debris facies (a.k.a. amber ice) is the result of the 

glacier being forced over the apron, causing the stacking and thickening of the basal zone.  

Therefore, the diffuse debris facies may in fact be formed further upstream at the glacier-substrate 

interface.  Holdsworth interpreted the amber ice as being formed by slow solid state diffusion of 

debris grains and salts at the glacier sole whereas subsequent work by Cuffey et al. (2000a, b) 

suggested an alternative.  Analysis of the composition of the amber ice in the Meserve Glacier 

concluded that the gas composition was identical to that of meteoric-formed ice.  The Meserve 

basal ice also plotted on a co-isotopic meteoric slope and considered that the incorporation of 

debris and solutes occurred by the presence of thin layers of water at the interface between ice and 

solid protrusions.  Cuffey et al.’s argument was that small liquid films at grain boundaries 

explained the incorporation of solutes and debris and the deformation rates observed at the Meserve 

Glacier without affecting the gas or isotopic composition.  Given the structural similarities between 

the Rhone and Meserve glaciers, the amber ice has a composition that is consistent with ice formed 

from meteoric precipitation at the glacier sole.  Differences in the basal ice thickness 0.4 m for the 

Meserve Glacier compared to 2 m in the Rhone Glacier may reflect localised topographical 

differences, or suggest that the diffuse debris facies (a.k.a. amber ice) has undergone thickening 

through folding as the ice overrides the apron.   
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Figure 5.7: Cross section of the stacking of the Rhone Glacier basal ice facies as formed
by the entrainment of the apron. The diffuse debris facies is forced over the marginal
apron ice and debris.

 

 

In conclusion, the Rhone Glacier basal sequence is a composite of two different 

processes: firstly the diffuse debris (a.k.a. amber ice) facies forms from meteoric-derived ice that 

has formed in cool conditions, and has probably had sustained contact with the glacier bed.  

Contact with the bed has allowed the inclusion of salts and sand grains from the substrate to be 

embedded in the ice either through solid state diffusion, or the presence of thin films of interfacial 

water (Holdsworth, 1974; Cuffey et al., 2000a).  At the terminus ice flow decelerates due to 

compression forming a rigid ice cliff (Chinn, 1981), and marginal ice and debris of the apron are 

overridden by the advancing ice front resulting in the entrainment of the apron into the basal 

sequence of the glacier (Shaw, 1977a).  The entrained apron is thinned and sheared as the glacier 

advances causing broad stratification, and forming the stratified facies. 
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5.4 Wright Lower Glacier

5.4.1 Isotope Interpretation

Three facies were identified from the basal ice of the Wright Lower Glacier: clean, 

stratified and solid.  The local meteoric water line is D = 8.05 18O +11.45 for the Wright Valley 

based on samples from glacier ice and melt streams (Matsubaya et al., 1979).  Theoretical freezing 

slopes calculated from ice samples from the Meserve, Sollas, Bartley and Hughes Glaciers 

published by Matsubaya et al. (1979) predict slopes of 5.7 for closed-system freezing, and 5.8 for 

open-system freezing.  The co-isotopic plot of all the basal ice samples from the Wright Lower 

Glacier plot on a slope of 5.9 ± 0.02 (r2 = 93%, n = 80) which is concordant with the calculated 

slope of open-system freezing.  When the co-isotopic data is sub-divided into facies, two different 

slopes are produced.  Both the solid and clean facies plot on a slope of 5.8 and are interpreted as 

open-system freezing slopes.  By contrast, the stratified facies plot on a slope of 7.27 ± 0.14, which 

is too steep to be interpreted as a freezing slope, and too shallow to be interpreted as a meteoric 

slope.  

The isotopic data, in general, supports the interpretation that liquid water has played an 

important role in the accretion of solid facies into the basal ice, and that the clean facies are formed 

from liquid water.  However, the bipartite statistical interpretation for co-isotopic slopes does not 

adequately explain slopes that are neither freezing nor meteoric slopes, like that produced for the 

stratified facies.  Possible interpretations for a slope of 7.2 will be discussed in Section 6.6.2. 

 

  

5.4.2 Solute Interpretation

The solute data shows considerable differences between the different ice facies in the 

Wright Lower Glacier, in particular, the solid facies averages 75 ppm and is statistically different to 

the clean and stratified facies.  The Ca* and Na+K/Ca+Mg both indicate relatively high amounts of 

calcium present in the solid facies which distinguishes if from the clean or stratified facies.  

Calcium ions may be included into the ice through either the inclusion of calcium carbonate aerosol 

dust, or the sorption of calcium ions at debris grain boundaries.  The solid facies also has small, yet 

significant amounts of fluoride.  Analysis of ice cores from Greenland by Herron (1982) 

demonstrated that fluoride is produced by localised volcanic activity and also occurs with elevated 

chloride concentration (from aerosol HCl).  In the case of the Wright Lower Glacier, the closest 

active volcano is Mt Erebus on Ross Island which releases fluoride, chloride and sulphate into the 

atmosphere.  However, analysis of the salts in the McMurdo Dry Valleys by Keys and Williams 
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(1981) showed that there was insignificant contribution of volcanic-derived salts in this region 

based on the isotopic composition of sulphates.  In the case of the solid facies, the presence of 

fluoride does not coincide with higher than expected chloride values, since the Na:Cl ratio is 1.7 

which much higher than the seawater ratio of 0.5 indicates a relative abundance of sodium 

compared to chloride.  Lastly, the nssSO4 ratio for the solid facies shows that there is lower than 

predicted sulphate in the solid facies with an average value of -2.2.  The relatively low amounts of 

chloride and sulphate preclude the interpretation that the fluoride is derived from Mt Erebus.  

However, much of the underlying geology of the McMurdo Dry Valleys is volcanic, in particular 

basalts which when weathered produce fluoride ions which is highly soluble in water.  Therefore 

the presence of fluoride ions in the basal ice may actually reflect the release of ions from rock 

weathering, which is also supported by the high amounts of base cations, in particular calcium.  

Both fluoride and calcium are very soluble, so their presence in the solid facies may reflect 

chemical weathering in water either prior to, or at the time of debris entrainment. 

By contrast, there is no appreciable difference in the solute composition of the clean and 

stratified facies which have much lower amounts of base cations, in particular, very low amounts of 

magnesium.  The only statistical difference between the clean and stratified facies is in the total 

solute composition, where the stratified facies has twice the concentration of the clean facies.  The 

increase in solutes is correlated to increased debris concentration in the stratified facies, 

consequently the higher amount of solutes may reflect soluble ions held by sorption processes at 

grain boundaries.  This interpretation is supported by the very low amounts of magnesium, which 

precludes an interpretation of solutes derived from chemical weathering as magnesium is 

considered a good indicator of chemical weathering in the McMurdo Dry Valleys by Keys and 

Williams (1981). 

 

 

5.4.2.1 Cluster Analysis

Analysis of the solute content from the Wright Lower Glacier reveals four clusters.  The 

largest cluster W1 is comprised mostly of clean facies and is characterised by its low solute 

concentration.  Clusters W1 and W2 both have high levels of potassium and ammonia relative to 

the other ionic species which represent either a localised source of these solutes through either 

weathering or algal activity, or indicate possible contamination during sampling or analysis. 

It is possible that the ammonia and potassium values measured indicate contamination.  

Contamination may arise during extraction, where salts are transferred from the cutters onto the ice.  

Cross-contamination like this would affect clean ice samples.  However, if this was the case, it 

would be expected that all of the soluble ions would be enriched, not just two ionic species, and 

furthermore, all ice was sub-sampled and its cut edges refreshed to remove any transfer of ice 
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between samples.  Contamination could also occur during laboratory analysis, however during 

analysis samples were measured in replicate with random blanks.  Any ions that were measured in 

blanks were low (0.01 ppm) and subtracted from the data set prior to statistical analysis.   

Most salts in the McMurdo Dry Valleys are considered to come from marine-derived 

aerosols (Keys and Williams, 1981), however the concentrations of potassium measured in cluster 

W1 are much higher than would be expected from marine salts alone, and suggests an alternative 

source.  Granites are the most common bedrock in the Wright Lower Glacier and usually contain 

orthoclase, plagioclase, quartz, hornblende, biotite and muscovite.  Orthoclase contains potassium, 

whereas plagioclase contains either sodium or calcium.  Muscovite is a source of potassium, and 

biotite contains both potassium and magnesium.  It is possible that the higher amounts of potassium 

that occur in the solutes of the Wright Lower Glacier reflect chemical weathering.  Secondly, 

ammonia is produced through either the oxidation of nitrate or as a by-product of cyano-bacteria 

that exist in lakes in the McMurdo Oasis.  Algae are frequently found in glacial ice accreted from a 

lake margin, and strong algal enrichment exists in ice-cored moraines at the margins of the Wright 

Lower Glacier (Fitzsimons, pers. comm.). 

Cluster W2 has a total solute concentration three times greater than cluster W1 and 

comprises of samples from all three facies (2 samples from clean facies, 4 samples from stratified 

facies and 4 samples from solid facies).  The mixture of samples from different ice facies indicates 

that there is a disjunction between classifications based on physical appearance and the solute 

composition.  The cosmopolitan nature of cluster W2 questions the facies-based approach which 

purports that physical appearance can be used as means of distinguishing between ice of different 

provenances.  The problem with interpreting cluster W2 is that it is difficult to reconcile how clean 

facies and solid facies should have similar solute signatures and vastly different physical 

characteristics, or how either of these characteristics can adequately inform provenance.  For 

cluster W2, the very high debris concentration of 13.2% by volume does not correlate with 

increasing TDS, since cluster W2 has a modest average TDS compared to W3 and W4.  The 

presence of nitrate and phosphate frequently indicates contact with terrestrial materials, which 

supports an interpretation of additional cations from mineral weathering.  Elevated solutes with 

high debris concentrations strongly suggest interaction with an unconsolidated substrate, yet cluster 

W2 contains several samples with relatively low debris concentrations from the clean or stratified 

facies. 

The (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio in W3 is much smaller than clusters W1 and W2, averaging 

3.8 which may be a result of enrichment calcium.  The high Na:Cl ratio may also be affected by 

elevated sodium concentration.  As previously described, high levels of potassium may reflect 

mineralogic leaching from orthoclase feldspars present in granites, however, this does not explain 

the elevated amounts of calcium present in the W3 cluster.  Calcium and sodium can be derived 

from plagioclase, and oligoclase is commonly found in granites (80% sodium silicate and 20% 
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calcium silicates).  Alternatively, additional potassium may be derived from the weathering of 

common micas like muscovite and biotite, and calcium may be sourced from mineral weathering of 

hornblende.  Calculation of the charge balance errors shows a deficit of anions, indicating the 

possible presence of carbonate and bicarbonate which are the only two major anions not measured 

in this study (due to the small water volumes of samples analysed).  The presence of nitrates and 

phosphates is a good indicator of interaction with terrigenous detritus and suggests an interaction 

between the entrained debris and the solute composition.  It is unclear how much of the solute 

composition is directly attributed to sorption and desorption processes at grain boundaries, and are 

only released upon melt.  If this is the case, the overall solute composition may misrepresent the 

actual solute loading of the ice and have profound implications by over-estimating their actual 

solute composition.  However, the debris entrained in the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice is 

comprised of clean sand grains which do not contribute significant amounts of solutes by 

desorption (Hooker, 1998).  Cluster W3 is also comprised of samples from both the solid and 

stratified facies which once again raises the issue of the facies-based approach not adequately 

predicting the chemical signatures of ice samples. 

Cluster R4 is comprised of two individual clusters which are very similar and are 

characterised by their very high debris concentrations and TDS.  The high amounts of nitrate and 

trace amounts of phosphate lend strongly to interaction with weathered minerals or soils.  The 

enrichment of calcium also supports a strong interaction with detritus.  However, the very low 

nssSO4 may represent a loss of sulphate ions, or enrichment in sodium ions.  As previously 

mentioned, sodium is common in plagioclase found in granites, and may also provide additional 

calcium.  The possible enrichment of sodium and calcium ions would result in a deflation of the 

(Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio, which is observed with the lowest average ratio of 3.2.  The very high 

debris concentration strongly suggests ionic interaction by mineral weathering which is driving the 

very high TDS observed.  The very high debris concentration strongly suggests a mechanism of 

bulk sediment inclusion – possibly by the adfreezing of unconsolidated substrate.  

The cluster analysis of the solute composition of the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice has 

raised the issue that solute composition within facies classes may have considerable variability, 

which could reflect sub-facies level variation.  For example, in the solid facies there are layers of 

clean clear ice which have considerably lower solute concentrations so when these are clustered 

they are compositionally similar to clean facies, rather than the solid facies.  The clusters identified 

through cluster analysis have combined samples from very different facies or sub-facies, for 

example, cluster W2 has samples from each facies with very different physical appearances.  Two 

problems have been raised by this analysis:  does a facies-based classification adequately explain 

solute content (and by proxy, provenance) or, is it that solute content varies considerably on a 

facies or sub-facies scale and is a poor indicator of provenance given the interplay of different salt 

paths and migration patterns? 
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5.4.3 Model of Ice Formation

The co-isotopic data for the Wright Lower Glacier plots on a slope that is interpreted as 

open-system freezing, indicating that basal ice has formed by the refreezing of liquid water in an 

open reservoir.  When the isotopic data is divided into the three basal facies that were determined 

based on their physical structure and appearance, the co-isotopic data plots on different slopes.  

Both the solid and clean facies plot on a slope of 5.8 which indicates that the accretion of both 

debris-laden ice and clean ice occurs through the refreezing of water.  Below the solid facies is a 

sequence of stratified facies which plots on a co-isotopic slope of 7.27, which lies between the 

freezing slope (5.5 to 5.8) and the meteoric water line (8.1).  A slope of 7.3 is not explained by the 

physical-based model of isotopic fractionation, and may represent small scale mixing of ice from 

different origins, which will be discussed in detail in Section 5.6.  The formation of the basal ice at 

the Wright Lower Glacier suggests the interaction of liquid water through either: transient wet-

based conditions as ice flows into unfrozen lake bottom sediments (Fitzsimons 1996; Lorrain et al., 

2002); Weertman (1961) net-accretion across subglacial thermal boundaries; or marginal accretion 

of refrozen water and sediment which are described below. 

 

Transient wet-based conditions 

The solid facies is not unique to the Wright Lower Glacier and was also described at the 

Suess Glacier by Fitzsimons et al. (1999, 2001) and Lorrain et al. (1999).  In the Suess Glacier, 3.8 

m of basal ice was excavated and comprised of 1.6 m of solid frozen sediment of sand and fine 

gravels with well preserved sedimentary structures.  The large blocks of sediments were interpreted 

as evidence of erosion and entrainment of the frozen bed.  The basal ice of the Suess Glacier 

plotted on a co-isotopic slope of 5.4, which is concordant with the calculated closed-system 

freezing slope (Lorrain et al., 1999), and interpreted as evidence of accretion of both ice and debris 

to the sole of the glacier as it advances into a wet-based marginal lake.  The Wright Lower Glacier 

has a chemical composition that is interpreted as open-system freezing of marginal sediments, like 

the model of basal ice formation suggested for the Suess Glacier.  However, a comparison of the 

Suess and Wright Lower glaciers shows some small differences between the different basal ice 

compositions (Table 5.4).  Both glaciers flow over unconsolidated beds and terminate at marginal 

lakes.  Furthermore, the Wright Lower Glacier is part of a large piedmont glacier, whereas the 

Suess Glacier is a small alpine glacier.  Both glaciers have structurally complex basal ice 

sequences, however, the Wright Lower Glacier does not have a comparable amber ice, which is 

commonly described in alpine glaciers within the McMurdo Dry Valleys (e.g. Meserve, Rhone and 

Suess Glaciers).  The absence of an amber ice in the Wright Lower Glacier suggest that either 

different processes occur between alpine and larger valley floor glaciers, or that if the amber ice 

was formed in the Wright Lower Glacier it has been subsequently destroyed.   
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Table 5.4: Comparison of basal conditions in Suess and Wright Lower Glaciers.
 

Suess Glacier Wright Lower Glacier 

Unconsolidated bed Unconsolidated bed 

High and low debris concentration High and low debris concentration 

Structurally complex Structurally complex 

Basal ice 3.8 m thick Basal ice 4.5 m thick 

Amber ice, solid facies, and laminated facies  Clean facies, solid facies and dispersed facies 

Wet-based marginal lake Marginal lake (dry based?) 

Alpine glacier (reaches valley floor) Branch of Wilson Piedmont Glacier 

 

 

Like the Suess Glacier, the Wright Lower Glacier abuts against a marginal lake, Lake 

Brownworth.  The contact between the Wright Lower Glacier and Lake Brownworth is poorly 

defined at the glacier terminus, where there is no clear ice cliff and the lake surface is buckled.  

However, the sampling site is nearly 1 km away from the lake margin and at the tunnelling location 

the Wright Lower Glacier has 20 m high ice cliffs abutting a small moraine ridge, a pond and the 

Greenwood Stream (Figure 5.8).  In terms of the morphology, it is possible that liquid water may 

accrete to the sole of the Wright Lower Glacier as it advances into Lake Brownworth at the 

terminus, however this is unlikely at the tunnelling site which is geographically removed from the 

now dry-based Lake Brownworth. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.8: Photograph of debris rich ramps that abut against ice cliffs of the Wright
Lower Glacier. Debris has well preserved fluvial sedimentary structures and, apart
from a thin layer of aeolian sand, is frozen.
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Weertman Net-Accretion 

t of subglacial debris into cold ice was first described by Weertman 

(1961) w

The entrainmen

ho suggested that inner moraines in the Greenland ice sheet were formed by ice melt at the 

bottom of the ice sheet in the interior where geothermal heat and strain were sufficient to melt ice.  

The liquid water flows out from the warm interior and is refrozen to the glacier sole where the ice 

is thinner and below pressure melting point.  Subglacial material will be accreted to the sole of the 

glacier through the migration of the 0oC isotherm causing sediments to be accreted (Figure 5.9). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.9: Schematic diagram of Weertman accretion as a result of warm based

In the case of the Wright Lower Glacier, for Weertman’s model of net accretion to apply 

the ice w

conditions in an ice sheet interior and the migration of the freezing isotherm into
subglacial sediments.

 

 

  

ould need to be sufficiently thick to insulate the glacier bed to thus allow geothermal heat 

and strain to melt the basal ice.  Net adfreezing of subglacial sediments could explain the presence 

of blocks of frozen sediment that have been observed within the Wright Lower Glacier (Mager, 

1996; Rains and Shaw, 1981) where unconsolidated sediments with well-preserved fluvial 

structures have been plucked from the bed and slowly rotated by ice flow into an englacial position 

(Figure 5.10).  The problem with this model is that it is unlikely that the ice thickness within the 

Wilson Piedmont Glacier is sufficient to produce pressure melting, but cannot be discounted in the 

absence of basal ice temperatures. 
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Figure 5.10: A). Photograph of sediment blocks exposed in margin of Wright Lower
Glacier showing preserved sedimentary structures. B). Photograph of block of frozen
sediment entrained in the basal ice of the Wright Lower Glacier showing fracture of
solid facies and rotation.

 

 

Marginal Accretion 

An alternative model of basal ice formation is the accretion of marginal sediments and ice 

during advance, similar to the apron entrainment model.  Unlike the Rhone Glacier, the true right 

margin of the Wright Lower Glacier does not have a well-defined apron but is characterised by 

steep ramps covered in fine aeolian sands and are often referred to as dunes (Boulton, 1979).  

Closer inspection these ramps are comprised primarily of refrozen, fluvially-derived deltaic 

sediments (Figure 5.11).  During summer, the Greenwood Stream that is fed by melt at the head of 

the Wright Valley forms imbricated stream channels and sediments and small ponds adjacent to the 

glacier.  The fluvial sedimentary structures are preserved by the freezing of interstitial ice.  Layers 

of clean ice may also form by ponds freezing or through the burial of snow by sediments (Figure 

5.8).   
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A.  B.  
 

Figure 5.11: A). Photograph of the sedimentary structure of frozen deltaic sediments
exposed within debris and ice ramps that abut against the true right margin of the
Wright Lower Glacier. Note: Photograph is a close up of the exposure shown in Figure
5.8. B). Solid facies excavated from the basal ice of the Wright Lower Glacier, showing
preserved sedimentary layering and lenses of clean ice.

 

 

The sediments deposited by the Greenwood Stream are compositionally similar to the 

solid facies within the basal ice.  Given the close proximity of the Greenwood Stream to the glacier 

margin, and the similar character of the sediment, it is suggested that the solid facies represent 

marginal sediments that have accreted en masse.  The basal ice of the Wright Lower Glacier is -

18oC which reflects mean annual temperature, and ice velocity is slow so it is unlikely that the 

marginal deposits are accreted unfrozen.  It is more likely that the sediments are slowly 

incorporated into an advancing glacier as a subglacial frozen wedge (Figure 5.12).  In the case of 

the Wright Lower Glacier, the glacier sits in a basin so ice flow at the true right margin is forced up 

a reverse slope causing upward thrusting of englacial ice over a wedge of marginal debris and ice 

(Figure 5.12).  Continued advance leads to the thickening and stacking of the marginal material, 

resulting in a thick sequence of debris-rich basal ice.  Rheological differences between debris rich 

and relatively clean ice layers accreted at the glacier sole cause intense deformation.  

Measurements of the strain of the basal ice of the Wright Lower Glacier show that the solid facies 

has no internal deformation (Fitzsimons, 2006), thus preserving its internal fluvial structure, but 

movement does occur through the widening of cavities and cracks within the solid facies at a rate 

of 22 mm.a-1. 
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Figure 5.12: Model of entrainment of marginal fluvial deposits into basal ice as glacier
advances. Entrained deposits form the solid facies at the base of the Wright Lower
Glacier.

 

Accretion of marginal sediments up a reverse slope explains the presence of solid and 

clean facies in the basal ice.  The clean facies represent either water ponds that have frozen 

adjacent to the glacier that were fed by the Greenwood Stream, or represent lenses of snow and ice 

that have been buried by sediments.  Clean ice may also be sourced by calving events at the glacier 

margin.  The co-isotopic slope of 5.9 for the solid and clean facies is consistent with the refreezing 

of ice in an open system.  Open-worked sediments like the clean sands that form fluvial deposits 

have small void spaces where interstitial ice forms between the grains.  As the freezing front 

migrates through the sediments, excess water must be flushed away for fractionation to be 

preserved in the isotopic signal.  Such a model of isotopic fractionation through unconsolidated 

sediments is consistent with the formation of frost heave and subglacial debris-bearing layers 

beneath ice streams as modelled by Christoffersen and Tulaczyk (2003a, b).  The freezing of pore 

water also explains the formation of clean ice layers between the solid facies as the product of 

segregation ice (refer to Figure 2.1). 

Alternatively, ice and saturated debris may experience cyclical freeze and melt during the 

summer period depending of air temperature, wind turbulence and precipitation.  If the marginal 

sediments experienced water loss by evaporation, sublimation and cyclical melt-refreezing this 

would also explain the pattern of open-system freezing within the solid and clear facies.  By 

contrast, the intermediate slope of 7.3 for the stratified facies is neither a meteoric slope nor a 

freezing slope, and as discussed in Section 5.6.6 may reflect the mixture of refrozen marginal water 

and ice calved from the glacier margin. 
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5.5 Taylor Glacier

5.5.1 Isotope Interpretation

The basal ice from the Taylor Glacier plots on an isotopic slope of D = 8.18 ± 0.01 18O 

+ 3.78 which is indistinguishable from the meteoric water line.  Three sub-facies were identified in 

the basal ice and have different co-isotopic slopes.  The clean facies have a very small range of 
18O between -44.4 to -42.5‰  and as a result yields a poor linear relationship of D = 6.60 ± 0.80 
18O - 65.96 (r2 = 51%).  The stratified facies plot on a slope of 6.99 ± 0.34.  Like the clean facies, 

the data has a small isotopic range between 18O -44.4 and -41.5‰.  The stratified facies has a 

weak linear relationship, so that at the 95% confidence interval the slope lies between 6.65 and 

7.33.  The freezing slope theoretically ranges between 5.0 to 5.4 for closed-system and 5.2 to 5.5 

for open-system freezing.  Using the uppermost clean bubbly ice from the Taylor Glacier tunnel 

(samples TG1-A01 to A07) the projected freezing slopes are even lower, averaging 4.8 for closed-

system and 5.0 for open-system freezing.  Both the clean and stratified facies plot on a slope that is 

neither a freezing slope nor a meteoric water line.  The physically-based co-isotopic model does not 

explain empirically-derived intermediate slopes which will be discussed in detail in Section 5.6.   

The laminated facies exerts a strong influence on the isotopic slope of the Taylor Glacier 

basal ice and the co-isotopic slopes are similar ( D = 8.25 ± 0.01 18O +6.78 for the laminated 

facies and D = 8.18 ± 0.01 18O + 3.78 for the basal ice).  Both of these slopes are close to the 

local meteoric water line for the McMurdo Dry Valleys of D = 8.01 18O + 11.45 (Matsubaya et 

al., 1979) and the meteoric water line for the Suess Glacier D = 8.1 18O + 9.4.  However, the 

Taylor Glacier is an outlet glacier that is fed from the Taylor Dome attached to the East Antarctic 

Ice Sheet, and consequently accumulation occurs 100 km further inland and at a much higher 

elevation.  The local meteoric water line for the Taylor Dome is derived from published data by 

Steig and White (2003) from a palaeoclimate reconstruction.  The co-isotopic plot of this data 

produces a meteoric water line of D = 7.79 18O – 3.68 based on isotope data from the last 11,000 

years from 300 data points.  The co-isotopic slope for the Taylor Glacier basal ice is 8.18 which is 

consistent with a meteoric slope from the McMurdo Dry Valleys but is steeper than the local 

meteoric water line for the Taylor Dome.  The local meteoric water line differs from the global 

meteoric water line in this instance due to the very low condensation temperatures that occur in 

continental environments, and is compounded by elevation.  Furthermore, a comparison of the 

Taylor Dome meteoric water line and the basal ice co-isotopic slope shows that the basal ice is 

offset by 18O 1‰ (or D 10‰).  The difference between the local meteoric water line and the 
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basal ice slope may be produced by: instrumental error; statistical artefact; enrichment in 18O; 

deuterium excess depletion; non-meteoric origin ice; or partial melt and refreeze processes. 

 

 

Instrumental Error or Statistical Artefact 

It is unlikely that the difference between the Taylor Dome meteoric water line and the 

basal ice is a product of instrumental error.  All samples were analysed relative to vSMOW and at 

three laboratory standards as described in Section 3.5.  All data was calibrated to the international 

standards to minimise any inter-laboratory or machine variation.  It is difficult to understand how 

instrumental error of 18O 1‰ could occur, unless it represents contamination of samples during 

preparation, or instrumental calibration issues.  Furthermore, the co-isotopic slope calculated for 

the Taylor basal ice of D = 8.2 18O + 3.8 in this study, is statistically indistinguishable from the 

co-isotopic slope reported by Souchez et al. (2004) for basal ice from the Taylor Glacier of  D = 

8.2 18O +9.1. 

 
18O Enrichment 

The depletion of deuterium in the Taylor Glacier basal ice and its offset from the local 

meteoric water line could reflect non-equilibrium processes occurring in the basal zone, for 

example, enrichment in 18O from the weathering of subglacial calcite.  The weathering of 

subglacial calcite dramatically altered the co-isotopic signature of basal ice (Hanshaw and Hallet, 

1978; Sharp et al. 1990; Lemmens et al. 1982).  In the case of the Taylor Glacier basal ice a 

relative enrichment of 18O of 1‰ would explain the offset between the basal ice and meteoric 

water line.  The weathering of hydroxyl ions can also produce an enrichment of basal water in 

heavy isotopes (Souchez et al., 1990).  Biotite, amphibole and chlorite were considered to 

contribute heavy isotopes to the basal water causing a decrease in co-isotopic slope, and clays in 

particular, were found to be enriched in 18O relative to deuterium.  The enrichment from hydroxyl 

minerals was considerable when the debris to ice ratio was high (Souchez et al., 1990).  

Consequently, analysis of the basal ice reflected the mixing of the isotopic signature of the basal 

ice and the weathering of entrained debris (Souchez et al., 1990).  In terms of the co-isotopic slope 

from the Taylor Glacier basal ice, the slope of 8.2 is strongly influenced by the range of values in 

the laminated facies which are laden with clay-sized debris.  If this debris was relatively enriched 

in 18O compared to the basal ice, this could result in the relative enrichment of 18O and alter the 

co-isotopic slope.  Further investigation into the composition of the debris in the laminated facies is 

required to see whether the debris is a source of 18O enrichment.  Furthermore, the enrichment 

hypothesis still does not explain the isotopically depleted basal ice samples. 
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Deuterium Excess Depletion 

The difference between the local meteoric water line and the basal ice isotopic values 

could also be produced by changing the deuterium excess.  A shift in isotopic values is consistent 

with a decrease in the production of deuterium relative to oxygen.  In the equation used to describe 

a co-isotopic slope, the deuterium excess is the y-axis intercept, the deuterium excess (commonly 

denoted as d or dx) is calculated as the difference between D values and eight times the 18O 

values (based on the assumption that the fractionation of D will be eight times of that of 18O as 

described by the global meteoric water line).  The deuterium excess is used in palaeoclimatic 

studies as it reflects evaporation above the ocean and sea surface temperatures (Vimeux et al., 

2001) and is considered a good proxy record of past climate change.   

Reconstruction of the deuterium excess record from Taylor Dome shows a general 

increase from 2 to 6‰ over the Holocene period, interpreted as evidence of gradual warming over 

the past ten thousand years.  However, rapid deuterium excess fluctuations are common and reflect 

either climatic change or the product of depositional or post-depositional processes (Vimeux et al., 

2001).  Taylor Dome is susceptible to both the sublimation of summer snow at the surface, and 

depth hoar formation (see: Alley et al. 1982; Palais et al., 1982; Waddington and Morse, 1994).  

Depth hoar causes non-equilibrium fractionation during condensation and forms isotopically 

heavier ice compared to vapour.  However, both of these processes would create an increase in 

deuterium excess, not the depletion that is observed in the basal ice.  The samples from the Taylor 

Glacier basal ice are mostly negative, indicating a relative depletion in the amount of deuterium 

that cannot be adequately explained due to depositional processes. 

Masson et al. (2000) considered that isotopic changes in the Antarctic ice core records are 

related to a warming of the ocean surface, but noted that fluctuations may also indicate changes 

associated with deposition like wind scouring, sublimation, or removal of summer snow layers, 

which remain unquantifiable.  Examination of the Holocene D records by Masson et al. (2000) 

identified small but significant isotopic fluctuations of typically D 10‰.  Large isotopic 

fluctuations were common in ice cores from coastal regions which appear to be connected to ice 

sheet/ice shelf/sea ice growth and decay which affects moisture supply (Masson et al., 2000).  

Changes in elevation also impact the isotopic record and a gradual decrease in D for Taylor Dome 

of around D 10‰ per thousand years is attributed to increasing elevation of the East Antarctic Ice 

Sheet (Goodwin, 1993).  However, neither changes in moisture supply or elevation of the EAIS 

produce samples as isotopically depleted as those measured in the basal ice of the Taylor Glacier.   

 

Non-meteoric origin ice 

Closer analysis of the individual ice facies of the Taylor Glacier revealed that the 

laminated facies plots on a co-isotopic slope of D = 8.25 ± 0.01 18O +6.78.  The laminated facies 
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has the greatest range in isotopic values ( 18O -37.7 to -44.1‰) and exerts a strong influence on the 

overall data set slope.  The co-isotopic line of the laminated facies of 8.2 is very close to the Suess 

Glacier meteoric slope of D = 8.1 18O + 9.4 and could indicate that the laminated facies ice 

reflects a water source within the McMurdo Dry Valleys, rather than from Taylor Dome, but this 

fails to produce sufficiently depleted isotopic values as measured in the basal ice.  Values less than 

-40‰ are only measured in the McMurdo Dry Valleys as runoff from the Taylor Glacier, whereas 

runoff from other glaciers between the Nussbaum Riegel and the terminus of Taylor Glacier range 

from 18O -36 to -39‰ (LTER data, 2005).  A comparison between the meltwater in western 

Taylor Valley and the Taylor Glacier basal ice shows that the laminated facies plot on a line that is 

consistent with meltwater within the Lake Bonney catchment area (Figure 5.13), where the lower 

values are from streams from the Taylor Glacier and the higher values are from streams from the 

Rhone, Matterhorn, Sollas and Hughes glaciers.  The similarity between meltwater values and the 

laminated facies simply reflects that meltwater is sourced from the glacier.  However, it is unclear 

how the laminated facies has an isotopic signature that is consistent with meltwater from small 

alpine glaciers in the Taylor Valley and plots on a local meteoric water slope of the McMurdo Dry 

Valleys.  If a local water source formed the laminated facies it would follow that it would plot on a 

freezing slope, which it does not.  This begs the question – is there any process by which liquid 

water can refreeze and still plot on a slope of 8?  Alternative sources of water are discussed in 

further detail in Section 5.6.1. 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the co isotopic data of Taylor Glacier basal ice and melt
water from the western Taylor Valley within the Lake Bonney basin. Data is from the
Bartlette, Lawson, Lizotte, Lyons and Sharp Creeks, Red River, Priscu and Santa Fe
Streams (LTER Data, 2005). Graph shows that basal ice values plot on a local meteoric
water line for the Taylor Valley and coincide with values from the laminated facies.
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Partial Melt and Refreeze 

Analysis of the co-isotopic composition of two outlet glaciers in the McMurdo Dry 

Valleys by Souchez et al. (2004) suggested that stratified basal ice plotted on slopes 

indistinguishable from a meteoric slope through the upward freezing of pore water through 

subglacial sediment.  This theoretical model was supported by empirical evidence from the Mackay 

and Taylor Glaciers which plotted on slopes of eight.  The Taylor Glacier data is a mixture of 

glacier (meteoric) and debris-bearing ice (from the laminated facies) from within a tunnel and plots 

on a slope of D = 8.2 18O + 9.13 (from 15 glacial samples, and 12 debris-bearing samples).  It is 

interesting to note that the co-isotopic slope from Souchez et al. (2004) is consistent with the co-

isotopic slope for the laminated facies (cf. D = 8.2 18O + 6.8).  Souchez et al. (2004) argue that if 

the boundary layer of debris is thick enough, an isotopic steady state occurs and the refrozen ice 

will have a composition the same as that of the initial water.  If the layer is thin, convection will 

occur and the resultant samples will plot on a refreezing slope.  By contrast, Christoffersen and 

Tulaczyk (2003b) argue that changes in water pressure reflect Rayleigh-based isotopic 

fractionation so that basal ice layers and subglacial sediments retain a distinct isotopic signature.  

Souchez et al.’s (2004) model suggests that refreezing can occur without apparent 

isotopic fractionation, and by inference suggests that when the scale of the freezing process is 

small, there is conservation of mass and as a result, no measurable isotopic fractionation.  The 

problem with the Souchez et al. data is that it is a mixture of glacial and debris-bearing ice and it is 

unclear as to whether the “glacial” samples are clean basal ice facies, or whether they are englacial 

facies.  Secondly, the co-isotopic slope derived by Souchez et al. is consistent with a McMurdo 

Dry Valleys local meteoric water line, not a Taylor Dome meteoric water line and also has samples 

that are isotopically light (ranging from 18O -40 to -44‰) and are inconsistent with meteoric 

waters within the Taylor Valley.  The Souchez et al. data has the same inconsistencies as this study, 

even though the samples were collected from different tunnels and analysed in different 

laboratories.  If there is a conservation of isotopic mass from the freezing of subglacial pore water, 

then it follows that the data should plot on the Taylor Dome meteoric water line and fall within the 

range of 18O values as measured over the last 11,000 years by Steig and White (2003).  A 

comparison of the local meteoric water line from the Taylor Dome and the co-isotopic slope 

derived by Souchez et al. (2004) shows that the subglacial pore water line is slightly enriched in 
18O and offset from the local meteoric water line and plots on a steeper slope of 8.2.  An 

alternative interpretation is considered in Section 5.6 by evaluating the limitations of the 

statistically-based interpretations. 
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5.5.2 Solute Analysis

There is considerable difference in the solute concentrations between the three basal ice 

facies from the Taylor Glacier.  Most of the samples analysed in the basal ice were from the clean 

facies (n = 31) which are characterised by low solute concentrations (average TDS = 4.5ppm) and 

little or no debris.  By contrast, the laminated facies has the highest solute concentrations measured 

in this study, averaging 2520 ppm, and debris and solute concentrations are correlated.  Unlike the 

other basal ice facies analysed in this study, the Taylor Glacier laminated facies is comprised 

mostly of fine grained debris (silt and clay).  Clay holds significant amounts of water at grain 

boundaries well below freezing (Williams and Smith, 1989), and are conducive to holding soluble 

ions by sorption to the individual grains due to their larger surface area.  The surface area of clay 

particles is much greater than that of sand, so clay-sized particles are very efficient at retaining 

soluble ions.  In the case of the Taylor Glacier, the very high solute concentrations may reflect 

either desorption of ions weathered from the clay-sized detritus upon melt, or the inclusion of salts 

during ice formation from a highly saline source. 

A comparison of the debris concentration and TDS in the stratified facies shows no 

apparent relationship between these two variables.  Unlike the laminated facies, total solute 

concentration varies independently of debris, suggesting that debris may not be a contributing 

factor.  If sorption and desorption of ions held at debris grain boundaries is not the source of the 

solutes then an alternative solute source needs to be considered.  At the terminus of the Taylor 

Glacier, there is a highly saline discharge, which is rich in iron and other salts and informally 

known as the Blood Falls (Black et al., 1964).  Analysis of the salts and bacteria from the Blood 

Falls have been interpreted as evidence of an ancient subglacial lake comprised of marine-derived 

evaporites (Lyons et al., 2002 and 2003; Mikucki et al., 2004).  If the Taylor Glacier overrides a 

relict evaporative lake this may provide a highly saline source for the stratified and laminated 

facies.  To address the issue of whether the basal ice facies show evidence of incorporation of relict 

brine, the traces from the IC analysis were reviewed to see whether any bromide ions were present.  

As previously discussed in Section 5.2.2, bromide is a trace ion commonly found in seawater and 

unlike most constituents of seawater, is not the product of terrestrial weathering.  Furthermore, 

bromide is not commonly found in volcanic rocks (unlike chloride and fluoride).  In the six 

samples from the laminated facies, all IC traces showed peaks between chloride and nitrate 

indicating the presence of bromide.  Unfortunately, the concentrations could not be calculated since 

a bromide standard was not included in the analysis for calibration.  The presence of bromide in the 

laminated facies strongly suggests the presence of subglacial salts as the source of solutes. 

The different ice facies from the Taylor Glacier have very different solute signatures 

(Figure 5.14).  Unlike the Rhone Glacier, there is a dramatic difference in solute composition 

between the Taylor Glacier basal ice facies.  Compared to the Rhone Glacier, which is adjacent to 
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the Taylor Glacier terminus, the most striking feature is the relative depletion of chloride from the 

Taylor facies.  Salts in the McMurdo Dry Valleys have four pathways: coastal snowfall; sea spray; 

dry fallout; or influx of sea water (Keys & Williams, 1981).  For the Taylor Glacier additional salts 

may also be sourced from Lake Bonney and the source of solutes that feed Blood Falls which may 

also be recycled into the glacier.  The relative depletion of chloride in the Taylor Glacier clean 

facies may be a product of decreasing motility in the atmosphere with increasing continentality.  

Since the accumulation zone for the Taylor Glacier is outside of the Taylor Valley and 100 km 

away at Taylor Dome (Wilch et al., 1993; Robinson, 1984), there is significantly less influence of 

marine aerosols in this region.  Airborne salts may, however, accumulate on the surface of the 

glacier from sea spray within the Taylor Valley.  However, this does not explain why there is no 

apparent decrease in the amount of sodium present in the Taylor Glacier clean ice which should 

also decrease with distance from the coast.   

The clean facies from the Taylor and Wright Lower glaciers are very similar in solute 

concentrations and this is interpreted as the typical ionic composition of marine-derived aerosols in 

the McMurdo Dry Valleys.  The small differences between the Taylor and Wright Lower clean 

facies may reflect topographic differences between the two valleys – for example, marine aerosols 

penetrate further inland in the Wright Lower Valley compared to the Taylor Valley (Keys & 

Williams, 1981) due to differences in valley width and length. 

A comparison of the solute signature from Lake Bonney and the Taylor Glacier basal ice 

also reveals that the glacier ice is enriched in base cations (Figure 5.14).  Analysis of the chemical 

composition of the western lobe of Lake Bonney was undertaken by the Long Term Ecological 

Record (LTER) project, showed that salinity increases with water depth, but the proportion of 

solutes relative to TDS remains similar.  Data from the LTER project was used to produce an 

averaged ionic concentration for the western lobe of Lake Bonney (Figure 5.14).  Total solutes in 

the western lobe of Lake Bonney range from 1000 ppm (1 ppt) at 5 m to 132,000 ppm (132 ppt) at 

30 m depth.  In absolute terms, the highly saline basal ice is similar to the total concentration to 

those found between 3 to 7 m in depth in Lake Bonney.  However, the proportion of anions is much 

higher in the lake waters, suggesting that, the solutes may not necessarily be derived from Lake 

Bonney.  In particular, the amount of sulphate in the stratified facies strongly suggests a different 

origin.  Likewise, the relative depletion of chloride in the laminated facies, also suggests that salts 

may not be directly attributable to proglacial accretion from Lake Bonney.  Both the Blood Falls 

and Lake Bonney solute signatures are interpreted as formed by ancient seawater evaporites (Lyons 

et al., 1998; 2000; 2003).   
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the laminated and stratified facies from the Taylor Glacier
with the Lake Bonney solute composition as a percentage of the total solute
concentration of the ions sodium, magnesium, potassium, calcium, chloride and
sulphate. Lake Bonney data is from the LTER data set (Welch et al., 1996) and is based
on samples from the western lobe of Lake Bonney from ice 4 m depth. Blood Falls data
from Keys (1980).

 

 

Part of the problem understanding the relationship of the solutes data is that there is high 

variability within the laminated and stratified facies.  This variability in both solute concentration 

and composition does not elucidate the source of the solutes and could be the product of freezing or 

partial freezing and the ejection of salts or ice deformation leading to mixing.  If partial freezing 

occurs this could explain the high variability between samples and render absolute comparisons 

meaningless.  To understand the solute composition better, cluster analysis was performed using 

the six major ions for discrimination.  In this way, subfacies of similar character would be grouped 

together. 

 

 

5.5.2.1 Cluster Analysis

The cluster analysis identified three clusters, of which the largest was cluster T1 with 

samples from the clean (n = 29), stratified (n = 2) and laminated facies (n = 1).  This cluster is 

characterised by a very low total solute content which is consistent with meteoric-origin ice, 

however, it has small amount of debris that may be aeolian in origin and its solutes are interpreted 

as being marine-based aerosols.  Cluster T2 comprises solute-enriched samples from the stratified 

facies and has high amounts of calcium and sulphate and low amounts of debris (averaging 0.1%).  
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The solutes average 237 ppm and are much higher than the clean ice suggesting a different source 

of salts.  Calcium enrichment is usually associated with the chemical weathering of rocks or 

minerals.  Calcium-rich metasediments outcrop beneath the Taylor Glacier (Robinson, 1984) and in 

the presence of water would produce calcium and carbonate ions.  If this was the case, it would be 

expected that weathered detritus fragments would also occur in the ice.  The low amounts of debris 

in T2 suggest otherwise.  The presence of subglacial evaporites like those formed in other Antarctic 

lakes could also provide solute enriched ice, without debris entrainment and may explain the 

elevated calcium ions.  

Sulphate is usually derived from marine aerosols in the McMurdo Dry Valleys.  

However, analysis of the isotopic signature of sulphur ions in the Dry Valleys suggests that the 

sulphur is of marine origin and not formed from aerosol fall out from the nearby volcanic Mt 

Erebus (Keys & Williams, 1981).  Other direct sources of solutes in the McMurdo Dry Valleys are 

from either biogenic or hydrothermal sources (Keys & Williams, 1981).  Either of these sources 

would also suggest the presence of liquid water. 

Cluster T3 is comprised of three samples from the laminated facies.  The concentration of 

salts in T3 are the highest measured in this study, averaging 4 parts per thousand, which is 30 times 

the concentration in ice formed over the McMurdo Ice Shelf (see Section 5.2.2).  The debris 

concentration averages 7.4% by volume and combined with the structure and solute content, this 

ice is clearly different from meteoric-origin ice.  The high solute concentration may be a 

consequence of the presence of fine-grained detritus.  Sediment entrained in the basal zone of the 

Taylor Glacier is dominated by fine silts and clays (Filmer, 1999) with lesser amounts of sand and 

granules.  The sediment from the Taylor Glacier is distinctly different to that entrained in other 

glaciers in the region.  Sediment from the Wright Lower, Lacroix, Clark, Suess, Meserve and 

Rhone glaciers are dominated by relatively clean, rounded sand grains (Mager, 1996; Holdsworth, 

1974).  By contrast the high amounts of very fine detritus in the basal ice may have dramatic 

implications for the potential for ionic exchange.   

The cluster analysis has highlighted that the facies classification does not always predict 

solute concentrations, clusters T2 and T3 are consistent with the stratified  and laminated facies 

whereas T1 is cosmopolitan and contains samples from all three facies (albeit being dominated by 

the clean facies).  Furthermore, the solute analysis raises an important issue that either solute-rich 

water or solute-enriched sediment exists subglacially of the Taylor Glacier and that is subsequently 

frozen to the sole.  What remains unclear is how to distinguish between these two sources, or more 

importantly, how the presence of subglacial brines affects ice accretion.   
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5.5.3 Model of Ice Formation

The basal ice from the Taylor Glacier reveals a conflict between the physical appearance 

of the ice, its solute composition and its isotopic composition.  The laminated facies with its high 

solute concentration, fine-grained debris, low bubble content and thin alternating layers has the 

physical appearance of modified ice, yet its isotopic interpretation is that of a meteoric-origin.  

Laminated facies have been described in numerous studies either as a facies (e.g. Sugden et al., 

1987a; Hubbard and Sharp, 1995; Lawson et al., 1998) or as a stratified laminated sub-facies (e.g. 

Lawson, 1979; Sharp et al., 1994, Knight, 1994; Hart and Waller, 1999).  The intercalated layers of 

clean clear ice and fine debris is commonly interpreted as indicative of subglacial freezing 

processes like regelation (e.g. Hubbard et al., 1996, Goodwin, 1993), or more recently as 

glaciohydraulic supercooled water accretion (Lawson et al., 1998; Ensminger et al., 1999, 2001).  

If the laminated facies observed in the Taylor Glacier was formed by regelation, it would be 

expected that the co-isotopic data would plot on a freezing slope.  However, this is not the case for 

the Taylor Glacier laminated facies which plots on a slope of 8.2 which is consistent with a 

meteoric water line.  There are two possible interpretations for this co-isotopic slope: either the 

laminated facies is formed by internal deformation in the absence of melt and refreezing processes; 

or refreezing has occurred without isotopic fractionation. 

 

Laminations and the product of deformation 

Hart and Waller (1999) proposed that laminations could be formed in basal ice without 

melt and refreezing.  They argued that laminations reflect deformation of ice layers around solid 

obstacles in the ice or at the bed.  If the laminations reflect attenuation of ice, this may explain the 

structure of the facies and the isotopic signature.  However, this interpretation is difficult to 

reconcile with the intercalation of debris-rich and clean clear ice layers nor does it explain how the 

debris or high solutes are entrained within the ice. 

 

Refreezing Without Isotopic Fractionation 

As previously discussed in Section 5.5.1, Souchez et al. (2004) suggested that the 

entrainment of debris-rich basal ice in Antarctic outlet glaciers occurred by the freezing of upward 

pore water through unconsolidated subglacial debris.  If the debris layer is sufficiently thick 

convection cannot occur as the freezing front permeates the subglacial debris resulting in an 

unmodified isotopic signature.  Such a model is consistent with the isotopic composition of the 

laminated facies and also accounts for the accretion of debris layers subglacially and the 

intercalation of debris layers and clean ice (Figure 5.15).  The high levels of solutes may also be 

explained if the subglacial sediment is brine enriched.  This model is based on observations of the 

laminated facies within the Taylor Glacier, it argues that subglacial debris is sufficiently thick to 
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impair convection during freezing, which is difficult to reconcile when the resultant debris layers 

are only a few millimetres thick.  By contrast Christoffersen and Tulaczyk (2003a) considered that 

the freezing of pore water would preserve a distinct isotopic signature.  Furthermore, the structure 

of frozen till and segregation ice layers is by physical appearance more consistent with the solid 

facies observed in the Wright Lower Glacier, rather than the laminated facies. 

 

 
Figure 5.15: Diagram showing pore water flowing within subglacial sediment towards
a freezing front beneath a glacier. Progressive freezing results in the accretion of
debris bearing sediment and layers of segregation ice. Model is modified from
Christoffersen and Tulaczyk (2003a) by Souchez et al. (2004).

  

 

Another possibility is that regelation processes occur on a scale of only millimetres and 

that a single freezing event may only be a few millimetres in thickness (Hubbard and Sharp, 1989; 

1993).  If the individual ice laminae formed by regelation are 0.1 to 1 mm in thickness as suggested 

by Hubbard and Sharp (1995), each millimetre-thick lamina reflects one complete freezing event.  

To observe fractionation sampling would need to occur at a sub-millimetre level.  In this study, as 

in all reported co-isotopic studies, samples were 8 to 10 mm in thickness so if regelation occurred it 

would show in a co-isotopic plot due to the conservation of mass.  If regelation occurs on a sub-

millimetre level, isotopic analysis may not be able to distinguish between meteoric origin ice and 

refrozen ice.  According to Souchez et al. (1988) fractionation effects cannot be detected if they 

occur in increments too small to be picked up by the scale of sampling.  Souchez et al. (1988) went 

further to suggest that the dispersed ice found in the basal zone of the Russell Glacier in Greenland 

retained the isotopic signature of meteoric ice but was actually formed by regelation.  The 

argument is that the isotopic composition of the water film at the glacier sole is indistinguishable 
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from glacier ice and the constant rate of melt and freeze results in the amount of water remaining 

constant, thus the freezing and sliding rate remain the same at around 1mm/hr. 

However, the isotopic data of the laminated facies show a wide range in values which is 

commonly interpreted as evidence of fractionation from refreezing.  An enrichment of 18O of up 

to 3‰ is commonly interpreted as indicative of the initial fraction of refrozen ice (e.g. Hubbard et 

al., 2004; Sugden et al., 1987a and others).  Closed-system freezing also results in a depletion of 
18O -6‰ for the final freezing fractions, so that a wide range of 18O values is interpreted as 

refreezing.  Such an interpretation is based on a relative enrichment or depletion compared to 

meteoric ice.  In the case of the Taylor Glacier laminated facies, the values have a range of 18O 

7‰ which may suggest fractionation, however such an interpretation is confounded by the large 

range in meteoric values of 18O (5‰).   

In summary, the co-isotopic analysis for the laminated facies suggests either meteoric-

origin ice, or that refreezing has occurred in such a way that no isotopic fractionation was observed.  

The models of ice formation presented here do not adequately explain the very high solutes which 

strongly suggest subglacial accretion of evaporites.  Secondly, the clean facies and stratified facies 

plot on intermediate slopes which are not explained by a purely statistic-based interpretation.  As a 

result, developing a model of ice formation for the Taylor Glacier is extremely difficult and cannot 

be advanced without further examination of the limitations of ice composition studies, and a basis 

for re-interpreting the data. 
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5.6 Critique of Solutes Approach
The analysis of solutes in basal ice has proven to be an ineffective tool for determining 

the provenance of ice.  Although most ice facies may be distinguished on the basis of their total 

dissolved solids concentration, there is little difference in the relative concentrations of constituent 

ions.  Furthermore, when solute data is analysed using multivariate cluster analysis, the resultant 

clusters do not differentiate the samples from different facies.  One reason for this, is that cluster 

analysis differentiates samples primarily on their TDS, so that if a facies group is comprised of a 

high solute concentration sub-facies (e.g. debris-rich samples from the solid facies from Wright 

Lower Glacier) and a low solute concentration sub-facies (e.g. clean clear samples from the solid 

facies), then the cluster analysis will assign these sub-facies to different clusters.   

Another short-fall of the solute analysis presented in this study is the omission of 

carbonate and bicarbonate samples, which are the only common solute species not included in the 

analysis.  Carbonate was precluded from the analysis because the water yield from the ice samples 

was small (in some cases less than 20 mL) to ensure high resolution sampling could be undertaken.  

As a result, there was insufficient liquid water to run carbonate-bicarbonate analysis for waters 

with very low concentrations.  Secondly, basal ice contains air bubbles that have been shown to 

have very high carbon dioxide concentrations.  In the basal ice from Suess Glacier, Lorrain et al. 

(1999) reported the highest ever measured concentrations of carbon dioxide in glacier ice with 

values up to 222,900 ppmv.  The presence of high levels of carbon dioxide bound in the basal ice 

may have a profound impact on the solute composition of the resultant liquid water.  During ice 

melt the carbon dioxide from the air bubbles is released into the aqueous solutions, along with any 

soluble ions bound to debris grains suspended in the ice.  When melt occurs, ions that are held at 

grain boundaries are released into the solution (desorbed).  The presence of a strongly positive net 

charge within the solution as a consequence of ionic desorbtion increases the solubility of carbon 

dioxide.  In the presence of a strongly positive charged aqueous solution carbon dioxide forms an 

equilibrium solution of carbonic acid (H2CO3), bicarbonate (HCO3
-) and carbonate (CO3

2-) with 

preference to the production of negatively charged species.  The outcome of the combined 

processes of desorbtion and carbonate release is that the liquid water sample formed from melted 

ice may not be a true measure of the ice solute composition.  In the basal ice samples that were 

analysed in this study that contained suspended debris in the ice matrix, there were higher levels of 

total solute concentrations that were positively correlated to debris concentrations.  The samples 

with high TDS also had very high charge balance errors (CBE) due to the dominance of cation 

species.  To ionically balance these water samples requires high inputs of carbonate-bicarbonate 

species, which dramatically affects total TDS.  In the case of relatively clean, clear ice where the 

TDS is less than 3 meq/L the charge balance error is below the analytical error of ± 0.2 meq/L.  By 
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contrast, samples with suspended debris and TDS values greater than 3 meq/L have charge balance 

errors in exceedance of the ±5% error.  To ionically balance these samples requires high 

concentrations of carbonate-bicarbonate that may contribute at least 25% of the TDS.   

Thus the use of solute data to characterise basal ice facies is an ineffective diagnostic tool 

because of systemic errors as a result of desorption-adsorption processes during melt.  As it stands 

the use of solute indices as prescribed in the literature are used to describe aqueous solutions (e.g.  

Ca* in hydrological systems) or ice derived from temperate glaciers (e.g. (Na+K)/(Ca+Mg) ratio) 

and their application to cold ice glaciers remains inconclusive. 
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5.7 Critique of Co isotopic Approach
The co-isotopic approach to understanding isotopic fractionation at the bed of glaciers as 

described by Jouzel and Souchez (1982) is a statistical interpretation of the physical processes that 

govern stable isotope fractionation.  The approach is based on a bipartite statistical interpretation of 

the co-isotopic values, that is, all natural samples will plot on either a meteoric slope as defined by 

Craig (1961) or Rozanski et al. (1993), or on a freezing slope that is calculated from the 

fractionation coefficients (  and ) and the parent materials isotopic composition.  As the previous 

discussion has shown there are several problems with the statistically based co-isotopic 

interpretations.  The first problem associated with the co-isotopic model is that does not provide an 

explanation or interpretation for slopes that are between meteoric and freezing slopes.  Intermediate 

slopes may reflect problems of statistical rigour, including low sample populations, the difficulty in 

sampling ice, the effect of outliers on calculated regression slopes, and the difficulty of generating 

regression slopes through clustered data (Section 5.6.1). 

The second problem is the assumption that all the ice will have a similar parent material, 

so that all subsequent samples will plot on the same freezing slope.  However, this assumption has 

been redressed by Hubbard and Sharp (1995) to define an alternative method of interpretation 

based on the calculation of freezing envelopes (Section 5.6.2). 

 

 

5.7.1 Interpretation of Intermediate Slopes

Analysis of the basal ice in this study has produced several co-isotopic slopes that plot 

between calculated freezing slopes and meteoric water lines.  Such intermediate slopes have no 

physically-based interpretation, that is, under normal fractionation conditions such slopes should 

not occur.  Although the interpretation of intermediate slopes in basal ice studies are few, some 

studies by default interpret them as meteoric (e.g. Goodwin, 1993), whereas other studies suggest 

limited interaction with liquid water (Sleewaegen et al., 1993).  An alternative interpretation is that 

an intermediate slope may be produced by the mixing of isotopically dissimilar samples.  For 

example, if samples that were formed from refrozen ice were mixed with meteoric-origin ice 

through deformation or shearing the resultant samples would plot on a slope that was neither 

meteoric nor frozen.  To illustrate this point, isotopic data from the Suess Glacier (Lorrain et al., 

1999) was used to model the change in co-isotopic slope with the mixing of refrozen and meteoric 

origin ice.  Twenty-five data points from the surface of the Suess Glacier were used from the 

meteoric data set, and twenty-five samples from basal ice were theoretically mixed by different 

proportions.  For example, to calculate the isotopic composition of a 20% refrozen ice mixed with 
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80% meteoric ice, the resultant isotopic composition for 18O and D calculated.  A range of 

different mixtures of refrozen to meteoric mixed samples were calculated in proportions of 0, 20, 

40, 50, 80 and 100% and the mixed co-isotopic values were plotted and co-isotopic slopes 

calculated (Figure 5.16).  Mixing of ice has a dramatic impact on the co-isotopic slope, for example 

a mix of 20% refrozen ice to 80% meteoric ice changes the slope from 8.21 (for meteoric water 

line) to 7.8.  A 50% mix drops the slope even further to 7.2, and a 60% refrozen mix has a slope of 

6.64.  This example illustrates that if ice mixes either through deformation or sampling an 

intermediate co-isotopic slope can be produced.  Therefore, under mixing conditions it is 

reasonable to assume slopes between the freezing slope and meteoric slope as indicative of limited 

interaction of liquid water, or the presence of refrozen ice that is confounded by subsequent 

deformation processes. 
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Figure 5.16: Modelled changes in co isotopic slopes from the mixing of refrozen ice
samples with meteoric ice samples. Slopes were calculated by mixing data from the
Suess Glacier (Lorrain et al., 1999) from the glacier surface (meteoric) and basal ice
(refrozen). Small amounts of mixing of ice from different origins has a dramatic impact
on co isotopic slope.

 

 

This example illustrates the importance of careful sampling.  If the extracted ice sample 

occurs at a boundary between two different ice units there may be isotopic mixing or solid state 

isotopic diffusion and in very light samples from polar regions the molar amount of heavy isotopes 

is very low, thus only a small amount of contamination from relatively enriched ice will 

dramatically impact the isotopic composition.  These dual problems of mixing and sampling are 

clearly a potential impediment to the statistically based approach to isotopic studies.  Regelation 
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and adfreezing are well described (Souchez and Jouzel, 1984; Jouzel and Souchez, 1982) in the 

literature, however, the problem is that these processes occur underneath glaciers and cannot at this 

stage be observed without affecting the processes.  In the case of cold glaciers the scale of 

purported water films and theoretical regelation or sliding are in the range of milli- to micrometres 

and sampling such microscale processes is extremely difficult and has not yet been achieved.  In 

general it is difficult to reach the basal zone of any glacier and as a result isotopic studies of basal 

ice have difficulty acquiring samples and the number of samples (n) tends to be very low.  The 

problem with having a small sample size is that statistical tests, particularly regression, lack rigour 

when n is less than 20 or 30 observation points.  When the number of observations decreases, 

regression analysis may reveal relationships that are the product of statistical artifice (Sharp et al., 

1994).  The second problem with a purely regression-based interpretation is that it, in the case of 

the Taylor Glacier, dense clusters of data points with a small range in values cannot be adequately 

explained by linear relationships.  In these circumstances, outliers can exert a dramatic impact on 

the predicted line of best fit. 

 

 

5.7.2 Freezing Envelopes

In an attempt to understand the basal ice signatures from Arctic glaciers, Hubbard & 

Sharp (1995) suggested a modification to the strict statistical interpretation of isotopic data.  There 

is a natural range in isotopic parent compositions - isotopic signatures vary depending on season, 

altitude and even between individual precipitation events, and as a result these natural variations 

create deviations from the global meteoric water line.  Ice with different parent characteristics from 

different storms, altitudes and seasons become mixed, smeared, sheared and folded during glacier 

flow.  All of these different parent ice samples will plot on a meteoric water line for any given 

locality, but when these different parents undergo modification through cyclical melt and refreeze, 

their products will plot on individual freezing slopes for each parent – their slopes will be very 

similar, but the actual isotopic values may be offset from one another.  In other words, there is 

likely to be a family of slopes that reflect different initial waters.  Hubbard & Sharp (1995) 

suggested that rather than there being one discrete freezing line that all recycled ice samples will 

plot on, that there are in fact, many different freezing lines.  This plethora of freezing lines is 

described as a freezing envelope where the heaviest and lightest parents identified from the natural 

meteoric ice range define the envelope boundaries.  More simply put, there is a natural variability 

in the freezing slopes produced at the base of a glacier because there is natural variability in the 

source materials isotopic composition.  To understand the isotopic data better, freezing slopes are 

modelled for the Rhone and Taylor glaciers.  Due to a lack of available meteoric data published for 

the Wright Valley, a freezing envelope could not be established. 
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Rhone Glacier Freezing Envelope 

Using the Suess Glacier meteoric water data, a freezing envelope can be reconstructed for 

the Rhone Glacier (Figure 5.17).  The freezing envelope is generated from the most enriched ( 18O 

-29.6‰ and D -233.7‰) and most depleted ( 18O -38.5‰ and D -307.4‰) meteoric samples 

from the Suess Glacier, and produced closed-system freezing slopes between 5.2 and 5.6.  For the 

Rhone Glacier basal ice, the stratified facies cluster between the meteoric water line and the upper 

limit of the freezing slope, supporting the interpretation of refrozen ice.  Furthermore, all of the 

data points plot within the freezing envelope – supporting the assertion that the Suess meteoric data 

is a suitable proxy for the Rhone Glacier.  

Although the freezing envelope approach recognises that freezing slopes will vary 

depending on parent characteristics, it cannot be used as a diagnostic tool because unmodified 

meteoric-origin ice will always plot within the freezing envelope – and in a line in the upper third 

of the rhombus (See Figure 2.13, Line [2]).  In this way, samples that plot on the meteoric water 

line will form parallel to the right hand but offset by 18O 3‰.  In the Rhone Glacier, the stratified 

facies are spread to the upper corner of the envelope rhombus, suggesting enrichment by 

refreezing.  By contrast, the diffuse facies (a.k.a. amber ice) cluster near the lowest meteoric parent 

freezing slope, reinforcing their relative depletion in heavy isotopes and that they plot on the local 

meteoric water line. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.17: Freezing envelope of Rhone Glacier based on meteoric samples from the
Suess Glacier (Lorrain et al., 1999). The graph shows that the Suess Glacier local
meteoric water line is a good proxy for the Rhone Glacier and that many of the ice
samples plot in a position that suggests enrichment by isotopic fractionation during
freezing.
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Taylor Glacier Freezing Envelope 

The freezing envelope for the Taylor Glacier is constructed from the Taylor Dome data 

from Steig and White (2003) for ice dated from the last 11,000 years.  The lightest (-46.7‰) and 

heaviest (-36.8‰) 18O values were used to calculate theoretical upper and lower freezing slopes.  

The lightest meteoric sample produced freezing products between –44.1‰ and -49.3‰ (k = 0. 1 

and k = 0.9) and a theoretical freezing slope of D = 4.86 18O -140.61.  The heaviest meteoric 

sample produced freezing products between -34.2‰ and -39.4‰ and a freezing slope of D = 5.40 
18O – 91.95.  From these two points it is apparent that parent material imparts a difference on the 

actual slope of a theoretical freezing slope as well as its intercept.  Clearly there will be a different 

freezing slope for discrete parent ice units and their recycled daughter products, and it is not 

unreasonable to expect some variation and scatter in isotopic plots of modified glacial ice.  By 

applying this isotopic freezing envelope to the Taylor Glacier (Figure 5.18), most of the basal ice 

values plot below the lightest parent theoretical freezing slope.  It is evident that the bulk of the ice 

in the Taylor Glacier basal ice sequence is isotopically distinct from Holocene-aged meteoric ice.   

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.18: Freezing envelope of Taylor Glacier. Taylor Dome meteoric water data
from Steig and White (2003) from ice dated during last 11,000 years. The graph shows
that most of the Taylor Glacier basal ice data plots outside of a Holocene aged freezing
envelope.
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Figure 5.19: 18O record from the Taylor Dome for the last 50,000 years (data: Steig and
White, 2003). Graph shows natural variability of 18O where there has been a dramatic
shift in 18O values at the end of the last glacial maximum (15,000 years before present).
Isotopic values for the Holocene range between 37 to 42�‰, whereas values of 44�‰
were recorded between 15,000 to 20,000 years before present.

 

 

For 18O samples of -44‰ (as measured in the basal ice) to be produced meteorically, the 

ice must form further inland at Taylor Dome during the last glacial maximum around 15,000 years 

before present (Figure 5.19).  This raises the question whether ice from the last glacial maximum 

still exists within the terminus of the Taylor Glacier.  Measurements of the surface ice velocity in 

the centre line of the terminus of the Taylor Glacier by Fitzsimons (pers. comm.) is 5.5 m.a-1, it 

would take 18,000 years for ice to travel 100 km from accumulation at Taylor Dome.  The 

difficulty modelling ice turnover is complicated by higher ice velocities further upstream where the 

ice is thicker and possibly at pressure melting point (Robinson, 1979) and rapid deceleration at the 

terminus where ice velocities at the ice edge are 1.6 m.a-1.  However, ice from the last 200,000 

years was extrapolated from the Taylor Dome ice core by Steig et al. (2000), suggesting that old 

ice still exists within the Taylor Glacier.  The basal ice samples only fit inside a Taylor Dome 

freezing envelope if data from the last glacial maximum (15,000 years BP) is used (Figure 5.20).   
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Figure 5.20: Freezing envelope of Taylor Glacier. Taylor Dome meteoric water data
from Steig and White (2003) from ice dated from the last glacial maximum 15,000 years
before present. The graph shows that the Taylor Glacier basal ice data plots within a
Pleistocene aged freezing envelope and that the data points plot on the upper limits,
suggesting enrichment from isotopic fractionation.

 

 

The freezing envelope for Pleistocene-aged (15 to 20 kya) ice is interesting, as most of 

the basal ice facies plot along right hand line of the envelope.  If the samples were meteoric they 

would plot in a line in the upper third of the envelope, offset by 3‰ from the right hand line of the 

envelope (as shown for the Holocene data in Figure 5.18).  Meteoric origin data will not plot on the 

right hand line, as this line represents ice that is enriched in the early stages of freezing.  The 

interpretation for the data in Figure 5.20 is that the Taylor Glacier basal ice plot in a position that 

strongly suggests refreezing from Pleistocene-aged ice. 

An alternative source of water for the basal ice is from Lake Bonney, which is a 

perennially ice-covered lake, but below 6 m is comprised of highly-saline water that has evolved by 

limited exchange with the atmosphere by evaporation (Matsubaya et al., 1979; Torii et al., 1981).  

During evaporation, Rayleigh-based distillation produces a co-isotopic slope less than that of a 

freezing slope (Clark & Fritz, 1998).  In the marginal contact of the Taylor Glacier it is possible 

that ice could form from adfreezing lake water.  To test whether the basal ice observations from the 

Taylor Glacier are derived from Lake Bonney, the co-isotopic data from Matsubaya et al. (1979) 

from the western lobe was used to model freezing slopes.  As shown in Figure 5.21, the basal ice 

samples from the Taylor Glacier plot outside the freezing envelope and are not sourced from lake 

water.  The upper values of the basal ice from the laminated facies overlap Lake Bonney samples 
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from 26 m depth and could represent initial freezing product of lake-origin water, but is also 

consistent with melt water from the western Taylor Valley (which is the source of Lake Bonney 

water, whereas its salts are derived from an ancient seawater incursion). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.21: Theoretical freezing slopes of Lake Bonney water at different depths
compared to the basal ice of the Taylor Glacier. Source: Lake Bonney data from
Matsubaya et al. (1979) showing that the basal ice is not derived from refrozen lake ice.

 

 

The isotopic data from the eastern lobe of Lake Bonney is distinctive (Figure 5.22) due to 

the lobe being open to the atmosphere and modified by evaporative fractionation (Matsubaya et al., 

1979; Torii et al., 1981).  There is a strong linear relationship between the 18O and D values from 

the eastern lobe which plots on the line D = 3.39 18O -167.89 (n = 10, r2 = 97%).  Evaporation 

slopes commonly plot between 3 to 5 (Clark & Fritz, 1998) and in the eastern lobe of Lake Bonney, 

evaporation is considered an important process in determining its isotopic composition (Matsubaya 

et al., 1979; Torii et al., 1981).  The modelled freezing of western lobe waters from Lake Bonney 

produces freezing slopes between 5.1 and 5.3, whereas freezing of eastern lobe waters have 

freezing slopes between 5.2 and 5.6.  Based on this model, the freezing of either meteoric-origin or 

lake origin water for the Taylor Glacier should produce a co-isotopic plot that approximates a slope 

of 5.  Thus freezing of the lake waters from either lobe are unlikely to be the source given that the 

basal ice plots on a co-isotopic slope of eight. 
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Figure 5.22: Co isotopic data for the Taylor and Wright Valleys from Matsubaya et al.
(1979). Empty diamonds are isotopic values from the eastern lobe of Lake Bonney
which plot on a slope indicative of fractionation from evaporation. Co isotopic points
for the western lobe of Lake Bonney (solid circles) plot on the local meteoric water line.

 

 

In summary, the most likely source of water for the Taylor Glacier basal ice samples is 

from the Taylor Dome.  Differences between the Taylor Dome meteoric water line and the co-

isotopic slope of 8.2 measured for the basal ice can be explained if the basal ice samples have 

undergone enrichment through melting and refreezing of ice from the last glacial maximum 

between 15,000 to 20,000 years before present.  The preservation of a co-isotopic slope comparable 

to that of a meteoric water line does not preclude an interpretation of refrozen ice, if the basal ice is 

formed from a family of isotopic parents.  Furthermore, the freezing envelope approach also 

potentially explains the relative displacement of the basal ice data compared to meteoric samples.  

Finally, if the basal ice samples have formed by the interaction of water this raises questions over 

the validity of the current statistical based mode of interpreting co-isotopic data on a slope 

coefficient.  
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5.8 Re interpretation of Isotopic Data
Limitations with the bipartite interpretation of co-isotopic data are unsatisfactory when 

interpreting intermediate slopes that are empirically generated.  From the discussion above, it has 

been shown that using a freezing envelope may be useful in discriminating between meteoric 

samples and refrozen samples that plot on a co-isotopic slope.  Secondly, intermediate slopes may 

be the product of sampling or the product of ice that has been mixed from isotopically different 

parents.  Based on these considerations, the isotopic data from the Taylor Glacier is revisited. 

  

 

5.8.1 Provenance of Taylor Glacier Basal Ice

The Taylor Glacier basal ice isotope signature at first sight is misleading.  A strict 

statistical approach would suggest that the ice is unmodified, and by inference has a meteoric 

origin.  Yet other characteristics of the ice – its debris, solute and appearance characterises the ice 

as being distinctly non-meteoric.  Closer inspection of the isotopic character reveals that most of 

the basal ice isotopic values lie outside the range of Holocene-aged meteoric ice and plot within a 

Pleistocene-aged freezing envelope in such a way that suggests isotopic enrichment by refreezing.   

Interpreting the different ice facies of the Taylor Glacier is also difficult as the laminated 

facies exerts a strong influence on the overall basal ice slope, whereas the clean and stratified facies 

are considerably different.  The laminated facies plot on a slope of 8.2, yet the clean facies plots on 

a slope of 6.6 and the stratified facies on 7.0.  The stratified facies differ significantly from either a 

freezing or meteoric slope – yet are not explained by the statistical interpretation.  The laminated 

facies plot on a meteoric water line, yet it exhibits the most dissimilar characteristics to meteoric 

ice in all other indices.  From the multi-faceted approach applied here, it is difficult to reconcile the 

interpretation that the laminated facies has a meteoric origin with its physical characteristics and 

solute composition.  Ironically, the clean facies, which appears the most similar to meteoric ice has 

the slope closest to a freezing slope, but this may be the product of the poor fit of the regression 

line and its larger confidence intervals.  From the discussion of the nature of the Taylor Glacier 

basal ice it is clear that it is sufficiently different from meteoric-derived ice, yet this is inconsistent 

with all currently accepted interpretations of the isotopic data. 

According to Souchez et al. (1988) a freezing slope only forms from a single initial water 

source.  However, an alternative explanation of the apparent inability to distinguish between 

meteoric-origin ice and modified basal ice was suggested by Souchez and De Groote (1985) who 

examined the basal ice from the Grubengletscher.  This study revealed no difference between 

glacier and basal ice co-isotopic slopes, which Souchez and De Groote interpreted as the 
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consequence of the mixing of the subglacial reservoir with a secondary water source with a lighter 

isotopic composition.  When the subglacial reservoir is mixed with lighter waters, the resultant ice 

cannot be distinguished from meteoric-origin ice.  

In terms of the Taylor Glacier, for the model of co-isotopic mixing to occur as described 

by Souchez and De Groote above, water from two different sources with different isotopic 

signatures would need to mix subglacially prior to ice formation.  The two sources of water in the 

Taylor Glacier are meltwater or from Lake Bonney, which both have the same isotopic 

composition and when theoretically modelled do not produce isotopic values consistent with those 

measured in the basal ice. 

The presence of Blood Falls at the Taylor Glacier terminus has been interpreted as 

evidence that the Taylor Glacier has overridden an evaporative lake, which has provided salts that 

were entrained (Mikucki et al., 2004; Lyons et al., 2002).  The possibility of an ancient lake 

enriched with evaporites also leads to the possibility of a different, non-equilibrium fractionated 

water source.  As shown with the previous example, the freezing of strongly evaporated water still 

plots on a slope of 5 (as for the example of the eastern lobe of Lake Bonney).  Therefore, an 

evaporative lake does not produce a co-isotopic slope that approximates a meteoric water line.  If 

an ancient lake exists or existed under Taylor Glacier there is the possibility that its water, and 

hence isotopic character could be mixed with meteoric ice – which could have implications on 

whether the sampled basal ice would plot on a freezing or meteoric water line, or some 

intermediate slope.  Secondly, Mikucki et al. (2004) have suggested that this subglacial lake that is 

inferred to be the source of the Blood Falls may in fact represent relict water from before the 

Pleistocene on the basis of microbial analysis of precipitate from the Blood Falls.  If such relict 

water existed under the Taylor Glacier its isotopic signature is unknown, thus depleted values in the 

range of D -360‰ which were measured in the basal ice, could reflect meteoric conditions.  

Lyons et al. (2002) consider that it is unlikely that such relict sea water remains in the valley given 

the climatic fluctuations that have occurred and compounded by glacial meltwater flushing that 

would remove any remnant salts or water.  Furthermore, at the end of the last glacial maximum, 

Glacial Lake Washburn would have washed out accumulated salts (Lyons et al., 2002).  

A few measurements of the isotopic discharge from Blood Falls have been published by 

LTER (2005) and the values from Red River (which is fed by the Blood Falls) are between 18O -

38.5‰ and -41.1‰ and D -309.5‰ and -329.7‰ which are consistent with melt waters for the 

western Taylor Valley and Lake Bonney.  If relict seawater existed beneath the Taylor Glacier, its 

isotopic signature would be considerably enriched relative to the glacial meltwater.  As described 

in the section with the McMurdo Ice Shelf, seawater has an isotopic signature close to 18O and D 

of 0‰.  If such relict seawater existed the discharge from Blood Falls would not have an isotopic 

signature consistent with depleted meteoric-origin ice.  The same argument, however, cannot be 
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made for the salt content.  The saline waters in Lake Bonney are formed from evaporite salts that 

formed from an ancient seawater incursion (Matsubaya et al., 1979; Torii et al., 1981; Mikucki et 

al., 2004).  Analysis of the composition of Lake Bonney clearly shows that there is no longer any 

evidence of sea water within the lake and the water is from locally-derived glacial melt, whereas 

the solute composition retains a marine signature.  If an ice-covered lake like Lake Bonney existed 

subglacially beneath the Taylor Glacier it is possible that the evaporite salts are slowly accreted to 

the glacier sole.  If a highly saline source exists subglacially this would explain the high solute 

loading of the laminated facies, and the presence of bromide within the ice.  Furthermore, if the 

Taylor Glacier was close to pressure melting point, as suggested by Robinson (1984) the presence 

of highly-saline salts could depress the freezing point and result in regelation at the sole.  

The evidence for refrozen ice is threefold: the displacement of the co-isotopic slope 

relative to the meteoric water line, suggests that the isotopic values plot in the upper third portion 

of the Pleistocene-aged freezing envelope suggesting enrichment; secondly, the laminated facies 

have a high isotopic variability and plot in a position on the freezing envelope that suggests 

enrichment through refreezing; and thirdly, the high level of salts in the laminated facies may 

reflect sorption of ions at grain boundaries, but may also reflect interaction with brine-enriched 

sediment at the base of the glacier which is probably a relict evaporative lake from an ancient 

seawater intrusion.  The clean and stratified facies are difficult to interpret given the clustering of 

values, but are likely to reflect the mixing of meteoric and refrozen ice samples.  To produce a 

slope of 7.0, the stratified facies would represent a 50% mix of meteoric and refrozen ice.  Due to 

the poor fit of regression through the clean facies, interpretation is difficult.  Thin layers of clean 

clear ice could be the product of sublimation or depth hoar shortly after accumulating on the 

glaciers surface or it could represent a cosmopolitan sample of mixed frozen and meteoric samples.  

The presence of very high solute concentrations in the laminated facies strongly suggests 

interaction with the glacier substrate which depresses the melting point at the glacier sole in the 

interior of the Taylor Glacier.  The combination of salts depressing the melting point, the presence 

of laminated facies and the possible interpretation of refrozen isotopic signature (even on a slope of 

eight) is consistent with regelation at the glacier sole.  This interpretation however, requires further 

work to see whether isotopic fractionation can be measured in regelation ice at sub-millimetre 

thickness.  The alternative interpretation offered by Souchez et al. (2004) is that the inclusion of 

debris- bearing ice in the Taylor Glacier is formed by the freezing of subglacial pore water which 

occurs at such a scale that isotopic fractionation does not occur.  A model of freezing pore water 

driving the accretion of subglacial sediments assumes the presence of saturated unconsolidated 

sediments and is predicated on till layers being sufficiently thick to impede water convection, 

which appears inconsistent with the fine laminations observed in the laminated facies.  

Based on the evidence discussed here, the basal ice from the Taylor Glacier is interpreted 

as forming from the mixture of englacial (meteoric) and refrozen ice.  The intermediate slopes of 
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the clean and stratified facies are interpreted as being formed from limited interaction with liquid 

water or the mixing with regelation ice.  For example limited contact could arise from higher water 

content within the ice as a result of higher salinity during ice formation.  The laminated facies have 

the physical appearance consistent with regelation ice, and have formed either in the upstream 

interior of the Taylor Glacier where the sole is at pressure melting point, or over an ancient 

subglacial lake enriched with evaporites which depresses the freezing point sufficiently to accrete 

fine layers of debris and clean clear ice that is highly enriched in solutes.  The laminated facies are 

gradually raised from the glacier bed as the glacier flows up a reverse slope and thickened through 

folding and shearing at the margin (Figure 5.23). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.23: Diagram showing the formation of different ice facies within the Taylor
Glacier. The laminated facies are fed by a subglacial source of evaporites from an
ancient highly saline lake that has been subsequently overridden. The laminated
facies are raised to an englacial position within the glacier due to the flow up a reverse
slope, and thickened by subsequent folding and shearing of the ice facies from
compression at the glacier margin.
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5.9 Synthesis of Ice Formation Modes
From the work presented here, it has been shown that several different modes of basal ice 

formation processes occur.  In all of the basal ice sequences presented in this study liquid water has 

played a significant role in ice formation.  Liquid water modifies the isotopic composition of apron 

ice which is subsequently entrained to form stratified basal ice facies.  Similarly, the solid facies 

from Wright Lower glacier also represents the inclusion of marginal deposits into a basal ice facies 

through the freezing of saturated fluvial sediments under an advancing ice front.  Both of these 

instances reveal the formation of different basal ice facies through mechanical entrainment, albeit 

with a modified isotopic signature which is a consequence of the freezing of melt water, rather than 

the melt-freeze of ice.  Similarly, the amber facies from Rhone Glacier is also formed by the 

mechanical entrainment of sediment and solutes with prolonged contact at the glacier bed.  Unlike 

the other facies formed from mechanical shearing and folding processes, the amber facies retains a 

meteoric-origin. 

By all appearances the laminated facies from Taylor Glacier retains characteristics that 

are confluent with an interpretation of ice formed by regelation; however the isotopic analysis 

rebuts such an interpretation.  The laminated facies has structures, solutes, and a gas composition 

(see Samyn et al., 2005) that is unequivocally not meteoric in origin; yet the co-isotopic analysis is 

statistically indistinguishable from meteoric origin ice.  In this instance, the laminated facies clearly 

shows that there is a short-falling in the application and understanding of isotopic fractionation, and 

a diagnostic isotopic signature for regelation ice remains elusive. 

In summary, basal ice in cold glaciers is formed primarily through two mechanisms: the 

mechanical entrainment of sediment and solutes from prolonged contact with the bed; and the 

accretion of marginal ice and/or sediments by an advancing ice front.  Ice facies formed solely by 

mechanical mixing, shearing or diffusion processes will retain an isotopic signature of meteoric-ice 

but will have elevated solute and debris concentrations (e.g. amber facies in Rhone Glacier; solid 

facies in Wright Lower Glacier).  The accretion of marginal ice and/or sediments may have a non-

meteoric isotopic signature, due to the inclusion of melt-freeze adjacent to the glacier ice front.  In 

such cases the isotopic signature falls outside the usual bipartite statistical interpretation of co-

isotopic analysis.  Ice formed in such circumstances will probably have a mixed-origin and 

represent melt water that has frozen adjacent to the glacier and meteoric-ice calved from the ice 

cliff.  Samples with a mixed origin like this will consequently plot on a co-isotopic slope between 

the freezing and meteoric slopes, and is consistent with the slopes reported in this study for the 

stratified (Rhone) and solid (Wright Lower) facies.  A third mechanism of ice formation for cold 

glaciers has been observed at Suess Glacier which flows into a promarginal lake.  In instances 

where a lake occurs adjacent to a glacier front, ice may also be accreted as the glacier advances into 
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the lake and freezes on lacustrine sediments and ice into its base (e.g. Sleewaegen et al., 2003).  In 

such cases the resultant basal ice may have either a freezing slope or a mixed-origin signature. 

The model of ice formation for polythermal glaciers in the McMurdo Dry Valleys 

remains inconclusive.  Ice formed by regelation should show a non-atmospheric gas signature, the 

reduction in air bubbles, suspended sediment and potentially fine laminations which represent 

discrete freezing events.  Equally, the isotopic signature should produce a freezing slope.  In the 

case of Taylor Glacier these characteristics are all present, bar the freezing slope.  It is suggested by 

this study that a coarse sampling strategy of basal ice that has formed by regelation may not show 

any isotopic partitioning and may not be a useful diagnostic tool.  By contrast, large scale freezing 

processes like net adfreezing of subglacial waters like that which may occur beneath temperate ice 

is analogous to the freezing processes beneath an ice shelf.  In the case of the McMurdo Ice Shelf 

the isotopic signature clearly shows an enrichment-depletion signature of marine-derived ice; 

where during open-system freezing the resultant ice is enriched by up to 3‰; and an isotopic 

depletion for closed-system freezing near the end of the reservoir.  In cases where large scale 

freezing occurs co-isotopic analysis is an effective tool in distinguishing between meteoric and 

refrozen ice.   

This study has shown that there remain unanswered questions about the validity of the ice 

composition approach towards constructing ice genesis and there remains a tension between 

interpretations based on physical appearance and its chemical composition.  In part the difficulty in 

interpreting isotopic data from the Taylor Glacier may be a function of sampling strategy; or our 

understanding of fine-scale freezing as it pertains to subglacial processes is imperfect.   
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Chapter Six 

Conclusions 
 

 

 

The purpose of this study was to elucidate basal ice processes of cold glaciers and the 

applicability of ice compositional approaches.  From the previous discussion it has been shown that 

liquid water does play an important role in the formation of basal ice sequences, albeit in marginal 

accretion processes.  The basal ice sequences have highlighted that structurally similar ice facies in 

different glaciers have dissimilar ice composition.  This highlights concerns about ice 

compositional studies and their ability to record ice formation, which is summarised in the 

concluding section of this chapter.  Finally, the co-isotopic approach to ice composition based on 

statistical interpretation alone does not adequately explain the formation of basal ice in the case 

studies presented here. 

 

McMurdo Ice Shelf 

The moraines that form along the northern coast of Minna Bluff have an isotopic 

signature that is consistent with ice formed from seawater in a closed-system.  The isotopic values 

are relatively depleted in heavy isotopes compared to seawater which is interpreted as being formed 

by isotopic fractionation as the water reservoir closes.  The elevated solutes in the moraine ice are 

consistent with partial salt ejection from seawater.  The marine fossils and fine grained sediment is 

frozen into the ice shelf as it touches down onto the seabed close to shore.  By contrast, the ice at 

site two has a co-isotopic signature that is consistent with enrichment due to isotopic fractionation 

during initial freezing of seawater.  At the outer margin of the banded transition zone at site four, 

the ice is isotopically depleted and plots on the local meteoric water line and is the contact between 

the meteoric-origin dominated ice and the marine accreted ice.  In southern McMurdo Sound, the 

ice shelf is dominated by ablation, so the entrained debris from the seabed is gradually elevated 

through the ice until it sublimates and accumulates on the ice surface.  Analysis of the banded 

transitional zone of ice that forms between Minna Bluff and the McMurdo Ice Sheet is consistent 

with ice formed by marine accretion as outlined above.  
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Rhone Glacier 

The Rhone Glacier basal ice is formed in part by the marginal accretion of apron ice.  The 

stratified facies is formed as the glacier advances over reworked ice and debris.  During 

entrainment the apron ice is smeared and tilted as it is uplifted in the marginal zone of the glacier.  

Apron ice is subject to ice calving and reworking by melt, and in the case of the Rhone Glacier has 

an isotopic signature that is consistent with refreezing.  The stratified facies has the expression of 

modified ice, which is a result of proglacial mixing and surficial melting and is entrained through 

simple overriding and shearing of material during advance.  Structurally, the stratified facies is a 

composite of subfacies that are consistent with unmodified englacial ice, and sandy-debris.  The 

debris content is also consistent with the entrainment of aeolian and englacial debris that is 

deposited on the apron.  The subfacies variation in solutes is also consistent with ice formed from 

englacial blocks with a low TDS, and debris-enriched ice with elevated solute content from the 

interaction of debris and limited amounts of liquid water.  In terms of marginal entrainment, the co-

isotopic slope of apron ice may be strongly influenced by sample sizes and whether calving or melt 

dominated on the apron surface, and such processes may be spatially and temporarily variable.  

Such variations may explain why intermediate slopes of apron ice were described by Webb (2003, 

unpublished data) and Sleewaegen et al. (2003), compared to a refrozen signature for the Rhone 

Glacier.  If the apron is mostly constructed by calved ice blocks and has little surface melt, it would 

have a co-isotopic meteoric slope.  However if a mixture of both calving and melt events occurred 

on the apron, this results in an intermediate co-isotopic slope.  

The diffuse debris facies (amber ice) is formed at the glacier-substrate interface by slow 

solid-state diffusion of solutes and debris grains during contact with an unconsolidated bed (sensu 

Holdsworth, 1969), and has formed without liquid water – although the role of microfilms of water 

cannot be established at this time.  The amber ice is uplifted over the apron during apron 

entrainment.  The high solute concentration of the diffuse debris facies, particularly in base cations, 

is consistent with a model of slow diffusion of salts and grains with prolonged contact with the bed.   

 

 

Wright Lower Glacier 

The Wright Lower Glacier basal ice sequence is formed by the net-adfreezing of 

subglacial or proglacial unconsolidated sediments and the isotopic signature of the entire basal ice 

sequence is consistent with open-system freezing.  The basal ice is dominated by frozen layers of 

solid debris that have well preserved fluvial structures that have not undergone modification during 

entrainment or transport within the basal ice.  Liquid water from adjacent streams or ponds forms 

during summer near the ice margin and deposits deltaic and fluvial sediments which are 

subsequently refrozen.  Freezing occurs adjacent to the glacier in an open-system which is 

consistent with the co-isotopic slope of 5.9 for this region.  The clean facies also plot on a co-
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isotopic slope of 5.9 and may reflect entrainment of refrozen ponds near the glacier margin.  The 

stratified facies plots on an intermediate slope of 7.3 which reflects the mixing of ice calved from 

the glacier margin and refrozen water.  The stacking of solid and clean facies is a result of net 

adfreezing at the margin and may not represent the entire glacier.  

 

 

Taylor Glacier 

The Taylor Glacier basal ice sequence is likely to have formed through small-scale 

freezing processes that occur subglacially.  The co-isotopic slope of the basal ice is the same as the 

local meteoric slope which is inconsistent with its physical appearance.  The laminated facies in 

particular is characterised by its fine debris and high solute content which is possibly from a brine-

enriched substrate of evaporites.  Fine grained sediment like that in thin layers in the laminated 

facies have very high surface to area ratios and can hold thin films of liquid water in subzero 

conditions.  The presence of liquid films, high salinity and frictional heat may be sufficient to cause 

subglacial melt in the glacier interior.  Based on this evidence, the laminated facies is likely to have 

formed by regelation at the glacier-bed interface which entrains both debris and salts into the ice.  

The clean facies has very low TDS that is consistent with englacial ice, yet its isotopic signature is 

that of a mixture of refrozen and meteoric origin.  The clean facies is primarily englacial ice that 

has mixed by flow near the margin with ice that has undergone limited refreezing.  By contrast, the 

stratified facies has a very high solute content and has clearly been in contact with debris.  Overall, 

the basal ice units are stacked and thickened in the proglacial margins through compressional 

faulting and thrusts. 

The presence of distinctive layers of sediment and solute enriched layers strongly suggest 

interaction with the glacier bed and the erosion of the substrate at some point along the Taylor 

Glacier, although there is isotopically no evidence for regelation.  The presence of an ancient 

subglacial lake may provide liquid water to the sole of the glacier through the depression of 

freezing temperatures from highly saline evaporites.  Given that the Taylor Glacier may be at 

pressure melting point further upstream (Robinson, 1984), regelation and accretion of subglacial 

salts is likely.  Yet, this is inconsistent with the co-isotopic slope of 8.2.  It is suggested that, if 

individual samples contain the complete freezing event, then there is a conservation of mass and no 

isotopic fractionation will be observed.  In the case of regelation, the freezing event may occur at a 

sub-millimetre scale which is smaller than the sampling interval size of this study.  The 

combination of high salinity, debris and fine clean clear laminations strongly suggests accretion by 

regelation.  Further work is required on a very small scale to determine whether liquid water is 

present subglacially, or whether the ice is formed by small-scale regelation. 
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Limitations of ice compositional studies 

Beyond the interpretation of individual facies, the secondary purpose of this study was to 

evaluate the utility of ice compositional approaches to basal ice.  This study has highlighted 

problems with ice compositional studies and their ability to record ice formation.  In terms of 

solutes, it is clear that facies-based approaches are not entirely compatible with the ionic 

composition of basal ice.  For example, there is a disjunction in the solute data between the facies 

classes and the derived cluster analysis groups. In addition, the analysis of the solute composition 

of ice does not yield a diagnostic interpretation that can be used to infer provenance.  However, the 

presence of marker species such as bromide can be valuable in identifying marine-origin ice.  The 

overall concentration of salts in ice is also a useful indicator for distinguishing between marine and 

meteoric-origin ice, however in terrestrial locations the salt concentration varies greatly depending 

on its pathway.  In particular, the inclusion of precipitated salts subglacially into ice, and the 

release of ions from rock weathering are location specific and confound any interpretation based on 

solutes alone.  The differentiation of ice using solutes alone is only useful if the ice originates from 

distinctly different origins, for example in the McMurdo Ice Shelf there is a pronounced solute and 

isotopic difference between oceanic-derived ice and meteoric-origin ice.  Such distinctions do not 

occur in continental basal ice as the solutes are primarily derived from marine aerosols and 

weathering, so variations in ionic proportions are small.  The exception is the entrainment of highly 

saline evaporites from nearby lakes, as suggested for the Taylor Glacier.   

Facies analysis of basal ice is fraught with inconsistencies.  Increasingly the physical 

appearance of basal ice is an inconsistent measure of inferring its provenance.  In many instances 

ice that appears the same between glaciers, or within a single glacier but in different areas, may 

have different chemical properties.  Likewise, the isotopic signals in basal ice are confused by 

marginal deformation and faulting and the scale of melt/freezing processes.  For example, in the 

case of the Rhone Glacier, there is a clear isotopic signal of refrozen ice, yet the stratified facies is 

actually a marginally accreted recycled ice.  By contrast, the laminated facies from the Taylor 

Glacier has the co-isotopic signature of unmodified ice, yet has high solutes, high debris and 

layered structure that is consistent with refrozen ice.  

Clearly the co-isotopic model advocated by Jouzel and Souchez (1982) needs to be re-

evaluated to consider the role of ice mixing and its influence on co-isotopic slopes.  A strict 

statistical interpretation of co-isotopic analysis does not provide a framework to interpret 

intermediate slopes, that is, slopes that lie between freezing and meteoric slopes.  This study has 

produced several empirically-derived co-isotopic slopes of 6 or 7 for a variety of basal facies.  Co-

isotopic populations can fall between the freezing and meteoric origin slope, highlighting the 

limitations of statistically-based interpretations.  These intermediate slopes are interpreted as a 

result of limited interaction with liquid water or the product of cosmopolitan samples from mixing 

of ice from different origins.  
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This study has also highlighted several problems with the application of co-isotopic 

studies to basal ice.  The sampling of ice plays a crucial role in shaping statistical interpretations.  

At present, the scale of processes operating in cold ice glaciers may occur within millimetres, and 

processes like regelation may be indistinguishable from a meteoric water line.  A purely 

statistically based approach is subject to a statistical aberration caused by outliers when only small 

data sets are used.  In part this problem can be redressed by only using regression on larger data 

sets with a minimum of 25 observations.  More importantly, the physical sampling size must be 

less than that formed by the process.  For large scale freezing processes like net accretion, sample 

thicknesses of 10mm are appropriate.  However processes like regelation that occur on scales of 

millimetres to micrometers the sampling thickness must be less than the total freezing event to 

detect isotopic fractionation.  

  Isotopic analysis of ice based on a statistical interpretation alone, is inadequate for 

understanding processes active at the glacier sole.  The probability of different parent ice sources 

creates an array of potential isotopic end-members that may not be adequately described by linear 

regression.  In particular, analysis of basal ice co-isotopic signatures may result in clustering or 

high variability due to differences in initial parent composition so that a freezing envelope is a 

more appropriate interpretation of the data.  Furthermore, the regression-based interpretation is 

frequently applied to small data sets due to difficulties obtaining a large data set.  Small datasets 

may have a profound affect on the overall statistical interpretation, given the natural variation in 

isotopic end members from different parents.  Consequently isotopic analysis of ice based on a 

statistical interpretation alone is inadequate for understanding processes active at the glacier sole.  

The limitations with facies, solutes and isotopic approaches has highlighted that none of these 

methods can provide a stand-alone interpretation of basal ice sequences, therefore any model of 

basal ice formation should use all tools available to infer its origin. 

 

6.1 Implications for ice provenance studies
 

This study has revealed several shortcomings of the ice compositional approach for 

understanding processes active in contemporary polythermal and cold glaciers.  In particular, the 

application of stable isotope chemistry to constructing the freezing history of basal ice remains 

problematic when trying to identify small-scale processes.  Currently there is no apparent isotopic 

fractionation or co-isotopic signature that distinguishes between meteoric-origin ice and ice formed 

as a result of the freezing of subglacial pore water as described by Souchez et al. (2004), nor to 

distinguish regelation ice.  From this study it is apparent that the co-isotopic approach is only 

useful when distinguishing waters from distinctly different origins, like between meteoric Antarctic 

ice and ocean water as illustrated in the case study from McMurdo Sound.  Secondly, there is a 
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dearth in the current isotopic literature about understanding co-isotopic slopes that are neither a 

freezing slope nor a meteoric slope.  Such intermediate slopes are commonly reported in empirical 

studies yet lie outside the theoretical statistically based framework.  In this study, such intermediate 

slopes are considered to be the product of a mixed population, for example apron ice which 

contains members of both meteoric origin and refrozen meltwater.  Clearly the use of co-isotopic 

analysis in ice provenance studies must be used carefully and further work is required to improve 

our understanding of non-equilibrium fractionation processes that may operate in subglacial 

processes, as well as a revision of the current theoretical framework of freezing slope work which 

is increasingly an unsatisfactory framework to understanding empirically-derived studies.  In a 

broader context, the coisotopic analysis of basal ice is only an appropriate tool for distinguishing 

between distinctly different point sources, or bulk accreted ice. Further work is also required in 

refining the sub-sampling of ice to such a scale that it is then appropriate to analyse ice formed by 

small-scale processes; that is there needs to be sub-millimetre sampling of ice of discrete freezing 

events of both synthetic and actual regelation ice to see whether isotopic fractionation can be 

empirically observed.   

Glacial geologists who use ice compositional approaches to understanding ice genesis 

and/or provenance must recognize that no single tool is appropriate to interpret ice facies because 

different approaches often provide conflicting results.  Thus the ice compositional approach is most 

effective as a multi-faceted study that integrates chemical signatures, debris and solute 

characteristics as well as gas composition and crystallography analysis. 
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Appendix 1: McMurdo Ice Shelf Solute Data

Table A1 1: Solute data for the McMurdo Ice Shelf samples.

Sample Na 
(ppm) 

Mg 
(ppm) 

K 
(ppm) 

Ca 
(ppm) 

Cl 
(ppm) 

F 
(ppm) 

Br 
(ppm) 

SO4 
(ppm) 

NO3 
(ppm) 

PO4 
(ppm) 

Site One
mcm02 1.20 0.17 * 0.78 2.39 0.51 0.03 1.27 0.05 0.01 
mcm03 0.75 0.12 0.30 0.25 2.67 0.05 0.02 0.71 0.03 0.01 
mcm06 0.70 0.30 0.40 0.52 2.89 0.09 0.02 0.43 0.02 0.01 
mcm07 0.25 0.06 0.59 0.29 2.05 0.15 0.00 0.69 0.09 0.01 
mcm11 0.68 0.12 0.62 0.41 2.97 0.22 0.02 0.74 0.04 0.00 

Site Two
mcm12a 1.00 0.06 0.50 0.38 2.80 0.04 0.01 0.37 0.02 0.02 
mcm12b 2.40 0.13 0.40 0.35 3.87 * * * * * 
mcm12c 31.10 2.50 3.90 1.45 52.62 0.10 0.14 20.85 0.02 0.01 
mcm12d 74.70 8.80 3.50 4.34 123.69 0.08 0.57 41.55 0.03 0.00 
mcm12e 30.10 3.00 0.92 0.78 48.73 0.08 0.15 16.12 0.02 0.01 
mcm12f 36.50 4.20 2.87 1.23 64.90 0.10 0.28 12.18 0.07 0.02 
mcm12g 56.20 6.80 2.79 1.78 101.64 0.08 0.37 27.01 0.02 0.01 

Site Three
mcm13a 4.90 0.50 1.16 1.50 10.72 0.44 0.01 0.85 0.23 0.02 
mcm13b 36.50 3.60 20.90 4.63 23.63 1.80 0.01 3.82 13.40 0.15 
mcm13c 24.00 3.10 5.00 2.99 13.57 0.55 0.00 0.70 1.83 0.22 
mcm15a 19.50 2.60 3.40 1.83 14.69 0.33 0.03 4.29 0.10 0.22 
mcm15b 24.10 2.00 7.40 1.48 21.03 0.45 0.01 5.16 0.23 0.24 
mcm15c 18.50 2.40 3.80 1.67 21.23 0.27 0.02 3.55 0.10 0.17 
mcm15d 26.90 0.80 4.00 1.95 15.20 0.38 0.04 4.69 0.13 0.22 

Site Four
mcm16a 0.27 0.08 0.20 0.19 0.65 0.05 0.00 0.32 0.03 0.01 
mcm16b * * * * * 0.08 0.01 0.94 0.02 0.00 
mcm16c 0.30 0.04 * 0.25 1.64 0.00 0.01 0.44 0.04 0.01 
mcm16d 0.57 0.08 0.13 0.18 1.08 0.05 0.00 0.51 0.06 0.00 
mcm16e 0.26 0.04 0.12 0.27 1.98 0.04 0.01 0.63 0.03 0.01 
mcm16f 0.45 0.05 0.40 0.12 0.81 0.04 0.02 0.27 0.02 0.02 
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Table A1 1 (continued): Solute data for the McMurdo Ice Shelf samples.
 

Sample Na:Cl Na+K/ 
Ca+Mg nssSO4 Ca* TDS (ppm) pH 

Site One       
mcm02 0.50 * 0.97 0.73 6.42 6.69 
mcm03 0.28 2.84 0.52 0.19 4.90 6.78 
mcm06 0.24 1.34 0.26 0.46 5.38 7.11 
mcm07 0.12 2.40 0.63 0.24 4.18 7.13 
mcm11 0.23 2.45 0.57 0.34 5.82 6.95 

Site Two       
mcm12a 0.36 3.41 0.12 0.32 5.20 7.68 
mcm12b 0.62 5.83 * 0.26 * 6.92 
mcm12c 0.59 8.86 13.08 0.29 112.69 6.51 
mcm12d 0.60 5.95 22.87 1.62 257.25 6.52 
mcm12e 0.62 8.21 8.59 -0.29 99.92 6.4 
mcm12f 0.56 7.25 3.05 -0.20 122.35 7.27 
mcm12g 0.55 6.88 12.96 -0.46 196.69 6.63 

Site Three      
mcm13a 0.46 3.03 -0.38 1.26 20.34 7.08 
mcm13b 1.54 6.97 -5.30 4.11 108.46 6.96 
mcm13c 1.77 4.76 -5.30 2.69 51.96 7.21 
mcm15a 1.33 5.17 -0.59 1.51 46.98 6.68 
mcm15b 1.15 9.05 -0.86 1.02 62.10 6.91 
mcm15c 0.87 5.48 -1.08 1.20 51.70 * 
mcm15d 1.77 11.24 -2.04 1.62 54.30 6.93 

Site Four       
mcm16a 0.41 1.74 0.25 0.18 1.81 6.76 
mcm16b * * * * * 7.03 
mcm16c 0.18 * 0.36 0.21 2.72 6.85 
mcm16d 0.53 2.69 0.37 0.16 2.66 6.94 
mcm16e 0.13 1.23 0.57 0.23 3.39 6.8 
mcm16f 0.56 5.00 0.15 0.10 2.19 7.12 
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Table A1 2: Statistical Analysis of Solute Data from McMurdo Ice Shelf: ANOVA and
Mann Whitney tests generated using Minitab.
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance TDS (ppm) 
McMurdo Solute Data 
 
Analysis of Variance for TDS (ppm) 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Code        3     74864     24955     9.04    0.001 
Error      18     49690      2761 
Total      21    124554 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -------+---------+---------+--------- 
Site 1      5      8.80      3.11   (------*------)  
Site 2      6    146.50     93.47                       (------*-----)  
Site 3      6     76.33     34.53             (------*-----)  
Site 4      5      4.20      1.48   (------*------)  
                                   -------+---------+---------+--------- 
Pooled StDev =    52.54                   0        70       140 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Na:Cl 
McMurdo Solute Data 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na:Cl    
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Code        3    3.8555    1.2852    14.45    0.000 
Error      19    1.6899    0.0889 
Total      22    5.5455 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -+---------+---------+---------+----- 
Site 1      5    0.2752    0.1398   (-----*----)  
Site 2      6    0.5475    0.0964         (----*----)  
Site 3      7    1.2693    0.4851                        (---*----)  
Site 4      5    0.3626    0.1956     (----*-----)  
                                   -+---------+---------+---------+----- 
Pooled StDev =   0.2982           0.00      0.50      1.00      1.50 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Na+K/Ca+Mg 
McMurdo Solute Data 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na+K/Ca+Mg 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Code        3     86.77     28.92     6.53    0.004 
Error      17     75.29      4.43 
Total      20    162.06 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Site 1      4     2.258     0.641  (--------*--------)  
Site 2      6     6.759     1.931                      (------*------)  
Site 3      7     6.529     2.800                     (------*------)  
Site 4      4     2.665     1.671    (--------*--------)  
                                   ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Pooled StDev =    2.105                    2.5       5.0       7.5 
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Table A1 3: (continued)
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: nssSO4
McMurdo Solute Data 
 
Analysis of Variance for nssSO4   
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Code        3     542.7     180.9     9.54    0.000 
Error      19     360.3      19.0 
Total      22     903.0 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Site 1      5     0.589     0.256      (------*------)  
Site 2      6    10.113     8.145                       (-----*-----)  
Site 3      7    -2.220     2.170   (----*-----)  
Site 4      5     0.341     0.152      (------*-----)  
                                   ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Pooled StDev =    4.355                    0.0       6.0      12.0 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Ca* 
McMurdo Solute Data 
 
Analysis of Variance for Ca*      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Code        3    13.521     4.507     8.18    0.001 
Error      19    10.470     0.551 
Total      22    23.991 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ------+---------+---------+---------+ 
Site 1      5    0.3929    0.2126     (------*------)  
Site 2      6    0.2139    0.7570    (-----*-----)  
Site 3      7    1.9155    1.1116                     (-----*-----)  
Site 4      5    0.1749    0.0495   (------*------)  
                                   ------+---------+---------+---------+ 
Pooled StDev =   0.7423                0.0       1.0       2.0       3.0 
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Table A1 4: Statistical analysis of solute clusters for the McMurdo Ice Shelf samples.

One-way Analysis of Variance: TDS 
 
Analysis of Variance for TDS (ppm) 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3    117862     39287   105.68    0.000 
Error      18      6692       372 
Total      21    124554 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -+---------+---------+---------+----- 
M1         12      8.00      5.39   (*)  
M2          3    126.33     22.23                (--*--)  
M3          2    245.50     54.45                              (---*--)  
M4          5     87.20     24.59            (-*-)  
                                   -+---------+---------+---------+----- 
Pooled StDev =    19.28             0        80       160       240 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: pH 
 
Analysis of Variance for pH       
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3    0.4071    0.1357     1.77    0.189 
Error      18    1.3787    0.0766 
Total      21    1.7857 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
M1         12    6.9908    0.2666                        (-----*-----)  
M2          3    6.7267    0.4737          (----------*----------)  
M3          2    6.5750    0.0778  (-------------*-------------)  
M4          5    6.9380    0.1883                    (-------*--------)  
                                   -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
Pooled StDev =   0.2768               6.30      6.60      6.90      7.20 
 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Na+K/Ca+Mg 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na+K/Ca+Mg 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3    116.64     38.88    14.55    0.000 
Error      17     45.43      2.67 
Total      20    162.06 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
M1         10     2.613     1.102  (---*----)  
M2          3     8.106     0.810                    (-------*-------)  
M3          2     6.413     0.653            (---------*--------)  
M4          6     7.112     2.559                   (----*-----)  
                                   ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Pooled StDev =    1.635              2.5       5.0       7.5      10.0 
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Table A1 4: (continued)
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Na:Cl 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na:Cl    
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3    4.6317    1.5439    32.10    0.000 
Error      19    0.9137    0.0481 
Total      22    5.5455 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
M1         12    0.3336    0.1562  (--*---)  
M2          3    0.5904    0.0276     (------*-----)  
M3          2    0.5784    0.0361   (-------*--------)  
M4          6    1.4046    0.3585                           (----*----)  
                                   -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
Pooled StDev =   0.2193               0.40      0.80      1.20      1.60 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: nssSO4
 
Analysis of Variance for nssSO4   
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3    777.99    259.33    39.40    0.000 
Error      19    125.05      6.58 
Total      22    903.04 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ------+---------+---------+---------+ 
M1         12     0.366     0.333       (*-)  
M2          3     8.242     5.019              (---*---)  
M3          2    17.917     7.011                          (---*----)  
M4          6    -2.528     2.204  (--*--)  
                                   ------+---------+---------+---------+ 
Pooled StDev =    2.565                0.0       8.0      16.0      24.0 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Ca* 
 
Analysis of Variance for Ca*      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3    13.536     4.512     8.20    0.001 
Error      19    10.455     0.550 
Total      22    23.991 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----------+---------+---------+------ 
M1         12    0.3685    0.3283           (----*---)  
M2          3   -0.0658    0.3138  (--------*--------)  
M3          2    0.5814    1.4672       (----------*----------)  
M4          6    2.0240    1.1764                          (-----*------)  
                                   ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Pooled StDev =   0.7418                    0.0       1.0       2.0 
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Figure A1 1: Durov plot of McMurdo Ice Shelf solute data. Key: Site 1 (white triangles;
Site 2 (blue diamonds); Site 3 (orange diamonds); and Site 4 (black circles).
 

 
Figure A1 2: Piper plot of McMurdo Ice Shelf solute data. Key: Site 1 (white triangles;
Site 2 (blue diamonds); Site 3 (orange diamonds); and Site 4 (black circles).
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Appendix 2: McMurdo Ice Shelf Isotope Data

Table A2 1: Isotope data for the McMurdo Ice Shelf samples.

Block 
Number ID Depth 

(cm)¥
18O 

(‰)
Std 
Dev D (‰) Std 

Dev Dx 

Site One      

McM01 M01 100 -27.76 0.04 -224.08 2.55 -2.00 
McM02 M02 200 -27.56 0.05 -215.14 0.33 5.33 
McM03 M03 300 -27.78 0.02 -219.59 0.38 2.68 
McM04 M04 100 -32.76 0.05 -257.34 1.39 4.73 
McM05 M05 200 -31.74 0.02 -250.15 1.45 3.79 
McM06 M06 300 -27.45 0.05 -212.98 0.95 6.61 
McM07 M07 100 * * * * * 
McM08 M08 200 -31.32 0.03 -244.19 0.78 6.37 
McM09 M09 300 -33.05 0.06 -252.52 0.39 11.87 
McM10 M10 100 -32.33 0.03 -251.16 0.31 7.45 
McM11 M11 200 -36.68 0.04 -292.59 0.76 0.85 
Site Two        
McM12a M12 17 2.57 0.06 19.72 0.51 -0.84 
McM12b M13 50 2.16 0.02 20.20 0.82 2.95 
McM12c M14 120 * * 18.63 0.02 * 
McM12d M15 180 2.30 0.04 17.89 0.18 -0.55 
McM12e M16 220 2.38 0.05 18.83 0.76 -0.18 
McM12f M17 260 2.32 0.03 17.84 0.55 -0.73 
McM12g M18 283 2.19 0.03 19.09 0.73 1.55 
Site Three
McM13a M19  * * -19.11 0.12 * 
McM13b M20  -2.90 0.04 -23.58 0.17 -0.35 
McM13c M21  -3.76 0.08 -28.76 0.10 1.32 
McM15a M22  -4.17 0.04 -31.25 0.26 2.08 
McM15b M23  -4.10 0.05 -31.44 0.14 1.35 
McM15c M24  -4.23 0.02 -30.13 0.60 3.67 
McM15d M25  -4.08 0.06 -29.83 0.03 2.82 
Site Four        
McM16a M26  -32.09 0.04 -248.77 0.11 7.95 
McM16b M27  -33.22 0.06 -260.71 1.97 5.06 
McM16c M28  -36.71 0.05 -284.56 0.12 9.11 
McM16d M29  -32.67 0.05 -260.96 0.90 0.37 
McM16e M30  -30.32 0.06 -241.59 0.50 0.99 
McM16f M31   -31.07 0.04 -246.23 0.21 2.33 
        
¥ = depth below surface      
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Table A2 2: Statistical Analysis of Isotope Data from McMurdo Ice Shelf: ANOVA and
Mann Whitney tests generated using Minitab.

Descriptive Statistics: 18 Oxygen / McMurdo Ice Sheet 
 
Variable             N         N*       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev 
Site 1 18O          10          0    -30.843    -31.530    -30.537      3.110 
Site 2 18O           6          1     2.3200     2.3100     2.3200     0.1476 
Site 3 18O           6          1     -3.873     -4.090     -3.873      0.504 
Site 4 18O           6          0    -32.680    -32.380    -32.680      2.238 
 
Descriptive Statistics: Deuterium / McMurdo Ice Sheet 
 
Variable             N       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev    SE Mean 
Site 1 D           10    -241.97    -247.17    -239.27      24.60       7.78 
Site 2 D            7     18.886     18.830     18.886      0.877      0.332 
Site 3 D            7     -27.73     -29.83     -27.73       4.64       1.75 
Site 4 D            6    -257.14    -254.74    -257.14      15.56       6.35 
 
Descriptive Statistics: Deuterium Excess / McMurdo Ice Sheet 
 
Variable             N         N*       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev 
Site 1 Dx           10          0       4.77       5.03       4.73       3.81 
Site 2 Dx            6          1      0.367     -0.365      0.367      1.541 
Site 3 Dx            6          1      1.815      1.715      1.815      1.391 
Site 4 Dx            6          0       4.30       3.70       4.30       3.67 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: 18 Oxygen 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Factor      3   6613.78   2204.59   466.34    0.000 
Error      24    113.46      4.73 
Total      27   6727.24 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---------+---------+---------+------- 
Site 1 18O 10   -30.843     3.110    (*)  
Site 2 18O  6     2.320     0.148                               (-*)  
Site 3 18O  6    -3.873     0.504                          (-*)  
Site 4 18O  6   -32.680     2.238  (-*)  
                                   ---------+---------+---------+------- 
Pooled StDev =    2.174                   -24       -12         0 
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Table A2 2: (continued) 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Deuterium Excess / McMurdo Ice Sheet 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Factor      3     91.22     30.41     3.33    0.036 
Error      24    219.24      9.14 
Total      27    310.46 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---------+---------+---------+------- 
Site 1 D  10     4.768     3.806                      (-------*-------)  
Site 2 D   6     0.367     1.541  (---------*----------)  
Site 3 D   6     1.815     1.391        (---------*---------)  
Site 4 D   6     4.302     3.669                  (---------*---------)  
                                   ---------+---------+---------+------- 
Pooled StDev =    3.022                   0.0       2.5       5.0 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test: McMurdo Ice Sheet  
Deuterium Excess Site 1 > Site 2 
 
Site 1 Dx   N =  10     Median =       5.030 
Site 2 Dx   N =   6     Median =      -0.365 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is       4.575 
95.5 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (1.129,7.341) 
W = 106.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0131 
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Table A2 3: Regression Analysis of Isotope Data from McMurdo Ice Shelf.

The regression equation is 
D (‰) = - 0.9 + 7.82 18O (‰) 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant        -0.86       13.28      -0.06    0.950 
18O (‰)       7.8175      0.4287      18.24    0.000 
 
S = 3.999       R-Sq = 97.7%     R-Sq(adj) = 97.4% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      5319.8      5319.8    332.59    0.000 
Residual Error     8       128.0        16.0 
Total              9      5447.7 
 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
McMurdo Ice Shelf (Site One) 
 

= 
305.87

992.320.282.7  

 
= 7.82 ± 0.10 
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Figure A3.1: Photograph of block 
RGB01. This block is from the 
bottom of the basal ice sequence 
of the Rhone Glacier. The location 
of sub-samples for isotopic analysis 
are indicated in black (A0 to A6). 
The solute sub-samples are in red 
(A3 to A6).

Block is 160mm x 300 mm (RHS)

This is the stratified dispersed 
facies which alternates between 
clean sub-facies (Icb, Icl), and 
discoloured debris-enriched sub-
facies (Idd, Ids).

Figure A3.2: Photograph of block 
RGB02. This block above RGB01 in 
the basal ice sequence of the 
Rhone Glacier. The location of sub-
samples for isotopic analysis are 
indicated in black (A7 to A13). The 
solute sub-samples are in red (A7 
to A13).

This is the stratified dispersed 
facies which alternates between 
clean sub-facies (Icb, Icl), and 
discoloured debris-enriched sub-
facies (Idd, Ids).

Block is 180mm x 390 mm

Figure A3.3: Photograph of block 
RGB03. This block sits above 
RGB02. The location of sub-
samples for isotopic analysis are 
indicated in black (A14 to A19). 
The solute sub-samples are in red 
(A14 to A19).

Block is 192 mm (bot) x 365 mm

This is the stratified dispersed 
facies which alternates between 
clean sub-facies (Icb, Icl), and 
discoloured debris-enriched sub-
facies (Idd, Ids).

Appendix 3: Rhone Glacier Photographs
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Figure A3.4: Photograph of block 
RGB04. This block is above RGB03 
in the Rhone basal ice sequence. 
The location of sub-samples for 
isotopic analysis are indicated in 
black (A20 to A25). The solute sub-
samples are in red (A20 to A25).

Block is 126 mm (bot) x 335 mm.

This is the stratified dispersed 
facies which alternates between 
clean sub-facies (Icb, Icl), and 
discoloured debris-enriched sub-
facies (Idd, Ids).
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A25 A25
A24
A23
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Figure A3.5: Photograph of block 
RGB05. This block is above RGB04 
in the basal ice sequence of the 
Rhone Glacier. The location of sub-
samples for isotopic analysis are 
indicated in black (A26 to A31). 
The solute sub-samples are in red 
(A26 to A31).

Block is 197 mm (bot) x 371 mm.

This is the stratified dispersed 
facies which alternates between 
clean sub-facies (Icb, Icl), and 
discoloured debris-enriched sub-
facies (Idd, Ids). A26
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A26
A27
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Figure A3.6: Photograph of block 
RGB06. This block is above RGB05 
in the basal ice sequence of the 
Rhone Glacier. The location of sub-
samples for isotopic analysis are 
indicated in black (A32 to A39a). 
The solute sub-samples are in red 
(A32 to A39a).

This ice is the contact between the 
stratified dispersed facies (clear 
and debris-enriched ice) and the 
diffuse debris facies (top third of 
photograph).

Block is 173 mm x 370 mm.

A34A35A36
A37
A38A39a

A33
A32 A32

A33A34A35A36A37
A38A39a
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Figure A3.7: Photograph of block 
RGB07. This block is the top of the 
continuous sequence of the Rhone 
Glacier. The location of sub-
samples for isotopic analysis are 
indicated in black (A39b to A45). 
The solute sub-samples are in red 
(A39b to A44).

This is the diffuse debris facies 
which varies considerably in 
coloration and debris loading.

Block is 158 mm x 388 mm.
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A43A44A45

A40
A39b A39b

A40
A41
A42
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Figure A3.8: Diagram showing 
the sampling locations from block 
RGBA1. This block is separate from 
the previous sequence of blocks, 
taken from a height 4.06m above 
the glacier bed in the clean facies. 
Sub-samples for isotopic analysis 
are indicated in black (A46 to A53). 
The solute sub-samples are in red 
(A46 to A53).

This is the clean facies, and occurs 
englacially.

NOTE: There is no #A45 in the 
solute analysis.

Block is 200 mm x 480 mm.
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Appendix A4: Rhone Glacier Solute Data

Table A4 1: Solute data for the Rhone Glacier basal ice samples.
 

Block 
Number ID Height 

(cm)§
Na 
(ppm) 

Mg 
(ppm) 

K 
(ppm) 

Ca 
(ppm) 

NH4 
(ppm) 

Cl 
(ppm) 

F  
(ppm) 

SO4 
(ppm) 

NO3 
(ppm) 

PO4 
(ppm) 

Stratified Dispersed Facies          
RGB-A00 R01 0 * * * * * * * * * * 
RGB-A01 R02 3 3.66 0.59 0.62 1.25 0.25 4.57 * * 0.37 * 
RGB-A02 R03 8 3.97 1.01 0.20 1.79 0.09 6.52 * * 0.31 * 
RGB-A03 R04 14 2.71 0.50 2.81 1.49 0.26 4.79 0.13 2.80 0.23 0.02 
RGB-A04 R05 19 1.66 0.19 2.11 0.71 0.50 4.60 0.33 0.64 0.13 0.02 
RGB-A05 R06 24 3.36 0.96 1.72 2.17 0.13 7.81 0.06 4.43 0.26 0.01 
RGB-A06 R07 29 1.01 0.16 0.41 0.68 0.07 1.30 0.07 0.98 0.06 0.01 
RGB-A07 R08 35 1.94 0.37 1.01 1.16 0.24 4.25 0.07 2.14 0.43 0.02 
RGB-A08 R09 39 2.01 0.44 1.21 1.19 0.25 3.18 0.00 2.21 0.45 0.07 
RGB-A09 R10 44 1.64 0.23 0.41 1.21 0.21 2.10 0.07 1.34 0.29 0.02 
RGB-A10 R11 50 1.02 0.14 1.05 0.50 0.27 1.00 0.00 0.30 0.36 0.06 
RGB-A11 R12 55 1.08 0.17 1.05 0.57 0.27 1.48 0.05 0.48 0.35 0.14 
RGB-A12 R13 61 3.36 1.17 0.73 2.19 0.27 7.41 0.04 3.49 0.47 0.07 
RGB-A13 R14 66 6.51 1.93 1.08 3.55 0.24 15.42 0.00 6.40 0.58 0.15 
RGB-A14 R15 75 2.63 0.23 2.18 1.36 0.24 5.19 0.36 4.58 0.35 0.01 
RGB-A15 R16 81 1.31 0.27 1.07 0.86 0.06 2.66 0.06 1.50 0.19 0.00 
RGB-A16 R17 87 2.62 0.62 0.94 1.62 0.65 7.96 0.07 2.56 0.49 0.00 
RGB-A17 R18 92 2.31 0.44 0.87 1.95 0.15 4.14 0.00 3.30 0.31 0.00 
RGB-A18 R20 98 2.74 0.63 0.83 2.63 0.21 4.95 0.00 3.25 0.35 0.00 
RGB-A19 R22 104 1.77 0.24 0.94 2.80 0.24 2.68 0.15 0.79 0.35 0.01 
RGB-A20 R23 111 1.79 0.26 1.43 0.87 0.27 3.09 0.13 0.60 0.37 0.02 
RGB-A21 R24 115 1.46 0.26 0.84 0.69 0.23 2.92 0.12 1.33 0.39 0.01 
RGB-A22 R25 120 4.13 0.73 1.41 5.66 0.43 4.81 * * 0.65 0.01 
RGB-A23 R26 126 * * * * 0.21 3.31 0.00 2.02 0.37 0.02 
RGB-A24 R27 131 1.36 0.24 0.38 0.73 0.18 2.07 0.00 1.55 0.30 0.02 
RGB-A25 R28 137 0.83 0.08 0.62 0.29 0.17 0.97 0.00 0.30 0.26 0.02 
RGB-A26 R29 145 1.62 0.27 0.72 0.83 0.19 2.66 0.00 1.67 0.31 0.01 
RGB-A27 R30 150 2.29 0.43 0.61 1.45 0.12 4.59 0.00 3.40 0.33 0.01 
RGB-A28 R31 155 1.71 0.24 0.67 0.73 0.38 2.43 0.07 6.40 0.44 0.02 
RGB-A29 R32 160 2.21 0.55 0.63 1.73 0.13 4.07 0.00 3.44 0.26 0.01 
RGB-A30 R33 164 3.35 0.62 0.89 2.21 0.17 7.15 0.09 3.99 0.34 0.02 
RGB-A31 R34 168 2.38 0.46 1.81 1.22 0.23 4.15 0.00 1.13 0.36 0.02 
RGB-A32 R35 176 2.63 0.48 1.56 1.46 0.34 5.91 0.24 1.84 0.49 0.03 
RGB-B33 R39 183 2.93 0.53 1.84 1.35 0.00 4.45 0.13 1.27 0.46 0.03 
RGB-A34 R43 187 2.39 0.49 1.20 1.39 0.22 4.33 0.00 2.46 0.43 0.02 
RGB-A35 R45 190 1.30 0.25 0.38 0.80 0.19 2.10 0.00 1.57 0.30 0.02 

Diffuse Debris Facies           
RGB-A36 R49 195 5.00 0.78 1.32 2.03 0.22 9.96 0.07 2.36 0.46 0.02 
RGB-A37 R54 200 6.70 1.21 1.20 3.53 0.30 9.22 0.09 4.93 0.47 0.03 
RGB-A38 R59 205 6.04 1.29 1.05 3.47 0.28 11.55 0.04 7.92 0.55 0.03 
RGB-A39 R64 210 7.99 1.56 1.12 3.62 0.20 16.86 0.12 4.53 0.69 0.02 
RGB-B39 R65 217 6.64 1.43 1.00 4.05 0.26 13.71 0.07 8.61 0.55 0.02 
RGB-A40 R68 224 7.14 1.88 4.57 2.96 1.44 11.68 0.06 8.51 0.95 0.54 
RGB-A41 R73 230 * * * * * * * * * * 
RGB-A42 R77 237 7.89 1.52 1.35 3.90 0.28 14.14 0.06 8.32 0.59 0.05 
RGB-A43 R80 244 4.32 0.61 1.01 1.89 4.31 7.94 0.04 3.44 0.53 0.02 
RGB-A44 R84 249 4.77 0.68 1.01 1.91 0.24 7.31 0.74 2.12 0.53 0.03 
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Clean Facies            
RGB-A46 R92 410 2.00 0.35 0.80 0.90 0.04 4.50 0.62 2.26 0.24 0.01 
RGB-A47 R93 416 1.41 0.31 0.80 0.66 0.14 3.25 0.08 1.43 0.19 0.01 
RGB-A48 R94 423 1.39 0.33 0.63 0.97 0.25 3.38 0.43 2.41 0.33 0.03 
RGB-A49 R95 429 1.48 0.47 0.69 0.63 0.14 3.53 0.06 1.38 0.19 0.01 
RGB-A50 R96 436 1.43 0.50 1.16 0.72 0.14 3.94 0.05 0.92 0.20 0.01 
RGB-A51 R97 442 1.55 0.42 1.87 0.83 0.22 3.53 0.16 0.99 0.31 0.02 
RGB-A52 R98 448 1.20 0.38 0.91 0.74 0.14 3.32 0.08 1.48 0.16 0.01 
RGB-A53 R99 454 1.37 0.49 0.84 0.83 0.12 3.94 0.07 1.67 0.17 0.01 

§ = above bed            
 

 

 

Sample ID ID Height 
(cm)§ Na/Cl Na+K/ 

Ca+Mg nssSO4 Ca* Debris % 
by Vol 

TDS 
(ppm) pH Solute 

Cluster 

Stratified Dispersed Facies       
 

RGB-A00 R01 0 * * * * * * * * 
RGB-A01 R02 3 0.80 2.33 * 1.15 0.90 11.3 * * 
RGB-A02 R03 8 0.61 1.49 * 1.65 0.52 13.9 * * 
RGB-A03 R04 14 0.56 2.78 2.13 1.38 1.15 15.7 5.22 1 
RGB-A04 R05 19 0.36 4.20 0.23 0.60 0.03 10.9 5.35 4 
RGB-A05 R06 24 0.43 1.62 3.59 1.99 2.25 20.9 5.51 1 
RGB-A06 R07 29 0.78 1.69 0.73 0.65 0.05 4.7 5.51 3 
RGB-A07 R08 35 0.46 1.93 1.65 1.06 0.34 11.6 5.62 3 
RGB-A08 R09 39 0.63 1.98 1.71 1.11 0.12 11.0 5.59 5 
RGB-A09 R10 44 0.78 1.42 0.93 1.16 0.00 7.5 5.61 3 
RGB-A10 R11 50 1.02 3.24 0.04 0.47 0.01 4.7 5.70 5 
RGB-A11 R12 55 0.73 2.88 0.21 0.53 0.00 5.6 5.49 5 
RGB-A12 R13 61 0.45 1.22 2.65 2.02 0.23 19.2 5.46 1 
RGB-A13 R14 66 0.42 1.38 4.77 3.21 3.82 35.8 5.70 2 
RGB-A14 R15 75 0.51 3.03 3.92 1.24 0.00 17.1 5.80 2 
RGB-A15 R16 81 0.49 2.11 1.17 0.80 0.13 8.0 5.97 5 
RGB-A16 R17 87 0.33 1.59 1.90 1.44 1.20 17.5 5.93 3 
RGB-A17 R18 92 0.56 1.33 2.72 1.85 0.14 13.5 5.94 3 
RGB-A18 R20 98 0.55 1.09 2.56 2.52 0.16 15.6 5.94 4 
RGB-A19 R22 104 0.66 0.89 0.35 2.74 0.02 9.9 5.98 5 
RGB-A20 R23 111 0.58 2.85 0.15 0.80 0.04 8.8 5.87 1 
RGB-A21 R24 115 0.50 2.42 0.96 0.62 0.01 8.2 5.13 5 
RGB-A22 R25 120 * 0.87 * * 0.22 17.8 * * 
RGB-A23 R26 126 * * * * 0.18 5.9 5.80 * 
RGB-A24 R27 131 0.66 1.79 1.21 0.68 0.01 6.8 5.83 3 
RGB-A25 R28 137 0.85 3.95 0.09 0.26 0.05 3.5 5.85 3 
RGB-A26 R29 145 0.61 2.13 1.27 0.77 0.04 8.3 5.66 2 
RGB-A27 R30 150 0.50 1.54 2.82 1.34 0.05 13.2 5.59 2 
RGB-A28 R31 155 0.70 2.46 5.97 0.67 0.11 13.1 5.72 2 
RGB-A29 R32 160 0.54 1.24 2.89 1.64 0.39 13.0 5.68 4 
RGB-A30 R33 164 0.47 1.50 3.15 2.05 0.09 18.8 5.73 2 
RGB-A31 R34 168 0.57 2.50 0.53 1.12 0.06 11.7 5.73 4 
RGB-A32 R35 176 0.44 2.16 1.18 1.32 0.10 15.0 5.69 4 
RGB-B33 R39 183 0.66 2.54 0.54 1.25 0.29 13.0 5.78 3 
RGB-A34 R43 187 0.55 1.91 1.86 1.29 0.24 12.9 5.80 1 
RGB-A35 R45 190 0.62 1.60 1.25 0.75 0.01 6.9 5.84 2 
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Diffuse Debris Facies         
RGB-A36 R49 195 0.50 2.25 1.11 1.81 0.20 22.2 5.89 1 
RGB-A37 R54 200 0.73 1.67 3.26 3.32 0.54 27.7 6.07 2 
RGB-A38 R59 205 0.52 1.49 6.41 3.21 0.65 32.2 5.94 2 
RGB-A39 R64 210 0.47 1.76 2.53 3.24 2.85 36.7 6.07 2 
RGB-B39 R65 217 0.48 1.39 6.95 3.74 0.70 36.3 6.13 2 
RGB-A40 R68 224 0.61 2.42 6.73 2.70 0.95 39.7 5.76 2 
RGB-A41 R73 230 * * * * 0.98 * * * 
RGB-A42 R77 237 0.56 1.70 6.34 3.58 0.50 38.1 6.13 2 
RGB-A43 R80 244 0.54 2.13 2.37 1.71 0.10 24.1 6.29 2 
RGB-A44 R84 249 0.65 2.23 0.92 1.74 0.08 19.3 6.36 4 

Clean Facies          
RGB-A46 R92 410 0.44 2.24 1.76 0.80 0.01 11.7 6.25 1 
RGB-A47 R93 416 0.43 2.28 1.08 0.58 0.00 8.3 6.24 4 
RGB-A48 R94 423 0.41 1.55 2.06 0.89 0.00 10.1 6.08 2 
RGB-A49 R95 429 0.42 1.97 1.01 0.55 0.00 8.6 6.11 4 
RGB-A50 R96 436 0.36 2.12 0.57 0.63 0.00 9.1 5.90 4 
RGB-A51 R97 442 0.44 2.74 0.61 0.75 0.00 9.9 5.89 4 
RGB-A52 R98 448 0.36 1.88 1.18 0.66 0.00 8.4 * 4 
RGB-A53 R99 454 0.35 1.67 1.33 0.74 0.00 9.5 6.21 1 

 

 

Table A2 2: Summary of the facies and sub facies from the Rhone Glacier solute and
debris concentrations.
 

Cations Rhone Glacier 
Ice Types 

Na Mg K Mean Mean

TDS 
Mean 

pH 
Mean 

Debris 
Conc  % 
Mean 

  2.3 0.5           0.36 
Clean (Icb), (Icl) 1.7 0.3 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.03 
Low Debris (Ids1) 2.5 0.5 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.18 

Stratified 
Dispersed 

High Debris (Ids2) 3.4 0.8 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 1.27 
  6.3 1.2 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 0.73 
Light (Idd1), (Icb) 4.7 0.7 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.13 Diffuse Debris 
Dark (Idd2) 7.1 1.5 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.99 

Clean Ice   1.5 0.4 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 0.00 

Anions   
F Cl NO3 PO4 SO4

Na+K/ 
Ca+Mg nssSO4 Ca* 

  0.1 4.3 0.4 0.0 2.3 2.0 1.8 1.3 
Clean (Icb), (Icl) 0.1 3.2 0.3 0.0 1.6 2.3 1.1 1.0 
Low Debris (Ids1) 0.0 4.2 0.4 0.0 2.9 1.7 2.4 1.9 

Stratified 
Dispersed 

High Debris (Ids2) 0.1 6.9 0.4 0.0 3.6 1.8 2.8 1.7 
  0.1 11.4 0.6 0.1 5.6 1.9 4.1 2.8 
Light (Idd1), (Icb) 0.3 8.4 0.5 0.0 2.6 2.2 1.5 1.8 Diffuse Debris 
Dark (Idd2) 0.1 12.9 0.6 0.1 7.1 1.7 5.4 3.3 

Clean Ice   0.2 3.7 0.2 0.0 1.6 2.1 1.2 0.7 
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Figure A4 1: Summary diagrams showing how solute indices and pH change with
height above the bed for the Rhone Glacier basal ice samples, (l r): Na:Cl ratio,
Na+K/Ca+Mg ratio, pH, nssSO4 ratio and the Ca* ratio.
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Figure A4 2: Regression plot of debris concentration vs. total solute concentration a).
Diffuse debris facies and b). Stratified dispersed facies.
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Table A4 3: Statistical Analysis of Solute Data from Rhone Glacier: ANOVA and Mann
Whitney tests generated using Minitab.
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Na:Cl   
Rhone Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na/Cl    
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2    0.2238    0.1119     6.77    0.003 
Error      47    0.7771    0.0165 
Total      49    1.0009 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Stratified 33    0.5873    0.1487                          (----*---)  
Diffuse     9    0.5622    0.0863                    (-------*--------)  
Clean       8    0.4012    0.0383   (--------*--------)  
                                   ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Pooled StDev =   0.1286                    0.40      0.50      0.60 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: nssSO4  
Rhone Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for nssSO4   
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2     44.57     22.28     8.64    0.001 
Error      45    116.07      2.58 
Total      47    160.64 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Stratified 31     1.778     1.456          (---*---)  
Diffuse     9     4.069     2.515                      (------*------)  
Clean       8     1.200     0.516  (-------*-------)  
                                   ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Pooled StDev =    1.606                    1.5       3.0       4.5 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Ca*  
Rhone Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for Ca*      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2    21.490    10.745    24.50    0.000 
Error      47    20.612     0.439 
Total      49    42.102 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  --------+---------+---------+-------- 
Stratified 33    1.2767    0.6868          (--*-)  
Diffuse     9    2.7833    0.8234                       (----*---)  
Clean       8    0.7000    0.1156  (----*----)  
                                   --------+---------+---------+-------- 
Pooled StDev =   0.6622                  1.0       2.0       3.0 
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Table A4 3 (continued) 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: TDS  
Rhone Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for TDS (ppm) 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2    2715.5    1357.7    38.28    0.000 
Error      49    1738.1      35.5 
Total      51    4453.6 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Stratified 35    12.323     6.109         (-*--)  
Diffuse     9    30.700     7.584                             (----*----)  
Clean       8     9.450     1.131   (----*----)  
                                   ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Pooled StDev =    5.956              8.0      16.0      24.0      32.0 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: pH  
Rhone Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for pH       
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2    1.6617    0.8308    21.27    0.000 
Error      45    1.7577    0.0391 
Total      47    3.4194 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Stratified 32    5.6881    0.2074   (--*---)  
Diffuse     9    6.0711    0.1888                   (------*-----)  
Clean       7    6.0971    0.1521                   (-------*------)  
                                   ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Pooled StDev =   0.1976                    5.80      6.00      6.20 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test:  
Rhone Glacier Facies 
Stratified Dispersed Facies Debris Concentration < Diffuse Debris Facies 
Debris Concentration 
 
                  N  Median 
Stratified       35   0.110 
Diffuse           9   0.540 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is -0.380 
95.2 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (-0.600,-0.050) 
W = 706.5 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2 vs ETA1 < ETA2 is significant at 0.0096 
The test is significant at 0.0095 (adjusted for ties) 
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Table A4 3 (continued) 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test: 
Rhone Glacier Facies 
Stratified Dispersed Facies Debris Concentration > Clean Facies Debris 
Concentration 
 
                N  Median 
Stratified DC  35  0.1100 
Clean DC        8  0.0000 
 
 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is 0.1100 
95.2 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (0.0400,0.2400) 
W = 894.5 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2 vs ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0001 
The test is significant at 0.0000 (adjusted for ties) 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test: 
Rhone Glacier Facies 
Diffuse Debris Facies Debris Concentration > Clean Facies Debris 
Concentration 
 
            N  Median 
Diffuse DC  9   0.540 
Clean DC    8   0.000 
 
 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is 0.540 
95.1 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (0.100,0.940) 
W = 117.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2 vs ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0003 
The test is significant at 0.0002 (adjusted for ties) 
 

 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Debris Concentration 
Rhone Glacier Facies 
 
Source  DF      SS     MS     F      P 
Factor   2   2.252  1.126  2.20  0.122 
Error   49  25.104  0.512 
Total   51  27.357 
 
S = 0.7158   R-Sq = 8.23%   R-Sq(adj) = 4.49% 
 
 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on Pooled 
                                   StDev 
Level           N    Mean   StDev     +---------+---------+---------+--------- 
Stratified DC  35  0.3703  0.7547                  (---*----) 
Diffuse DC      9  0.7300  0.8470                    (---------*--------) 
Clean DC        8  0.0013  0.0035     (---------*---------) 
                                      +---------+---------+---------+--------- 
                                   -0.50      0.00      0.50      1.00 
 
Pooled StDev = 0.7158 
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Figure A4 3: Durov diagram of Rhone Glacier basal ice facies. Key: Clean Facies (white
circles); Stratified Facies (blue circles); Diffuse Debris Facies (orange diamonds).
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Figure A4 4: Piper diagram of Rhone Glacier basal ice facies. Key: Clean Facies (white
circles); Stratified Facies (blue circles); Diffuse Debris Facies (orange diamonds).
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Appendix A5: Rhone Glacier Cluster Analysis

Table A5 1: Statistical Analysis of Solute Data from Rhone Glacier: ANOVA and Mann
Whitney tests generated using Minitab.

One-way Analysis of Variance: Debris Concentration 
Rhone Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Source        DF      SS     MS      F      P 
Sol Clusters   3  11.618  3.873  11.08  0.000 
Error         44  15.378  0.350 
Total         47  26.996 
 
S = 0.5912   R-Sq = 43.04%   R-Sq(adj) = 39.15% 
 
                           Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on 
                           Pooled StDev 
Level   N    Mean   StDev  -----+---------+---------+---------+---- 
R1     23  0.1404  0.2494     (---*---) 
R2      8  0.5863  0.7711          (------*------) 
R3     11  0.0300  0.0379  (-----*----) 
R4      6  1.5783  1.4024                         (-------*-------) 
                           -----+---------+---------+---------+---- 
                              0.00      0.60      1.20      1.80 
Pooled StDev = 0.5912 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test: Debris Concentration 
Rhone Glacier Solutes Clusters 
Debris Concentration R2 < R4 
 
    N  Median 
R2  8   0.215 
R4  6   0.825 
 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is -0.585 
95.5 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (-2.750,0.040) 
W = 45.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2 vs ETA1 < ETA2 is significant at 0.0306 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: TDS (ppm) 
Rhone Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for TDS (ppm) 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Sol Clus    3   4055.58   1351.86   205.48    0.000 
Error      44    289.48      6.58 
Total      47   4345.06 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
R1         23    11.807     2.547        (*)  
R2          8    21.210     3.338                (-*-)  
R3         11     6.742     1.921  (-*)  
R4          6    36.473     2.525                               (-*--)  
                                   -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
Pooled StDev =    2.565                10        20        30        40 
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Table A5 1: (continued)
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: pH 
Rhone Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for pH       
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Sol Clus    3    0.3584    0.1195     1.68    0.186 
Error      43    3.0606    0.0712 
Total      46    3.4190 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
R1         22    5.8182    0.2665           (-----*-----)  
R2          8    5.9050    0.3312            (--------*---------)  
R3         11    5.6882    0.2497  (-------*--------)  
R4          6    5.9550    0.1885             (----------*----------)  
                                   ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Pooled StDev =   0.2668              5.60      5.80      6.00      6.20 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: nssSO4
Rhone Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for nssSO4   
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Sol Clus    3     97.81     32.60    22.83    0.000 
Error      44     62.83      1.43 
Total      47    160.64 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----------+---------+---------+------ 
R1          23     1.759     1.334        (--*-)  
R2           8     2.369     0.991          (---*---)  
R3          11     0.746     0.487  (---*--)  
R4           6     5.622     1.698                         (----*----)  
                                   ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Pooled StDev =    1.195                    2.0       4.0       6.0 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Ca* 
Rhone Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for Ca*      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Sol Clus    3    29.650     9.883    35.29    0.000 
Error      44    12.321     0.280 
Total      47    41.971 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
R1          23    1.0778    0.4778      (-*-)  
R2           8    2.0100    0.5664             (---*---)  
R3          11    0.8573    0.6636  (---*--)  
R4           6    3.2800    0.3604                         (----*---)  
                                   -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
Pooled StDev =   0.5292               1.0       2.0       3.0       4.0 
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Appendix A6: Rhone Glacier Isotope Data

Table A6 1: Isotope data for the Rhone Glacier basal ice samples.

Block Number ID Height 
(cm)§

18O 
(‰)

Std 
Dev D (‰) Std 

Dev Dx 

Stratified Dispersed Facies
RGB-A00 R01 0 -29.92 0.10 -248.40 0.22 -9.07 
RGB-A01 R02 3 -32.22 0.10 -260.49 0.75 -2.73 
RGB-A02 R03 8 -32.32 0.03 -262.12 0.42 -3.58 
RGB-A03 R04 14 -32.54 0.09 -265.81 0.66 -5.47 
RGB-A04 R05 19 -30.75 0.03 -246.65 0.45 -0.68 
RGB-A05 R06 24 -31.54 0.23 -257.20 0.27 -4.84 
RGB-A06 R07 29 -32.12 0.10 -256.30 0.28 0.63 
RGB-A07 R08 35 -33.40 0.06 -266.21 0.37 0.97 
RGB-A08 R09 39 -33.13 0.02 * * * 
RGB-A09 R10 44 * * -271.33 0.14 * 
RGB-A10 R11 50 -32.22 0.07 -262.58 0.17 -4.78 
RGB-A11 R12 55 -32.55 0.15 -264.78 0.24 -4.36 
RGB-A12 R13 61 -33.67 0.07 -272.68 0.42 -3.35 
RGB-A13 R14 66 * 0.10 -251.77 0.37 * 
RGB-A14 R15 75 -32.46 0.10 -264.26 0.93 -4.62 
RGB-A15 R16 81 -32.05 0.10 -262.96 0.39 -6.53 
RGB-A16 R17 87 -32.76 0.10 -262.75 0.64 -0.65 
RGB-A17 R18 92 -31.96 0.05 -260.49 0.47 -4.80 
RGB-D17 R19 96 -33.51 0.04 -267.20 0.30 0.86 
RGB-A18 R20 98 * * * * * 
RGB-B18 R21 99 -33.01 0.13 -264.08 0.07 0.03 
RGB-A19 R22 104 -33.05 0.06 * * * 
RGB-A20 R23 111 -30.98 0.06 -254.99 0.55 -7.12 
RGB-A21 R24 115 -32.22 0.06 -264.26 0.51 -6.50 
RGB-A22 R25 120 -33.26 0.08 -267.29 0.54 -1.18 
RGB-A23 R26 126 -31.96 0.04 -260.28 0.72 -4.63 
RGB-A24 R27 131 -31.93 0.11 -261.00 0.52 -5.53 
RGB-A25 R28 137 -32.66 0.05 -261.72 0.46 -0.42 
RGB-A26 R29 145 -33.13 0.09 -263.16 0.29 1.86 
RGB-A27 R30 150 -32.69 0.10 -263.47 0.56 -1.97 
RGB-A28 R31 155 -32.05 0.03 -254.87 0.77 1.55 
RGB-A29 R32 160 -33.30 0.13 -266.82 0.80 -0.39 
RGB-A30 R33 164 -32.97 0.07 -266.90 0.38 -3.14 
RGB-A31 R34 168 -32.84 0.08 -264.09 0.62 -1.39 
RGB-A32 R35 176 -32.71 0.17 -263.77 0.27 -2.06 
RGB-B32 R36 177 -33.50 0.04 -266.22 0.11 1.79 
RGB-C32 R37 178 -33.30 0.03 -265.48 0.5 0.91 
RGB-D32 R38 179 -33.34 0.03 -265.62 0.66 1.11 
RGB-B33 R39 183 * * -270.50 0.69 * 
RGB-C33 R40 184 -33.83 0.02 -269.48 0.43 1.13 
RGB-D33 R41 185 -34.26 0.08 -273.41 0.36 0.68 
RGB-A33 R42 186 -32.91 0.22 -267.51 0.45 -4.26 
RGB-A34 R43 187 -32.82 0.06 -266.11 0.65 -3.52 
RGB-B34 R44 188 -34.01 0.05 -271.18 0.09 0.94 
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Block Number ID Height 
(cm)§

18O 
(‰)

Std 
Dev D (‰) Std 

Dev Dx 

Stratified Dispersed Facies (Continued)
RGB-A35 R45 190 * * -269.29 0.66 * 
RGB-B35 R46 191 -34.05 0.11 -272.07 0.09 0.36 
RGB-C35 R47 192 -33.95 0.05 -270.01 0.43 1.61 
RGB-D35 R48 193 -34.18 0.04 -272.58 0.61 0.88 

     

Diffuse Debris Facies     

RGB-A36 R49 195 -35.91 0.17 -292.47 0.14 -5.17 
RGB-B36 R50 196 -35.52 0.03 -284.03 0.12 0.12 
RGB-C36 R51 197 -36.11 0.04 -291.47 0.11 -2.60 
RGB-D36 R52 198 -34.96 0.17 -281.51 0.09 -1.83 
RGB-E36 R53 199 -36.06 0.03 * * * 
RGB-A37 R54 200 -35.58 0.03 -286.62 0.29 -1.97 
RGB-B37 R55 201 -36.49 0.03 * * * 
RGB-C37 R56 202 * * -292.47 0.12 * 
RGB-D37 R57 203 -36.14 0.03 -289.81 0.63 -0.66 
RGB-E37 R58 204 -36.18 0.13 * * * 
RGB-A38 R59 205 -35.04 0.12 -288.44 0.19 -8.15 
RGB-B38 R60 206 -36.16 0.04 -291.48 0.24 -2.19 
RGB-C38 R61 207 * * -289.89 0.07 * 
RGB-D38 R62 208 -36.20 0.10 -291.70 0.36 -2.06 
RGB-E38 R63 209 -35.84 0.03 * * * 
RGB-A39 R64 210 -35.79 0.11 -292.15 0.50 -5.82 
RGB-B39 R65 217 -36.45 0.06 -293.48 0.19 -1.87 
RGB-D39 R66 219 -36.42 0.03 -291.88 0.08 -0.54 
RGB-E39 R67 220 -36.33 0.04 -292.00 0.03 -1.38 
RGB-A40 R68 224 -35.87 0.03 -293.56 0.55 -6.59 
RGB-B40 R69 225 -34.14 0.04 -272.18 0.11 0.91 
RGB-C40 R70 226 -36.97 0.06 -299.19 0.14 -3.46 
RGB-D40 R71 227 -36.97 0.05 -298.72 0.09 -2.95 
RGB-E40 R72 228 -34.40 0.03 -275.52 0.03 -0.29 
RGB-A41 R73 230 * * -291.08 0.49 * 
RGB-B41 R74 231 -36.97 0.01 -298.27 0.07 -2.53 
RGB-C41 R75 232 -36.69 0.05 -294.09 0.18 -0.59 
RGB-D41 R76 233 -37.09 0.16 -298.22 0.45 -1.49 
RGB-A42 R77 237 -36.05 0.09 -297.37 0.31 -8.97 
RGB-C42 R78 239 -37.00 0.04 -296.88 0.32 -0.91 
RGB-D42 R79 240 -36.90 0.05 -295.98 0.06 -0.75 
RGB-A43 R80 244 -36.34 0.05 -295.13 0.72 -4.38 
RGB-B43 R81 245 -36.11 0.04 -289.62 0.09 -0.76 
RGB-C43 R82 246 -36.88 0.05 -297.05 0.08 -2.03 
RGB-D43 R83 247 -36.38 0.03 -293.84 0.09 -2.83 
RGB-A44 R84 249 * * -290.78 0.71 * 
RGB-B44 R85 250 -36.22 0.05 -292.37 0.08 -2.64 
RGB-C44 R86 251 -36.43 0.04 -293.14 0.30 -1.69 
RGB-D44 R87 252 -36.72 0.03 -296.73 0.05 -2.95 
RGB-A45 R88 253 -35.39 0.13 -291.43 0.37 -8.33 
RGB-B45 R89 254 -36.32 0.03 -291.57 0.09 -0.99 
RGB-C45 R90 255 -36.40 0.02 -291.51 0.11 -0.28 
RGB-D45 R91 256 -36.28 0.02 * * * 
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Block Number ID Height 
(cm)§

18O 
(‰)

Std 
Dev D (‰) Std 

Dev Dx 

Clean Facies        
RGB-A46 R92 410 -33.85 0.03 -276.67 0.79 -5.88 
RGB-A47 R93 416 -33.82 0.04 -271.17 0.60 -0.65 
RGB-A48 R94 423 -32.80 0.08 -267.27 0.87 -4.83 
RGB-A49 R95 429 -33.67 0.02 -268.68 0.86 0.68 
RGB-A50 R96 436 -32.71 0.02 -265.93 0.46 -4.25 
RGB-A51 R97 442 -33.16 0.09 -267.89 0.17 -2.59 
RGB-A52 R98 448 -32.75 0.05 -267.88 0.18 -5.85 
RGB-A53 R99 454 -33.26 0.10 -268.70 0.50 -2.59 
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Table A6 2: Statistical Analysis of the Rhone Glacier isotope data
 
Descriptive Statistics: 18 Oxygen 
Rhone Glacier Isotope Data 
 
Variable             N         N*       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev 
Stratified 18O      43          5    -32.745    -32.820    -32.793      0.919 
Diffuse Debris 18O  39          4    -36.146    -36.220    -36.202      0.676 
Clean 18O            8          0    -33.253    -33.210    -33.253      0.480 
 
 
Descriptive Statistics: Deuterium 
Rhone Glacier Isotope Data 
 
Variable             N         N*       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev 
Stratified D       45          3    -264.00    -264.26    -264.37       6.11 
Diffuse Debris D   38          4    -291.67    -292.07    -292.29       5.72 
Clean D             8          0    -269.27    -268.28    -269.27       3.34 
 
 
Descriptive Statistics: Deuterium Excess 
Rhone Glacier Isotope Data 
 
Variable             N         N*       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev 
Stratified Dx       41          7     -2.006     -1.390     -1.884      2.951 
Diffuse Debris Dx   34          8     -2.606     -2.000     -2.412      2.474 
Clean Dx             8          0     -3.245     -3.420     -3.245      2.398 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: 18 Oxygen 
Rhone Glacier Isotope Data 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Factor      2   245.574   122.787   196.18    0.000 
Error      87    54.453     0.626 
Total      89   300.027 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Stratif 18O 43   -32.745     0.919                               (-*-)  
Diffuse 18O 39   -36.146     0.676   (-*-)  
Clean 18O    8   -33.252     0.480                        (----*----)  
                                   ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Pooled StDev =    0.791            -36.0     -34.8     -33.6     -32.4 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test: Rhone Glacier 
18 Oxygen Stratified Facies > Diffuse Dispersed Facies 
 
Stratified 18O   N =  43     Median =     -32.820 
Diffuse De 18O   N =  39     Median =     -36.220 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is       3.400 
95.1 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (3.050,3.720) 
W = 2621.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0000 
The test is significant at 0.0000 (adjusted for ties) 
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Table A6 2 (continued)
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test: Rhone Glacier  
18 Oxygen Stratified Facies > Diffuse Dispersed Facies 
 
Stratified 18O   N =  43     Median =     -32.820 
Diffuse De 18O   N =  39     Median =     -36.220 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is       3.400 
95.1 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (3.050,3.720) 
W = 2621.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0000 
The test is significant at 0.0000 (adjusted for ties) 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Deuterium Excess 
Rhone Glacier Isotope Data 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Factor      2     13.45      6.72     0.91    0.406 
Error      80    590.45      7.38 
Total      82    603.90 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
Stratif Dx 41    -2.006     2.951                     (------*------)  
Diffuse Dx 34    -2.606     2.474                (------*-------)  
Clean Dx    8    -3.245     2.398  (---------------*---------------)  
                                   ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
Pooled StDev =    2.717            -4.8      -3.6      -2.4      -1.2 
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Table A6 3: Regression Analysis for Rhone Glacier Co Isotope Data (All Samples).
 
 
The regression equation is 
D (‰) = - 9.32 + 7.80 18O (‰) 
 
83 cases used 15 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant       -9.315       5.550      -1.68    0.097 
d18O (‰)       7.7969      0.1622      48.08    0.000 
 
S = 2.705       R-Sq = 96.6%     R-Sq(adj) = 96.6% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1       16915       16915   2311.84    0.000 
Residual Error    81         593           7 
Total             82       17508 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs    18O (‰)     D (‰)         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  1      -29.9   -248.400    -242.599       0.752      -5.801       -
2.23RX 
 58      -35.0   -288.440    -282.519       0.328      -5.921       -
2.21R  
 76      -36.0   -297.370    -290.394       0.425      -6.976       -
2.61R  
 87      -35.4   -291.430    -285.248       0.356      -6.182       -
2.31R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Rhone Glacier (All Samples) 
 

= 
24.278

704.200.280.7  

 
= 7.80 ± 0.02 
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Table A6 3: Regression Analysis for Rhone Glacier Co Isotope Data for Stratified
Dispersed Facies.
 
The regression equation is 
Stratified D (‰) = - 86.0 + 5.44 Stratified 18O (‰) 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant       -85.95       11.34      -7.58    0.000 
Stratifi       5.4402      0.3460      15.72    0.000 
 
S = 1.933       R-Sq = 86.7%     R-Sq(adj) = 86.3% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      923.74      923.74    247.23    0.000 
Residual Error    38      141.98        3.74 
Total             39     1065.72 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs   Stratifi   Stratifi         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  1      -29.9   -248.400    -248.720      1.035       0.320       0.20 X 
  6      -32.1   -256.300    -260.688      0.381       4.388       2.32R  
 25      -32.0   -254.870    -260.307      0.396       5.437       2.87R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Rhone Glacier (Stratified Dispersed Facies) 
 

= 
223.31

932.104.244.5  

 
= 5.44 ± 0.13 
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Table A6 5: Regression Analysis for Rhone Glacier Co Isotope Data for Diffuse Debris
Facies.
 
The regression equation is 
Diffuse D (‰) = 12.8 + 8.41 Diffuse 18O (‰) 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant        12.81       15.96       0.80    0.429 
Diffuse        8.4103      0.4408      19.08    0.000 
 
S = 1.719       R-Sq = 92.6%     R-Sq(adj) = 92.4% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      1075.9      1075.9    364.08    0.000 
Residual Error    29        85.7         3.0 
Total             30      1161.6 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs    Diffuse    Diffuse         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  9      -35.8   -292.150    -288.189      0.359      -3.961      -2.36R  
 13      -35.9   -293.560    -288.861      0.342      -4.699      -2.79R  
 14      -34.1   -272.180    -274.312      0.961       2.132       1.50 X 
 17      -34.4   -275.520    -276.498      0.854       0.978       0.66 X 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Rhone Glacier (Diffuse Debris Facies) 
 

= 
204.15
715.104.241.8  

 
= 8.41 ± 0.23 
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Appendix A7: Wright Lower Glacier Solute Data

Table A7 1: Solute data for the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice samples.

Block 
Name 

Height 
(cm) 

Na 
(ppm) 

Mg 
(ppm) 

K 
(ppm) 

Ca 
(ppm) 

NH4 
(ppm) 

Cl 
(ppm) 

F 
(ppm) 

Br 
(ppm) 

SO4 
(ppm) 

NO3 
(ppm) 

PO4 
(ppm) 

Stratified Dispersed Debris Facies          
WL10-A02 421 8.23 * * 1.91 0.65 14.10 * * * 1.12 0.05 
WL10-A03 415 3.22 * * 0.86 0.19 4.87 * * * 0.24 0.03 
WL10-A04 411 5.70 * * 0.57 0.32 4.63 * * * 0.38 0.04 
WL10-A05 408 * * * 8.70 0.66 11.75 * * * 0.72 0.37 
WL10-A06 404 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL09-A01 400 6.16 0.50 0.28 0.96 * * * * * * * 
WL09-A02 394 2.24 0.10 0.55 0.08 0.46 2.13 0.06 0.00 0.65 0.03 0.06 
WL09-A03 388 3.27 0.14 3.36 0.24 0.69 1.11 0.06 0.01 0.74 0.05 0.03 
WL09-A04a 381 14.74 1.70 0.50 1.12 0.84 16.30 0.13 0.01 2.15 0.13 0.07 
Clean Facies            
WL01-A01 368 1.44 0.05 1.34 0.20 0.72 1.84 0.05 0.00 1.07 0.03 0.03 
WL01-A02 362 1.83 0.02 0.98 0.13 0.55 0.83 0.02 0.01 0.56 0.02 0.08 
WL01-A03 355 0.66 0.01 1.34 0.03 0.19 1.30 0.09 0.00 1.23 0.01 0.02 
WL01-A04 350 1.45 0.01 1.16 0.06 0.40 0.97 0.04 0.00 0.71 0.02 0.06 
WL01-A05 344 1.38 0.01 1.15 0.07 0.34 0.76 * * * * 0.05 
WL01-A06 339 1.33 0.02 1.31 0.05 0.47 2.00 0.05 0.02 1.58 0.03 0.06 
Stratified Dispersed Debris Facies          
WL02-A01 332 1.23 0.01 1.32 0.08 0.40 1.54 0.03 0.01 0.64 0.02 0.05 
Clean Facies            
WL02-A02 325 0.84 0.04 1.13 0.14 0.21 0.71 0.06 0.01 0.20 0.00 0.00 
WL02-A03 320 0.57 0.01 1.15 0.01 0.22 0.68 0.03 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.03 
WL02-A04 314 1.61 0.02 1.52 0.09 0.85 0.77 0.01 0.01 0.54 0.03 0.06 
WL02-A05 307 0.86 0.00 1.13 0.11 0.39 0.67 0.04 0.02 0.46 0.03 0.06 
WL02-A06 301 1.09 0.02 1.33 0.68 0.50 0.42 0.05 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.05 
WL02-A07 296 1.30 0.01 1.26 0.35 0.47 0.72 0.06 0.01 0.40 0.00 0.07 
WL03-A01 291 1.35 0.02 1.50 0.47 0.42 1.11 0.02 0.01 0.36 0.01 0.05 
WL03-A02 285 1.11 0.02 1.44 0.56 0.34 1.15 0.03 0.00 0.49 0.03 0.04 
WL03-A03 278 1.90 0.03 1.55 0.46 0.62 0.50 * * * * 0.01 
WL03-A04 273 * * * * * 0.55 0.02 0.01 0.33 0.00 0.00 
WL03-A05 267 2.41 0.09 1.53 0.74 0.46 1.25 0.02 0.01 0.58 0.01 0.02 
WL03-A06 261 1.96 0.18 1.37 * * 0.58 0.05 0.01 0.42 0.00 0.01 
WL03-A07 256 0.96 0.00 1.28 0.29 0.41 0.70 0.05 0.01 0.23 0.00 0.02 
WL04-A01 254 0.75 0.01 1.22 0.46 0.33 0.85 0.01 0.01 0.26 0.00 0.04 
WL04-A02 249 1.95 0.08 1.32 0.60 0.38 1.45 * * * * 0.05 
WL04-A04 238 1.77 0.06 1.76 0.54 0.51 1.31 * * * * 0.07 
WL04-A05 234 4.32 0.16 1.67 * 0.88 3.15 0.04 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.02 
Stratified Dispersed Debris Facies          
WL04-A06 231 8.67 2.33 3.98 2.82 0.44 11.09 0.42 0.07 1.91 3.17 0.10 
WL04-A07 226 7.37 1.90 2.76 1.79 0.22 13.99 * * * 0.13 0.01 
WL04-A08 222 7.02 0.17 8.47 0.93 * 6.60 0.55 0.10 1.46 4.35 0.34 
Solid Facies             
WL04-A09 217 20.73 1.20 4.48 1.86 0.92 9.27 0.32 0.05 3.28 3.21 0.24 
WL05-A01 191 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL05-A02 189 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL05-A03 185 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL05-A04 181 * * * * 1.36 124.40 * * * 8.54 0.05 
WL05-A05 177 79.42 7.80 8.68 18.16 * * * * * * * 
WL05-A06 173 96.58 9.72 10.29 18.92 0.75 142.00 2.06 0.06 9.66 5.18 0.23 
WL05-A07 166 * * * * 0.92 67.00 * * * 5.29 0.08 
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Block 
Name 

Height 
(cm)§ 

Na 
(ppm) 

Mg 
(ppm) 

K 
(ppm) 

Ca 
(ppm) 

NH4 
(ppm) 

Cl 
(ppm) 

F 
(ppm) 

Br 
(ppm) 

SO4 
(ppm) 

NO3 
(ppm) 

PO4 
(ppm) 

             
WL05-A08 163 18.41 2.61 3.69 7.15 0.59 29.88 1.06 0.06 17.41 4.23 0.03 
WL05-A09 159 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL05-C09 153 10.35 0.76 4.32 1.66 * 7.82 0.82 0.00 0.94 1.05 * 
WL06-A01 151 5.62 0.52 1.57 2.34 * 0.55 0.07 0.00 0.21 0.00 * 
WL06-A02 148 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL06-A03 145 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL06-A04 142 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL06-A05 139 * * * * 0.35 * * * * 0.82 0.07 
WL06-A06 135 3.15 0.28 1.47 0.69 0.13 5.28 0.19 0.01 0.60 0.04 0.01 
WL06-A07 129 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL06-A08 125 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL06-A09 122 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL06-A10 117 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL06-A11 113 * * * * 1.00 * * * * 2.31 0.16 
WL07-A01 108 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL07-A02 105 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL07-A03 97 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL07-A04 94 6.99 1.06 2.26 3.58 0.75 4.58 * * * 1.53 0.05 
WL07-A05 90 7.49 1.01 2.45 2.83 * * * * * * * 
WL07-A06 86 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL07-A07 83 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL07-A08 80 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL07-A09 75 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL07-A10 71 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL07-A11 67 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL07-A12 63 7.47 0.40 1.40 2.83 0.68 7.48 1.76 0.00 2.77 0.17 0.07 
WL08r-A01a 59 * * * * 1.32 4.84 * * * 3.89 0.14 
WL08r-A01b 56 12.22 0.72 1.99 2.59 0.54 3.60 1.44 0.01 1.73 0.05 0.07 
WL08r-A02 53 69.70 5.84 7.55 22.58 0.67 50.88 0.81 0.05 5.57 6.05 0.29 
WL08r-A03 49 * * * * * * * * * * * 
WL08r-A04 44 16.58 3.02 5.24 11.40 1.05 4.38 * * * 1.20 0.07 
WL08r-A05 41 * * * * * * * * * * * 
Stratified Dispersed Debris Facies          
WL08r-A06 38 6.84 0.66 1.69 1.66 0.65 20.50 0.39 0.02 1.34 0.08 0.06 
WL08r-A07 35 3.78 0.38 0.67 1.00 0.61 4.59 0.11 0.00 1.36 0.04 0.08 
WL08r-A08 32 1.87 0.14 0.39 0.34 0.35 1.32 * * * * 0.04 
WL08r-A10 24 1.99 0.24 1.28 0.56 0.35 3.60 0.19 0.02 2.88 0.11 0.01 
Clean Facies            
WL00-A01 20 2.14 0.02 0.13 0.20 * * * * * * * 
WL00-A02 14 1.09 0.01 0.74 0.11 0.52 0.65 * * * 0.19 0.07 
WL00-A03 10 0.54 0.02 0.80 0.10 0.41 0.96 0.09 0.01 0.93 0.01 0.02 
WL00-A04 4 1.30 0.01 0.77 0.12 0.57 0.51 * * * * 0.07 
WL00-A05 -2 1.14 0.03 1.02 0.17 0.43 0.89 * * * * 0.04 
WL00-A06 -6 3.53 0.12 1.06 0.18 * * * * * * * 
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Table A7 1 (continued): Solute data for the Wright Lower Glacier basal ice samples.

Block Name ID Sub 
Facies 

Height 
(cm) Na/Cl Na+K/ 

Ca+Mg nssSO4 Ca* Debris 
Conc. 

(%  vol.) 

TDS 
(ppm) pH Sol 

Cluster 

Stratified Dispersed Debris Facies         
WL10-A02 W02 Ids 421 0.58 * * 1.60 0.69 * *  
WL10-A03 W03 Icb 415 0.66 * * 0.75 0.00 9.41 *  
WL10-A04 W04 Icb 411 1.23 * * 0.47 0.01 11.64 *  
WL10-A05 W05 Ids 408 * * * 8.44 0.95 22.20 *  
WL10-A06 W06 Ids 404 * * * * 1.44 * *  
WL09-A01 W07 Ids 400 * 4.41 * * 2.06 * *  
WL09-A02 W08 Ids 394 1.05 15.50 0.09 0.03 0.94 6.36 7.09 1 
WL09-A03 W09 Ids 388 2.95 17.45 -0.08 0.22 3.90 9.69 6.90 2 
WL09-A04a W10 Ids 381 0.90 5.40 -1.54 0.76 7.50 37.67 6.69 3 
Clean Facies           
WL01-A01 W16 Icb 368 0.78 11.12 0.71 0.16 0.00 6.78 6.87 1 
WL01-A02 W17 Icb 362 2.21 18.73 0.10 0.11 0.00 5.04 7.06 1 
WL01-A03 W18 Icb 355 0.51 50.00 1.07 0.00 0.01 4.90 6.77 1 
WL01-A04 W19 Icb 350 1.50 37.29 0.35 0.04 0.02 4.88 6.90 1 
WL01-A05 W20 Icb 344 1.83 31.63 * 0.05 0.01 * * 1 
WL01-A06 W21 Icb 339 0.66 37.71 1.25 0.01 0.01 6.92 6.89 1 
Stratified Dispersed Debris Facies         
WL02-A01 W22 Ids 332 0.80 28.33 0.34 0.05 6.94 5.34 7.08 1 
Clean Facies           
WL02-A02 W23 Icb 325 1.19 10.94 -0.01 0.12 0.01 3.35 7.04 1 
WL02-A03 W24 Icb 320 0.84 86.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 3.12 7.27 1 
WL02-A04 W25 Icb 314 2.08 28.45 0.14 0.07 0.01 5.51 7.01 1 
WL02-A05 W26 Icb 307 1.28 18.09 0.25 0.10 0.01 3.78 7.01 1 
WL02-A06 W27 Icb 301 2.58 3.46 -0.11 0.67 0.01 4.31 7.15 1 
WL02-A07 W28 Icb 296 1.81 7.11 0.07 0.33 0.00 4.64 7.10 1 
WL03-A01 W29 Icb 291 1.22 5.82 0.02 0.45 0.00 5.33 6.95 1 
WL03-A02 W30 Icb 285 0.97 4.40 0.21 0.53 0.02 5.20 6.96 1 
WL03-A03 W31 Icb 278 3.78 7.04 * 0.45 0.00 5.08 * 1 
WL03-A04 W32 Ida 273 * * * * * * 7.04  
WL03-A05 W33 Icb 267 1.93 4.75 -0.03 0.71 0.02 7.11 6.92 1 
WL03-A06 W34 Icb 261 3.37 * -0.07 * 0.00 4.57 7.07 1 
WL03-A07 W35 Icb 256 1.37 7.72 -0.01 0.27 0.00 3.95 7.15 1 
WL04-A01 W36 Icb 254 0.88 4.19 0.07 0.44 0.00 3.94 7.18 1 
WL04-A02 W37 Icb 249 1.35 4.81 * 0.57 0.00 5.83 * 1 
WL04-A04 W39 Icb 238 1.35 5.88 * 0.51 0.01 6.02 * 1 
WL04-A05 W40 Icb 234 1.37 * -0.72 * 0.00 10.61 6.91 2 
Stratified Dispersed Debris Facies         
WL04-A06 W41 Idd 231 0.78 2.46 -0.26 2.58 1.29 34.99 * 3 
WL04-A07 W42 Idd 226 0.53 2.75 * 1.48 2.49 * * 3 
WL04-A08 W43 Idd 222 1.06 14.08 -0.29 0.78 7.64 30.00 * 2 
Solid Facies           
WL04-A09 W44 ISs 217 2.24 8.24 -1.91 1.66 46.47 45.56 * 3 
WL05-A01 W45 ISs 191 * * * * 59.45 * *  
WL05-A02 W46 ISs 189 * * * * 56.08 * *  
WL05-A03 W47 ISs 185 * * * * 58.98 * *  
WL05-A04 W48 ISs 181 * * * * * * *  
WL05-A05 W49 ISs 177 * 3.39 * * 67.26 * *  
WL05-A06 W50 ISs 173 0.68 3.73 -14.49 15.80 40.26 295.44 * 4 
WL05-A07 W51 ISs 166 * * * * 61.64 * *  
WL05-A08 W52 ISi 163 0.62 2.26 12.81 6.49 6.56 85.13 * 3 
WL05-A09 W53 ISs 159 * * * * 58.78 * *  
WL05-C09 W54 ISi 153 1.32 6.06 -1.64 1.49 2.22 27.72 6.65 2 
WL06-A01 W55 ISs 151 10.30 2.51 -1.20 2.33 21.49 10.88 * 2 
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Block Name ID Sub 
Facies 

Height 
(cm) Na/Cl Na+K/ 

Ca+Mg nssSO4 Ca* Debris 
Conc. 

(%  vol.) 

TDS 
(ppm) pH Sol 

Cluster 

            
WL06-A02 W56 ISs 148 * * * * 59.22 * *  
WL06-A03 W57 ISs 145 * * * * 55.98 * *  
WL06-A04 W58 ISs 142 * * * * 57.97 * *  
WL06-A05 W59 ISs 139 * * * * 22.86 * *  
WL06-A06 W60 ISi 135 0.60 4.76 -0.19 0.57 3.58 11.85 6.87 2 
WL06-A07 W61 ISs 129 * * * * 61.89 * *  
WL06-A08 W62 ISs 125 * * * * 59.16 * *  
WL06-A09 W63 ISs 122 * * * * 62.42 * *  
WL06-A10 W64 ISs 117 * * * * 55.31 * *  
WL06-A11 W65 ISs 113 * * * * 49.98 * *  
WL07-A01 W66 ISs 108 * * * * 54.58 * *  
WL07-A02 W67 ISs 105 * * * * 56.03 * *  
WL07-A03 W68 ISs 97 * * * * 58.21 * *  
WL07-A04 W69 ISs 94 1.53 1.99 * 3.48 24.78 20.81 * 2 
WL07-A05 W70 ISs 90 * 2.59 * * 49.35 * *  
WL07-A06 W71 ISs 86 * * * * 55.44 * *  
WL07-A07 W72 ISs 83 * * * * 58.11 * *  
WL07-A08 W73 ISs 80 * * * * 56.91 * *  
WL07-A09 W74 ISs 75 * * * * 57.75 * *  
WL07-A10 W75 ISs 71 * * * * 54.93 * *  
WL07-A11 W76 ISs 67 * * * * 56.95 * *  
WL07-A12 W77 ISs 63 1.00 2.75 0.90 2.67 65.76 25.03 6.66 2 
WL08r-A01a W78 ISs 59 * * * * 33.17 * *  
WL08r-A01b W79 ISi 56 3.40 4.29 -1.33 2.51 4.77 24.95 * 3 
WL08r-A02 W80 ISp 53 1.37 2.72 -11.86 21.46 41.87 169.98 * 5 
WL08r-A03 W81 ISi 49 * * * * 54.89 * *  
WL08r-A04 W82 ISp 44 3.79 1.51 * 11.30 47.17 42.94 * 3 
WL08r-A05 W83 ISp 41 * * * * 45.26 * *  
Stratified Dispersed Debris Facies         
WL08r-A06 W84 Ids 38 0.33 3.68 -0.37 1.21 8.63 33.90 6.77 3 
WL08r-A07 W85 Ids 35 0.82 3.22 0.41 0.90 0.24 12.61 * 2 
WL08r-A08 W86 Ids 32 1.42 4.71 * 0.31 0.56 * * 1 
WL08r-A10 W88 Ids 24 0.55 4.09 2.39 0.48 2.09 11.24 6.71 2 
Clean Facies            
WL00-A01 W89 Icb 20 * 10.32 * * 0.00 * *  
WL00-A02 W90 Icb 14 1.69 15.25 * 0.10 0.02 3.36 * 1 
WL00-A03 W91 Icb 10 0.56 11.17 0.79 0.08 0.00 3.89 7.04 1 
WL00-A04 W92 Icb 4 2.55 15.92 * 0.11 0.00 3.35 * 1 
WL00-A05 W93 Icb -2 1.28 10.80 * 0.15 0.01 3.72 * 1 
WL00-A06 W94 Icb -6 * 15.30 * * 0.07 4.89 *  
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Figure A7 1: Summary diagrams showing how solute indices and pH change with height above the
bed for the Rhone Glacier basal ice samples, (l r): Na:Cl ratio, Na+K/Ca+Mg ratio, pH, nssSO4 ratio
and the Ca* ratio.
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Table A7 2: Statistical Analysis of Solute Data from Wright Lower Glacier: ANOVA and Mann
Whitney tests generated using Minitab.

 
One-way Analysis of Variance - Debris Concentration 
Wright Lower Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for Debris Concentration (% by volume) 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies S    2     44697     22349   140.58    0.000 
Error      81     12877       159 
Total      83     57574 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
1          28      0.01      0.01  (--*--)  
2          17      2.79      2.98   (---*---)  
3          39     47.27     18.31                                (--*-)  
                                   ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
Pooled StDev =    12.61               0        16        32        48 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance – TDS 
Wright Lower Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for TDS (ppm) 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies S    2     32030     16015     9.30    0.000 
Error      46     79206      1722 
Total      48    111235 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
1          26      5.00      1.60  (-----*----)  
2          12     18.75     12.20    (-------*-------)  
3          11     69.12     88.04                     (-------*-------)  
                                   ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Pooled StDev =    41.50                0        30        60        90 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance - Ca* 
Wright Lower Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for Ca*      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies S    2     287.0     143.5    12.60    0.000 
Error      47     535.5      11.4 
Total      49     822.5 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
1          24     0.251     0.229  (----*---)  
2          15     1.337     2.078     (----*-----)  
3          11     6.342     6.884                    (------*------)  
                                   ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Pooled StDev =    3.375              0.0       3.0       6.0       9.0 
 
 
Correlations (Pearson) 
Correlation of Mg (ppm) and Debris Conc (g/L) = 0.650, P-Value = 0.000 
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Figure A7 2: Durov plot of basal ice facies from Wright Lower Glacier. Key: Clean Facies (white
circles), Dispersed Facies (blue diamonds), Solid Facies (orange triangles).

 
Figure A7 3: Piper plot of basal ice facies from Wright Lower Glacier. Key: Clean Facies (white
circles), Dispersed Facies (blue diamonds), Solid Facies (orange triangles).
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Appendix A8: Wright Lower Glacier Cluster
Analysis

Table A8 1: Statistical Analysis of Clustered Solute Data from Wright Lower Glacier:
ANOVA and Mann Whitney tests generated using Minitab.

 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Na:Cl  
Wright Lower Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na:Cl    
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3      3.65      1.22     0.50    0.686 
Error      44    107.71      2.45 
Total      47    111.37 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---------+---------+---------+------- 
W1         28     1.530     0.807                 (---*---)  
W2         10     2.142     2.918                   (-----*------)  
W3          8     1.572     1.377              (------*-------)  
W4          2     1.025     0.488   (--------------*--------------)  
                                   ---------+---------+---------+------- 
Pooled StDev =    1.565                   0.0       1.5       3.0 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Na+K/Ca+Mg  
Wright Lower Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na+K/Ca+Mg 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3      1796       599     2.76    0.054 
Error      43      9334       217 
Total      46     11131 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
W1         28     17.43     18.31                           (----*---)  
W2          9      6.32      5.56              (-------*--------)  
W3          8      3.82      2.17           (--------*--------)  
W4          2      3.22      0.72  (-----------------*----------------)  
                                   -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
Pooled StDev =    14.73               -12         0        12        24 
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Table A8 1: (continued) 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: nssSO4  
Wright Lower Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for nssSO4   
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3    352.43    117.48    21.48    0.000 
Error      33    180.48      5.47 
Total      36    532.91 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  --------+---------+---------+-------- 
W1         20     0.275     0.383                             (*-)  
W2          9    -0.047     1.195                           (--*--)  
W3          6     1.236     5.706                             (--*--)  
W4          2   -13.170     1.860  (-----*-----)  
                                   --------+---------+---------+-------- 
Pooled StDev =    2.339                -12.0      -6.0       0.0 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Ca* 
Wright Lower Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for Ca*      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3    651.10    217.03    74.15    0.000 
Error      43    125.86      2.93 
Total      46    776.96 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -+---------+---------+---------+----- 
W1         28     0.329     0.529  (-*)  
W2          9     1.435     1.137   (-*-)  
W3          8     3.499     3.623       (-*-)  
W4          2    18.628     4.006                              (---*---)  
                                   -+---------+---------+---------+----- 
Pooled StDev =    1.711           0.0       6.0      12.0      18.0 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: TDS (ppm) 
Wright Lower Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for TDS      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    3    100030     33343   132.66    0.000 
Error      44     11059       251 
Total      47    111089 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -+---------+---------+---------+----- 
W1         28      5.73      1.54   (*)  
W2         10     17.57      7.74    (-*)  
W3          8     42.09     18.63       (-*-)  
W4          2    233.35     89.59                                 (--*---
)  
                                   -+---------+---------+---------+----- 
Pooled StDev =    15.85             0        70       140       210 
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Table A8 1: (continued) 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: pH 
Wright Lower Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
 
Analysis of Variance for pH       
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2    0.3773    0.1886    13.29    0.000 
Error      25    0.3548    0.0142 
Total      27    0.7321 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
W1         20    7.0255    0.1205                              (--*---)  
W2          6    6.7833    0.1229           (-----*------)  
W3          2    6.7300    0.0566  (-----------*----------)  
                                   ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
Pooled StDev =   0.1191             6.60      6.75      6.90      7.05 
 
 
Analysis of Variance for Debris Concentration (% by volume) 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Sol Clus    3      4546      1515    10.34    0.000 
Error      44      6449       147 
Total      47     10995 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
1          28      0.31      1.32   (-*-)  
2          10     13.17     20.44        (---*--)  
3           8     15.61     19.42        (----*---)  
4           2     41.07      1.14                 (--------*-------)  
                                   ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
Pooled StDev =    12.11               0        20        40        60 
 
 
 
Comparisons with Cluster W4 removed 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Ca* 
Wright Lower Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for Ca*      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2     63.69     31.84    12.18    0.000 
Error      42    109.82      2.61 
Total      44    173.50 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  --+---------+---------+---------+---- 
1          28     0.329     0.529  (---*---)  
2           9     1.435     1.137      (-------*------)  
3           8     3.499     3.623                    (------*-------)  
                                   --+---------+---------+---------+---- 
Pooled StDev =    1.617            0.0       1.5       3.0       4.5 

Table A8 1: (continued) 
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One-way Analysis of Variance: TDS 
Wright Lower Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for TDS      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2    8336.3    4168.2    59.11    0.000 
Error      43    3032.4      70.5 
Total      45   11368.7 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---------+---------+---------+------- 
1          28     5.729     1.537   (-*-)  
2          10    17.570     7.741         (---*--)  
3           8    42.088    18.629                         (---*---)  
                                   ---------+---------+---------+------- 
Pooled StDev =    8.398                    15        30        45 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: pH 
Wright Lower Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for pH       
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2    0.3773    0.1886    13.29    0.000 
Error      25    0.3548    0.0142 
Total      27    0.7321 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean    StDev   ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
1          20    7.0255    0.1205                              (--*---)  
2           6    6.7833    0.1229           (-----*------)  
3           2    6.7300    0.0566  (-----------*----------)  
                                   ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
Pooled StDev =   0.1191             6.60      6.75      6.90      7.05 
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Appendix A9: Wright Lower Glacier Isotope Data

Table A9 1: Isotope data for basal ice samples from the Wright Lower Glacier.

Block 
Number Label ID Height 

(cm)§
18O 

(‰)
Std 
Dev D (‰) Std 

Dev Dx Sub 
Facies 

Clean Facies       
WL10-A01 WL-A88 W01 428 -36.61 0.02 -283.38 0.06 9.48 Icb 
WL10-A02 WL-A89 W02 421 -37.41 0.06 -286.18 0.06 13.08 Ids 
WL10-A03 WL-A90 W03 415 -34.04 0.02 -261.78 0.62 10.52 Icb 
WL10-A04 WL-A91 W04 411 -31.82 0.04 -250.40 0.11 4.14 Icb 
WL10-A05 WL-A92 W05 408 -32.35 0.04 -253.10 0.63 5.72 Ids 
WL10-A06 WL-A93 W06 404 -38.30 0.04 -293.42 0.10 13.01 Ids 
WL09-A01 WL-A79 W07 400 -31.05 0.04    Ids 
WL09-A02 WL-A80 W08 394 -31.06 0.85 -249.57 0.33 -1.12 Ids 
WL09-A03 WL-A81 W09 388 -34.27 0.03 -268.06 0.28 6.07 Ids 
Stratified Dispersed Facies        
WL09-A04 WL9-A04 W10 383 -34.73 0.06 -271.54 0.10 6.34 Ids 
WL09-A04a WLA82 W10a 381 -32.33 0.05 -250.61 0.20 8.04 Ids 
WL09-A04b WLA83 W11 380 -31.80 0.04 -249.55 0.19 4.82 Ids 
WL09-A04c WLA84 W12 379 -32.13 0.03 -252.97 0.69 4.07 Ids 
WL09-B04c WL9-B4c-c1 W12b 378 -32.09 0.03 -258.16 0.09 -1.44 Ids 
WL09-A04d WLA85 W13 377 -33.96 0.03 -263.45 0.47 8.27 Ids 
WL09-B04d  WL9-B46-d W13b 376 -35.36 0.07 -280.28 0.04 2.61 Ids 
WL09-A04e WLA86 W14 375 -38.50 0.06 -292.67 0.07 15.35 Ids 
WL09-A04f WLA87 W15 372 -36.32 0.04 -284.43 0.07 6.13 Ids 
Clean Facies         
WL01-A01 WL-A07 W16 368 -34.25 0.04 -270.09 0.11 3.91 Icb 
WL01-A02 WL-A08 W17 362 -34.10 0.05 -271.04 0.62 1.74 Icb 
WL01-A03 WL-A09 W18 355 -34.22 0.05 -269.62 0.05 4.10 Icb 
WL01-A04 WL-A10 W19 350 -34.11 0.05 -268.93 0.21 3.98 Icb 
WL01-A05 WL-A11 W20 344 -34.35 0.03 -271.02 0.24 3.82 Icb 
WL01-A06 WL-A12 W21 339 -34.39 0.03 -275.48 0.29 -0.36 Icb 
WL02-A01 WL-A13 W22 332 -34.21 0.04 -270.77 0.06 2.87 Ids 
WL02-A02 WL-A14 W23 325 -30.72 0.06 -250.40 0.12 -4.67 Icb 
WL02-A03 WL-A15 W24 320 -31.02 0.04 -251.94 0.53 -3.77 Icb 
WL02-A04 WL-A16 W25 314 -32.96 0.03 -266.20 0.61 -2.52 Icb 
WL02-A05 WL-A17 W26 307 -32.96 0.04 -263.98 0.42 -0.29 Icb 
WL02-A06 WL-A18 W27 301 -30.85 0.05 -247.96 0.64 -1.20 Icb 
WL02-A07 WL-A19 W28 296 -30.89 0.04 -252.35 0.06 -5.24 Icb 
WL03-A01 WL-A20 W29 291 -32.78 0.04 -265.20 0.04 -2.96 Icb 
WL03-A02 WL-A21 W30 285 -33.86 0.06 -271.67 0.26 -0.80 Icb 
WL03-A03 WL-A22 W31 278 -33.79 0.08 -271.36 0.09 -1.02 Icb 
WL03-A04 WL-A23 W32 273 -32.87 0.04 -265.08 0.42 -2.10 Ida 
WL03-A05 WL-A24 W33 267 -34.09 0.02 -264.59 0.06 8.10 Icb 
WL03-A06 WL-A25 W34 261 -35.32 0.04 -277.72 0.11 4.81 Icb 
WL03-A07 WL-A26 W35 256 -32.29 0.04 -259.55 0.16 -1.24 Icb 
WL04-A01 WL-A27 W36 254 -32.03 0.07 -256.72 0.15 -0.47 Icb 
WL04-A02 WL-A28 W37 249 -31.74 0.03 -259.00 0.06 -5.07 Icb 
WL04-A03 WL-A29 W38 243 -37.97 0.04 -291.18 0.09 12.60 Icb 
WL04-A04 WL-A30 W39 238 -34.03 0.03 -268.83 0.14 3.41 Icb 
Solid Facies         
WL04-A05 WL-A31 W40 234 -35.07 0.03 -275.40 0.08 5.19 Icb 
WL04-A06 WL-A32 W41 231 -36.37 0.03 -282.35 0.11 8.58 Idd 
WL04-A07 WL-A33 W42 226 -35.38 0.05 -279.53 0.12 3.52 Idd 
WL04-A08 WL-A34 W43 222 -35.67 0.06 -280.90 0.07 4.44 Idd 
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Block 
Number Label ID Height 

(cm)§
18O 

(‰)
Std 
Dev D (‰) Std 

Dev Dx Sub 
Facies 

          
WL04-A09 WL-A35 W44 217 -32.77 0.05 -256.61 0.34 5.58 IS.s 
WL05-A01 WL-A36 W45 191 -32.66 0.02 -262.78 0.38 -1.47 IS.s 
WL05-A02 WL-A37 W46 189 -33.20 0.03 -268.47 0.10 -2.88 IS.s 
WL05-A03 WL-A38 W47 185 -33.27 0.05 -268.91 1.09 -2.79 IS.s 
WL05-A04 WL-A39 W48 181 -33.45 0.04 -269.02 0.08 -1.42 IS.s 
WL05-A05 WL-A40 W49 177 -33.02 0.03 -266.47 0.36 -2.28 IS.s 
WL05-A06 WL-A41 W50 173 -31.59 0.01 -254.41 0.10 -1.71 IS.s 
WL05-A07 WL-A42 W51 166 -31.78 0.05 -248.43 0.35 5.82 IS.s 
WL05-A08 WL-A43 W52 163 -32.16 0.02 -256.03 0.07 1.27 IS.i 
WL05-A09 WL-A44 W53 159 -31.46 0.04 -253.21 0.30 -1.49 IS.s 
WL05-C09 WL-C44 W54 153 -29.92 0.05 -246.93 0.11 -7.55 IS.i 
WL06-A01 WL-A45 W55 151 -30.00 0.04 -247.03 0.12 -7.05 IS.s 
WL06-A02 WL-A46 W56 148 -31.27 0.02 -253.84 0.36 -3.67 IS.s 
WL06-A03 WL-A47 W57 145 -30.90 0.05 -251.35 0.28 -4.13 IS.s 
WL06-A04 WL-A48 W58 142 -31.78 0.04 -255.40 0.36 -1.18 IS.s 
WL06-A05 WL-A49 W59 139 -30.95 0.03 -254.86 0.29 -7.29 IS.s 
WL06-A06 WL-A50 W60 135 -34.49 0.03 -270.77 0.06 5.14 IS.i 
WL06-A07 WL-A51 W61 129 -34.32 0.05 -268.93 0.10 5.60 IS.s 
WL06-A08 WL-A52 W62 125 -33.54 0.04 -267.03 0.34 1.31 IS.s 
WL06-A09 WL-A53 W63 122 -33.26 0.04 -265.75 0.30 0.36 IS.s 
WL06-A10 WL-A54 W64 117 -32.97 0.02 -265.26 0.33 -1.49 IS.s 
WL06-A11 WL-A55 W65 113 -32.79 0.04 -262.90 0.11 -0.55 IS.s 
WL07-A01 WL-A56 W66 108 -33.83 0.04 -269.10 0.10 1.54 IS.s 
WL07-A02 WL-A57 W67 105 -31.00 0.04    IS.s 
WL07-A03 WL-A58 W68 97 -29.86 0.02 -249.65 0.14 -10.78 IS.s 
WL07-A04 WL-A59 W69 94 -31.86 0.03 -255.94 0.06 -1.10 IS.s 
WL07-A05 WL-A60 W70 90 -32.56 0.04 -260.36 0.10 0.15 IS.s 
WL07-A06 WL-A61 W71 86   -249.52 0.28  IS.s 
WL07-A07 WL-A62 W72 83 -34.14 0.03 -270.27 0.29 2.81 IS.s 
WL07-A08 WL-A63 W73 80 -33.82 0.02 -271.03 0.28 -0.47 IS.s 
WL07-A09 WL-A64 W74 75 -34.52 0.04 -275.24 0.31 0.95 IS.s 
WL07-A10 WL-A65 W75 71 -34.34 0.05 -272.52 0.22 2.22 IS.s 
WL07-A11 WL-A66 W76 67 -35.54 0.04 -282.91 0.14 1.42 IS.s 
WL07-A12 WL-A67 W77 63 -33.93 0.04 -263.96 0.06 7.48 IS.s 
WL08r-A01a WL-A68 W78 59   -250.05 0.26  IS.s 
WL08r-A01b WL-A69 W79 56 -33.59 0.02 -263.57 0.09 5.13 IS.i 
WL08r-A02 WL-A70 W80 53 -32.13 0.02 -259.79 0.35 -2.74 IS.p 
WL08r-A03 WL-A71 W81 49 -31.03 0.02 -253.08 0.36 -4.85 IS.i 
WL08r-A04 WL-A72 W82 44 -32.09 0.03 -263.66 0.32 -6.97 IS.p 
WL08r-A05 WL-A73 W83 41 -31.52 0.06 -254.32 0.65 -2.13 IS.p 
Dispersed Stratified Facies        
WL08r-A06 WL-A74 W84 38 -31.97 0.04 -255.62 0.10 0.18 Ids 
WL08r-A07 WL-A75 W85 35 -31.98 0.05 -254.33 0.10 1.52 Ids 
WL08r-A08 WL-A76 W86 32 -35.15 0.04 -273.43 0.07 7.75 Ids 
WL08r-A09 WL-A77 W87 27 -39.42 0.04    Ids 
WL08r-A10 WL-A78 W88 24 -35.68 0.06 -279.27 0.07 6.15 Ids 
Clean Facies         
WL00-A01 WL-A01 W89 20 -34.25 0.05 -270.90 0.40 3.09 Icb 
WL00-A02 WL-A02 W90 14 -36.37 0.03 -287.52 0.11 3.45 Icb 
WL00-A03 WL-A03 W91 10 -35.07 0.04 -277.24 0.68 3.32 Icb 
WL00-A04 WL-A04 W92 4 -34.17 0.06 -270.52 0.26 2.80 Icb 
WL00-A05 WL-A05 W93 -2 -34.33 0.03 -274.12 0.09 0.54 Icb 
WL00-A06 WL-A06 W94 -6 -34.27 0.04 -272.57 0.12 1.56 Icb 
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Table A9 2: Statistical Analysis of the Wright Lower Glacier isotope data
 
 
Descriptive Statistics 18 Oxygen 
Wright Lower Glacier Isotope Data 
 
 
Variable             N         N*       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev 
Clean 18O           43          2    -33.887    -34.090    -33.814      2.032 
Stratified 18O      14          0    -34.425    -34.900    -34.228      2.191 
Solid 18O           38          2    -32.561    -32.715    -32.573      1.406 
 
Descriptive Statistics Deuterium 
Wright Lower Glacier Isotope Data 
 
 
Variable             N         N*       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev 
Clean D             42          3    -268.82    -269.86    -268.60      12.17 
Stratified D        13          1    -267.20    -271.54    -267.42      12.68 
Solid D             39          1    -261.01    -262.78    -260.78       8.85 
 
Descriptive Statistics Deuterium Excess 
Wright Lower Glacier Isotope Data 
 
 
Variable             N         N*       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev 
Clean Dx            42          3      2.813      2.835      2.632      5.180 
Stratified Dx       13          1      5.128      5.190      5.265      2.457 
Solid Dx            37          3     -0.789     -1.180     -0.733      4.184 
 
Variable       SE Mean    Minimum    Maximum         Q1         Q3 
Clean Dx         0.799     -5.240     15.350     -1.140      5.038 
Strat Dx         0.681      0.180      8.580      3.795      7.045 
Solid Dx         0.688    -10.780      7.480     -2.835      1.480 
 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: 18O  
Wright Lower Glacier 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Factor      2     51.54     25.77     7.67    0.001 
Error      92    308.95      3.36 
Total      94    360.48 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Clean 18O   43   -33.887     2.032            (----*-----)  
Strat 18O   14   -34.425     2.191  (---------*--------)  
Solid 18O   38   -32.561     1.406                        (-----*-----)  
                                   ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Pooled StDev =    1.833            -35.0     -34.0     -33.0     -32.0 
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Table A9 2: (continued)
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Deuterium  
Wright Lower Glacier 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Factor      2      1284       642     5.33    0.006 
Error      91     10972       121 
Total      93     12257 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -------+---------+---------+--------- 
Clean D   42   -268.82     12.17     (-----*------)  
Strat D   13   -267.20     12.68   (-----------*-----------)  
Solid D   39   -261.01      8.85                    (------*------)  
                                   -------+---------+---------+--------- 
Pooled StDev =    10.98              -270.0    -265.0    -260.0 
 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Deuterium Excess 
Wright Lower Glacier 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Factor      2     434.1     217.1    10.72    0.000 
Error      89    1802.6      20.3 
Total      91    2236.8 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  --------+---------+---------+-------- 
Clean Dx   42     2.813     5.180               (---*----)  
Strat Dx   13     5.128     2.457                   (-------*-------)  
Solid Dx   37    -0.789     4.184  (----*----)  
                                   --------+---------+---------+-------- 
Pooled StDev =    4.500                  0.0       3.0       6.0 
 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test 
Deuterium Excess Wright Lower Glacier 
Stratified Dispersed Facies Dx > Solid Facies Dx 
 
Strat Dx   N =  13     Median =       5.190 
Solid Dx   N =  37     Median =      -1.180 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is       6.190 
95.1 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (3.531,8.050) 
W = 518.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0000 
The test is significant at 0.0000 (adjusted for ties) 
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Table A9 3: Regression analysis of co isotopic data from Wright Lower Glacier  
 
Regression Analysis: Wright Lower Glacier (All Data) 
 
The regression equation is 
D (‰) = - 68.4 + 5.90 18O (‰) 
 
92 cases used 7 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant      -68.438       5.842     -11.71    0.000 
18O (‰)       5.9018      0.1745      33.82    0.000 
 
S = 3.088       R-Sq = 92.7%     R-Sq(adj) = 92.6% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1       10903       10903   1143.48    0.000 
Residual Error    90         858          10 
Total             91       11761 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs     18O (‰)     D (‰)         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  3      -34.0   -261.780    -269.334       0.339       7.554        2.46R  
  5      -32.4   -253.100    -259.360       0.372       6.260        2.04R  
  6      -38.3   -293.420    -294.475       0.910       1.055        0.36 X 
 11      -32.3   -250.610    -259.242       0.374       8.632        2.82R  
 12      -31.8   -249.550    -256.114       0.429       6.564        2.15R  
 17      -38.5   -292.670    -295.656       0.943       2.986        1.02 X 
 41      -38.0   -291.180    -292.528       0.856       1.348        0.45 X 
 54      -31.8   -248.430    -255.996       0.431       7.566        2.47R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Wright Lower Glacier (All Samples) 
 

= 
033.313

088.300.290.5  

 
= 5.90 ± 0.02 
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Table A9 3: (continued)  
 
 
Regression Analysis: Clean Facies 
Wright Lower Glacier Co-isotopic Data 
 
The regression equation is 
Clean D = - 69.2 + 5.88 Clean 18O 
 
42 cases used 1 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant      -69.154       7.898      -8.76    0.000 
Clean 18       5.8804      0.2322      25.32    0.000 
 
S = 2.985       R-Sq = 94.1%     R-Sq(adj) = 94.0% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      5713.5      5713.5    641.24    0.000 
Residual Error    40       356.4         8.9 
Total             41      6069.9 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs   Clean 18    Clean D         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  3      -34.0   -261.780    -269.322       0.461       7.542        2.56R  
  4      -31.8   -250.400    -256.268       0.677       5.868        2.02R  
  5      -32.4   -253.100    -259.385       0.592       6.285        2.15R  
 12      -38.5   -292.670    -295.549       1.152       2.879        1.05 X 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Wright Lower Glacier (Clean Facies) 
 

= 
231.165

985.205.288.5  

 
= 5.88 ± 0.04 
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Table A9 3: (continued)  
 
 
Regression Analysis: Solid Facies 
Wright Lower Glacier Co-isotopic Data 
 
 
The regression equation is 
solid D = - 71.2 + 5.84 solid 18O 
 
37 cases used 3 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant       -71.23       11.37      -6.26    0.000 
solid 18       5.8396      0.3484      16.76    0.000 
 
S = 2.927       R-Sq = 88.9%     R-Sq(adj) = 88.6% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      2407.3      2407.3    280.90    0.000 
Residual Error    35       299.9         8.6 
Total             36      2707.2 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs   solid 18    solid d         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  1      -32.8   -256.610    -262.591       0.485       5.981        2.07R  
  8      -31.8   -248.430    -256.810       0.560       8.380        2.92R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Wright Lower Glacier (Solid Facies) 
 

= 
593.70

927.202.284.5  

 
= 5.84 ± 0.08 
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Table A9 3: (continued)  
 
 
Regression Analysis: Stratified Dispersed Facies 
Wright Lower Glacier Co-isotopic Data 
 
The regression equation is 
Stratified D = - 19.8 + 7.27 Stratified 18O 
 
13 cases used 1 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant       -19.82       12.68      -1.56    0.146 
Stratifi       7.2672      0.3721      19.53    0.000 
 
S = 2.218       R-Sq = 97.2%     R-Sq(adj) = 96.9% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      1875.4      1875.4    381.37    0.000 
Residual Error    11        54.1         4.9 
Total             12      1929.5 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs   Stratifi   Stratifi         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  7      -32.3   -250.610    -254.764       0.885       4.154        2.04R  
 13      -39.4          *    -306.289       2.094           *           * X 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Wright Lower Glacier (Stratified Dispersed Facies) 
 

= 
511.35

218.220.227.7  

 
= 7.27 ± 0.14 
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Table A9 3: (continued)  
 
 
Regression Analysis: Icb Sub-facies 
Wright Lower Glacier Co-Isotopic Data 
 
 
The regression equation is 
Icb D (‰) = - 63.6 + 6.05 Icb 18O (‰) 
 
37 cases used 1 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant      -63.562       8.885      -7.15    0.000 
ICB d18O       6.0523      0.2634      22.98    0.000 
 
S = 2.673       R-Sq = 93.8%     R-Sq(adj) = 93.6% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      3771.3      3771.3    527.90    0.000 
Residual Error    35       250.0         7.1 
Total             36      4021.4 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs   ICB d18O   ICB dD (         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  2      -34.0   -261.780    -269.582       0.449       7.802        2.96R  
  3      -31.8   -250.400    -256.146       0.660       5.746        2.22R  
 27      -38.0   -291.180    -293.367       1.210       2.187        0.92 X 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Wright Lower Glacier (Icb Sub-Facies) 
 

= 
956.102

673.202.205.6  

 
= 6.05 ± 0.05 
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Table A9 3: (continued)  
 
Regression Analysis: Ids Sub-facies 
Wright Lower Glacier Co-Isotopic Data 
 
The regression equation is 
Ids D = - 61.5 + 6.05 Ids 18O 
 
18 cases used 1 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant       -61.45       11.25      -5.46    0.000 
Ids 18O        6.0462      0.3300      18.32    0.000 
 
S = 3.509       R-Sq = 95.5%     R-Sq(adj) = 95.2% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      4134.1      4134.1    335.76    0.000 
Residual Error    16       197.0        12.3 
Total             17      4331.1 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Wright Lower Glacier (Ids Sub-Facies) 
 

= 
088.113

509.312.205.6  

 
= 6.05 ± 0.07 
 
 
Regression Analysis: ISi Sub-facies 
Wright Lower Glacier Co-Isotopic Data 
 
The regression equation is 
ISi D = - 104 + 4.78 ISi 18O 
 
8 cases used 1 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant      -103.96       10.96      -9.49    0.000 
ISi 18O        4.7756      0.3383      14.12    0.000 
 
S = 1.409       R-Sq = 97.1%     R-Sq(adj) = 96.6% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      395.40      395.40    199.24    0.000 
Residual Error     6       11.91        1.98 
Total              7      407.30 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Wright Lower Glacier (ISi Sub-Facies) 
 

= 
337.17
409.145.278.4  

 
= 4.78 ± 0.20 
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Table A9 3: (continued)  
 
Regression Analysis: ISp Sub-facies 
Wright Lower Glacier Co-Isotopic Data 
 
 
The regression equation is 
ISp D = - 56.6 + 6.30 ISp 18O 
 
26 cases used 2 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant       -56.62       15.57      -3.64    0.001 
ISp 18O        6.3037      0.4749      13.27    0.000 
 
S = 3.026       R-Sq = 88.0%     R-Sq(adj) = 87.5% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      1612.7      1612.7    176.17    0.000 
Residual Error    24       219.7         9.2 
Total             25      1832.4 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs    ISp 18O      ISp D        Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  4      -32.8   -256.610    -263.194       0.593       6.584        2.22R  
 11      -31.8   -248.430    -256.954       0.755       8.524        2.91R  
 22      -29.9   -249.650    -244.851       1.502      -4.799       -1.83 X 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Wright Lower Glacier (ISp/ISm Sub-Facies) 
 

= 
618.40

032.306.230.6  

 
= 6.30 ± 0.15 
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Appendix 10: Wright Lower Glacier Blocks
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A10-1

Figure A10.1: Photograph of 

block WL0.  The location of sub-

samples for isotopic analysis are 

indicated in black (A0 to A6). The 

solute sub-samples are in red

Block is 240 mm x 361 mm (RHS)

This is the clean facies (Icb).

Figure A10.2: Photograph of 

block WL01. This block is the top of 

the contiguous column of sample 

blocks WL01-WL08. The location of 

sub-samples for isotopic and solute 

analysis are indicated in black.

This is the clean facies (Icb, Icl, 

Icn).

Block is 100 mm x  437 mm(RHS)

Figure A10.3: Photograph of 

block WLG02. This block sits below 

WLG01. The location of sub-

samples for solute and isotopic 

analysis are indicated in black.

Block is  270 mm x  436 mm

This is the stratified dispersed 

facies which alternates between 

clean sub-facies (Icb, Icl), and 

discoloured debris-enriched sub-

facies (Idd, Ids).
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Figure A10.4: Photograph of 

block WLG03. This block is below 

WLG02 in the Wright Lower Glacier 

basal ice sequence. The location of 

sub-samples for isotopic and solute 

analysis are indicated in black.

Block is 280 mm  x 398 mm.

This is the clean facies (Icb) with 

layers of stratified dispersed sub-

facies (Ids).  Clean clear sub-facies 

(Icn) and bubble-poor sub-facies 

(Icl) also occur.

Figure A10.5: Photograph of 

block WLG04. This block is below 

WLG03 in the basal ice sequence of 

the Wright Lower Glacier. The 

location of sub-samples for isotopic 

and solute analysis are indicated in 

black.

Block is 300 mm x 450 mm.

This is the contact with the clean 

facies (Icb, Icn) and the debris-

bearing facies.  The contact is 

marked by a clotted debris sub-

facies (Idc) which blends into the 

top of the solid facies (Ism).

Figure A10.6: Photograph of 

block WLG05. This block is below 

WLG04 in the basal ice sequence of 

the Wright Lower Glacier. Note, 

there is a 200 mm gap between 

the bottom of WLG04 and the top 

of WLG05 that was not sampled. 

The omitted ice is consistent with 

the top of the WLG05 block.

The location of sub-samples for 

isotopic and solute analysis are 

indicated in black.

This ice is the solid facies (ISp, 

ISm) and contains lenses of clean 

clear intersitial ice (ISi).

Block is 208 mm x 425 mm.
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Figure A10.7: Photograph of 

block WLG06. This block is below 

WLG05 in the Wright Lower Glacier 

basal ice sequence. The location of 

sub-samples for isotopic and solute 

analysis are indicated in black.

Block is 185 mm (bot) x 410 mm.

This is the solid facies (Ism) and 

contains clean clear (Icn), and 

clean bubble poor (Icl) sub-facies.

Figure A10.8: Photograph of 

block WLG07. This block is below 

WLG06 in the basal ice sequence of 

the Wright Lower Glacier. The 

location of sub-samples for isotopic 

and solute analysis are indicated in 

black.

Block is 80 mm (bot) x 490 mm.

This is the solid facies (Ism) and 

contains clean clear (Icn), and 

clean bubble poor (Icl) sub-facies. 

Figure A10.9: Photograph of 

block WLG08r. This block is below 

WLG07 in the basal ice sequence of 

the Wright Lower Glacier but offset 

by 200mm to the right of the 

sampling column. 

The location of sub-samples for 

isotopic and solute analysis are 

indicated in black.

Block is 220 mm x 380 mm.

This is the solid facies (ISm) and 

contains clean clear (Icn), and 

clean bubble poor (Icl) sub-facies, 

and shows the contact between the 

bottom of the solid facies and the 

underlying clear facies.
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Figure A10.10: Photograph of 

block WLG09. This block is below 

WLG10 and extracted from the roof 

of the Wright Lower Glacier tunnel. 

The location of sub-samples for 

isotopic and solute analysis are 

indicated in black.

Block is 240 mm  x 290 mm.

This is the clean facies (Icb) and 

stratified dispersed facies (Ids).  

Clean clear sub-facies (Icn) and 

bubble-poor sub-facies (Icl) also 

occur.

Figure A10.11: Photograph of 

block WLG10. This block is above 

WLG09 from the roof of the Wright 

Lower Glacier tunnel. The location 

of sub-samples for isotopic and 

solute analysis are indicated in 

black.

Block is 200 mm x 280 mm.

This is the clean facies (Icb) and 

stratified dispersed facies (Ids).  

Clean clear sub-facies (Icn) and 

bubble-poor sub-facies (Icl) also 

occur.



 

Appendix A11: Taylor Glacier Solute Data

Table A11 1: Solute data for the Taylor Glacier.

Block 
Name ID Height 

(cm)§ 
Na 

(ppm) 
Mg 

(ppm) 
K 

(ppm) 
Ca 

(ppm) 
NH4 

(ppm) 
Cl  

(ppm) 
F   

(ppm) 
SO4 

(ppm) 
NO3 

(ppm) 
PO4 

(ppm) 

Clean Facies            
TG1-A01 T01 438 0.36 0.03 0.06 0.35 0.10 0.31 0.00 0.25 0.16 0.02 
TG1-A02 T03 432 0.36 0.02 0.21 0.41 0.12 0.32 0.00 0.20 0.24 0.02 
TG1-A03 T05 426 0.55 0.02 0.29 0.14 0.20 0.42 0.00 0.20 0.23 0.03 
TG1-A04 T07 420 0.59 0.01 0.05 0.17 0.05 0.36 0.00 0.15 0.26 0.04 
TG1-A05 T09 414 0.78 0.01 0.09 0.14 0.28 0.34 0.00 0.20 0.35 0.05 
TG1-A06 T11 408 5.04 0.46 1.23 0.26 0.32 0.38 0.00 0.13 0.38 0.06 
TG1-A07 T13 402 2.23 0.23 0.86 0.32 * 1.15 0.26 0.25 * * 
TG1-A08 T14 398 1.83 0.09 1.34 0.71 0.42 1.34 0.00 0.44 0.37 0.05 
TG1-A11 T22 384 2.78 0.11 2.05 0.83 0.39 2.42 0.43 0.74 0.38 0.04 
TG1-A12 T24 378 2.47 0.16 0.57 0.53 0.21 0.46 0.00 0.18 0.25 0.03 
TG1-A13 T26 372 0.47 0.04 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.32 0.00 0.39 0.18 0.02 
TG1-A14 T28 367 0.66 0.09 0.21 0.14 0.21 0.66 0.00 0.30 0.18 0.03 
TG1-A15 T30 363 2.80 0.21 1.55 0.34 0.42 3.09 0.00 0.59 0.40 0.04 
TG1-A16 T32 353 0.48 0.03 0.48 0.08 0.19 0.34 0.00 0.25 0.18 0.03 
TG1-A17 T33 346 0.43 0.02 0.20 0.13 0.17 0.26 0.00 0.20 0.17 0.02 
TG1-A20 T40 331 1.32 0.10 2.63 0.30 0.21 0.40 0.00 0.18 0.38 0.02 
TG1-A21 T42 325 0.88 0.03 1.41 0.15 0.24 0.79 0.00 0.20 0.23 0.03 
TG1-A22 T44 320 2.70 0.10 2.76 0.35 0.33 2.70 0.00 0.25 0.35 * 
TG1-A23 T46 316 1.44 0.10 0.22 1.11 0.37 1.04 0.00 1.67 0.51 0.06 
TG1-A30 T71 144 0.74 0.09 0.16 1.03 0.17 0.44 0.00 1.62 0.18 0.03 
TG1-A31 T73 137 0.96 0.04 0.83 0.20 0.23 1.29 0.24 0.39 0.22 0.02 
TG1-A32 T75 131 1.39 0.06 1.58 0.16 0.29 0.23 0.00 0.25 0.36 0.04 
TG1-A33 T77 125 1.43 0.05 0.72 0.19 0.33 0.66 0.00 0.34 0.40 * 
TG1-A34 T79 120 1.57 0.08 2.92 0.33 0.29 2.95 0.00 0.44 0.39 0.05 
TG1-A37 T85 105 2.01 0.07 0.53 0.17 0.40 0.51 0.00 0.64 0.40 * 
TG1-A38 T87 99 0.59 0.02 0.14 0.10 0.25 0.47 0.00 0.15 0.29 0.04 
TG1-A39 T89 93 0.30 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.14 1.70 0.00 0.08 0.14 0.03 
TG1-A40 T91 87 1.13 0.12 0.35 1.61 0.27 1.61 0.00 2.21 0.28 0.03 
TG1-A41 T93 81 0.45 0.04 0.06 0.24 0.17 0.34 0.00 0.57 0.18 0.04 
TG1-A42 T95 75 0.76 0.05 0.19 0.41 0.22 0.78 0.00 0.94 0.29 0.03 
Laminated Facies           
TG1-A09 T16 393.0 * * * 85.0 0.4 84.5 0.4 236.9 0.4 0.0 
TG1-A10 T19 387.8 17.5 2.7 2.8 12.1 0.4 39.0 0.4 41.3 0.4 0.0 
TG1-A24 T47 312.7 324.7 78.2 88.7 1520.1 0.4 168.2 0.0 956.5 0.2 0.0 
TG1-A25 T48 309.2 84.0 19.7 722.3 227.3 0.4 63.9 0.0 316.0 0.3 0.0 
TG1-A26 T49 303.2 1588.5 229.5 114.1 1213.2 0.5 1210.8 6.4 3142.1 0.2 0.0 
Dispersed Debris Facies           
TG1-A18 T35 339 8.52 0.64 1.70 8.06 0.41 8.08 0.46 23.38 0.30 0.05 
TG1-A19 T37 337 14.66 2.34 3.41 28.45 0.51 25.13 0.64 92.26 0.51 0.04 
TG1-A43 T97 61 17.00 3.06 4.10 46.79 0.42 8.69 0.00 67.28 0.41 0.05 
TG1-A44 T100 55 28.34 5.62 4.59 61.58 0.55 62.20 * * 0.54 0.05 
TG1-A46 T105 43 4.85 0.22 1.42 0.54 0.00 0.78 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.06 
TG1-A48 T107 29 17.28 1.66 1.00 25.82 0.30 14.88 0.00 94.02 0.24 0.03 
TG1-A49 T108 23 38.82 3.95 2.87 99.25 0.37 36.24 0.00 302.15 0.30 0.03 
TG1-A50 T109 17 25.47 1.29 1.28 46.04 0.38 15.08 0.00 215.43 0.30 0.04 
TG1-A51 T110 11 8.01 0.62 0.57 32.13 0.26 9.48 0.00 114.54 0.29 0.05 
§ = Height Above Datum           
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Table A11 1 (continued): Solute data for the Taylor Glacier.

Block 
Name ID Height 

(cm)§ Na:Cl Na+K/ 
Ca+Mg nssSO4 Ca* Debris 

Conc. (%) 
TDS  

(ppm) pH Clusters 

Clean Facies
TG1-A01 T01 438 1.16 1.09 0.16 0.34 0.00 1.62 5.97 1 
TG1-A02 T03 432 1.10 1.32 0.11 0.40 0.00 1.88 5.62 1 
TG1-A03 T05 426 1.31 5.35 0.06 0.13 0.00 2.06 5.31 1 
TG1-A04 T07 420 1.62 3.60 0.00 0.16 0.00 1.66 5.34 1 
TG1-A05 T09 414 2.28 5.93 0.00 0.13 0.00 2.22 5.28 1 
TG1-A06 T11 408 13.30 8.76 -1.13 0.25 0.00 8.24 5.06 1 
TG1-A07 T13 402 1.94 5.65 -0.31 0.29 0.00 5.28 5.05 * 
TG1-A08 T14 398 1.36 3.97 -0.01 0.68 0.00 6.58 5.40 1 
TG1-A11 T22 384 1.15 5.16 0.04 0.77 0.00 10.14 6.59 1 
TG1-A12 T24 378 5.40 4.42 -0.43 0.51 0.00 4.83 6.42 1 
TG1-A13 T26 372 1.44 3.19 0.28 0.14 0.00 1.87 6.23 1 
TG1-A14 T28 367 0.99 3.82 0.13 0.12 0.00 2.46 * 1 
TG1-A15 T30 363 0.90 7.96 -0.11 0.27 0.00 9.43 6.08 1 
TG1-A16 T32 353 1.38 9.05 0.13 0.07 0.00 2.04 5.99 1 
TG1-A17 T33 346 1.63 4.28 0.09 0.12 0.00 1.58 5.60 1 
TG1-A20 T40 331 3.31 9.97 -0.14 0.29 0.00 5.53 6.09 1 
TG1-A21 T42 325 1.11 13.03 -0.02 0.13 0.00 3.94 5.78 1 
TG1-A22 T44 320 1.00 12.25 -0.43 0.29 0.00 9.51 * 1 
TG1-A23 T46 316 1.37 1.37 1.31 1.08 0.00 6.51 6.26 1 
TG1-A30 T71 144 1.68 0.80 1.44 1.02 0.00 4.45 8.00 1 
TG1-A31 T73 137 0.74 7.57 0.16 0.17 0.00 4.40 7.59 1 
TG1-A32 T75 131 6.09 13.77 -0.10 0.15 0.00 4.35 * 1 
TG1-A33 T77 125 2.16 9.11 -0.01 0.17 0.00 4.11 7.24 1 
TG1-A34 T79 120 0.53 11.06 0.05 0.26 0.00 9.01 * 1 
TG1-A37 T85 105 3.94 10.77 0.14 0.15 0.00 4.71 6.93 1 
TG1-A38 T87 99 1.25 6.26 0.00 0.08 0.00 2.03 6.77 1 
TG1-A39 T89 93 0.17 5.54 0.00 0.01 0.00 2.52 6.71 1 
TG1-A40 T91 87 0.70 0.85 1.93 1.57 0.00 7.60 6.32 1 
TG1-A41 T93 81 1.30 1.82 0.45 0.23 0.00 2.07 5.42 1 
TG1-A42 T95 75 0.97 2.07 0.75 0.39 0.00 3.65 * 1 
Laminated Facies
TG1-A09 T16 393 * * * 83.16 0.70 407.49 6.25 * 
TG1-A10 T19 388 0.45 1.38 36.95 11.27 0.30 116.75 6.51 1 
TG1-A24 T47 313 1.93 0.26 875.32 1516.43 2.17 3137.15 6.58 3 
TG1-A25 T48 309 1.32 3.26 295.01 225.93 0.45 1434.12 6.70 4 
TG1-A26 T49 303 1.31 1.18 2745.01 1186.60 19.46 7505.49 6.88 5 
Dispersed Debris Facies
TG1-A18 T35 339 1.05 1.17 21.25 7.88 0.02 51.57 5.83 1 
TG1-A19 T37 337 0.58 0.59 88.59 27.89 0.12 167.93 5.76 2 
TG1-A43 T97 61 1.95 0.42 63.04 46.59 0.32 147.79 5.45 2 
TG1-A44 T100 55 0.46 0.49 * 60.21 0.44 163.46 * * 
TG1-A46 T105 43 6.24 8.29 -1.21 0.52 0.00 8.37 5.56 1 
TG1-A48 T107 29 1.16 0.66 89.71 25.49 0.00 155.22 5.68 2 
TG1-A49 T108 23 1.07 0.40 292.44 98.45 0.01 483.96 5.39 2 
TG1-A50 T109 17 1.69 0.57 209.07 45.70 0.00 305.30 5.71 2 
TG1-A51 T110 11 0.84 0.26 112.53 31.92 0.00 165.92 6.10 2 

§ = Height Above Datum 
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Figure A11 1: Plot of solute indices against height above sampling datum (m). (l r): Ca*, pH, Na:Cl,
nssSO4 and Na+K/Mg+Ca.
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Table A11 2: ANOVA and Mann Whitney statistical analysis of Taylor Glacier solute data using
Minitab.
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Na+K/Ca+Mg  
Taylor Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na+K/Ca+Mg 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2     186.7      93.4     7.66    0.002 
Error      40     487.6      12.2 
Total      42     674.3 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -------+---------+---------+--------- 
Clean      30     5.993     3.848                         (---*---)  
Laminated   4     1.520     1.258  (-----------*-----------)  
Stratified  9     1.428     2.586      (-------*-------)  
                                   -------+---------+---------+--------- 
Pooled StDev =    3.491                 0.0       3.0       6.0 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test  
Na+K/Ca+Mg Taylor Glacier Facies  
Clean Facies Na+K/Ca+Mg > Laminated Facies Na+K/Ca+Mg 
 
Clean      N =  30     Median =       5.445 
Laminated  N =   4     Median =       1.280 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is       4.090 
95.5 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (0.592,8.590) 
W = 569.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0100 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test 
Na+K/Ca+Mg Taylor Glacier Facies  
Clean Facies Na+K/Ca+Mg > Stratified Dispersed Facies Na+K/Ca+Mg 
 
Clean      N =  30     Median =       5.445 
Dispersed  N =   9     Median =       0.570 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is       4.425 
95.3 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (1.560,7.471) 
W = 711.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0001 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: nssSO4  
Taylor Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for nssSO4   
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2   3444977   1722489    14.76    0.000 
Error      39   4550944    116691 
Total      41   7995921 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Clean      30       0.2       0.6   (--*--)  
Laminated   4     988.1    1222.6                      (--------*-------)  
Stratified  8     109.4      97.4   (-----*-----)  
                                   ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Pooled StDev =    341.6                0       400       800      1200 
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Table A11 2: (continued) 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test: nssSO4
Taylor Glacier Facies  
Clean Facies nssSO4 < Dispersed Facies nssSO4
 
Clean      N =  30     Median =         0.0 
Dispersed  N =   8     Median =        89.1 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is       -88.9 
95.3 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (-112.7,-62.6) 
W = 495.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 < ETA2 is significant at 0.0007 
The test is significant at 0.0007 (adjusted for ties) 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Ca*  
Taylor Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for Ca*      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2   1581978    790989    16.68    0.000 
Error      41   1944380     47424 
Total      43   3526358 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
Clean      30       0.3       0.4    (--*--)  
Laminated   5     604.7     696.0                       (-------*-------)  
Stratified  9      38.3      29.3   (-----*----)  
                                   -----+---------+---------+---------+- 
Pooled StDev =    217.8                 0       250       500       750 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Debris Concentration  
Taylor Glacier Facies 
 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Factor      2    1969.8     984.9    19.28    0.000 
Error      49    2503.4      51.1 
Total      51    4473.3 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -------+---------+---------+--------- 
Clean      30     0.000     0.000     (---*---)  
Laminate   13    14.237    14.443                        (----*-----)  
Disperse    9     0.101     0.165  (------*------)  
                                   -------+---------+---------+--------- 
Pooled StDev =    7.148                 0.0       7.0      14.0 
 
* NOTE  * All values in column are identical. 
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Figure A11 2: Durov diagram of basal ice facies from Taylor Glacier. Key: Clean Facies (white
circles), Dispersed Facies (blue diamonds), and Laminated Facies (orange circles).

 
Figure A11 2: Piper diagram of basal ice facies from Taylor Glacier. Key: Clean Facies (white
circles), Dispersed Facies (blue diamonds), and Laminated Facies (orange circles).
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Table A11 2: (continued) 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: pH  
Taylor Glacier Facies 
 
Analysis of Variance for pH       
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2     2.558     1.279     2.93    0.066 
Error      35    15.259     0.436 
Total      37    17.817 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Clean      25    6.1220    0.7822              (---*----)  
Laminated   5    6.5840    0.2335                (---------*---------)  
Stratified  8    5.6850    0.2260   (-------*-------)  
                                   ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Pooled StDev =   0.6603              5.40      6.00      6.60      7.20 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test: pH  
Taylor Glacier Facies  
Laminated Facies pH > Stratified Facies pH 
 
Laminate   N =   5     Median =      6.5800 
Stratifi   N =   8     Median =      5.6950 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is      0.8850 
95.2 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (0.5700,1.1900) 
W = 55.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0022 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance:  Na:Cl Ratio 
Taylor Glacier Solutes 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na:Cl    
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2      3.45      1.72     0.34    0.717 
Error      40    205.18      5.13 
Total      42    208.63 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  -------+---------+---------+--------- 
1          30     2.113     2.484                  (----*-----)  
2           4     1.252     0.609  (--------------*---------------)  
3           9     1.670     1.771          (---------*---------)  
                                   -------+---------+---------+--------- 
Pooled StDev =    2.265                 0.0       1.5       3.0 
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Table A11 2: (continued) 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: TDS 
Taylor Glacier Solutes 
 
Analysis of Variance for TDS  (ppm) 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Facies      2  27355892  13677946    15.23    0.000 
Error      41  36809856    897801 
Total      43  64165749 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
1          30       4.5       2.7   (--*--)  
2           5    2520.2    3027.1                    (------*------)  
3           9     183.3     139.7  (-----*----)  
                                   ----+---------+---------+---------+-- 
Pooled StDev =    947.5                0      1200      2400      3600 
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Appendix A12: Taylor Glacier Cluster Analysis

Table A12 1: Statistical Analysis of Solute Data from Rhone Glacier: ANOVA and Mann
Whitney tests generated using Minitab.

 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Na:Cl  
Taylor Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na:Cl    
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2      5.18      2.59     0.49    0.617 
Error      38    201.19      5.29 
Total      40    206.37 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  --------+---------+---------+-------- 
T1         32     2.162     2.537                   (----*-----)  
T2          6     1.218     0.516     (------------*------------)  
T3          3     1.519     0.356  (-----------------*-----------------)  
                                   --------+---------+---------+-------- 
Pooled StDev =    2.301                  0.0       1.5       3.0 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Na+K/Ca+Mg  
Taylor Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for Na+K/Ca+Mg 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2     167.7      83.8     6.85    0.003 
Error      38     464.9      12.2 
Total      40     632.6 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---------+---------+---------+------- 
T1         32     5.697     3.852                          (---*---)  
T2          6     0.484     0.148   (---------*--------)  
T3          3     1.568     1.539   (------------*-------------)  
                                   ---------+---------+---------+------- 
Pooled StDev =    3.498                   0.0       3.0       6.0 
 
 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test: Na+K/Ca+Mg  
Taylor Glacier Solute Clusters  
T1 > T3 
 
T1         N =  32     Median =       5.194 
T3         N =   3     Median =       1.180 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is       3.822 
95.2 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (0.147,8.701) 
W = 610.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0242 
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Table A12 1: (continued)
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: nssSO4  
Taylor Glacier Solute Clusters  
 
Analysis of Variance for nssSO    4

Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2   4662419   2331209    26.68    0.000 
Error      38   3319877     87365 
Total      40   7982296 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
T1         32       1.9       7.4   (-*-)  
T2          6     142.6      89.2   (----*----)  
T3          3    1305.1    1280.3                        (------*------)  
                                   ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
Pooled StDev =    295.6               0       500      1000      1500 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Ca*  
Taylor Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for Ca*      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2   2617126   1308563    55.07    0.000 
Error      38    902892     23760 
Total      40   3520018 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
1          32       0.9       2.3   (-*-)  
2           6      46.0      27.2   (--*---)  
3           3     976.3     670.5                            (----*----)  
                                   ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
Pooled StDev =    154.1               0       350       700      1050 
 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Debris Concentration (% by volume) 
Analysis of Variance for Debris C 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2    149.81     74.91    12.86    0.000 
Error      38    221.26      5.82 
Total      40    371.08 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ------+---------+---------+---------+ 
T1         32     0.010     0.053      (-*-)  
T2          6     0.075     0.129   (----*-----)  
T3          3     7.360    10.514                     (-------*-------)  
                                   ------+---------+---------+---------+ 
Pooled StDev =    2.413                0.0       3.5       7.0      10.5 
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Table A12 1: (continued)
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: TDS  
Taylor Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for TDS      
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2  43951970  21975985    39.01    0.000 
Error      35  19718529    563387 
Total      37  63670499 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
T1          29      10.1      22.5   (-*-)  
T2           6     237.8     134.3  (----*---)  
T3           3    4025.7    3131.6                          (-----*-----)  
                                   ---+---------+---------+---------+--- 
Pooled StDev =    750.6               0      1500      3000      4500 
 
 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: pH  
Taylor Glacier Solute Clusters 
 
Analysis of Variance for pH       
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Clusters    2     1.402     0.701     1.51    0.235 
Error      33    15.286     0.463 
Total      35    16.687 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  --+---------+---------+---------+---- 
T1          28    6.2207    0.7348                       (----*-----)  
T2           5    5.7540    0.3376       (-----------*-----------)  
T3           3    5.7333    0.3556   (---------------*---------------)  
                                   --+---------+---------+---------+---- 
Pooled StDev =   0.6806            5.00      5.50      6.00      6.50 
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Appendix A13: Taylor Glacier Isotope Data

Table A13 1: Isotope data for basal ice samples from the Taylor Glacier.
 

Block 
Number ID Height 

(cm)§ 
18O (‰) Std Dev D (‰) Std Dev Dx  (‰) 

Clean Ice
TG1-A01 T01 438 -43.96 0.09 -357.88 0.68 -6.23 
TG1-B01 T02 437 -44.12 0.06 -359.96 0.07 -6.98 
TG1-A02 T03 432 -43.40 0.04 -353.06 0.22 -5.83 
TG1-B02 T04 431 -44.28 0.14 -354.49 0.39 -0.29 
TG1-A03 T05 426 -43.72 0.14 -357.64 0.87 -7.89 
TG1-B03 T06 425 -44.23 0.10 -360.89 0.15 -7.09 
TG1-A04 T07 420 -43.39 0.04 -352.95 0.21 -5.86 
TG1-B04 T08 419 -44.20 0.01 -355.15 0.03 -1.59 
TG1-A05 T09 414 -44.41 0.08 -354.43 0.37 0.84 
TG1-B05 T10 413 -44.15 0.04 -359.03 0.12 -5.84 
TG1-A06 T11 408 -43.88 0.08 -352.49 0.13 -1.47 
TG1-B06 T12 407 -44.05 0.01 -358.48 0.10 -6.06 
TG1-A07 T13 402 -44.06 0.14 -354.54 0.02 -2.08 

Laminated Debris
TG1-B08d T15 397 -43.40 0.11 -349.87 0.16 -2.68 
TG1-A09 T16 393 -43.42 0.06 -347.52 0.18 -0.20 
TG1-B09c T17 392 -43.95 0.07 -358.31 0.10 -6.73 
TG1-B09d T18 392 -43.39 0.01 -355.25 0.20 -8.16 
TG1-A10 T19 388 -43.79 0.03 -357.18 0.21 -6.89 
TG1-B10a T20 387 -43.61 0.08 -354.80 0.08 -5.90 
TG1-B10b T21 387 -44.10 0.06 -357.14 0.12 -4.31 
Clean Ice
TG1-A11 T22 384 -43.94 0.16 -352.23 0.73 -0.75 
TG1-B11 T23 383 -44.15 0.01 -357.57 0.09 -4.36 
TG1-A12 T24 378 -44.19 0.03 -359.00 0.49 -5.48 
TG1-B12 T25 377 -44.21 0.06 -357.22 0.05 -3.55 
TG1-B13 T27 371 -44.07 0.01 -359.43 0.11 -6.85 
TG1-A14 T28 367 -43.69 0.01 -351.17 0.12 -1.64 
TG1-B14 T29 366 -43.61 0.04 -353.38 0.10 -4.48 
TG1-A15 T30 363 -42.85 0.04 -348.66 0.83 -5.86 
TG1-B15 T31 362 -43.99 0.00 -355.68 0.07 -3.73 
TG1-A16 T32 353 -43.20 0.10 -346.81 0.46 -1.21 
TG1-B17 T34 345 -44.02 0.05 -358.11 0.06 -5.96 
Dispersed Debris
TG1-A18 T35 339 -43.96 0.65 -351.55 0.55 0.12 
TG1-B18d T36 338 -44.00 0.02 -353.14 0.37 -1.14 
TG1-A19 T37 337 -43.61 0.09 -351.54 0.26 -2.66 
TG1-B19 T38 336 -44.03 0.04 -353.54 0.52 -1.33 
TG1-B19d T39 336 -43.84 0.04 -356.84 0.06 -6.09 
Clean Ice
TG1-B20 T41 331 -44.03 0.02 -357.84 0.08 -5.58 
TG1-A21 T42 325 -43.76 0.07 -350.47 0.11 -0.36 
TG1-B21 T43 324 -43.91 0.08 -357.36 0.06 -6.10 
TG1-A22 T44 320 -43.07 0.47 -351.18 0.43 -6.64 
TG1-B22 T45 319 -44.11 0.03 -355.98 0.10 -3.07 
TG1-A23 T46 316 -43.25 0.05 -352.59 0.17 -6.59 
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Block 
Number ID Height 

(cm)§ 
18O (‰) Std Dev D (‰) Std Dev Dx  (‰) 

Laminated Debris
TG1-A24 T47 313 -42.78 0.06 -350.33 0.30 -8.05 
TG1-A26 T49 303 -38.06 0.06 -309.62 0.29 -5.15 
TG1-B26 T50 302 -43.19 0.04 -348.23 0.06 -2.74 
TG1-C26 T51 301 -42.56 0.07 -341.82 0.75 -1.38 
TG1-D26 T52 300 -40.54 0.06 -327.97 0.33 -3.68 
TG1-F26 T53 299 -38.03 0.05 -308.29 0.17 -4.03 
TG1-F26iii T54 299 -37.93 0.01 -307.12 0.07 -3.71 
TG1-A28 T55 292 -40.81 0.09 -330.25 0.62 -3.79 
TSF-01 T56 282 -43.36 0.02 -346.86 0.09 0.02 
TSF-02 T57 280 -40.40 0.14 -325.15 0.85 -1.95 
TSF-03 T58 277 -38.14 0.04 -306.87 0.07 -1.75 
TSF-04 T59 273 -38.39 0.08 -309.69 0.49 -2.57 
TSF-05 T60 268 -37.91 0.01 -303.28 0.17 0.00 
TSF-06 T61 262 -37.72 0.06 -304.02 0.07 -2.26 
TSF-07 T62 255 -37.92 0.01 -305.64 0.10 -2.28 
TSF-08 T63 247 -38.11 0.01 -307.38 0.07 -2.50 
TSF-09 T64 238 -38.50 0.05 -310.22 0.69 -2.22 
TSF10 T65 228 -38.64 0.03 -312.74 0.12 -3.63 
TSF11 T66 217 -41.06 0.03 -331.25 0.11 -2.80 
TSF12 T67 205 -38.15 0.02 -308.75 0.97 -3.53 
TSF14 T68 178 -39.93 0.03 -322.76 0.19 -3.29 
TSF14ii T68 178 -40.15 0.04 -324.05 0.08 -2.89 
TSF15 T69 162 -37.66 0.03 -304.47 0.40 -3.22 
TSF15iii T69 162 -37.90 0.03 -306.33 0.55 -3.13 
TSF16 T70 145 -42.55 0.07 -343.04 0.09 -2.63 
TSF16ii T70 145 -37.70 0.03 -305.24 0.07 -3.61 
TSF16iii T70 145 -38.24 0.05 -308.77 0.75 -2.81 
Clean Ice
TG1-B30 T72 144 -44.04 0.04 -358.07 0.06 -5.73 
TG1-A31 T73 137 -44.11 0.02 -355.54 1.04 -2.70 
TG1-B31 T74 136 -44.44 0.06 -357.50 0.06 -1.98 
TG1-B32 T76 130 -44.26 0.06 -360.65 0.21 -6.54 
TG1-A33 T77 125 -44.03 0.04 -355.83 0.26 -3.62 
TG1-B33 T78 124 -43.94 0.03 -358.62 0.06 -7.07 
TG1-A34 T79 120 -43.87 0.15 -354.77 0.08 -3.80 
TG1-A35 T80 115 -43.81 0.06 -354.34 0.69 -3.87 
TG1-B35 T81 114 -44.15 0.00 -353.79 0.07 -0.59 
TG1-A36i T82 110 -43.79 0.04 -353.97 0.83 -3.62 
TG1-B36 T83 109 -43.96 0.08 -355.19 0.08 -3.54 
TG1-5-bot T84 107 -43.85 0.04 -354.47 0.07 -3.66 
TG1-B37 T86 104 -44.33 0.05 -360.41 0.06 -5.80 
TG1-B38 T88 98 -44.18 0.02 -356.54 0.09 -3.12 
TG1-B39 T90 92 -44.17 0.03 -359.14 0.11 -5.81 
TG1-A40 T91 87 -43.79 0.04 -358.41 1.17 -8.06 
TG1-B40 T92 86 -44.11 0.02 -357.47 0.07 -4.62 
TG1-B41 T94 80 -44.29 0.04 -357.71 0.10 -3.42 
TG1-B42 T96 74 -43.94 0.01 -357.02 0.04 -5.47 
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Block 
Number ID Height 

(cm)§ 
18O (‰) Std Dev D (‰) Std Dev Dx  (‰) 

Stratified Dispersed
TG1-A43 T97 61 -44.20 0.03 -353.88 0.43 -0.28 
TG1-B43c T98 60 -43.77 0.01 -352.90 0.61 -2.71 
TG1-B43d T99 60 -43.17 0.04 -345.70 0.16 -0.36 
TG1-B44d T101 54 -41.80 0.01 -339.36 0.03 -4.95 
TG1-A45 T102 49 -42.50 0.05 -340.81 0.14 -0.81 
TG1-B45 T103 48 -42.60 0.02 -342.02 0.05 -1.20 
TG1-B45d T104 48 -41.77 0.09 -338.29 0.12 -4.16 
TG1-B46 T106 43 -41.51 0.00 -336.83 0.12 -4.79 
TG1-A48 T107 29 -44.37 0.03 -357.08 0.77 -2.08 
TG1-A50 T109 17 -42.91 0.02 -349.91 0.84 -6.59 

        
§ = Height Above Datum 
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Table A13 2: Statistical Analysis of the Taylor Glacier isotope data
 
Descriptive Statistics: 18 Oxygen / Taylor Glacier 
 
Variable             N       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev    SE Mean 
Clean Facies 18O    49    -43.938    -44.030    -43.960      0.341      0.049 
Laminated 18O       34    -40.353    -40.040    -40.286      2.438      0.418 
Dispersed 18O       15    -43.203    -43.610    -43.243      0.963      0.249 
 
 
 
Descriptive Statistics: Deuterium / Taylor Glacier 
 
Variable             N       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev    SE Mean 
Clean Facies D     49    -355.82    -355.98    -355.96       3.14       0.45 
Laminated D        34    -326.18    -323.40    -325.58      20.20       3.46 
Dispersed D        15    -348.23    -351.54    -348.42       7.02       1.81 
 
 
 
Descriptive Statistics: Deuterium Excess / Taylor Glacier 
 
Variable             N       Mean     Median     TrMean      StDev    SE Mean 
Clean Facies Dx     49     -4.318     -4.480     -4.360      2.243      0.320 
Laminated Dx        34     -3.366     -3.010     -3.275      1.977      0.339 
Dispersed Dx        15     -2.602     -2.080     -2.505      2.201      0.568 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: 18 Oxygen / Taylor Glacier 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Factor      2    264.85    132.43    58.61    0.000 
Error      95    214.64      2.26 
Total      97    479.49 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ------+---------+---------+---------+ 
Clean 18O  49   -43.938     0.341  (--*--)  
Lamina 18O 34   -40.353     2.438                          (--*--)  
Disper 18O 15   -43.203     0.963     (----*----)  
                                   ------+---------+---------+---------+ 
Pooled StDev =    1.503              -43.5     -42.0     -40.5     -39.0 
 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test:  
Taylor Glacier 
18O Clean Facies < 18O Stratified Dispersed Facies 

 
Clean 18O  N =  49     Median =     -44.030 
Disp 18O   N =  15     Median =     -43.610 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is      -0.440 
95.1 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (-1.200,-0.120) 
W = 1414.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 < ETA2 is significant at 0.0024 
The test is significant at 0.0024 (adjusted for ties) 
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Table A13 2: (continued)
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test:  
Taylor Glacier  
18O Laminated Facies > Stratified Dispersed Facies 
 
Lam 18O    N =  34     Median =     -40.040 
Disp 18O   N =  15     Median =     -43.610 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is       3.415 
95.0 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (1.049,4.670) 
W = 1017.5 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 > ETA2 is significant at 0.0001 
The test is significant at 0.0001 (adjusted for ties) 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test:  
Taylor Glacier  
18O Clean Facies < Laminated Facies 

 
Clean 18O   N =  49     Median =     -44.030 
Lam  18O    N =  34     Median =     -40.040 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is      -3.990 
95.1 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (-5.550,-2.851) 
W = 1314.5 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 < ETA2 is significant at 0.0000 
The test is significant at 0.0000 (adjusted for ties) 
 
 
 
One-way Analysis of Variance: Deuterium Excess / Taylor Glacier 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source     DF        SS        MS        F        P 
Factor      2     40.55     20.27     4.39    0.015 
Error      95    438.36      4.61 
Total      97    478.91 
                                   Individual 95% CIs For Mean 
                                   Based on Pooled StDev 
Level       N      Mean     StDev  ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Clean Dx   49    -4.318     2.243   (-----*-----)  
Lam Dx     34    -3.366     1.977           (------*-------)  
Disp Dx    15    -2.602     2.201               (----------*----------)  
                                   ----------+---------+---------+------ 
Pooled StDev =    2.148                   -4.0      -3.0      -2.0 
 
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test: 
Taylor Glacier 
Deuterium Excess Clean Facies < Laminated Facies 
 
Clean Dx   N =  49     Median =      -4.480 
Lam Dx     N =  34     Median =      -3.010 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is      -1.170 
95.1 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (-2.250,-0.100) 
W = 1823.0 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 < ETA2 is significant at 0.0149 
The test is significant at 0.0149 (adjusted for ties) 
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Table A13 2: (continued)
 
 
Mann-Whitney Confidence Interval and Test:  
Taylor Glacier  
Deuterium Excess Clean Facies < Stratified Dispersed Facies 
 
Clean Dx   N =  49     Median =      -4.480 
Disp Dx    N =  15     Median =      -2.080 
Point estimate for ETA1-ETA2 is      -1.800 
95.1 Percent CI for ETA1-ETA2 is (-3.300,-0.450) 
W = 1438.5 
Test of ETA1 = ETA2  vs  ETA1 < ETA2 is significant at 0.0075 
The test is significant at 0.0075 (adjusted for ties) 
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Table A13 3: Regression analysis of co isotopic data from Taylor Glacier basal ice.
 
Regression Analysis: Taylor Glacier Co-isotopic Data (All Samples) 
 
The regression equation is 
D (‰) = 3.76 + 8.18 18O (‰) 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant        3.762       4.290       0.88    0.383 
18O  (‰)       8.1758      0.1006      81.27    0.000 
 
S = 2.203       R-Sq = 98.6%     R-Sq(adj) = 98.6% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1       32051       32051   6604.05    0.000 
Residual Error    96         466           5 
Total             97       32517 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs    18O (‰)     D (‰)         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  9      -44.4   -354.430    -359.324       0.289       4.894        2.24R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Taylor Glacier (All Samples) 
 

= 
438.479

199.200.218.8  

 
= 8.18 ± 0.01 
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Table A13 4: Regression analysis of co isotopic data from Taylor Glacier Clean Facies.
 
 
Regression Analysis: Taylor Glacier Clean Facies Co-isotopic Data 
 
The regression equation is 
clean D (‰) = - 66.8 + 6.58 clean 18O (‰) 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant       -66.79       41.26      -1.62    0.112 
clean d1       6.5780      0.9389       7.01    0.000 
 
S = 2.219       R-Sq = 51.1%     R-Sq(adj) = 50.0% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      241.71      241.71     49.08    0.000 
Residual Error    47      231.44        4.92 
Total             48      473.15 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs   clean d1   clean D         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  9      -44.4   -354.430    -358.924       0.545       4.494        2.09R  
 21      -42.9   -348.660    -348.662       1.070       0.002        0.00 X 
 28      -43.1   -351.180    -350.109       0.874      -1.071       -0.53 X 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Taylor Glacier (Clean Facies) 
 

= 
570.5
216.202.258.6  

 
= 6.58 ± 0.80 
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Table A13 5: Regression analysis of co isotopic data from Taylor Glacier Laminated facies.
 
 
Regression Analysis: Taylor Glacier Laminated Facies Co-Isotopic Data 
 
The regression equation is 
laminated D = 6.70 + 8.25 Laminated 18O 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant        6.700       5.523       1.21    0.234 
Laminate       8.2493      0.1366      60.38    0.000 
 
S = 1.913       R-Sq = 99.1%     R-Sq(adj) = 99.1% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1       13344       13344   3645.58    0.000 
Residual Error    32         117           4 
Total             33       13461 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs   Laminate   laminate         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
  1      -42.8   -350.330    -346.207       0.467      -4.123       -2.22R  
  9      -43.4   -346.860    -350.991       0.526       4.131        2.25R  
 29      -43.4   -347.520    -351.486       0.532       3.966        2.16R  
 31      -43.4   -355.250    -351.239       0.529      -4.011       -2.18R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
 
 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Taylor Glacier (Laminated Facies) 
 

= 
986.195

909.104.225.8  

 
= 8.25 ± 0.02 
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Table A13 6: Regression analysis of co isotopic data from Taylor Glacier Stratified
Dispersed Facies.
 
Regression Analysis: Taylor Glacier Stratified Dispersed Facies Co-Isotopic 
Data 
 
The regression equation is 
stratified D (‰) = - 45.9 + 7.00 stratified 18O (‰) 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant       -45.87       24.74      -1.85    0.087 
stratifi       6.9986      0.5725      12.22    0.000 
 
S = 2.062       R-Sq = 92.0%     R-Sq(adj) = 91.4% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      635.47      635.47    149.44    0.000 
Residual Error    13       55.28        4.25 
Total             14      690.75 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs   stratifi   stratifi         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St Resid 
 15      -43.8   -356.840    -352.686       0.645      -4.154       -2.12R  
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
 
 
Confidence Interval Calculation for Regression Analysis  
Taylor Glacier (Stratified Dispersed Facies) 
 

= 
001.13
052.216.200.7  

 
= 7.00 ± 0.34 
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